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A SHORT ENGLISH GRAMMAR
[Published in the Year 1748.]

SECTION I.
OF LETTERS.
1. LETTERS are either Vowels or Consonants.
2. A Vowel is a letter that may be pronounced alone; as, a, e, i, o, u. A
Consonant is a letter that cannot be pronounced without a Vowel; as, b, c,
d.
3. A Diphthong is two or more Vowels put together, and pronounced like
one; as, au, owe.
4. A Syllable is a Vowel or Diphthong, either single, or pronounced with a
Consonant.
5. There are in English twenty-four letters; a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k,1, m,
n, o, p, q, r, s, t, u, v, w, x, y, z.

SECTION II.
OF NOUNS.
1. THERE are seven sorts of words; a Noun, a Pronoun, a Verb, a
Participle, an Adverb, a Conjunction, and a Preposition.
2. The three former of these are declinable, that is, often vary their
terminations.
3. A Noun is the name of a thing.
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4. Nouns are either Substantives or Adjectives.
5. A Substantive is a Noun that may stand by itself; as, a man. An
Adjective is a Noun that is always joined with a Substantive; as, good.
6. There are three Genders, the Masculine, the Feminine, and the Neuter.
7. But Nouns have no Genders.
8. A Case is the variation of the last syllable.
9. But Nouns in English have no Cases.
10. The Number of Nouns are two: The Singular, which speaks of one
thing; as, a stone: The Plural, which speaks of more than one; as, stones.
11. The Plural Number of Nouns is formed by adding s to the Singular; as,
a book, books.
12. But in Nouns ending in ch, sh, ss, or x, by adding es; as, a fox, foxes.
13. Nouns ending in f, or fe, change it into ves; as, a wife, wives.
14. Only those ending in oof, ff, rf, and a few others, are regular; as, a roof,
roofs.
15. Nouns ending in y, form the Plural in ies; as, a city, cities.
16. Only those ending in a diphthong are regular; as, a boy, boys.
17. A man has in the Plural, men; a woman, women; a child, children; an
ox, oxen; a goose, geese; a foot, feet; a tooth, teeth; a mouse, mice; a louse,
lice; a die, dice; a penny, pence.
18. All Adjectives are indeclinable, having no Variation either of Gender,
Case, or Number.
19. Adjectives have three Degrees of Comparison; the Positive,
Comparative, and Superlative.
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20. The Comparative Degree is formed by adding er to the Positive; the
Superlative, by adding est; as, rich, richer, richest
21. But in the following Adjectives thus: —
Good
bad
little
much, many

better
worse
less
more

best
worst
least
most

SECTION III.
OF PRONOUNS.
1. A PRONOUN is a sort of word which is put for a Noun.
2. There are sixteen: I, thou, he; my or mine; thy or thine; his, her; our,
your, their; this, that; what, which, who, whose.
3. My, thy, his, her, our, your, their, this, that, which, what, who, whose,
are indeclinable.
4. The other Pronouns are declined thus: —
Singular.

Plural.

I, me

we, us

5.

Thou, thee

ye, you

6.

He, him, Masculine
She, her, Feminine
It, Neuter

7. Who, whom, is either Singular or Plural.

they, them
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8. This has in the Plural, these; that, those.
9. Her, our, your, their, at the end of a sentence, take s; as, “It is hers.”
10. That is often used for who, or which; as, “The man that spoke,” for
“who spoke.”
11. We say, “Thou, Thee,” when we speak to God; “You,” when we
speak to men.
12. Pronouns have also three Persons: I, we, are of the First Person; thou,
you, of the Second; and all the rest of the Third.

SECTION IV.
OF VERBS.
1. A VERB is a sort of word that expresses either doing, and then it is called
an Active; suffering, and then it is called a passive; or being, and then it is
called a Neuter, Verb.
2. Verbs are not only varied by Numbers and Persons, but also by Moods,
Tenses, and Conjugations
3. There are four Moods:
(1.) The Indicative, which shows that a thing is done:
(2.) The Imperative, which commands it to be done:
(3.) The Subjunctive, which generally follows another Verb, and
expresses that a thing may, can, or should be done: And,
(4.) The Infinitive, which has neither Number nor Person.
4. There are five Tenses:
(1.) The Present Tense, which speaks of the present time:
(2.) The Preterimperfect, which speaks of the time not perfectly past:
(3.) The Preterperfect, which speaks of the time perfectly past:
(4.) The Preterpluperfect, which speaks of the time that is more than
perfectly past: And,
(5.) The Future, which speaks of the time to come.
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5. A Conjugation is the manner of varying the beginning or ending of
Verbs, in their several Moods.
6. There is but one Conjugation in English.

SECTION V.
OF AUXILIARY VERBS.
1. THOSE are called Auxiliary Verbs which are used in forming the Moods
and Tenses of all other Verbs.
2. There are two Auxiliary Verbs, “to have,” and “to be,” beside the
Defective ones following: —
3. Indic. Pres. Sin. I thou canst, he can.
Pl. We can ys can, they can.
Imp. Sin. I could, thou couldst, he could.
Pl. We could, ye could, they could.
4. Ind. Pres. I may, thou mayest, he may, etc.
Imp. I might, thou mightest, he might, etc.
5. Ind. Pres. I shall, thou shalt, he shall, etc.
Imp. I should, thou shouldest, he should, etc.
6. Ind. Pres. I will, thou wilt, he will, etc.
Imp. I would, thou wouldest, he would, etc.
7. Ind. Pres. and Imp. I must, thou must, etc.
8. Ind. Pres. and Imp. I ought, thou oughtest, etc.
9. “To have” is conjugated thus:—
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INDICATIVE MOOD.
Pres. Sin. I have, thou hast, he has or hath.
Pl. We have, ye have, they have.
Imp. Sin. I had, thou hadst, he had.
Pl. We had, ye had, they had.
Perf. Sin. I have had, thou hast had, he has had.
Pl. We have had, ye have had, they have had.
Preterplu. Sin. I had had, thou hadst had, he had had.
Pl. We had had,.ye had had, they had had.
Fut. Sin. I shall or will have, thou shalt or wilt have, he shall or will have.
Pl. We shall or will have, ye shall or will have, they shall or will have.
IMPERATIVE MOOD.
Sin. Have thou. Pl. Have ye.
SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.
Pres. Sin. I may have, thou mayest have, he may have.
Pl. We may have, ye may have, they may have.
Imp. Sin. I might have, thou mightest have, he might have.
Pl. We might have, ye might have, they might have.
Perf. Sin. I may have had, thou mayest have had, he may have had.
Pl. We may have had, ye may have had, they may have had.
Preterplu. Sin. I might have had, thou mightest have had, he might have
had.
Pl. We might have had, ye might have had, they might have had.
Fut. Sin. I should have had, thou shouldest have had, he should have had.
Pl. We should have had, ye should have had, they should have had.
INFINITIVE MOOD.
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Pres. To have. Perf. To have had.
PARTICIPLES.
Active, Having. Passive, Had.
10. A Participle is a sort of word that has Numbers, Genders, and Cases
like a Noun, and Tenses like a Verb.
11. Some Participles are Active; some Passive.
12. Again: Some are of the Present, and some of the Preterperfect, Tense.
13. “To be” is conjugated thus: —
INDICATIVE MOOD.
Pres. Sin. I am, thou art, he is.
Pl. We are, ye are, they are.
Imp. Sin. I was, thou wast, he was.
Pl. We were, ye were, they were.
Perf. Sin. I have been, thou hast been, he has been.
Pl. We have been, ye have been, they have been.
Preteplu. Sin. I had been, thou hadst been, he had been.
Pl. We had been, ye had been, they had been.
Fut. Fin. I will or shall be, thou wilt or shalt be, he will or shall be.
Pl. W e will or shall be, ye will or shall be, they will or shall be.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.
Sin. Be thou. Pl. Be ye.
SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.
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Pres. Sin. I may be, thou mayest be, he may be.
Pl. We may be, ye may be, they may be.
Imp. Sin. I were, thou wert, he were; or, I might be, thou mightest he, he
might be.
Pl. We were, ye were, they were; or, we might be, ye might be, they
might be.
Perf. Sin. I may have been, thou mayest have been, he may have been.
Pl.. We, ye, they may have been.
Preterplu. Sin. I might have been, thou mightest have been, he might have
been.
Pl. We, ye, they might have been.
Fut. Sin. I should have been, thou shouldest have been, he should have
been.
Pl. We, ye, they should have been.
INFINITIVE MOOD.
Pres. To be. Perf. To have been.
PARTICIPLES.
Active, Being. Passive, Been.
14. The old Auxiliary Verb, “To do,” is conjugated thus;—
Indic. Pres. Sin. I do, thou doest, he does or doeth.
Pl. We, ye, they do.
Imp. Sin. I did, thou didst, he did.
Pl. We, ye, they did.
PARTICIPLES.
Active, Doing. Passive, Done.
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SECTION VI.
OF REGULAR VERBS.

A REGULAR verb is conjugated thus:—
INDICATIVE MOOD.
Pres. Sin. I fear, thou fearest, he feareth or fears.
Pl. We fear, ye fear, they fear.
Imp. Sin. I feared, thou fearedst, he feared.
Pl. We feared, ye feared, they feared.
Perf. Sin. I have feared, thou hast feared, he hath feared.
Pl. We have feared, ye have feared, they have feared.
Preterplu. Sin. I had feared, thou hadst feared, he had feared.
Pl. We had feared, ye had feared, they had feared.
Fut. Sin. I shall or will fear, thou shalt or wilt fear, he shall or will fear.
Pl. We, ye, they shall or will fear.
IMPERATIVE MOOD.
Sin. Fear thou. Pl. Fear ye.
SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.
Pres. Sin. I may fear, thou mayest fear, etc.
Imp. Sin. I might fear, thou mightest fear, etc.
Perf. Sin. I may have feared, etc.
Preterplu. Sin. I might have feared, etc.
Fut. Sin. I should have feared, etc.
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INFINITIVE MOOD.
Pres. To fear. Perf. To have feared.
PARTICIPLES.
Active, fearing. Passive, feared.
The Passive Voice is only the Auxiliary Verb “To Be,” conjugated
throughout with the Passive Participle.

SECTION VII.
OF IRREGULAR VERBS.
1. THE following Verbs form the Imperfect Tense and the Participle
Passive irregularly.
2. Where no Participle is set down, it is the same with the Imperfect.
Present

Imperf.

Abide
Bear
Become
Begin
Bend
Beseech
Bid
Bind
Bite
Bled
Blow
Break
Breed
Bring
Burn

abode
bore, bare
became
began
bent
besought
bad
bound
bit
bled
blew
broke
bred
brought
burnt

Part. Pass.

born
become
begun

blooded
blown
broken
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Buy
Build
Catch
Chide
Choose
Cleave
Cling
Creep
Deal
Die
Dig
Draw
Drink
Drive
Fall
Feed
Feel
Fight
Find
Flee
Fly
Fling
Forsake
Freeze
Get
Give
Go
Grind
Grow
Hang
Hide
Hold
Keep
Know
Lie
Lead
Leave

bought
built
caught
chid
chose
clave or clove
clung
crept
dealt
died
dug
drew
drank or drunk
drove
fell
fed
felt
fought
found
fled
flew
flung
forsook
froze
got
gave
went
ground
grew
hung
hid
held
kept
knew
lay
led
left

chosen
cloven

dead
drawn
drunken
driven
fallen

flown
forsaken
frozen
given
gone
grown

known
laid
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Lend
Lose
Make
Meet
Rend
Ring
Rise
Run
See
Seek
Sell
Send
Shake
Shine
Shoot
Shrink
Sing
Sit
Slay
Sleep
Slide
Sling
Slink
Smite
Speak
Speed
Spend
Spin
Spring
Stand
Steal
Stick
Stink
Stride
Strike
String
Strive

lent
lost
made
met
rent
rung
rose
ran
saw
sought
sold
sent
shook
shone
shot
shrunk
sang or sung
sat
slew
slept
slid
slung
slunk
smote
spoke
sped
spent
spun
sprung
stood
stole
stuck
stunk
strid
struck
strung
strove

seen

slain

smitten
spoken

stolen
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Swear
Sweep
Swim
Swing
Take
Teach
Tear
Tell
Think
Throw
Tread
Wear
Weave
Weep
Win
Wind
Work
Wring
Write

swore
swept
swum
swung
took
taught
tore
told
thought
threw
trod
wore
wove
wept
won
wound
wrought
wrung
writ or wrote

sworn

torn

thrown
worn
woven

written

3. A Verb must always be of the same Number and Person with the Noun
or Pronoun going before it; as, “I love you.” “Christians love one another.”

SECTION VIII.
OF ADVERBS, PREPOSITIONS, AND CONJUNCTIONS.
1. AN Adverb is a sort of word which is added to a Verb to perfect,
explain, or enlarge its sense.
2. Adverbs are compared like Noun Adjectives.
3. Among these may be reckoned those words expressing some sudden
passion, which are commonly called Interjections; as, “as! oh!”
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4. A Preposition is a sort of word which is commonly set before another,
or compounded with it; as, “I go to London.”
5. A Conjunction is a sort of word which joins words or sentences
together; as, and, or.
I cannot but subscribe to the remark of a late eminent writer, that, “in the
simplicity of its structure, the English far exceeds all modern tongues;”
and, I verily believe, all ancient too; at least, all that I have any
acquaintance with; the Greek and Latin in particular.
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A SHORT FRENCH GRAMMAR
[PRINTED IN THE YEAR 1751.]

SECTION I.
OF LETTERS.
1. THE letters in French are twenty-two:
a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, l, m, n, o, p, q, r, s, t, v, u, x,
aw, ba, sa, da, a, ef, ja, aush, e, el, em, en, o, pa, ku, ar, es, ta, va, u, ix,
y, z.
egrec, zed.
2. A sounds like a in all.
3. But before i or y, like a in face.
4. Ai, eai, ay, ei, sound like ai in pain.
5. Am, like om; an, like ong in song.
6. Aim, em, ain, in, like ang in hang; but ine like een; aine, as in English.
7. In ao the o is not sounded. So paon, read paung.
8. Au, eau, sounds like o in host.
9. E commonly sounds like a in face; so does
10. E marked thus e, or before a final z.
11. E final unmarked is not sounded.
12. Eim, ein, sound like eng in strength.
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13. Em, like em or om; en, like ong in song.
14. Eu, eui, ieu, oei, oeu, uei, ueu, u, ue, ui, yeu, sound almost alike.
15. Le sounds very short; les, like lay.
16. I and ie final sound like e in he.
17. Ien like eang. But in client, convenient, ewpedient, Jqent, orient, patient,
like eong.
18. I before ll is sounded after it; except in words beginning with il; and in
Achille, camomille, imbecille, pupille, mille, ville, tranquille, argille,
distiller.
19. Im, with a consonant following, sounds like em or im; with a vowel
following, like im.
20. O sounds like o in post.
21. Oi, oy, oye, eoi, in the first syllable of a word, before l, m, r, and in
proper names, sound like waw:
22. Elsewhere, like a in face.
23. But oi before gn sounds almost like wo.
24. Oin sounds like wang. So point, read pwang.
25. Ou, aou, oue, like oo in fool.
26. Oui like we.
27. Om like om; on like ung.
28. U almost like u in surprise.
29. U is not sounded after q; nor between g and e, or g and i; except in
carquois, and foreign words.
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30. No final consonant, beside, c, f, l, m, n, q, r, is sounded before an initial
consonant; except in foreign proper names.
31. A final consonant preceding the initial vowel of a Substantive is
sounded as in one word:
32. And so is the final consonant of an Adverb preceding the initial vowel
of an Adjective.
33. C final is always sounded; except in almanac, arsenic, estomac.
34. A final c following n sounds like g; and so in second, secret.
35. C marked thus c, sounds like s.
36. Ch like sh; except in foreign words.
37. Ce la is read slaw; est ce, ess.
38. D final before an initial vowel sounds like t.
39. F final is not sounded in baillif, clef, eteuf, chef d’oeurre; neaf, new.
40. F before an initial vowel sounds like v.
41. A vowel before gn sounds as if an i followed it.
42. H is rarely sounded in the beginning of a word, never in th.
43. L final is not sounded in barril, chenil, Fils, filleul, fusil, gentil, il,
nombril, outil, sourcil.
44. Ol final sounds like oo in fool; as does ouil in genouil, verrouil.
45. N final, or in the end of a syllable before a consonant, sounds as if a g
followed.
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46. R final is not sounded in the Infinitive Mood of tbe First and Second
Conjugation, nor in Nouns of two or more svllables; except enfer, fier,
hyver; leger.
47. S between two vowels sounds like z.
48. T hefore i sounds like s; except in Aristocratie, Dalmatie, Galasie,
minutie, primatie, prophetie.
49. Ent in the Third Person Plural of Verbs is not sounded.
50. Est before a consonant sounds like a; before a vowel like ate.
51. Notre and votre sound note and vote; except in the end of a sentence.
52. X in dix and six, and between two vowels, sounds like s; in soixanie
and Bruxelles like ss.
53. X before co, cu, sounds like s.
54. X in Latin words between two vowels sounds like gz.
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SECTION II.
OF NOUNS.
1. Un (a) or le (the) is prefixed to every Masculine Noun; une or la to
every Feminine; except Dieu, and proper names.
2. Nouns ending in ion, in e mute, or derived from the Latin, are generally
of the Feminine Gender.
3. Most other Nouns are of the Masculine.
4. The French have no Cases. They supply the place of them by varying
the Article thus: —
Singular.
Nom. Acc. Le Roy, the King.
Gen. Abl. Du Roy.
Plural.
Nom. Acc. Les Roys.
Dat. Aux Roys.
5. A Feminine Noun has la, de la, a la, instead of le, du, au.
6. The Plural Number is formed by adding s to the Singular.
7. But Nouns ending in s, x, or z, are not altered. So, le palais, Plu. les
palais.
8. Nouns ending in ail or al form the Plural in aux.
9. Nouns ending in aa or eu form the Plural in x.
10. Nouns ending in e form the Plural in z.
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11. Nouns ending in t change it into s. So, enfant, enfans.
12. Ayeul has in the Plural ayeux; ciel, cieux; oeil, yeux.
13. The Comparative Degree is formed by prefixing plus to the Positive.
So, plus sage, wiser.
14. The Superlative, by prefixing le or la to the Comparative. So, le plus
sage, wisest.
15. But in the following words thus: —
Bon, good,

meilleur,

le meilleur.

maxuvais, bad,

pire,

lepire.

petit, little,

moindre,

le moindre.

16. In comparing Numbers de is used for que.
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SECTION III.
OF PRONOUNS.
1. THERE are eighteen Pronouns, which are declined thus: —
Sing. N. Moi, I,
Acc. me.
toi, thou,
te.
soi, himself,
se,
lui, he}
le,
elle, she}
la,
2. Sing.

Plu. N. noss
vous
eux,
elles,

Ce, cet, Mas.}that
cette, Fem. }/
celui, Mas. }that
celle, Fem. }/

Plu.

Acc. nous.
vous.
les.
les.

ces.
ceux.
celles.

3. Ce, cet, or cette, with la subjoined, signifies that. So, ce garcon-la, that
boy.
4. Sing. Mon, M.
ton, M .
son, M.
notre,
votre,
Ieur,

ma, F.
ta, F.
sa, F.

5. Sing. Le mien, lamienne,
le tien,
le sien,
le or la notre,
Ie or la votre,
le or la leur,

mine, }
thine, }
his, }
ours, }
yours,}
theirs,}

my,
thy,
his,
our,
your,
their,

Plu. mes.
tes.
ses.
nos.
vos.
leurs.

form the Plural by
taking s.
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6. Instead of Pronouns are often used
Ou, in which, to which, where, whither:
En, of him, her, it, them; for it, at it, to it, with it or them; hence,
thence, some, any, none:
Y, in, of, about it; here, hither, there, thither.
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SECTION IV.
OF AUXILIARY VERBS.
1. THE Indicative Mood has seven Tenses: Four simple, and three
compound.
2. The simple are, the Present, the Imperfect, (which speaks of an action
past, without mentioning the time,) the Preterperfect Definite, (which does
mention the time,) and the Future.
3. The compound are, the Perfect Indefinite, (which speaks of an action
perfectly past, without mentioning the time,) the First Preterpluperfect,
which does not, and the Second, which does, specify the time.
4. The Subjunctive Mood has three simple, and four compound Tenses.
5. The simple are, the Present, the First Imperfect, and the Second
Imperfect.
6. The compound are, the Preterperfect, the First Preterpluperfect, the
Second Preterpluperfect, and the Future.
7. There are two auxiliary Verbs, avoir and etre.
8. Avoir, to have, is conjugated thus: —
INDICATIVE MOOD.
Present.
Sing.
Plu.

J’ai,
tu as,
il a.
I have,
thou hast,
he hath.
Nous avons, vous avez,
ils ont.
We have,
you have,
they have.
Imperfect.
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Sing.
Plu.

J’avois,
I had,
avions,
we had,

tu avois,
thou hadst,
aviez,
ye had,

il avoit.
he had.
avoient.
they had.

Preterperfect Definite.
Sing.
Plu.

eus,
eus,
I have had, etc.
eumes,
eutes,
We have had, etc.

eut.
eurent.

Future.
Sing.
Plu.

aurai,
auras,
aura.
I shall or will have, etc.
aurons,
aurez,
auront.
We shall or will have, etc.

The three compound Tenses are a repetition of the three first simple
Tenses, with eu subjoined to each Person.
Preterperfect Indefinite.
Sing.

J’ai eu, etc.
I have had.

Plu.

Nous avons eu, etc.
We have had.

First Preterpluperfect.
Sing.

J’avois eu, etc.
I had had.

Plu.

Nous avions eu, etc.
We had had.

Second Preterpluperfect.
Sing.

J’eus eu, etc.
I had had.

Plu.

Nous eumes eu, etc.
We had had.
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IMPERATIVE MOOD.
Sing.
Plu.

Ayes,
Have thou,
Ayons,
Let us have,

qu’il aye.
let him have.
qu’ils ayent.
let them have.

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.
Present.
Sing.
Plu.

J’aye,
ayes,
I may or can have, etc.
Ayons,
ayez,
We may or can have, etc.

ait.
ayent.

First Imperfect.
Sing.
Plu.

J’aurois,
tu aurois,
I should have, etc.
Nous aurions, vouz auriez,
We should have, etc.

il auroit.
ils auroient.

Second Imperfect.
Sing.
Plu.

Eusse,
eusses,
I might have, etc.
Eussions, eussiez,
We might have, etc.

eusse.
eussent.

The four compound Tenses are a repetition of these sirnple Tenses, and of
the Future of the Indicative, with eu subjoined to each Person.
Perfect.
Sing.

J’aye eu, etc.
I may have had.

Plu. Nous ayons eu, etc.
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First Preterpluperfect.
Sing.

J’aurois eu, etc.
I should have had.

Plu. Nous aurions eu, etc.

Second Preterpluperfect.
Sing.

J’eusse eu, etc.
I might have had.

Plu. Nous eussions eu, etc.

Future.
Sing.

J’aurai eu, etc.
I shall have had.

Plu. Nous aurons eu, etc.

INFINITIVE MOOD.
Avoir, To have.
Participles.
Active. Ayant, having.

Passive. Eu, had.

9. Etre, to be, is conjugated thus: —
INDICATIVE MOOD.
Present.
Sing.

Je suis, es, est.
I am, thou art, etc.

Plu. Sommes, etes, sont.

Imperfect.
Sing.

Etois, etois, etoit.
I was, etc.

Plu. Etions, etiez, etoient.
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Perfect Definite.
Sing.

Fus, fus, fut.
I have been, etc.

Plu. Fumes, futes, furent.

Future.
Sing.

Serai, seras, sera.
Plu. Serons, serez, seront.
I shall or will be, etc.

The compound Tenses are a repetition of the thrce first simple Tenses of
avoir, with ete sub.joined to each Person.
Preterperfect Indefinite.
Sing.

J’ai ete, etc.
I have been.

Plu. Nous avons ete, etc.

First Preterpluperfect.
Sing.

J’avois ete, etc.
I had been.

Plu. Nous avions ete; etc.

Second Preterpluperfect.
Sing.

J’eus ete, etc.
I had been.

Plu. Nous eumes ete, etc.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.
Sing.

Sois, qu’il soit.
Be thou, etc.

Plu. Soyons, soyez, qu’ils soient.

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.
Present.
Sing.

Je sois, sois, soit.
I may be.

Plu. Soyons, soyez, soient.
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First Imperfect.
Sing.

Serois, serois, seroit. Plu. Serions, seriez, seroient.
I should be.
Second Imperfect (never used).

Sing.

Fusse, fusses, fut.
I might be, etc.

Plu. Fussions,fussiez,fussent.

The compound Tenses are a repetition of these simple Tenses, and of the
Future of the Indicative of avoir, with ete subjoined.
Perfect.
Sing.

J’aye ete, etc.
I may have been.

Plu. Nous ayons ete, etc.

First Preterpluperfect.
Sing.

J’aurois ete,etc.
I should have been.

Plu. Nous aurions e!e, etc.

Second Preterpluperfect.
Sing.

J’eusse ete, etc.
I might have been.

Plu. Nous eussions ete, etc.

Future.
Sing.

J’aurai ete, etc.
I shall have been.

Plu. Nous aurions ete, etc.

INFINITIVE MOOD.
Etre, to be.
Participles.
Active. Etant, being.

Passive. Ete, been.
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SECTION V.
OF REGULAR VERBS.
1. THERE are four Conjugations.
2. A Verb of the First Conjugation forms the Infinitive in er, and is
conjugated thus: —
INDICATIVE MOOD.
Present.
Sing.
Plu.

Je parle, I speak,
Nous parlons,

tu parles,
vous parlez,

il parle.
ils parlent.

Imperfect.
Sing.
Plu.

Je parlois, I did speak,
Parlions,

parlois,
parliez,

parloit.
parloient.

Preterperfect Definite.
Sing.
Plu.

Je parlai, I have spoken,
Parlames,

parlas,
parlates,

parlat.
parlerent.

Future.
Sing.
Plu.

Je parlerai, I shall or will speak,
Parlerons,

parleras,
parlerez,

Preterfperfect Indefinite.
Sing. J’ai parle, I have spoken, etc.
Plu. Nous avons parle, etc.
First Preterpluperfect.

parlera.
parleront.
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Sing. J’avois parle, I had spoken, etc.
Plu. Vous avions parle, etc.
Second Preterpluperfect.
Sing. J’eus parle, I had spoken, etc.
Plu. Nous eumes parle, etc.
IMPERATIVE MOOD.
Sing.
Plu. Parlons,

Parle, speak; qu’il parle, let him speak.
parlez,
qu’ils parlent.

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.
Present.
Sing.
Plu.

Parle, I may or can speak, parles,
Parlions,
parliez,

parle.
parlent.

First Imperfect.
Sing.
Plu.

Parlerois, parlerois,
Parlerions, parleriez,

parleroit.
parleroient.

Second Imperfect, if ever used.
Sing.
Plu.

Parlasse, parlasses, parlat.
Parlassions, parlassiez, parlassent.
Perfect.
Sing. J’aye, etc., parle.
Plu. Nous ayons, etc., parle.
First Preterpluperfect.
Sing. J’aurois parle.
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Second Preterpluperfect.
Sing. J’eusse, etc., parle.
Future.
Sing. J’aurai, etc., parle.
INFINITIVE MOOD.
Parler, to speak.
Participles.
Active. Parlant, speaking. Passive. Parle’, spoken.
3. A Verb of the Second Conjugation forms the Infinitive in ir, and is
conjugated thus: —
INDlCATIVE MOOD.
Present.
Sing. Je punis, I punish,
Plu. Punissons,

punis,
punissez,

punit.
punissent.

Imperfect.
Sing. Je punissois, I punished,
Plu. Punissions,

punnissois, punissoif.
punissiez, punissoient.

Perfect.
Sing. Je punis, I have punished, punis,
Plu. Punimes,
punites,

punit.
punirent.

Future.
Sing. Je punirai, I will punish,
Plu. Punirons,

puniras,
punirez,

punira.
puniront.
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The Compound Tenses, in all Conjugations, are formed alike of the Simple
Tenses, with the Passive Participle subjoined.
IMPERATIVE MOOD.
Sing.
Plu. Punissons,

Puni, punish,
punissez,

qu’il punisse.
qu’ils punissent.

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.
Present.
Sing. Je punisse, I may punish,
Plu. Punissions,

punisses, punisse.
punissiez, punissent.

First Imperfect.
Sing. Je punirois, I should punish, punirois, puniroit.
Plu. Punirions,
puniriez, puniroient.
Second Imperfect.
Sing. Je punisse, I should punish, punisses, punisse.
Plu. Punissions,
punissiez, punissent.
INFINITIVE MOOD.
Punir, to punish.
Participles.
Active. Punissant, punishing. Passive. Puni, punished.
4. A Verb of the Third Conjugation forms the Infinitive in oir, and is
conjugated thus: —
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INDICATIVE MOOD.
Present.
Sing. Je recois, I receive,
Plu. Recevons,

recois,
recevez,

recoit.
recoivent.

Imperfect.
Sing. Je recevois, I received,
Plu. Recevions,

recevois, recevoit.
receviez, recevoient.

Perfect.
Sing. Je receus, I have received, receus,
receut.
Plu. Receumes,
receutes, receurent.
Future.
Sing. Je-recevrai, I shall receive, recevras, recetra.
Plu. Recevrons,
recevrez, recevront.
IMPERATIVE MOOD.
Sing.
Recoi, receive;
Plu. Recevons, recevez,

qu’il recoive
recoivont.

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.
Present.
Sing. Je recoive, I may receive,
Plu. Recevions,

recoives, recoive.
receviez, recoivent.

First Imperfect.
Sing. Je recevrois, I should receive, recevrois, recevroit.
Plu. Recevrions,

recevriez, recevroient.
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Second Imperfect, if ever used.
Sing. Je receusse, I might receive, receusses, receusse.
Plu. Receussions,
receussiez,receussent.
INFINITIVE MOOD.
Recevoir, to receive.
Participles.
Active. Recevant, receiving. Passive. Receu, received.
5. A Verb of the Fourth Conjugation forms the Infinitive in re, and is
conjugated thus: —
INDICATIVE MOOD.
Present.
Sing. Je vens, I sell,
Plu. Vendons,

vens,
vend.
vendez, vendent.
Imperfect.

Sing. Je vendois, I sold,
Plu. Vendions,

vendois, vendoit.
vendiez, vendoient.

Perfect.
Sing. Je vendis, I have sold, vendis, vendit.
Plu. Vendimes,
vendites, vendirent.
Future.
Sing. Je vendrai, I will sell, vendras, vendra.
Plu. Vendrons, etc.
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IMPERATIVE MOOD.
Sing. Ven, sell;
Plu. Vendons, vendez,

qu’il vende.
vendent.

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.
Present.
Sing. Je vende, I may sell,

vendes,

vende.

Plu. Vendions,

vendiez, vendent.
First Imperfect.

Sing. Je vendrois, I should sell, vendrois, vendroit.
Plu. Vendrions,
vendriez, vendroient.
Second Imperfect, if used.
Sing. Je vendisse, I might sell, vendisses,vendit.
Plu. Vendimes,
vendites, vendirent.
INFINITIVE MOOD.
Vendre, to sell.
Participles.
Active. Vendant, selling. Passive. Fendu, sold.
6. But Verbs ending in aindre, eindre, oindre, form the Passive Participle
by changing dre into t; and take g before n in all the Simple Tenses, except
thc Future of the Indicative, and the First Imperfect of the Subjunctive.
Accordingly Joindre, to join, is conjugated thus: —
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INDICATIVE MOOD.
Present.
Sing. Joins,
Plu. Joignons,

joins,
joignez,

joint.
joignent.

Imperfect.
Sing. Joignois, etc.
Perfect.
Sing. Joignis, etc.
SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.
Present.
Joigne, etc.
Second Imperfect.
Joignisse,etc.
Participle.
Joignant.
7. The Passive Voice in all Verbs is only the Auxiliary Verb etre,
conjugated throughout with the Passive Participle.
8. A Verb is placed thus: —
J’ai le livre.
Je n’ai pas le 1ivre.
Je n’ai pas eu le lirre.
Ai-je le livre?
N’ai je pas le livre?
N’ai je pas eu le livre?

I have the book.
I have not the book.
I have not had the book.
Have I the book?
Have not I the book?
Have not I had the book?
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J’en parle.
J’y porte.
Parlez en.
Portez y.
J’y en porte.

I speak of it.
I carry thither.
Speak of it.
Carry ye thither.
I carry some of it thither.
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SECTION VI.
OF IRREGULAR VERBS.
1. THERE is but one Irregular Verb of the First Conjugation, — aller, to go,
which is conjugated thus: —
INDICATIVE MOOD.
Present.
Sing. Je vais, I go,
Plu. Allons,

vas, va.
allez, vont.

Future.
Sing. Irai, iras, ira, etc.
IMPERATIVE MOOD.
Sing. Va, qu’aille. Plu. Allons, allez, aillent.
SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.
Present.
Sing. Aille, ailles, aille, etc.
First Imperfect.
J’irois,etc.
Second Imperfect.
J’allasse, etc.
2. The Irregular Verbs of the Second Conjugation are, —
Pre.

Per.

Fut.

Part.
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Acquerir
to acquire

J’acquiers, acquis, acquerrai, acqui

bouillir
courrir

Je bous, I boil,
Je couvre, I cover,

couvert.

In like manner are conjugated offrir, to offer; ouvrir, to open; and souffrir,
to suffer.
cueillir,
dormir,
mentir,

Je cueille, I gather.
Je dors, I sleep.
Je mens, I lie.

And so sentir, to feel or smell.
mourir,
partir,
repentir,
servir,
sortir,
tenir,

Je meurs, I die,
mourus,
mort.
Je pars, I go away.
Je me repens, I repent.
Je sers, I serve.
Je sors, I go out.
Je tiens, (tenons,)
tins, tiendrai,
tenu.

And so venir, to come.
vetir,
to clothe,

} Je vets,
}

vetu.

3. The Irregular Verbs of the Third Conjugation are, —
Mouvoir,
pouvoir,

scavoir,
asseoir,
valoir,

Je meus, I move,
mus, meu.
Je puis, I can, pus, pourrai,
pu.
tu peus, nous
pouvons,
Je sais, I know,
saurai,seu.
que je sache, (Part. Act. sachant.)
Je m’assieds, I sit,
assis, assi.
Je vaus, I am worth, vaudrai.
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And so faloir.
voir
vauloir,

Je vois, I see, vis,
verrai.
Je veuz, I am willing,
voudrai.

4. The Irregular Verbs of the Fourth Corljugation are, —
Pre.
boire,
conclurre,

Imp.

Per.

Part. Act.

Part. Pass.

Je bois,
beus, beuvant,
beu.
(beuvons,)
Je conclus, concluois,
conclu.
I conclude,

And so exclurre, reclurre; only their Participles are exclusse, reclusse.
Pre.
coduire,

Per. Fut. Part.
Je conduis, I lead, conduisis, conduirai, conduit.
(Imp. conduisois,)

And so cuire, to cook; construire, to build; destruire, to destroy; luire, to
shine; nuire, to hurt; reduire, to reduce.
confire,

Je confis, I candy,

confit, confirai,

confi.

(confissons,)
And so suffire, to suffice.
Pre.
connoitre,

Imp. Per. Part.
Je connois, I know,

connoissois,

connus,

And so croitre, to grow; and paroitre, to appear.
coudre,
Je cous, I sow,cousois,
dire, Je dis, I say, disois, dis,
dit.
ecrire, J’ecris, I write,
ecrivois,
faire, Je fais, I do, faisois,fis,
fait.
(ils font,)
(Fut. ferai,)

cousus,
ecrivis,ecrit.

cousu.

connu.
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lire, Je lis, I read, lisois, lus,
leu.
mettre, Je mets, I put, mis, mis.
moudre,
Je mous, I grind,
moulois,
moulus,
naitre, Je nais, I am born,
naissois,
naquis,ne.
plaire, Je plais, I please,
plaisois,
plus, plu.

moulu.

And so taire, to be silent.
prendre,
repaitre,
resoudre,
to resolve,

Je prens, I take,
prenois,
pris, pris.
Je repaissois, repus, repu.
I fed,
}
}
resolvois,
resolus,
resolu.

And so absoudre and dissoudre; only their Participles are absous, dissous.
rire,
to laugh,
vivre,
to live,

}
}
}
}

ris,

ri.

vecus, vecu

5. Some Verbs are defective, being only used in some Tenses or Persons.
6. Some are ImpersonaI, being only used in the Third Person Singular; as, Il
pleut, It rains.
7. Il fait is sometimes used for est; as, Il fait beau temps, It is fine weather.
8. The Feminine Participle is formed by adding e to the Masculine. So,
porte, portee.
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SECTION VII.
OF ADVERBS, PREPOSITIONS, AND CONJUNCTIONS.
1. THE Degrees of Comparison are formed in Adverbs as in Adjectives, by
prefixing plus and le plus.
2. The French generally use two negatives together, ne and pas, or point.
3. Tant and autant are used before Substantives; si and aussi before
Adjectives. Moreover,
4. Autant and aussi are always used with an affirmation; si and tant with a
negation.
5. Dedans, within; dehors, without; dessus, above; dessous, beneath;
alentour, round; auparavant, before; are properly Adverbs.
6. Yet, when dedans and dehors, dessus and dessous, are joined together,
they are used as Prepositions; or when they have de before them.
7. Faute is used before a Noun, and a faute before a Verb; as, faute
d’argent, for want of money.
8. These Prepositions govern a Nominative or Accusative Case: —
A, to, at; apres, after; avant, before; avec, with; chez, to, at; contre, against;
dans, in; des, from; dega, on this side; delb, on that side; depais, since;
derriere, behind; dervant, before; de dessus, from above; de dessous, from
under; durant, during; en, in, into; entre, between; envers, towards;
environ, about; excepte’, except; hors, out, without; hormis, except;
joignant, next; moyennant, provided; nonobstant, notwithstanding; outre,
besides; par, by; par dehor, without; par dessus, above; par dessous,
below; de par, from, by; parmi, among; pendant, during; pour, for; sans,
without; sauf, except; selon, according to; sous, under; suivant, pursuant
to; sur, upon; touchant, touching; vers, towards; a travers, cross, through.
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9. Vers relates to a place; envers to a person.
10. En is used before Nouns that have no Article; and to express the whole
time of doing a thing.
11. Dans is used before Nouns that have an Article; and to express the
place where we lay a thing.
12. In most other cases en and dans are used indifferently.
13. These Prepositions govern a Genitive Case: a cause, because; a
couvert, secure from; a fleur, close to, or even with; a l’abri de, sheltered
from; a l’egard, with regard to; a l’endroit, towards; a l’egal, in
comparison; a l’envi, in emulation; a l’insceu, unknown to; a la maniere,
after the manner; arriere, from; en arriere, behind; au dehors, without; au
deca, on this side; au dela, on that side; au dedans, within; au dessus, over
or upon; au dessous, under; au milieu, in the midst; au prix, in comparison
of; aupres, near; autour, about; ensuite, after; le long, along; loin, far; pres,
proche, near; vis-a-vis, over against.
14. These Prepositions govern a Dative Case: Jusque, till, to; quant, as for;
conformement, pursuant to.
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SECTION VIII.
OF SYNTAX.
1. ADJECTIVES ending in esque, f, ile, ique, or ule, are generally put after the
Substantive.
2. So are Adjectives that express a color, that are formed from names of
nations, that denote a quality of the weather or elements.
3. So are also most Adjectives that may be used as Substantives, and a few
others, with all Participles; as, un chemin battu, a beaten way.
4. Most Adjectives may be placed either before or after; but in some, the
position alters the sense. So, une femme sage, a wise woman; une sage
femme, a midwife.
5. Partie and quelque chose, though Feminine, are often joined with a
Masculine Adjective.
6. If a question be asked with the Pronoun ce, we must answer with the
same; as, Qu’elle heure est cela? C’est une heure. Otherwise we say, Il est
une heure.
7. Ce is used for il or ils, before a proper name, a Pronoun, and a Noun that
has no Article; as, C’est Pierre: C’est Monsieur.
8. As also before a Substantive expressing an inanimate or irrational thing,
before an Infinitive, a Participle Passive, an Adverb, or a Preposition; as,
C’est assez, It is enough.
9. Me, te, se, le, la, les, lui, leur, nous, and vous, are put before the Verb
that governs them; as, Il me hait.
10. And they are used instead of the Datives. So we say, ll m’a dit, Je vous
donne; not, Il a dit a moi.
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11. But in the Imperative Mood, we use the Dative after theVerb; as,
Donnez moi; except we speak negatively; as, Ne me dites pas cela; or in
the Third Person; as, Qu’il se promene, Let him walk.
The same rules hold with regard to en and y.
12. When a Verb governs two Pronouns, if one be of the First or Second
Person, that of the Accusative Case ought to be next the Verb; as, Donnez
le moi; but that of the Dative Case, if they are of the Third Person; as, Je
le lui dirai.
13. En and y, joined to these Pronouns, always follow them; as, Je lui en
parlerai.
14. When we speak of things or persons in general, we use soi; when of a
particular person, lui or elle; as, Il ne parle que de lui, He speaks only of
himself.
15. A Masculine Pronoun is often put before a Feminine Noun beginning
with a vowel: as, mon ame.
16. Property is often expressed by the Dative Case, thus: Ce livre est a
moi, a lui, a Madame; is mine, his, etc.
17. Qui and dont are commonly spoken of persons; lequel, of things.
18. Lequel is put for qui or dont, either to express a choice, or to avoid
ambiguity; as also in the Genitive Case; as, Au retour dequel.
19. Le or la is sometimes put for a Noun or a Verb; as, Etes vous malade?
Oui, je le (or la) suis.
20. The following Conjunctions require a Subjunctive Mood; afin que, that;
avant que, devant que, before that; a moins que, except; au cas, en cas que,
in case that; a condition que, pourveu que, provided; soit que, whether;
sans que, without; bien que, combien que, encore que, quoique, though;
jusques a ce que, till; de crainte que, least; pose que, suppose.
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21. A Verb followed by que governs either an Indicative or Subjunctive;
but a Subjunctive commonly, if si go before it.
22. Most Impersonal Verbs govern a Subjunctive.
23. As do the following Verbs; apprehender, attendre, commander,
craindre, defendre, desirer, dire, douter, empecher, endurer, exhorter,
faire, garder, permettre, poser; pretendre, prier, persuader, requerir,
souffrir, souhaiter, supplier, supposer, vouloir, and a few others of like
signification.
24. Quelque, quelque quoique, and an Adjective of the Superlative degree,
govern a Subjunctive.
25. The Latin Gerunds and Supines are expressed by de, a, pour, with an
Infinitive Mood.
26. De is used before an Infinitive,
(1.)After a Substantive; as, L’art de parler:
(2.)After Adjectives that govern a Genitive Case; as, Content de
mourir:
(3.)After etre, joined with an Adjective; as, Il est bon de mourir:
(4.)After avertir, ordonner, and several other Verbs.
27. A is used before an Infinitive,
(1.)After avoir; as, J’ai une letter a ecrire:
(2.)After Adjectives that govern a Dative Case; as, Je suis pret a
parler:
(3) Where the Infinitive Active is taken passively; as, La guerre est a
craindre:
(4.)After some Verbs; as, Je me prepare a partir.
28. A and de are used indifferently before several Verbs.
29. Pour is used before an Infinitive, to express the end or cause of a thing;
and after trop or assez.
30. All Active Verbs govern an Accusative case.
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31. Passive Verbs generally govern a Genitive Case; as, Etre aime de Dieu;
particularly when they express a motion or passion of the mind.
32. When they express an action of the body, par is used; as, Il est pris
par l’ennemi.
33. Verbs of giving and taking away govern an Accusative and a Dative; as,
Donner la gloire a Dieu.
34. Participles in ant are indeclinable.
35. And so are Participles,
(1.)When followed by an Infinitive Mood; as, Elle s’est fait peindre:
(2.)When used actively with avoir, unless a Pronoun in the Accusative
Case follow; as, Je l’ai veue.
36. After the Adverbs plus and moins, de (not que) is to be used; as, Il a
plus de vingt ans.
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A SHORT LATIN GRAMMAR.
SECTION I.
OF LETTERS.
1. GRAMMAR is the art of speaking or writing properly.
2. There are four parts of grammar: Letters, Syllables, Words, and
Sentences.
3. Letters make a syllable, syllables a word, words a sentence.
4. The letters in Latin are twentv-two: a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, (j), l, m, n, o,
p, q, r, s, t, u, (v,) x, y, z.
5. Letters are either vowels or consonants.
6. A vowel is a letter that may be pronounced alone, as a. A consonant is a
letter that cannot be pronounced without a vowel, as b, c.
7. There are six vowels, a, e, i, o, u, y; of which are formed five
diphthongs, ae, oe, au, ei, eu.
8. C before e, ae, oe, i; also t before i and another vowel, is pronounced like
s.
9. Four of the consonants are called liquids, l, m, n, r.
10. Three are called double consonants, j, x, z.
11. The rest are called mutes, b, c, d, f, g, h, p, q, s, t, v.
12. A syllable is a vowel or diphthong, either single or pronounced with a
consonant.
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13. A word is the sign of a thought, and part of a sentence or speech.
14. A sentence is several words put together.
15. There are seven sorts of words, four of which are declinable, Noun,
Pronoun, Verb, Participle: Three indeclinable, Adverb, Preposition,
Conjunction.
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SECTION II.
OF SUBSTANTIVE NOUNS.
1. A NOUN is the name of a thing.
2. Nouns are either Substantives or Adjectives.
3. A Substantive is a Noun that may stand by itself; as, vir, a man. An
Adjective is a noun that is always joined with a Substantive; as, bonus vir;
a good man.
4. A Noun is either proper, as, George, Georgius; or common, as, a man,
homo.
5. There are three Genders; the Masculine, he; the Feminine, she; the
Neuter, it.
6. Names of gods, angels, and men, are of the Masculine Gender; as,
Jupiter, Michael, Georgius.
7. Names of winds and months are of the Masculine Gender; as, Auster,
the south wind; Aprilis, April.
8. Names of rivers and mountains are of the Masculine Gender; as, Tibris,
the Tiber; Parnassus, the mountain so called.
9. Names of goddesses and women are Feminine; as, Juno, Anna.
10. Names of cities, countries, and islands are Feminine; as, Roma, Rome;
Gallia, France; Anglia, England.
11. Names of ships, trees, herbs, and poems are Feminine; as, Arpo, the
ship so called; pyrus, a pear-tree; AEneis, the AEneid.
12. Nouns signifying the offices of men are Masculine; as, rex, a king.
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13. Nouns signifying the offices of women are Feminine; as, regina, a
queen.
14. Nouns common to either sex are either Masculine or Feminine; as, exul,
a banished man or woman; adolescens, a youth; advena, a stranger; affinis,
a relation; auctor, an author; civis, a citizen; comes, a companion; conviva,
a guest; custos, a keeper; dux, a guide; haeres, an heir; hostis, an enemy;
infans, an infant; judex, a judge; parens, a parent; sacerdos, a priest or
priestess; testis, a witness; vindex, an avenger: With some others. So are
the following: —
Pulvis, margo, silex, grossus, corbis, cinis, obex, cortex, calx, imbrex,
atomus, clunis, canalis, forceps, linter, adeps, scrobs, torquis, stirps,
phaselus, pampinus, anguis, rubus, funis, barbitus, amnis, specus, penus,
pumex, finis, and dies.
15. Nouns indeclinable, also Nouns ending in on or um, are Neuter; as,
nihil, nothing; criterion, a mark; regnum, a kingdom.
16. The Genders of other Nouns are known by the termination.
17. The Numbers of Nouns are two; the Singular, which speaks of one
thing, as, lapis, a stone; the Plural, which speaks of more, as, lapides,
stones.
18. A Case is the variation of the last syllable.
19. There are six Cases, the Nominative, Genitive, Dative, Accusative,
Vocative, Ablative.
20. The Nominative is placed before the Verb; the Accusative after it; the
Genitive follows the sign of; the Dative to; the Vocative O; the Ablative in,
with, from, by, and than after a Comparative Degree.
21. The Declensions are five.
22. THE FIRST forms the Genitive and Dative Singular in ae diphthong,
except in Greek Nouns.
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23. This has four terminations, a, e, Feminine; as, es, Masculine.
24. But these five ending in a are Masculine; Sdria, mandraseo7 a,
pandecta, planeta, conzeta.
EXAMPLES OF THE FIRST DECLENSION.
Singular.
Nom. Gen.
Of

Dat.
to

Penn-a, a pen, -ae,
Od-e, a song, es,
Thom-as,
-ae,
Anchis-es,
-ae,

Acc.

Voc.
O

Abl.
in, etc.

-ae,
-e,
-ae,
-ae,

-am,
-en,
am,
-en,

-a,
-e,
-a,
-e,

-a.
-e.
-a.
-a.

-ae,

-is.

Plural.
Penn-ae, pens, arum, -is,

-as,

And so the rest.
25. Some Nouns of this Declension form the Dative and Ablative Plural in
abus; as, anima, dea, domina, equa, famula, filia, nata, serva, socia.
26. The Second forms the Genitive in i, and Dative in o.
27. This has five terminations, er, ir, us, Masculine; on, um, Neuter.
EXAMPLES OF THE SECOND DECLENSION.
Singular.
Notn. Gen.
Of

Dat.
to

Lib-er, a book,-ri,
Vi-r, a man, -ri,
Ven-tus, the wind,

Acc.

Voc.
O

Abl.
in, etc.

-ro,
-ro,
-ti,

-rum, -er,
-ro.
-rum, -r,
-ro.
-to,
-tum, -te,

-to.
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Criter-ion, a mark,
-ii,
Rey-num, a kingdom,-ni,

-io,
-no,

-ion, -ion, -io.
-num, -num, -no.

Plural.
Libr-i, }
Tir i, }
Vent-i ....}
Criteri-a,.}
Reg-na,....}

-orum,-is,

os,

-i,

-is.

-orum,-ts,

-a,

.a,

-is.

28. But virus and pelayus are Neuter. The following are Feminine:
Papyrus, antidotus, bolus, dipthongus, byssus, abyssus, periodus, synodus,
methodus, eremus, aretus, Exodus, nardus, lecythus, dialectus, halus,
humus, alvus, vannus, domus, colus, plinthus, pharus, ficus, and
diametrus. Vulgus, the common people, is Masculine and Neuter.
29. Filius, and proper names ending in ius, form the Vocative in i; as,fili.
Deus remains unchanged.
30. The Third forms the Genitive in is, and Dative in i.
This has twenty-four terminations, er, or, os, o, n, Masculine; io, do, go,
as, es, is, aus, x, and s after a consonant, Feminine; a, e, i, c, l, men, ar, ur,
us, ut, Neuter.
EXAMPLES OF THE THIRD DECLENSION.
Singular.
Nom. Gen.
of

Dat.
to

Late-r, a brick,
Labo-r, labor,
Nepo-s, a grandchild,
Serm-o, speech,
Delph-in, a dolphin,
Nati-o, a nation,

Acc.

Voc.
O

Abl.
in, etc.

-ris,
-ris,
-tis,
-onis,
-inis,
-onis,

-ri,
-ri,
-ti,
-oni,
-ini,
-oni,

-rem, -r,
-rem, -r,
-tem, -s,
-onem, -o,
-inem, -in,
-onem, -o,

-re.
-re.
-te.
-one.
-ine.
-one.
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Singular.
Nom. Gen.
Of

Dat.
to

Acc.

Voc.
O

Abl.
in, etc.

Arund o, a reed,
Imag o, an image,
AEsta-s, summer,
Rup-es, a rock,
Nav-is, a ship,
Frau-s, fraud,
Fa-x, a torch,
Le-x, a law,
Trab-s, a beam,
Pul-s, gruel,
Them-a, a theme,
Ma-re, the sea,
La-c, milk,
Anima-l, an animal,
Carm-en, a verse,
Calca-r, a spur,
Rob-ur, an oak,
Litt-us, the shore,
Cap-ut, the head,

-inis,
-inis,
-tis,
-is,
-is,
-dis,
-cis,
-gis,
-is,
-tis,
-atis,
-ris,
-ctis,
-lis,
-inis,
-ris,
-oris,
-oris,
itis,

-ini,
-ini,
-ti,
-i,
-i,
-di,
-ci,
-gi,
-i,
-ti,
-ati,
-ri,
-cti,
-li,
-ini,
-ri,
-ori,
-ori,
-iti,

-inem,
-inem,
-tem,
-em,
-em,
-dem,
-cem,
-gem,
-em,
-tem,
-a,
-re,
-c,
-l,
-en,
-r,
-ur,
-us,
-ut,

-o,
-o,
-s,
-es,
-is,
-s,
-x,
-x,
-s,
-s,
-a,
-re,
-c,
-1.,
-en,
-r,
-ur,
-us,
-ut,

-es,
-es,
-ia,
-a,

-ibus.
-ibus.
-ibus.
-ibus.

-ine.
-ine.
-te.
-e.
-e,or-i.
-de.
-ce.
-ge.
-e.
-te.
-ate.
-ri.
-cte.
-li.
-ine.
-re,or-ri.
-ore.
-ore
-ite

Plural.
Later-es,
Rup-es,
Mar-ia,
Capit-a,

-um,
-ium,
-ium,
-um,

-ibus,
-ibus,
-ibus,
-ibus,

-es,
-es,
-ia,
-a,

And so the rest.
31. Those nouns forming the Ablative Singular in i, make the Genitive
Plural in ium.
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32. But the following words, although they end in er, or, os, o, are not of
the Masculine Gender: —
Arbor and arbos, caro, dos, cos, are Feminine: The following are Neuter,
spinther, suber, tuber, gingiber, uber, verber, iter, laver, ver, piper, aes,
papaver, aequor, marmor, ador, cor, siser, os, and cadaver.
33. Nor are these, although ending in do, as, es, is, x, and s after a
consonant, of the Feminine: —
Masculine. Adamas, as, pes, gurges, paries, magnes, stipes, trames,
cespes, palmes, lebes, tapes, limes; fomes, poples, cassis, piscis, vermis,
glis, vectis, lienis, callis, collis, caulis, fustis, lapis, orbis, axis, fascis,
panis, postis, unguis, cucumis, vomis, torris, sanguuis, follis, mensis,
sentis, grex, ensis, ignis, calix, bombyx, phoenix, scobs, fornix, natriz,
variz, coccyx, seps, gryps, chalybs, fons, dens, mons, rudens, pons,
torrens, hydrops, vepres, cardo, and ordo. Neuter. Vas, vasis.
34. Nor are the following of the Neuter: —
Masculine. Sal, sol, lar, lepus, mus, grus, furfur, turlur, and vultur.
Feminine. Sindon, gorgon, icon, aedon, virtus, juventus, tellus, salus,
palus, incus, senectus, subscus, servitus, and pecus.
35. Aqualis, avis, clavis, cutis, febris, messis, navis, ovis, pelvis, puppis,
ratis, restis, securis, sentis, and turris, form the Accusative Singular in em
or im, the Ablative in e or i: Amnis, anguis, civis, classis, collis, finis, fustis,
ignis, imber, labes; mons, orbis, pars, postis, sordes, sors, and all
adjectives of one ending, and Comparatives, make the Ablative in e or i,
though oftenest in e.
36. Smussis, canalis, cucumis, ravis, sinapis, sitis, tussis, vis, and proper
names, (except of men,) form the Accusative Singular in im, and the
Ablative in i; as, Tybrim, Tybri.
37. Cor, cos, dos, faux, glis, lar, lis, mus, nix, nox, os, sal, vas, and most
Nouns ending in two consonants, and those that do not increase in the
Genitive Singular, form the Genitive Plural in ium; as, parens, parentium.
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38. So do those that form the Ablative in e or i.
39. Bos, an ox, has in the Genitive Plural, boum; in the Dative and
Ablative, bobus or bubus.
40. Greek Nouns form the Accusative Singular in a, the Accusative Plural
in as; so, AEneis, AEneida, AEneidas.
41. The Fourth forms the Genitive in us, the Dative in ui.
42. It has two terminations, us Masculine, u Neuter.
EXAMPLES OF THE FOURTH DECLENSION.
Singular.
Nom. Gen.

Dat.

Acc.

Voc.

Abl.

Fruct-us, fruit,
-us,
-ui,
-um, -us,
-u.
Cornu, a horn, is indeclinable in the Singular Number.
Plural.
Nom, Gen.
Fruct-us,
Corn-ua,

Dat.

Acc.

-uum, -ibus, -us,
-uum, -ibus, -ua,

Voc.

Abl.

-us,
-ua,

-ibus.
-ibus.

43. Jesus makes the Accusative, Jesum; in all other cases, Jesu.
44. Only these seven are Feminine: Acus, domus, ficus, Idus, manus,
porticus, tribus.
Acus, arcus,.ficus, lacus, partus, quercas, specus, tribus, form the Dative
and Ablative Plural in ubus; as, acus, acubus.
45. These have ibus and ubus: Artus, portus, questus, genu, veru.
46. The Fifth forms the Genitive and Dative in ei.
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47. It has but one termination, es, which is Feminine.
AN EXAMPLE OF THE FIFTH DECLENSION.
Singular.
Nom. Gen.
Res, a thing,

rei,

Dat.

Acc.

Voc.

Abl.

rei,

rem,

res,

re.

Plural.
Res,

rerum, rebus, res,

res,

rebus.

N.B. Meridies and dies are of the Masculine Gender.
48. Most Nouns of this Declension have only the Nominative, Accusative,
and Vocative in the Plural Number.
49. The Vocative Case is the same with the Nominative; but us of the
Second Declension is made e.
50. The Nominative, Accusative, and Vocative of Neuters are the same,
and in the Plural end in a.
51. HETEROCLITE Nouns which differ from the common way of
declining, are either Defective, Variant, or Redundant.
52. Nouns are deficient either in Number or in Case.
53. All proper names; names of things sold by weight; names of herbs,
liquors, metals, virtues, vices, diseases, and ages, want the Plural.
54. So do hepar, pontus, venia, vulgut, and some others.
55. These want the Singular: Athenae, calendae, cunae, divitidae, exuviae,
nonve, nugae, nuptiae, phalerae, tenebrae, Thebae, valvae, and some
others.
56. Nouns defective in Case are: —
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(1.) Aptots, which have but one ending for every Case; as, frugi,
gummi, fas, nefas, gelu, nihil, instar, mane, tot, quot, mille, quatuor,
quinque, and all numbers to an hundred.
(2.) Monoptots, which have but one Case; as, astu, jussu, noctu, natu,
promptu, permissu, inficias, ingratiis: Or,
(3.) Diptots, which have but two Cases; as, spontis, sponte,
repetundarum, repetundis.
(4.) Triptots, which have three Cases; as, opis, opem, ope, precis,
precem, prece: These are regular in the Plural.
57. Nouns Variant in their Gender are dies and finis, which are either
Masculine or Feminine in the Singular, and Masculine only in the Plural.
Jocus and locus are Masculine in the Singular, and Masculine and Neuter in
the Plural. Singular, epulum, nundinum, delicium; Plural, epulae, nundinae,
deliciae. Rostrum, fraenum, filum, are Neuter in the Singular, but
Masculine and Neuter in the Plural. Coelum is Neuter in the Singular, and
Masculine in the Plural.
58. Nouns are Redundant in the Nominative; as, arbor, arbos; baculus,
baculum: Or in other Cases; as, requi-es, Genitive etis & ei; do-mus,
Genitive mi & mus, etc.
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SECTION III.
OF ADJECTIVE NOUNS.
1. ADJECTIVES are of one, two, or three terminations.
2. Adjectives of three Terminations are declined thus: —
Singular.

Mas.
Fem.
Neu.

Nom.
Dur-us, hard,
Dur-a,
Dur-um,

Cien.
-i,
-ae,
-i,

Dat.
-o,
-ae,
-o

Acc.
-um,
-am,
-um,

Voc.
-e,
-a,
-um,

Abl.
-o.
-a.
-o.

-os,
-as,
-a,

-i,
-ae,
-a,

-is.
-is.
-is.

Plural.
Mas.
Fem.
Neu.

Dur-i.
Dur-ae,
I)ur-a,

-orum, -is,
-arum, -is,
-orum, -is,

3. All Adjectives ending in us, except vetus, Gen. veteris, old; some in er,
as, sacer, sacra, sacrum, holy; and one in ur, as satur, satura, saturum,
well-fed, are declined like durus.
4. These Adjectives form the Genitive in ius, the Dative in i: Unus, solus,
totus, ullus, nullus, alter, uter, neuter; and alius, which makes the Neuter
aliud, Gen. alius, Dat. alii. These six last want the Vocative.
5. Adjectives of two Terminations are declined thus: —
Singular.

M. or F.
N.

Nom.

Gen.

Dat.

Acc.

Voc.

Abl.

Trist-is, sad,
Trist-e,

-is,
-is,

-i,
-I,

-em,
-e,

is,
-e,

-i.
-i.
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Plural.
M. or F.
N.

Trist-es,
Trist-ia,

-ium,
-ium,

-ibus,
-ibus,

-es,
-ia,

-es,
-ia,

-ibus.
-ibus.

Dat.

Acc.

Voc.

Abl.

-ori,
-ori,

-orem, -or,
-us,
-us,

-ore.
-ore, or
-ori.

-es,
-a,

-ibus.
-ibus.

Or thus: —
Singular.
Nom.
M. or F.
N.

Gen.

Duri-or, harder,-oris,
Duri-us,
-oris,

Plural.
M. or F.
N.

Durior-es,
Durior-a,

-um,
-um,

-ibus,
-ibus,

-es,
-a,

6. The following in er are declined like tristis: Campester, volucer, celeber,
celer, saluber, sylvester, alacer, pedester, equester.
7. Adjectives of one Termination are declined thus: —
Singular.
Nom.
M. or F.
N.

Gen.

Amen-s, mad, -tis,
Amen-s,
-tis,

Dat.

Acc.

Voc.

Abl.

-ti,
-ti,

-tem, -s,
-s,
-s,

-te, or-ti.
-te, or-ti.

-tes,
-tia,

-tibus.
-tibus.

Plural.
M. or F.
N.

Amen-tes,
Amen-tia,

-tium,
-tium,

-tibus,
-tibus,

-tes,
-tia,

8. Adjectives ending in as, es, ar, or, z, or s, and some in er, are declined
like amens.
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9. Adjectives of the Comparative Degree are declined like durior; of the
Superlative, like durus.
10. Participles of the Present Tense are declined like amens; all other
Participles, like durus.
11. Adjectives have three Degrees of Comparison; the Positive, which is
the Adjective itself; the Comparative, which declares some preference or
excess, and sometimes defect; the Superlative, which often shows an
excess above the Positive to the highest degree.
12. The Comparative Degree is formed by adding or to the first Case of
the Positive ending in i; as, altus, high, alti, altior, higher.
13. The Superlative, by adding ssimus; as, altissimus, highest.
Pos.
Com.
From Durus, G. duri,
are formed durior,
Mollis, G. mollis, D. molli,
mollior,

Sup.
durissimus.
mollissimus.

14. But Adjectives in er form the Superlative by adding rimus; as, asper,
asperrimus.
15. Agilis, docilis, facilis, gracilis, humilis, imbecillis, similis, by changing
is into limus; as, similis, like; simillimus, most like.
16. Words ending in us pure, form the Comparative by adding magis; the
Superlative, by adding maxime, valde, perquam, or admodum; as, pius,
pious; magis pius, more pious; maxime pius, most pious.
17. The following words are irregularly compared: Bonus, good, melior;
optimus; malus, bad, pejor, pessimus; magnus, great, major, maximus;
parvus, little, minor, minimus; multus, many, plus, N., plurimus; inferus,
below, infimus; superus, above, superior, supremus or summus; posterus,
posterior, postremus; exterus, exterior, extremus; nequam, wicked,
nequior, nequissimus; benevolus, benevolentior, benevolentissimus; and so
maledicus, munificus, magniloquus.
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18. Duo and ambo are thus declined: —
Nom.

Gen.

Dat.

Acc.

Voc.

Abl.

M.
F.
N.

Duo, two,
Du-ae,
Du-o,

-orum,
-arum,
-orum,

-obus,
-abus,
-obus

-os,
-as,
-o,

-o,
-ae,
-o,

-obus.
-abus.
-obus.

M. or F.
N.

Tr-es, three,
Tri-a,

-ium,
-um,

-ibus,
-bus,

-es,
-a,

-es,
-a,

-ibus.
-bus.

19. Other numerals, to centum, au hundred, are indeclinable.
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SECTION IV.
OF PRONOUNS.
1. A PRONOUN is a sort of word which is put for a Noun.
2. There are eighteen Pronouns, which are declined thus: —
Singular.
Nom.

Gen.

Dat.

Acc. Voc.

Abl.

M. or F. Ego,I,

mei,

mihi,

me, —,

me.

nos, —,

nobis.

te,

te.

Plural.
Nos, we,

nostrum, or I,

nobis,

Singular.
M. or F. Tu, thou,

tui,

tibi,

tu,

Plural.
Vos, ye,

vestrum, or I,

vobis, vos, vos,

vobis.

Singular and Plural.
M. or F. Himself,

sui,

sibi,

se,

—,

se.

Singular.
M.
F.
N.

Ille, he,
Illa, she,
Illud, it,

illius,
—,
—,

illi,
—,
—,

illum, —,
illam, —,
illud, —,

illo.
illa.
illo.
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Plural.
M.
F.
N.

Illi, they,
Illae,
Illa,

illorum,
illarum,
illorum,

illis,
—,
—,

illos, —,
illas, —,
illa, —,

illis.
—.
—.

3. Ego, tu, sui, are Substantives, and of the same Gender with the Noun
they are used for; as, ego, (vir,) M.; tu, (puella,) F. The rest are Adjectives.
4. Iste, he, i declined like ille; and so is ipse, himself; only it has ipsum in
the Neuter Singular.
5. Ille, iste, is, and hie, all signify he; but with this distinctiou, — hie is
nearest the speaker, iste next, and ille farthest off.
Likewise ille shows respect; iste, contempt; as, Caesar ille maynus, “the
great Caesar.”
Singular.

M.
F.
N.

Nom.

Gen.

Dat.

Acc. Voc.

Abl.

Hic, this,
Haec,
Hoc,

hujus,
—,
—,

huic,
—,
—,

hunc, —,
hanc, —,
hoc, —,

hoc.
hac.
hoc.

hos, —,
has, —,
haec, —,

his.
—.
—.

eum, —,
eam, —,
id, —,

eo.
ea.
eo.

Plural.
M.
F.
N.

Hi,
Hae,
Haec,

horum,
harum,
horum,

his,
—,
—,
Singular.

M.
F.
N.

Is, he,
Ea,
Id,

ejus,
—,
—,

ei,
—,
—,
Plural.
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M.
F.
N.

Ii,
Ean,
Ea,

eorum,
earum,
eorum,

eis, iis,
—, —,
—, —,

eos, —,
eas, —,
ea, —,

eis, iis.
—, —.
—, —.

quem, —,
quam, —,
quod, —,

quo.
qua.
quo, qui.

quibus, quos, —,
or queis,
—,
quas, —,
—,
quae, —,

quibus,
or queis.
—.
—.

Singular.
M.
F.
N.

Qui, who,
Quae,
Quod,

cujus,
—,
—,

cui,
—,
—,
Plural.

M.

Qui,

quorum,

F.
N.

Quae,
Quae,

quarum,
quorum,

N.B. Qui in the Ablative Singular is of all Genders.
6. Quis, who? and its compounds, are declined like qui; only it has quid in
the Neuter Singular, and its compounds form the Feminine Siugular and the
Neuter Plural in qua; as, siqua.
7. Idem, eadem, idem, the same, the compouud of is; and quidam, some
one, the compound of qui, turn m before d into n; as, Acc. eundem,
eandem, idem; quendam, quandam, quoddam.
8. Quisquis like quis, but the Neuter quicquid; isthic, or istic, thus: —
Singular.
Nom. Isthic,

isthaec,

isthoc, or isthuc.

Acc.

Isthunc,

isthanc,

isthoc, or isthuc.

Abl.

Isthoc,

isthac,

isthoc.

9. Meus, tuus, suus, noster, vester, are declined lilse durus; only meus has
mi for mee, in the Vocative.
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10. Nostras, vestras, cujas, like aestas.
11. Qui is called a Relative Pronoun, because it always relates to something
going before.
12. Ego is of the First Person; tu of the Second; the other Pronouns of the
Third, as are all Nouns.
13. All want the Vocative, but tu, meus, noster; nostras.
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SECTION V.
OF VERBS.
1. A VERB is a sort of word, that expresses either doing, and then it is
called Active; suffering, and then it is called a Passive; or being and then it
is called a Neuter Verb.
2. Verbs are not only varied by Numbers and Persons, but also by Moods,
Tenses, and Conjugations.
3. There are four Moods:
(l.) The Indicative, which shows that a thing is done.
(2.) The Imperative, which commands it to be done.
(3.) The Subjunctive, which generally follows another Verb, and
expresses that a thing may, can, or should be done; and,
(4.) The Infinitive, which has neither Number nor Person.
4. There are five Tenses:
(1.)The Present Tense, which speaks of the present time.
(2.)The Preterimperfect, which speaks of the time not perfectly past.
(3.)The Preterperfect, which speaks of the time perfectly past.
(4.)The Preterpluperfect, which speaks of the time that is more than
perfectly past; and,
(5.)The Future, which speaks of the time to come.
5. A Conjugation is the manner of varying the beginning or ending of
Verbs, in their several Moods.
6. There are four Conjugations.
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SECTION VI.
OF AUXILIARY VERBS.
1. THERE is but one Auxiliary Verb, which is, sum, I am.
2. It is conjugated thus: —
INDICATIVE MOOD.
Present.

I am,
Sum,

Singular.
thou art, he is;
es,
est;

Plural.
we are,
ye are,
sumus,
estis,

they are.
sunt.

Imperfect.

I was,
Eram,

Singular.
thou wast, he was;
eres,
erat;

Plural.
we were, ye were, they were.
eramus, eratis, erant.

Perfect.
Singular.
I have been, etc.
Fui,
fuisti,

Plural.

fait;

fuimus,

fuistis,

fuerunt,
or fuere.

Pluperfect.
Singular.
I had been, etc.
Fueram,
fueras,

fuerat;

Plural.
fueramus, fueratis, fuerant.
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Future.
Singular.
I shall or will be, etc.
Ero,
eris,
erit;

Plural.
erimus,

eritis,

erunt.

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.
Present.
Singular.
I may be, etc.
Sim,
sis,

Plural.

sit;

simus,

sitis,

sint.

Imperfect.
Singular.
I might be, etc.
Essem,
esses,

Plural.

esset;

essemus, essetis, essent.
Perfect.

Singular.
I may have been, etc.
Fuerim,
fueris,
fuerit;

Plural.
fuerimus, fueritis, fuerint.
Pluperfect.

Singular.
I might have been, etc.
Fuissem,
fuisses, fuisset;

Plural.
fuissemus, fuissetis, fuissent.
Future.

Singular.
I shall have been, etc.
Fuero,
fueris,
fuerit;

Plural.
fuerimus, fuerietis, fuerint.
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IMPERATIVE MOOD.
Singular.
Be thou,
Es, esto,

let him be;
esto;

Plural.
be ye,
este, estote,

let them be.
sunto.

INFINITIVE MOOD.
Present.
Esse, to be.
Perfect.
Fuisse; to have been.
Future.
Futurum esse or fuisse,to be about to be,
Participle.
Futurus, about to be.
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SECTION VII.
OF REGULAR VERBS.
1. A PARTICIPLE is an Adjective derived of a Verb, which partakes of the
Tense and force of a Verb.
2. There are four Participles: Two Active, two Passive.
3. There are three Gerunds; and two Supines.
4. All the Gerunds and Supines are, strictly speaking, Nouns Substantive;
the former of the Second, the latter of the Fourth, Declension.
5. Regular Verbs of the First Conjugation forrn the Infinitive in are, the
Perfect in avi, the First Supine in atum.
6. Except the following Verbs: Frceo, fricui, frictum; mico, micui, no
Supines; seco, secui, sectum; juvo, juvi, jutum; lavo, lavi, lotum; crepo,
cubo, domo, sono, tono, veto, ui, itum: do, dedi, datum; (and so circumdo,
pessundo, satisdo, venundo; but its other cornpounds are of the Third
Conjugatiou, and form didi, ditum;) sto, steti, statum (but its compounds
form, stiti, stitum, aud sometimes statum).
7. Regular Verbs of the Second Conjugation form the Infinitive in ere, the
Perfect in ui, the First Supine in itum.
8. Except aboleo, abolevi, abolitum; adoleo, adolevi, adultum; ardeo,
haereo, maneo, rideo, suadeo, si, sum; augeo, lugeo, mulgeo, xi, ctum;
caveo, cavi, cautum; faveo, favi, fautum; cieo, cievi, citum; vieo, vievi,
vietum: censeo, censui, censum; deleo, impleo, fleo, neo, and Verbs in veo,
vi, tum; doceo, doctum; frendeo, frendi, fressum; sedeo, sedi, sessum;
jubeo, jussi, jussum; mulceo, mulsi, mulsum; misceo, mistum or mixtum;
mordeo, momordi, morsum; pendeo, pependi, pensum; spondeo,
spospondi, sponsum; tondeo, totondi, tonsum; indulgeo, indulsi, indultum;
sorbeo, sorpsi, sorptum; prandeo, prandi, pransum; oleo, to grow, olevi,
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oletum;and so exoleo, inoleo, absoleo; teneo, tentum; torreo, tostum;
torqueo, torsi, tortum; video, vidi, visum.
9. These have no Supine; and form the Perfect thus: Algeo, fulgeo, turgeo,
urgeo, si; conniveo, vi and xi; ferveo, fervi; paveo, pavi; frigeo, lueeo, xi;
strideo, stridi.
10. These have no Supine; and form the Perfect thus: Audeo, ausus sum;
gaudeo, gavisus; moereo, moestus; soleo, solitus sum.
11. Regular Verbs of the Third Conjugation form the Infinitive in ere, and
the Perfect and Supines variously.
Thus: If they end in
Bo: Bibo, bibi; bibitum; glubo, glubi, glubitum, & glupsi, gluptum.
Scribo, scripsi, scriptum; nubo, nupsi, nuptum, & nupta sum.
Accumbo, discumbo, incumbo, etc.; cubui, cubitum.
Co: Dico, dixi, dictum; duco, dazi, ductum; vinco, vici, victum.
Ico, ici, ictum; parco, parsi, parsum, & peperci, pareitum.
Sco: Cresco, crevi, cretum; nosco, novi, notum.
Also, Agnosco, agnovi, agnitum; cognosco, cognovi, cognitum.
Pasco, pavi, pastum; but compesco, dispesco, ui, itum.
Do makes di, sum; as, scando, mando, prehendo, defendo, accendo,
and some others.
Edo, edi, esum, & estum, to eat; comedo, comesum & comestum;
but
Credo, edo, dedo, reddo, perdo, abdo vel obdo;
Condo, indo, trado, prodo, vendo, simul addo, make didi, ditum.
Vado, rado, laedo, ludo, divido, trudo; & claudo, plaudo, rodo,
formant sibi si, sum.
Cado, cecidi, casum; caedo, cectdi, caesum; cedo, cessi, cessum.
Fundo, fudi, fusum; findo, fidi, fissum; scindo, scidi, scissum; fido,
fisus.
Pando, pandi, pansum & passum; pendo, pependi, pensum.
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Tendo, tetendi, tensum & tentum; tundo, tutudi, tunsum (its
compounds form tusum).
Go (& guo) makes xi, ctum; as, Rego, plango, ungo, jungo, distinguo,
and some others.
Except surgo, pergo, rexi, rectum.
Fingo, mingo, pingo, stringo, leave out n in their Supine.
Frango, fregi, fractum; ago, egi, actum; lego, legi, lectum; but
diligo, inlelligo, negligo, exi, ectum.
Pango, pepigi, to bargain; panxi, to join; pactum.
Pungo, pupugi & punxi, punctum; figo, fixi,,fixum.
Tango, tetigi tactum; mergo, spargo, tergo, si, sum.
Ho: Traho, traxi, tractum; veho, vexi, vectum.
Lo: Alo, malo, ui, itum; colo, consulo, occulo, ui, ultum.
Excello, praecello, antecello, cellui, celsum.
Percello, procello, recello, culi, culsum.
Fallo, fefelli, falsum.
Pello, pepuli, pulsum; sallo, salli, salsum.
Tollo, sustuli, sublatum; vello, velli & vulsi, vulsum.
Mo: Fremo, gemo, vomo, ui, itum; emo, emi, emptum.
Premo, pressi, pressum; como, demo, promo, sumo, psi, ptum.
No: Sperno, sprevi, spretum; cerno in its compounds crevi, cretum.
Sterno, stravi, stratum; sino, sivi, situm.
Lino, levi, lini & livi, litum.
Temno, tempsi, temptum; cano, cecini, cantum (its compounds
form cinui, centum).
Gigno, genui, genitum; pono, posui, positum.
Po: Scalpo, sculpo, carpo, serpo, repo, etc., psi, ptum.
Except rumpo, rupi, ruptum; strepo, strepui, strepitum.
Quo: De-Re-linquo, liqui, lictum; coquo, coxi, coctum.
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Ro: Quaero, quaesivi, quaesitum; tero, trivi, tritum; curro, cucurri,
cursum.
Verro, verri & versi, versum; gero, gessi, gestum; uro, ussi,
ustum.
Sero, sevi, satum, to sow or plant; sero, serui, sertum, to lay in
order.
Consero, servi, satum, to plant together.
Consero, serui, sertum, to intermingle.
So: Arcesso, capesso, facesso, lacesso, sivi or si, situm.
Pinso, pinsui, sinsitum, or pinsi, pinsum, pistum.
To: Mitto, misis, missum; meto, messui, messum.
Necto, pecto, plectto, xi or xui, xum; flecto, flexi, flexum.
Peto, petivi, petitum; verto, verti, versum.
Siston, stiti, statum; its compounds want the Supines.
Vo: Solvo and volvo, volvi, volutum; vivo, vixi, victum.
Xo: Texo, texui, textum; and some others.
Io: Facio, feci, factum; jacio, jeci, jactum.
Efficio, effeci, effectum; ejicio, ejeci, ejectum, etc.
Aspicio, aspexi, aspectum; allicio, allexi, allectum.
Fodio, fodi, fossum; fugio, fugi, fugitum.
Cupio, cupivi, cupitum; pario, peperi, partum.
Rapio, rapui, raptum; in its compounds ripui, reptum.
Quatio, quassum; in its compounds cutio, cussi, cussum.
Uo: Arquo, statu, tribuo, diluo, ui, utum.
But luo, lui, luitum; ruo, rui, ruitum (its compounds form rutum).
Fluo, fluxi, fluxum; struo, struxi, structum.
12. Inceptives in sco, as puerasco, tepesco, and the following Verbs, have
neither Perfect nor Supine; nor have the following: Sido, furo, vergo,
ambigo, glisco, fatisco, hisco, liquor, ringor, vescor, reminiscor.
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13. Regular Verbs o Fourth Conjugation form the Infinitive in ire, the
Perfect in ivi, the First Supine in itum.
14. But the following Verbs thus: Amico, amixi, amicui, & amicivi,
amictum; aperio, operio, perui, pertum; venio, veni, ventum; haurio,
hausi, haustum; farcio, fulcio, sepio, si, tum; raucio, sentio, si, sum;
sancio, vincio, xi, ctum; salio, to dance, salui, saltum (its compounds form
silui, sultum); sepelio, singultio, ivi, ultum.
15. These have neither Preterperfect nor Supine: Ferio, and all
Desideratives, except esurio, nupturio, parturio, which, with caecutio,
gestio, ineptio, have ivi.
16. The Perfect Tenses of Verbs, especially of the Fouth Conjugation, are
frequently contracted; as abiit, perii, abierat, for abivit, perivi, abiverat.

ACTIVE VOICE.
lNDlCATIVE MOOD.
Present.
Singular.
I love,
Am-o,
Mon-eo,
Reg-o,
Aud-io,

Plural.

thou lovest, he loveth; we love, ye love, they love.
-as,
-at;
-amus, -atis,
-ant.
-es,
-et;
-emus, -etis,
-ent.
-is,
-it;
-imus, -itis,
-unt.
-is,
-it;
-emus, -itis,
-iunt.
Preterimperfect.

I loved or did love, etc.
Am-abam,
-abas,
Mon-ebam,
-ebas,
Reg-ebam,
Audi-ebam,

-abat;
-ebat;

-abamus,-abatis, -abant.
-ebamus,-ebatis, -ebant.
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Preterperfect.
Singular.
I have loved, etc.
Amav-i,
Monu-i,
Rex-i,
Audiv-i,

-isti,

Plural.

-it;

-imus,

-istis,

-erunt,
or ere.

Preterpluperfect.
I had loved, etc.
Amave-ram,
Monue-ram
Rexe-ram,
Audive-ram,

-ras,

-rat;

-ramus, -ratis,

-rant.

Future.
I shall or will love, etc.
Ama-bo,
-bis, -bit;Am-abimus,
Mone-bo,
Montebimus,
Reg-am,
-es, -et; -emus,
Audi-am,

-abitis, -abunt.
-ebitis, -ebunt.
-etis,
-ent.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.
Present.
Singular.

Plural.

Love thou; let him love; let us love; love ye; let them love.
Am-a, -ato; -et, -ato; -emus; -ate,
-atote;
Mon-e, -eto; -eat, -eto; -eamus; -ete,
-etote;
Reg-e, -ito; -at, -ito;
-amus; -ite,
-itote;
Aud-i, -ito; -iat, -ito;
-iamus; -ite,
-itote;

-ent,
-eant,
-ant,
-iant,

-anto.
-ento.
-unto.
-iunto.
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POTENTIAL MOOD.
Present.
Singular.
I may or can love, etc.
Am-em,
-es,
Mone-am,
-as,
Reg-am,
Audi-am,

Plural.

-et;
-at;

-emus,
-dmus,

-etis,
-atis,

-ent.
-ant.

Preterimperfect.
Singular.
I might love, etc.
Ama-rem,
-res, -ret;
Mone’-rem,
Reye rem,
Audi-rem,

Plural.

Am-aremus,
Mon-eremus,
Reg-eremus,
Aud-iremus,

-aretis,
-eretis,
-eretis,
-iretis,

-arent.
-erent.
-erent.
-irent.

Preterperfect.
I may have loved, etc.
Amave-rim, -ris, -rit;
Monue-rim,
Rex-rim,
Audive-rim,

-rimus, -ritis,

-rint.

Preterpluperfect.
I might have loved, etc.
Amav-issem, -isses,-isset;
Monu-issem,
Rex-issem,
Audiv-issem,

-issemus,-issetis, -issent.
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Future.
I shall have loved, etc.
Amav-ero,
-eris,-erit;
Monu ero,
Rex ero,
Audiv-ero,

-erimus, -eritis,

-erint.

INFINITIVE MOOD.
Present and Preterimperfect.
Amare, to love.
Regere, to rule.

Monere, to advise.
Audire, to hear.

Preterperfect aud Preterpluperfect.
Amavisse, to have loved.
Rexisse, to have ruled.

Monuisse, to liave advised.
Audivisse, to have heard.

Future.
Amaturum esse, to be about to love.
Moniturum esse, to be about to advise.
Recturum esse, to be about to rule.
Auditurum esse, to be about to hear.
Gerunds.
Aman-di, of loving;
Monen-di, of advising;
Regen-di, of ruling;
Audien-di, of hearing;

-do, in loving;
-do, in advising;
-do, in ruling;
-do, in hearing;

-dum, to love.
-dum, to advise.
-dum, to rule.
-dum, to hear.

Supines.
Amat-um, to love;
Monit-um, to advise;
Rect-um, to rule;

-u, to be loved.
-u, to be advised.
-u, to be ruled.
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Audit-um, to hear;

-u, to be heard.

Participles.
Present.
Amans, loving.
Regens, ruling.

Monens, advising.
Audiens, hearing.

Preterperfect.
Amatus, loved.
Rectus, ruled.

Monitus, advised.
Auditus, heard.

Future in rus.
Amaturus, about to love.
Recturus, about to rule.

Moniturus, about to advise.
Auditurus, about to hear.

Future in dus.
Amandus, to be loved.
Reyendus, to be ruled.

Monendus, to be advised.
Audiendus, to be heard.

PASSIVE VOICE.
INDICATIVE MOOD.
Present.
Singular.
I am loved, etc.
Am-or, -aris or -are,
Mon-eor, -eris or -ere,
Reg-or, -eris or -ere,
Aud-ior, -iris or -ire,

Plural.

-atur;
-etur;
-itur;
-itur;

-amur,-amini,-antur.
-emur,-emini,-entur.
-imur,-imini,-untur.
-imur,-imini,-iuntur.
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Preterimperfect.
I was loved, etc.
Amab-ar, -aris or-dre,
Moneb-ar,
Reyeb-ar,
Audieb-ar,

-atur;

Amab-amur,-amini,-antur.
MonebReyebAudiea-

Preterperfect.
Singular.

Plural.

I have been loved, etc.
Amat-us
sum, -us es, -us est;
or
or
or
fui,
fuisti, fuit;

-i sumus, -i estis, -i sunt,
or
or
or
fuimus, fuistis, fuerunt,
or fuere.

Monitus.
Rect-us
Audit-us
Preterpluperfect.
I had been loved, etc.
Amat-us eram, -us eras, -us erat;
or
or
or
fueram, fueras, fuerat;
Monit-us
Rect-us
Audit-us

-i eramus,-i eratis,-i erant,
or
or or
fueramus, fueratis, fuerant.

Future.
I shall or will be loved.
Am-abor, -aberis or-ere, -abitur;
Monebor, -eberis or-ere, -ebitur;
Reg-ar,
-eris or-ere,
-etur;
Audi-ar,

-abimur,-abimini,-abuntur.
-ebimur,-ebimini,-ebuntur.
-emur,-emini,-entur.
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IMPERATIVE MOOD.
Present.
Be thou loved;
Am-are,-ator;
be ye loved;
-amini,-aminor;
Mon-ere,-etor;
-emini,-eminor;
Rey-ere,-itor;
-imini,-iminor;
Aud-ire,-itor;
-imini,-iminor;

Sing.
Plu.
Sing.
Plu.
Sing.
Plu.
Sing.
Plu.

Let us be loved;
Am e’mur;
Mon-eamur;
Reg-amur;
Aud-iamur;

let him be loved.
-etur,-ator.
let them be loved.
-entur,-antor.
-eatur,-e!or.
-eantur,-entor.
-atur,-itor.
-antur,-untor.
-iatur,-itor.
-iantur,-iuntor.

POTENTIAL MOOD.
Present.
Singular.
I may or can be loved, etc.
Am-er,
-eris or -ere,
Mone-ar, -aris or -are,
Reg-ar,
Audi-ar,

Plural.

-etur;
-atur;

-emur, -emini, -entur.
-amur, -amini, -antur.

Preterimperfect.
I might be loved, etc.
Am-arer, -areris or -ere,
Mon-erer, -ereris, etc.
Reg-erer,
Aud-ires; -ireris, etc.

-aretur; -aremur, -aremini, -arentur.
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Preterperfect.
I may have been loved, etc.
Amat-us sim, -us sis, -us sit;
or
or
or
fuerim, fueris, fuerit,
Monit-us
Rect-us
Audit-us

-i simus, -i sitis, -i sint,
or
or
or
fuerimus,fueritis,fuerint.

Preterpluperfect.
I might have been loved, etc.
Amat-us essem, -us esses, -us esset; -i essemus, -i essetis, -i essent,
or
or
or
or
or
or
fuissem, fuisses,
fuisset; fuissemus, fuissetis, fueissent.
Monit-us
Rect-us
Audit-us
Future.
I shall have been loved, etc.
Amat-us ero, -us eris, -us erit;
or
or
or
fuero, fueris, fuerit;
Monit-us
Rect-us
Audit-us

-i erimus, -i critis, -i erunt,
or
or
or
fuerimus, fueritis, fuerint.

INFINITIVE MOOD.
Present and Preterimperfect.
Amari, to be loved. Moneri, to be advised.
Regi, to be ruled.
Audiri, to be henrd.
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Preterperfect and Preterpluperfect.
Amatum esse or fuisse, to have been loved.
Monitum esse or fuisse, to have been advised.
Rectum esse or fuisse, to have been ruled.
Auditum esse, or fuisse, to have been heard.
Future.
Amatum iri, to be about to be loved.
Monitum iri, to be about to be advised.
Rectum iri, to be about to be ruled.
Auditum iri, to be about to be heard.
20. Some Verbs have a Passive Termination, with an Active Meaning; as,
loquor, to speak. These are called Deponents, and have Gerunds, Supines,
and Participles.
21. Such are also, scrutor, scrutatus sum; imitor, imitalus sum, etc., in the
First Conjugation.
22. Mereor, merui, or meritus sum; fateor, fassus; misereor, misertus;
polliceor, pollicitus; reor, ratus; tueor, tuitus; vereor, veritus, etc., in the
Second Conjugation.
23. Adipiscor, adeptus; amplector, amplexus; complector, complexus;
comminiscor, commentus; defatiscor, defessus; expergiscor, experrectus;
fungor, functus; fraor, fructus, or fruitus; gradior, gressus; irascor, iratus;
labor, lapsus; loquor; locutus; sequor, secutus; nanciscor, nactus; nascor,
natus; nitor, nisus, or nixus; obliviscor, oblitus; paciscor; pactus; patior,
passus; proficiscor, profectus; queror, questus; ulciscor, ultus; morior,
mortuus, mori, etc., in the Third. And,
24. Largior, mentior, molior, potior, sortior,-itus, sum; assentior,
assensus; experior; expertus; operior, opertus; metior; mensus; ordior,
orsus; orior, ortus; morior, mortuus, in the Fourth.
25. Some Verbs ending in or have both an Active and Passive signification.
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26. Compound Verbs form their Perfect and Supines like the Simple Verbs;
as, doceo, docui; edoceo, edocui.
27. But the syllable which is doubled in the Perfect of the Simple Verbs, is
not doubled in their Compounds; as, cado, cecidi; occido, occidi.
28. Except in the Compounds of disco nnd posco; also, de, ex, prae, pro,
-curro, which have curri and cucurri.
29. One of the vowels of tbe Simple Verb is often changed or dropped in
its Compounds; as spargo, dispergo; claudo, occludo.
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SECTION VIII.
OF IRREGULAR VERBS.
1. Possum, volo, nolo, malo, edo, fio, fero, and feror, are conjugated thus:
—
INDICATIVE MOOD.
Present.
Singular.

Plural.

I am able, etc.
Possum,
potes, potest;
Vo/o,
vis,
vult;
Nolo,
nonvis, nonvult;
Malo,
mavis, mavult;
Edo, edis, or es, edit, or est;
Fio,
fis,
fit;
Fero,
fers, fert;
Feror, ferris, or ferre, fertur;

possumus, potestis, possunt.
volumus, vultis, volunt.
nolumus, nonvultis, nolunt.
malumus, mavultis, malunt.
edimus, editis, or estis, edunt.
fimus,
fitis, fiunt.
ferimus,
fertis, ferunt.
ferimur,
ferimini, feruntur

Preterimperfect.
I was able, etc.
Pot-eram,
-eras, -erat;
Vol-ebam,
-ebas, -ebat;
Nol-ebam,
Mal-ebam,
Ed-ebam,
Fi-ebam,
Fer-ebam,
Fereb-ar,
-aris, or -are, -atur;

-eramus, -eratis, -erant.
-ebamus, -ebatis, -ebant.

-amur, -amini,-antur.
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Preterperfect.
I have been able, etc.
Potu-i,
-isti,
Volu-i,
Nolu-i,
Malu-i,
Ed-i,
Tul-i,
Fact-us sum, -us es,
or
or
fui, fuisti,
Lat-us,

-it;

-imus, -istis, -erunt,
or -ere

-us est,
or
fuit;

-i sumus, -i estis, -i sunt,
or
or
or
fuimus, fuistis, fuerunt,
or fuere.

Preterpluperfect.
Singular.

Plural.

I had been able, tc.
Potue-ram, -ras, -rat;
Volue-ram;
Nolue-ram,
Malue-ram,
Ede-ram,
Tule-ram,
Fact-us eram, -us eras, -us erat,
or
or
or
fueram, fueras, fuerat;
Lat-us,

-ramus, -ratis, -rant.

-i eramus,-i eratis,-i erant,
or
or or
fueramus, fueratis, fuerant.

Future.
I shall or will be able, etc.
Pot-ero,
-eris, -erit;
Vol-am,
-es,
-et;
Nol-am,
Mal-am,
Ed-am,

-erimus, -eritis, -erunt.
-emus, -etis, -ent.
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Fi-am,
Fer-am,
Fer-ar,

-eris or-ere, -etur;

-emur, -emini, -entur.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.
Present.
Singular.

Plural.

Be thou unwilling;
Noli, nolito;
Eat thou; let him eat;
Ed-e,-ito;
-at,-ito;
es, esto;
esto;
Fito;
fiat,fito;
Fer, ferto;
ferat, ferto;
Fer-re, -tor; -atur,-tor;

be ye unwilling.
nolite, nolitote.
let us eat;
-amus,
fiamus,
fer-amus;
-amur;

eat ye; let them eat.
-ite,-itote;
-ant,-unto.
-este, estote;
fite, fitote,
fiant, fiunto.
-te,-tote;
-ant,-unto.
-imini,-iminor; -antur,untor.

POTENTIAL MOOD.
Present.
Singular.
I may be able, etc.
Poss-im,
-is,
Vel-in,
-is,
Nol-im,
Mal-im,
Ed-am,
-as,
Fi-arn,
Fer-am,
Fer-ar,
-aris or-are,

Plural.

-it;
-it,

-imus, -itis,
-imus, -itis,

-int.
-int.

-at;

-amus, -atis, -ant.

-atur;

-amur, -amini,-antur.
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Preterimperfect.
I might be able, etc.
Poss-em,
-es,
Vell-em,
Noll-em,
Mall-em,
Eder-em, or ess-em,
Fier-em
Ferr-em,
Ferr-em;
-eris, or ere,

-et;

-emus, -etis,

-ent.

-etur;

-emur, -emini, -entur.

Preterperfect.
I may have been able, etc.
Potue-rim,
-ris,
-rit;
Volue-rim,
Nolue-rim,
Malue-rim,
Ede-rim,
Tule-rim,
Fact-us sim, -us sis, -us sit,
or
or
or
fuerim, fueris, fuerit;
Lat-us,

-rimus, -ritis, -rint.

-i simus, -i sitis, -i sint,
or
or
or
fuerimus, fueritis, fuerint.

Preterpluperfect.
I might have been able, etc.
Potu-issen,
-isses, -isset;
Volu-issem,
Nolu-issem,
Malu-issem,
Ed-issem,
Tul-issem,
Fact-us essem, -us esses, -us esset,
or
or
or
fuissem, fuisses, fuisset;
Lat-us,

-issemus, -issetis, -issent.

-i essemus, i essetis,-i essent
or
or
or
fuissemus, fuisseitis, fuissent.
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Future.
I shall have been able, etc.
Potu-ero,
-eris, -erit,
Volu-ero,
Nolu-ero,
Malu-ero,
Ed-ero,
Tul-ero,
Fact-us ero, -us eris, -us erit,
or
or
or
fuero, fueris, fuerit;
Lat-us,

-erimus, -eritis, -erint.

-i erimus, -i eritis, -i erunt,
or
or
or
fuerimus, fueritis, fuerint.

INFINlTIVE MOOD.
Present and Preterimperfect.
Posse, to be able.
Nolle, to be unwilling.
Edere, or esse, to eat.
Fieri, to be made, or done.

Velle, to be willing.
Malle, to be more willing.
Ferre, to bear, or suffer.
Ferri, to be born, or suffered.

Preterperfect and Preterpluperfect.
Potuisse, to have been able.
Voluisse, to have been willing.
Noluisse, to have been unwilling.
Maluisse, to have been more willing.
Edisse, to have eaten.
Tulisse, to have born, or suffered.
Factum esse or fuisse, to have been made, or done.
Latum esse or fuisse, to have been born, or suffered.
Future.
Esurum esse, to be about to eat.
Laturum esse, to be about to bear, or suffer.
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Factum iri, or faciendum esse, to be about to be made, or done.
Latum iri, or ferendum esse, to be about to be born, or suffered.
INDICATIVE MOOD.
Present.
Singular.
Eo, I go,

is,

Plural.
it;

Imus,

itis,

eunt.

Preterimperfect.
Ibam, I went, ibas,

ibat;

Ibamus, ibatis, ibant.
Future.

Ibo, I shall or will go, ibis, ibit;

Ibimus,

ibitis,

iount.

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.
Present.
Eam, I rnay go, eas, eat;

Eamus,

eatis,

eant.

INFINITIVE MOOD.
Ire, to go.
2. Some Verbs are Defective, being only used in some Tenses or Persons.
3. Such are aio, inquam, fore, ausim, faxim, ave, vale, salve, quaeso, and
cedo.
Pres. Indic. Aio, ais, ait. Plu. Aiunt.
Imperf. Aiebam, aiebas, aiebat. Plu. Aieb-amus, -atis,-ant. Imperative, ai.
Pres. Subjunctive. Aias, aiat. Plu. Aiamus, aiant. Participle. Pres. Aiens.
Pres. Indic. Inquio or inquam, inquis, inquit. Plu. Inquimus, inquiunt.
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Preterperf. Inquisti, inquit.
Future. Inquies, inquiet.
Imperative. lnque, inquito.
Pres. Subjunctive. Inquiat. Part. Inquiens.
Pres. Subjunctive. Ausim, ausis, ausit. Plu. Ausint.
Future. Fazo or faxim, faxis,,faxit. Plu. Faxint.
Imperf. Subjunctive. Forem, fores, foret. Plu. Forent. Infin. Fore.
Cepi, odi, I hate,
}
novi, memini,
} eram, erim, issem, ero, isse;
& memento, mementote. }
4. These four last have the signification both of Present and Perfect.
Imperf. Cedo. Plu. Cedite.
Pres. Indic. Quaeso. Plu. Quaesumus.
Pres. Indic. Salvebis. Imperf. Salve, salveto. Plu. Salvete, salvetote.
Infin. Salvere.
5. For dice, duce, face, fere, we say, dic, duc, fac, fer.
6. Some Verbs are used in theThird Person Singular without any
Nominative Case going before them. These are called Impersonal Verbs; as,
pluit, it rains.
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SECTION IX.
OF ADVERBS, PREPOSITIONS, AND CONJUNCTIONS.
1. AN Adverb is a sort of word which is added to a Verb, to perfect,
explain, or enlarge its sense.
2. Adverbs are compared like Nouns Adjective.
3. The Comparative in Adverbs is the same with the Neuter Gender of the
Comparative Adjective; as, apte, aptius.
4. The Superlative in Adverbs is the same with the Masculine Vocative of
the Superlative Adjective; as, chare, charisime.
5. Adverbs of Time, Place, and Quantity govern a Genitive Case; as, satis
vini.
6. Among these may be reckoned those words expressing some sudden
passion, which are commonly called Interjections.
7. Hei and vae govern a Dative; heu, a Nominative, Dative, or Accusative;
en,ecce, apage, and cedo, an Accusative; O, a Nominative, Accusative or
Vocative.
8. Ah, vah, hem, proh, govern an Accusative or Vocative.
9. A Preposition is a sort of word which is commonly set before another,
or compunded with it; as, I go to London.
10. Thirty-three Prepositions govern an Accusative Case; ad, to;
adversum, adversus, against; ante, before; apud, at; circa, circum, circiter,
about; cis, citra, on this side; clanculum, unknown to; contra, against;
erga, towards; extra, without; infra, beneath; inter, between; intra, within;
juxta, near; ob, because of; secundum, according to; secus, by; supra,
above; trans, over; ultra, beyond; versus, towards; usque, to.
11. Fifteen govern an Ablative: a, ab, abs, from; absque, without; clam,
unknown to; coram, before; cum, with; de, e, ex, of; palam, in the presence
of; prae, before; pro, for; sine, without; tenus, up to.
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A and e are set before words beginning with Consonants; ab and ex, before
words beginning with Vowels.
12. Tenus also governs a Genitive Plural, and is commonly put after its
Case; as are also usque, penes, and versus; as, aurium, tenus, me penes;
and cum is put after me, te, se, nobis, vobis, qui; as mecum, with me.
13. In, in governs an Ablative; in, against, amongst, for, into, towards, an
Accusative.
In, in, after words expressing faith or believing, governs an Accusative.
14. Sub, subter, under, govern an Ablative; sum, about, an Accusative; sub,
about, an Accusative; as do sub and subter, implying motion.
15. Super, above, beside, governs an Accusative; super, concerning an
Ablative.
16. A Preposition compounded governs the same case as it did before; as,
Italia regem avertere.
17. Am, di, dis, re, se, con, are found only in Compunds.
18. Prepositions, when compounded, often change a letter; as aufero,
affigo, allego, for abfero, adfigo, adlego.
19. Often they drop one or more letters; as, omitto, trano, for obmitto,
transno.
20. Often they are doubled; as, deperdo, recolligo.
21. A Conjunction is a sort of word which joins words or sentences
together.
22. The most common Conjuctions are, et, and; vel, or; ne, neque, neither.
23. Conjunctions have comonly the same Cases, Moods, and Tenses,
before and after them.
24. Que, ve, and ne, asking a question, are always joined to the preceeding
word; as, visne legere?
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25. Autem, vero, but; enim, for; quidem, indeed; quoque, also, are never;
igitur, therefore; tamen, yet, are seldom, the first word in a sentence.
26. Quod, that; quum, when; ut, as, govern an Indicative; ut, that; quum,
seeing that, a Subjunctive Mood.
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SECTION X.
OF SYNTAX.
1. SYNTAX is the right way of putting words together in a sentence.
2. One part of Syntax teaches the Agreement, the other the Government,
of Words.
3. Every Verb agrees with its Nominative Case in Number and Person;
every Adjective, with its Substantive in Gender, Number and Case; every
Relative, with its Antecedent in Person, Gender, and Number.
4. The Relative, if there be no other, is the Nominative Case to the Verb;
but if there be, it is governed of the Verb, or of some other word in the
same sentence.
5. A Nominative of the First or Second Person is often understood; yea.
and of the Third, if it has been mentioned before, or may be easily known
by the sense of the Verb; as ita praedicant, so they say.
6. So is also the Substantive to an Adjective; as, amat bonos, he loves good
men.
7. An Infinitive Mood, or part of a sentence, often supplies the place of a
Nominative or Accusative Case; as, non progredi, est regredi.
8. When an Infinitive Mood, or part of a sentence, supplies the place of a
Nominative Case to the Verb, or of a Substantive to an Adjective, the Verb
is the Third Person Sungular, and the Adjective the Neuter Gender.
9. A Collective Nominative may have either a Singular or Plural Verb; (as,
turba ruit or ruunt;) and so may two Nominatives coupled together; as,
terror et metus invadit or invadunt.
10. A Verb between Nominatives of different Numbers, and an Adjective
between Substantives of different Genders, ma agree with either; as vestes
sunt, or est, lana.
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11. The First Person is preferable to the Second, the Second to the Third;
as, ego et tu fecimus, tu et ille audivistis.
12. The Masculine Gender is preferable among animate things; as, vir et
mancipium sumt mersi; the Neuter, among inanimate; as, liber, charta, et
atramentum parata sunt.
13. The word thing is frequently understood, the Adjective being put in
the Neuter Gender; as magnum, a great thing.
14. The word which asks, and that which answers, a question must be in
the same Case; and so must Substantives signifying the same thing; as,
urbs Roma, the city Rome.
15. Verbs of a Passive Sense govern a Nominative Case; as, sum
discipulus; his vocatur doctus.
16. So do Verbs of Gesture; as, homo incediterectus, man walks upright.
17. Active and Deponent Verbs govern an Accusative Case. So do some
Neuters, especially of Nouns of a like signification; as, vivere vitam, to live
a life; and the Impersonals, decet, oportet, juvat, delectat.
18. Celo, doceo, exuo, induo, moneo, oro, peto, posco, postulo, rogo, and
Verbs of a like signification, govern two Accusatives; as rogo te hoc: And
their Passives, one; as, induiter vestem.
19. Verbs signifying or implying motion, as to allure, apply, avail, belong,
call, challenge, conduce, encourage, entice, exhort, incite, incline, invite, lie,
provoke, reach, send, stir up, tend, and loquor, will have an Accusative
with ad.
20. So will these Adjectives, natus, paratus, praeceps, proclivis, promptus,
pronus, propensus, tardus; as tardus ad iram, slow to anger.
21. Aptus, habilis, idoneus, vehemens, have sometimes an Accusative with
ad, and sometimes a Dative.
22. The English sign of the Genitive Case is of or ‘s; as, the Book of
theMaster, or the Master’s Book.
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23. But of mine, of thine, of his own, of hers, or her own, of their own, of
ours, of yours, are translated meus, tuus, suus, noster, vester.
24. Of, signifying the matter whereof a thing is made, is translated by de, e,
ex, or an Adjective; so, a cup of gold, poculum ex auro, or aureum.
25. The latter of two Substantives is put in the Genitive Case.
26. Adjectives signifying care, desire, envy, fear, guilt, impatience,
knowledge, love, memory, plenty, power, thrift, and their contraries, and
those which are alone in the Neuter Gender, and put Substatively, govern a
Genitive Case; as, cupidus laudis, desirous of praise.
N.B. — Adjectives of plenty and want govern a Genitive or Ablative; as,
dives agris, or agrorum, rich in lands.
27. So do Comparatives, Superlatives, Interrogatives, and some Numerals;
as maximus horum, the greatest of these.
28. As likewise Verbals ending in ax or ns; as petax pecuniae.
29. When the Verb sum signifies posession, property, orduty, it governs a
Genitive Case; as, est Caesaris, it is Caesar’s.
30. Misereor, miseresco, and satayo, govern a Genitive Case; and so do the
Impersonals, interest and refert; as, interest reipublicae: Yet we say,
interest mea, tua, sud, nostra, vestra, cuja.
31. Similis, dissimilis, proprius, communis, contrarius, govern a Genitive
or a Dative; as, similis tui, or tibi.
32. Memini, reminiscor, recorder, obliviscor, govern a Genitive or
Accusative;as meminisse laborum, or labores.
33. Abundo, egeo, indigeo, potior, dignus, indignus, orbus, plenus, vacuus,
govern a Genitive or Ablative.
34. Verbs of accusing, acquitting, admonishing, condemning, despising,
esteeming, valuing, govern a Genitive and sometimes an Ablative Case after
an Accusative; as, accuso te superbiae, I accuse you of pride.
35. Their Passives also govern a Genitive or Ablative Case; as, accusor
avaritiae, I am accused of covetousness.
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36. Likewise the Impersonals, miseret, miserescit, poenitet, piget, pudet,
taedet, govern a Genitive after an Accusative; as, miseret me tui, I pity
you.
37. Praise and dispraise, likewise the nature, property, or quality of a
thing, are expressed either by the Genitive or Ablative Case; as, vir summe
virtutis, a man of the greatest virtue; arbor mirae proceritatis, a tree of
wonderful height.
38. Consto, emo, aestimo, vendo, and Verbs of a like signification, govern a
Genitive of the Adjective, or an Ablative of the Substantive; as, constat
minoris, constat auro.
39. Many, both Substantives and Adjectives, govern a Dative Case; as,
pater urbi, a father to the city; utilis reipublicae, profitable to the state:
Particularly Verbals in bilis and dus; as, flebilis tibi, amandus omnibus.
40. Verbs expressing anger, believing, commanding, congratulating,
envying, favoring, fighting, falttering, forgiving, helping, hurting, indulging,
meeting, obeying, pleasing or displeasing, profit or disprofit, resisting,
serving, trusting, and upbraiding, govern a Dative Case.
41. As alsoVerbs compounded of bene, mate, satis; or ad, ante, con,
contra, in, inter, ob, post, prae, sub, super, which have often an Accusative
also; as, praestat officium Domino.
42. But guberno, impugno, invado, jubeo, juvo, laedo, offendo, oeeugno,
praevenio, rego, govern an Accusative.
43. Many Impersonals govern a Dative Case; as licet mihi.
44. So does sum, with is Compounds, except possum.
45. Sum has often a double Dative; as, Deus est mihi propugnaculo, God is
my defence; particularily when it is joined to words expressing praise or
dispraise, profit or loss; as, hoc est mihi dedecori, this is a disgrace to me:
And so have accipio, habeor, do, duco, puto, verto, tribuo, relinquo, and
some others.
46. Verbs of bringing, comparing, declaring, denying, equalling, giving,
lending, joining, owing, pardoning, paying, persuading, postponing,
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preferring, promising, receiving, restoring, returning, sending, showing,
taking, threatening, vowing, govern a Dative after an Accusative; as, da
mihi librum, give me a book.
47. Their Passives govern one Dative; as, donum datur mihi, a gift is given
to me.
48. Nouns denoting the instrument, the cause, the manner of doing a thing,
the value, the quality, the excess of it, the natural endowment, the birth, or
any circumstance, are put in the Ablative Case; as, vulneravit me gladio,
he wounded me with a sword.
49. Nouns expressing measure, or the distance from a place, are put in the
Ablative Case, though sometimes in the Genitive or Accusative; as, domus
quadragomta pedibus (or pedes) alta, a house forty feet high.
50. If quam is omitted after a Comparative, the following Noun must be in
the Ablative case; as, melior est patre, he is better than his father.
51. A Substantive joined with a Participle is often put in the Ablative Case
absolute; as, Deo juvante, God helping; nuntio accepto, news being
received.
52. Verbs of abounding, depriving, easing, emptying, filling, loading,
robbing, spoiling, unloading, govern an Ablative Case; as, cumulat me
beneficiis, he loads me with kindness.
53. So do these Verbs, abutor, careo,commuto, defungor, dignor,
dono,exulto,fruor, fungor, gaudeo, glorior, impertio, impertior, laetor,
libero, muto, nitor, participo, perfungor, supersedeo, vescor,vidtito,utor;
and also, captus, contentus,creatus,cretus, editus, extorris,fretus,genitus,
laetus, natus, opus, praeditus, profugus, prognatus, satus, superbus, and
usus; as vescor carne; opus est pluxid.
54. A Noun of time, answering to the question, When, is usually put in the
Ablative Case; How long, in theAccusative; as, venidie Jovis, I came on
Thursday; mansit paucos dies, he stayed a few days.
55. At or in, before the Proper Name of a town or city, notes a Genitive; as
est Romae, he is at Rome: But if the word be of the Plural Number, or the
Third Declension, a Dative or Ablative; as est Athenis, he is at Athens; vixit
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Tiburi, he lived at Tibur: — To, an Accusative; from, an Ablative; as,
Larino Romam advolavi, I hasted from Larinum to Rome. We likewise
say, for, at home, domi; on the ground, humi; at the war, militiae, or bell.
56. Which way? is answered by the Ablative; as veni huc Eboraco, I came
hither by the way of York; or by an Accusative Case with per.
57. Before an Imperative or Subjuncitve Mood, ne is Latin for not; as, ne
canta, do not sing.
58. Non in Latin stands before the Verb; as, non curo, I care not.
59. The Infinitive Mood follows a Verb; as, mentiri nescio; or a Passive or
Verbal Adjective; as, digmus amari; audux perpeti.
60. An Accusative Case often goes before it, following the sign that; as,
gaudeo te valere, I am glad that you are well.
61. It may be turned into another Mood by inserting ut or quod; as, monet
me facere, or ut faciam; scio filium amare, or quod filius amet.
62. The Infinitive esse has the same Case before and after it; as, licet
nemini esse noxio; indignum est homine esse scelesto.
63. The Participle having before a Verb is translated either by a Deponent
Participle, (as, having spoken, locutus,) or by cum and a Preterpluperfect
Tense.
64. Derivatives (whether Participles, Gerunds, Supines, or Adverbs)
govern the same Cases with their Primitives.
65. The first Gerund commonly follows a Noun or Verbal Adjective; as,
cupidus discendi, desirous of learning; tempus studendi, the time of
studying: The second and third, a Preposition; as, ignavi cito deterrentur a
discendo; locus ad agendum amplissimus.
66. But if it implies the cause or manner of a thing, the Preposition is
omitted; as, defessus ambulando, weary with walking.
67. The third Gerund often expresses that a thing must be done; as,
utendum est aetate, we must make use of time.
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68. The first Supine follows Verbs of motion; as, eo ambulatum, I go to
walk.
69. The second Supine follows Adjectives; as, turpe dictu, shameful to be
spoken.
OF EXAMINING A WORD, ETC.
T HE manner of examining a word is this: —
QUESTION. What sor t of a word is it?
ANSWER 1. Noun Substantive.
Q. Of what Declension, Gender, Number, Case? Why?
A. 2. A Noun Adjective.
Q. Of how many Terminations? Of what Degree, Gender, Number, Case?
With what does it agree?
A. 3. A Pronoun Relative.
Q. Of what Gender, Number, Person? With what does it agree?
A. 4. A Pronoun Substantive.
Q. Of what Person, Number, Case? Why?
A. 5. A Pronoun Adjective.
Q. Of what Gender, Number, Case? With what does it agree?
A. 6. A Verb.
Q. Of what kind, Conjuction, Voice, Mood, Tense, Number, Person? With
what does it agree?
A. 7. A Participle.
Q. Of what Verb Voice, Tense, Gender, Number, Case? With what does it
agree?
A. 8. An Adverb; a Preposition.
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Q. What Case does it govern?
In order to turn English into Latin, 1. Find out the Verb, by the sign am or
do: 2. The Nominative Case, by asking the question, who? or what? with
the Verb: 3. The Case following the Verb, by asking the question, whom?
or what? with the Nominative Case and the Verb: 4. The Noun agreeing
with the Case before or after the Verb: 5. The Adverbs or Prepositions: 6.
The Case following them: 7. The Ablative Absolute, if there be any.
In order to turn Latin into English, 1. Seek out the Nominative and Verb,
agreeing in Number and Person: 2. When you see a Genitive or Dative,
seek out the Substantive, Adjective, Verb, or Adverb, governing it: 3.
When you see an Accusative or Ablative, seek out the Adjective, Particple,
Gerund, Supine, or Prepostion, governing it: 4. When you see an Infinitive
Mood, seek out the Substantive, Adjective, or Verb, governing it: 5. When
you see an Adjective, seek out the Substantive with which it agrees in
Gender, Number and Case.
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SECTION XI.
OF PROSODY.
1. PROSODY is the art of making verses.
2. A short syllable is marked thus, a; a long one thus, a.
3. A vowel before two consonants, or a double consonant, is long; as
parens, gaza: And so is a diphthong, or a contracted vowel; as, foedus,
cogo, for coago.
4. But prae before a vowel is short; as, praeire.
5. A vowel before another is short; as, Deus.
6. Except in alius, (Genitive,) diei, faciei, fio, fiunt, fiebant, etc.
7. A short vowel, before a mute and a liquid, is either long or short; as
patris, or patris.
8. Monosyllables are long; except the enclitics, que, ne, ve.
9. And also vir, quis, is, es; bis, cis, ter; nec, per, in an, vel, and those
which end in b, d, or t.
10. A final declined is short; as, musa; but a is long in indeclinable words,
(as, frustra; except puta, ita, quia, eja, postea,) in the Ablative Case, (as,
fama,) in the Vocative of Greek Nouns, (as, Aenea,) and in the Imperative
Mood; as ama.
11. E final is short; as, mare; except in Monosyllables, in the First and
Fifth Declension, (as, ode, die,) in Imperatives of the Second Conjugation,
(as, doce,) and in Adverbs from Adjectives of three Terminations; as,
docte; except bene, male.
12. I final is long; except in necubi, nisi, quasi, sicubi, sicuti, and in the
Dative and Vocative of Greek Nouns.
13. O final is common; as pono, or pono; except in monosyllables, in
Datvies and Ablatives, (as, filio,)and in Adverbs derived from Nouns, (as,
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merito,) and Nominatives which make their Genitives in us, (as, Dido,) and
Gerunds in do; as amando.
14. U final is long; as penu. Y is short; as, moly.
15. B, d, l, r, t, final is short; except er, having eris, and Hebrew words; as,
David, Daniel, Gabriel, Job.
16. C, n, final, are long; except some Greek Nouns in on and en, having
inis; as carmen, carminis; and donec, hic, hoc; forsan, tamen, and nostin,
for nostine.
17. As final is long; except as having adis.
18. Es final is long; but es having itis, and es in the Nominative Plural of
Greek Nouns of the Third Declension, increasing in the Genitive Case, are
short; as, daemones.
19. So it is in Neuters of the Third Declension; as, cacoethes; and in the
Second Person of the Verb sum and its compounds; as, potes, etc., and in
penes.
20. Os final is long; except Genitives in os.
21. Os is also short in Nouns of the Second Declension: So it is in arbos,
compos, impos, otis, os ossis.
22. Is, us, ys, final, are short; except is in Plural Nouns, (as, musis,) in
Nouns having itis, inis, entis; and in the Second Person Singular of Verbs
which form the Second Plural in itis.
23. So it is in glis, vis, sis, and their compounds, quamvis, possis.
24. Except also us in Monosyllables; us having odis, udis, uris, utis, untis;
and in the Genitive or Plural of the Fourth Declension.
25. Cor, mel, fel, and the final syllables of mihi, tibi, sibi, ubi, ibi, uti; of
words ending in inta, (as, quadraginta,) or Compounds ending in par or
pos, (as, impar,) are common.
26. The Second Declension increases short; as gener, generi.
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27. A, al, Masculine, ar, as, adis, increase short; as, thematis, Hannibalis,
caesaris, lampadis.
28. But ar, Neuter, an, as, atis, ax, increase long; except in jubar, nectar.
29. Al, Neuter, an, as, atis, ax, increase long; as animalis, Paeanis, aestatis,
pacis: Except anatis, maris.
30. Er, es, ex, ecis, icis, and igis, increase short; as, carceris, militis, necis:
Except vibex, vibicis, and es in Greek Nouns; as, magnes, magnetis; and
locupletis, mercedis, quietis, veris, and haeredis.
31. El, en, increase long; except en, inis; as carminis.
32. Il, is, increase short; as, vigilis, pulveris: Except gliris, and Genitives in
itis: In, ix, long; as, delphinis, felices; except picis, and some others.
33. O increases inis short, enis and onis long; as, hominus, sermonis.
34. Ol, os, ox, increase long, and or Masculine or Feminine; except bovis,
compotis, impotis, and praecocis; arboris, memoris.
35. On, sometimes long, sometimes short; or, Neuter or Greek, short.
36. Ul, ur, us, ut, ux, increase short; as, consulis, corporis, femoris, capitis,
ducis: Except us in udis, uris, utis, (as, paludis,) and in the Comparative
Degree; as, melius, melioris.
37. But these are short, pecudis, Liguris, intercutis.
38. Yr and ys increase short; except ys, ynis; as trachynis.
39. S impure commonly increases short; as. inops, inopis.
40. A, e, o in the increase of Plurals, are long; as, pennarum, dierum,
ventorum, duabus, ambobus. I, u, short; as, sermonibus, artubus.
41. Preterites and Supines of two syllables have the former long; as, veni.
Except bibi, dedi, fidi, steti, tuli; itum, situm, datum, ratum, satum, statum.
42. Preterites doubling the first syllable have the two fromer short; as,
tetigi.
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43. A, e, and, o in the increase of Verbs, are long; as, amamus, legemus,
amatote.
44. E in beris, and before ram, rim, ro, is short; as, amaberis, amaveram,
amaverim, amavero.
45. I in the Third Conjugation is short; as, legimus: In the Fourth, long; as,
audimus.
46. U is short; as, volumus; except before rus in the Participle; as,
amaturus.
47. Participles of two syllables commonly have the former long; as, notus.
48. Participles from avi and ivi have the last syllable but one long; as,
amatus, auditus.
49. And so have Participles in utus; as, solutus.
50. A vowel before do, go, le, lis, men, nus, na, rus, tim, is long:
51. Except Verbals in bilis, Materials, and Derivatives from Adverbs in
inus: Also ligo; anus, bonus, dominus, genus, manus, onus, sonus;
columen; gena, fiscina, fuscina, machina, pagina, sarcina, trutina; ferus,
herus, merus, torus; statim, tamen.
52. The last vowel but one is also long in words ending in anis, atus, ela,
etus, eta, etum, itis, osus, orus, udus, unis, utus; except canis, latus, lateris,
status, sitis.
53. I, u, before or after r, is long; except Meditatives in urio: Also,
caerulus, nurus, querulus, tribus; hirudo, hirundo; rudis, rudens; rigo,
furo, rigeo, rubeo, vireo.
54. O, u, before m is long; except coma, comes, cucmis, cumulus, crumena,
domo, domos, homo, humus, incolumis, sumus; glomero, tumeo; numerus.
55. U before c is long; except cucumis, volucer.
56. A compound or derived syllable generally preserves the quantity of the
word from which it is derived.
57. There are other exceptions to these rules, which observation will teach.
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58. The common feet in Latin verse are, a Spondee, which is two long
syllables, as, puros; an Iambic, which is a short and a long, as manum; and
a Dactyle, which is one long and two short, as, scribimus.
59. The less common feet are, a Trochee, which is a long and a short
syllable, as, panis; an Anapest, which is two short and a long, as, tuleras;
Tribrachys, which is three short, as, dominus; and a Procleusmatic, which
is four short.
60. A long verse, commonly called an Hexameter, consists of six feet. The
first four of these may be either Dactyles or Spondees; the fifth must be a
Dactyle, the last a Spondee; as,
Tityre | tu patu | lae recu | bans sub | tegmine | fagi.
61. But sometimes the fifth is a Spondee; then it is called a Spondaic verse.
62. A short verse, commonly called a Pentameter, consists of five feet;
viz., two either Dactyles or Spondees with a long syllable, and two
Dactyles with a long syllable; as,
Nullus ad | amis | sas | ibit a | micus o | pes.
63. An Asclepiad Verse consists of a Spondee, a Dactyle, a long syllable,
and then two Dactyles; as,
Mecae | nas ata | vis | edite | regibus.
64. A Sapphic consists of a Trochee, a Spondee, a Dactyle, and two
Trochees. After three of these verses follwos an Adonic, consisting of a
Dactyle, and a Spondee; as,
Inte | ger vi | tae scete | risque | purus
Non e | get Mau | ri jacu | lis nec | arcu
Nec ve | nena | tis grave | da sa | gittis
Fusce pha | retra.
65. A Phaleucian verse consists of a Spondee, a Dactyle, and three
Trochees; as,
Hic est | quem legis | ille | quem re | quiris.
An Iambic properly consists of six Iambics; as,
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Suis | et ip | sa Ro | ma vi | ribus | ruit.
66. But sometimes it has more, sometimes fewer, feet; and frequently
Spondees or other feet in the place of Iambics.
67. It matters not what quantity the last syllable of a verse is of.
68. The last vowel of a word is cut off, if h or another vowel follow; and
so is m, with the vowel going before it: Only heu and O! are never cut off.
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SECTION XII.
OF FIGURES.
1. A FIGURE is an elegantly uncommon way of speaking.
2. All the sorts of Grammatical Figures may be reduced to three, — an
Ellipsis, a Pleonasm, and an Enallage.
3. An Ellipsis is a defect; a Pleonasm, a redundance; an Enallage, a change
of letters or words.
4. The most common sorts of Ellipses and Pleonasms are contained in the
following verses: —
Demit Aphaeresis 1 initio, sed Prothesis 2 addit:
Syncope 3 de medio tollit, sed Epenthesis 4 infert:
Detrahit Apocope 5 fini, sed dat Paragoge 6
5. The most common sorts of Enallage are, Tmesis, which divides a word
into two parts; as, cum quibus erat cunque.
6. Hypallage, which changes Cases for each other; as, in nova mutatas
corpora formas.
7. Antiptosis, which puts one Case for another; as, ipsum ut vivat optant:
And,
8. Enallage, strictly so called which puts one Voice, Mood or Tense for
another; as, tum prora avertit, for avertitur; tum omnes fortunas meas
laudare, for laudabant.
9. The most common Poetical Figures are, Synaeresis, which contracts two
syllables into one; as, alveo for alveo.
10. Diaeresis, which divides one syllable into two; as, evoluisset, for
evolvisset.
11. Systole, which makes a long syllable short; as, steteruntque comae:
And,
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12. Diastole, which makes a short syllable long; as, exceret Diana choros.
13. The most common Rhetorical Figures are, a Metaphor, which puts one
word for another resembling it; as ridet ager.
14. A Metonymy, which puts one word for another that bears a relation to
it: Suppose, the effect for the cause; as, poenas dedit illud opus; that is,
Ovidus, autor operis: The adjunct for the subject; as, ternos necte colores;
that is licia trium colorum: The time for the thing done; as, secula
mitescent; for homines in seculo: The place for that which is placed in it;
as, vina coronant; for pocula: Or the abstract for the concrete, or vice
versa; as, ubi illic scelus est? for scelestus.
15. A Synecdoche, which puts a general word for a particular; as,
perniciosum animal perdidimus; that is, Catilinam: The whole for the
part, vice versa, part for the whole; as, fontemferebant; that is, aquam
fontis: The Plural Number for the Singular, or vice versa; as, obtulimus nos
perculis; obtuli me.
16. An Hyperbole, which expresses more than is true; as, ocyor Euro.
17. A Chatachresis, which is the abuse of a word; as, vir gregis, for a ram.
18.An Allegory, which is a continued Metaphor; as, O navis, referent in
mare te novi fluctus!
19. A Climax, which is a gradation of several sentences, rising each above
the other: and,
20. A Prosopspoeia, which represents a thing as if it were a person; as,
tecum, Catilina, patria sic aget?
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A SHORT GREEK GRAMMAR.
SECTION I.
OF LETTERS
1. THE Letters in Greek are Twenty-four: —
Their Figure.
A
a
B
b
G
g
D
d
E
e
Z
z
H
h
Q
q
I
i
K
k
L
l
M
m
N
n
X
x
O
o
P
p
R
r
S
s or v final
T
t
U
u
F
f
C
c
Y
y
W
w

Their Name.
Alpha
Beta
Gamma
Delta
Epsilon
Zeta
Eta
Theta
Iota
Kappa
Lambda
Mu
Nu
Xi
Omicron
Pi
Rho
Sigma
Tau
Upsilon
Phi
Chi
Psi
Omega

Their Power.
a
b
g
d
e short
z
e long
th
I
k
l
m
n
x
o short
p
r
s
t
u
ph
ch
ps
o long
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2. Seven of these are vowels, a, e, h, i, o, u, w; of which h, w, are long; e,
o, short; a, i, u, are doubtful.
3. There are nine dipthongs; of which, ai, au, ei, eu, oi, ou, are proper;
hu, ui, wu, improper. The dipthongs, ai, au, oi, are changeable; ei, eu,
ou, are not.
4. Seven of the consonants are called semi-vowels; of which z, x, y, are
double consonants; l, m, n, r, liquids.
5. The rest are mutes; of which p, k, t, are termed lenes; b, g, d, middles;
f, c, q, aspirates.
6. P, b, f, are analogous to each other; so are k, g, c; and t, d, q.
7. A lene consonant, when its vowel is cut off, before an aspirate, is
changed into an aspirate; as ejf’ w|
8. Two lenes are so changed before an aspirate; as nu>cq’ o[lhn, for nu>kta
o[lhn.
9. Oujk before an aspirate becomes oujc .
10. Ou[tw, a]cri, and me>cri, have v added, if a vowel follows.
11. An aspirate is scarce ever changed.
12. The letter g, before g, k, x, or c, sounds ng; as a]ggelov.
13. The letter n is changed into g, before g, k, x, or c.
14. The letter n is changed into m, before b, m, p, f, y.
15. The letter n is changed into l, r, s, before two consonants.
16. Every initial vowel has a spirit prefixed.
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17. This is either lene, as o]rov; or aspirate, as o[rov.
18. An initial u, or r, is always aspirated; as u[lh, rji>v.
19. If two rhos meet in the middle of a word, the first has a lene spirit, the
second an aspirate; as po>rjrJw.
20. A semicolon is marked thus (?).
21. A note of interrogation thus (;).
22. A letter is called pure, which has a vowel before it; impure, which has a
consonant.
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SECTION II
OF ACCENTS
1. THERE are three accents; an acute(‘), a grave (`), a circumflex (ˆ).
2. The last, last but one, or last but two syllables, whether long or short,
may have an acute accent; the last, or last but one, if long, may have a
circumflex.
3. A grave is never placed but upon the last.
4. If a word has an acute on the last syllable but two, it is termed an
ante-penacute; as, a]ggelov. If on the last but one, a penacute; as ko>smov.
If it has either an acute or a grave on the last, it is termed acute-toned; as,
baru>v.
5. If the last syllable but one is circumflected, it is termed an
ante-circumflected; if the last, a circumflex word.
6. A word that has no accenton the last syllable is termed a grave-toned; as
li>qov. For a grave is understood over every syllable which has no accent.
7. An acute cannot be on the third, nor a circumflex on the second syllable,
if the last is long; so ajgge>lwn, su>kou.
8. If a long syllable, that precedes a final short one, has any accent, it is a
circumflex; as, mou~sa.
9. A final ai or oi is accounted short; as a]nqrwpoi unless contracted, or
in the Optative Mood.
10. An accent is on the same syllable in other Cases as in the Nominative;
so fronti<v, fronti>dov.
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11. Nouns of the First Declension circumflect their Genitive Plural; as,
mousw~n.
12. But the Genative Plural Femine of Adjectives of three endings in ov
pure are accented like their Masculines; as, G. aJgi>wn aJgi>wn aJgi>wn. So is
the Genative Plural of clou>nhv, ejth>siov, crh>shv as, clou>nwn, etc.
13. Acute-toned words of the First and Second Declension circumflex all
their Genitives and Datives.
14. Imparisyllabical monosyllables circumflect their Genitives in the Dual
and Plural Numbers; as, ceiroi~n , ceirw~n .
15. The Vocative Case circumflects eu~ and oi~, and throws back the accent
when it ends in er as, path<r, pa>ter.
16. Monosyllables, unless contracted, are acuted: But, if they are
contracted or cut off by Aphaeresis, they are circumflected; as, fw~v of
fa>ov, h+n for fh~n or e]fhn and so are u=v, su~v, mu~v, dru~v, and some others.
17. In dissyllables, and others, when the last but one is long, and the last
short, (or long by position,) the last but one, if it has an accent, is
circumflected; as, sw~ma, ejkei~nov, au+lax.
18. Otherwise, in dissyllables the last but one, if it has any accent, must be
acuted, be the last long or short; as, lo>gov, me>ne, lo>gou, h]rwv.
19. In polysyllables, if the last short, the last but two is acuted; as,
a]nqrwpov.
20. But (1.) Participles of the Preterperfect Passive, Verbals in te>ov,
Compounds of Nouns, and the Preterperfect of the Middle Voice, are
excepted; as, tetumme>nov, lekte>ov, ajndrofo>nov.
21. So (2.) are Diminutives ending in iskov, and i>lov as, neani>skov,
nauti>lov: And a few other Nouns; as, parqe>nov, ojli>gov, ejnanti>ov,
ajqro>ov, and some others: Also, Adverbs of Place in qen, qi, and se, from
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Nouns which have the accent on the last; as, oujrano>qen, oujrano>qi,
oujrano>se, from oujrano>v.
22. But if the last is long, the last but one is acuted; as, ajnqrw>pou.
23. But the Attic and Ionic Dialects are expected; as, Mene>lewv, po>lewv,
Aijnei>ew for Aijnei>ou.
24. In Contractions, an acute and a grave make a circumflex; as, basile>av,
basilei~v poie>w, poiw~ boae>te, boa~te.
25. But a grave and an acute make an acute; as, eJsa>wv, eJsw>v boae>tw,
boa>tw.
26. An Enclitic is word that throws its accent on another word.
27. Enclitics quite lose their accent,
(1.) When a monosyllable Enclitic follows a word acuted on the last
but one; as, a]ndrasou:
(2.) When any Enclitic follows a word with its last syllable
circumflected or acuted; as, oJrw~ tinav, ajuh>r tiv.
Examples of all Enclitics.
Monosyllables.
Ku>rio>v sou
Dou~lo>v sou
Lo>gov sou
Qew~| sou
Qeo>v mou

Dissyllables.
Ku>rio>v ejsi
Ku>rio>v sou> ejsi
dou~lo>v ejsi
tu>ptousi me> tinev
lo>gov ejsi
e[neka sou~
Qew~| ejsi
e]si po>lov
Qeo>v ejsi
ajll’ e]si, tou~t ’ e>si.

28. Monosyllables of the Third Declension have their accent on the last
syllable of their Genitives and Datives, but on the first of their
Nominatives, Accusatives, and Vocatives; as, cei<r, ceiro<v, ceiri<, cei~ra
cei~re, ceiroi~n cei~rev, ceirw~n , cersi<, cei~rav.
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29. So have such words as are declined by a syncope; as, ajn<hr, ajndro<v
and also gunh<, gunaiko<v.
30. But Participles are excepted; as, qei<v, qe>ntov w}n, o]ntov to which add
these Genitives Plural, da>|dwn, dmw>wn, kra>twn, la>wn, pai>dwn, trw>wn,
fw>twn, w]twn, pa>ntwn, and pa~si.
31. The accents of Verbs and Participles remain on the same syllable, in all
their Tenses, as in their Roots; tu>ptw, tima>w, i[shmi unless some general
rule obstructs.
32. These Fourteen Monosyllables have no accent; oJ, hJ, oiJ, aiJ, ouj, oujk,
oujc , eij , wJv, ejn, eijv or ejv, ejk or ejx .
33. But ouj, ejk , and w>v, have an acute when they end a sentence; as, oJ de<
e]fh, o]u.
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SECTION III.
OF ABBREVIATIONS, PARTS OF SPEECH, AND ARTICLES.

1. GREEK words are not always writ at length but subject to abbreviation.
[The early additions included a series of abbreviations written in a
shorthand practiced in the author’s era. Being out of use today and being
both difficult to decipher from the original volume and more or less
incomprehensible to the modern reader, they are not included in this
edition. — Edit.]
2. There are eight sorts of words, five of which are declinable; Article,
Noun, Pronoun, Verb, Participle: Three indeclinable; Adverb, Conjunction,
Preposition.
3. There are three Numbers; the Singular, Dual, and Plural.
4. The Singular speaketh but of one; as, mou~sa, a song: The Dual
speaketh properly of two; as, mou>sa, two songs. The Plural speaketh of
many; as, mou~sai, songs.
5. The Article prefixed to most Substantives is declined thus: —
Singular.
N. G. D. Ac.
M. oJ tou~ tw~| to<n
F. hJ th~v th~| th<n
N. to< tou~ tw~| to<

Dual.
N. & A. G. & D.
tw<
toi~n
ta<
tai~n
tw<
toi~n

6. There is no Ablative Case in Greek.

Plural.
N. G. D. Ac.
oiJ tw~n toi~v tou<v
ai — tai~v ta<v
ta< — toi~v ta<
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SECTION IV.
OF SUBSTANTIVE NOUNS.
1. THERE are five Declensions; three of Simple, and two of contracted
Nouns.
2. The FIRST Declension has four terminations; av, hv, Masculine; a, h,
Feminine.
3. It forms the Genitive Case in ou or hv, the Dative a| or h|.
Examples of the First Declension.
Singular.
Nom.
tami>-av
‘Agcis-hv
mou~s-a
wj|d-h<

Gen.
ou
ou
hv
h~v

Dat.
a|
h|
h|
h~|

Acc.
an
hn
an
h<n

Voc.
a
h
a
h<

Dual.
Nom. Ac. Voc. tami>a. Gen. & Dat. tami>ain.
Plural.
N. tami>-ai, G. w~n, D. aiv, Ac. wv, V. ai. And so the rest.
4. Nouns ending in da, qa, ra, and a pure, retain a in the Genitive and
Dative; as, hJ hJme>r-a, av, a|.
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5. Some Nouns in av form the Genitive in a, and the Accusative in an
especially proper names, whose last syllable is circumflected; as, N.
Qwma~v, G. Qwma~, Ac. Qwma~n.
6. Nouns ending in phv or thv, Gentile Nouns, and those compounded of
metre>w, pole>w, tribw, form the Vocative in a as, kle>pthv, kle>pta.
7. The SECOND has two terminations; ov, Masculine or Femine; on, Neuter.
8. It forms the Genitive in ou, the dative in w|.

Examples of the Second Declension.
Singular.
Nom.
ku>ri-ov
skh~ptr-on

Gen.
ou
ou

Dat.
w|
w|

Acc.
on
on

Voc.
e
on

Dual.
Nom. Acc.
w

Voc.

Gen.

Dat.
oin

Plural.
Nom.
ku>ri-oi
skh~ptr-a

Gen.
wn
wn

Dat.
oiv
oiv

Acc.
ouv
a

Voc.
oi
a

9. Iota is suscribed to all Datives in a|, h|, w|.
10. The THIRD has many terminations, all which are contained in the
following verses: —
Masculea an, hn, un, wn, hr, wr, av, hv, wv
Eiv, ouv, x, y. Feminea eir, in, thv, is, us, hdwn,
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Sic av, adov Sunt Neutra av, atov Vocalis, ar aut or.
11. It forms the Genitive in ov, the Dative in I.
Examples of the Third Declension.
Singular.
Nom.
Tita<n
sw~ma

Gen.
tita~n-ov
sw>ma-tov

Dat.
i
ti

Acc.
a
sw>ma

Voc.
tita<n
sw~ma

Dual.
Nom. Acc. Voc.
tita~ne
sw>mate

Gen. Dat.
tita>noin
swma>toin
Plural.

Nom.
tita~nev
sw>mata

Gen.
tita>nwn
swma>twn

Dat.
tita~si
sw>ma-si

Acc.
tita>nav
ta

Voc.
tita~nev
ta

12. Nouns ending in a form the Genitive in atov I makes itov or iov u,
uov or eov w, oov n and r, ov and tov s, ov, tov, dov, qov, nov, or ntov x,
gov, cov, or ktov y, ov, pov or fov. But use is the best master.
13. Sometimes w in the Nominative is changed into o in Genitive, and h
into e as, oJ pri>wn, pri>onov oJ aijqh<r, aijqe>rov.
14. Some Nouns ending in hr lose e in the Genitive and Dative Singular;
path<r, mh>thr, gavh>r G. patro<v, D. patri<, A. pate>ra.
15. But Dhmh>thr and quga>thr lose e in all the oblique cases.
16. ’Anh<r takes d for e cut off; as, G. ajndro<v, D. ajndri>.
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17. Add these, ajrh<n, ajrno>v and ku>wn, kuno>v.
18. The FOURTH Declension, which is the First of the Contracts, has three
terminations; uv, (which in a grave-toned word is Masculine, as, bo>truv in
an acute-toned word Feminine, as, ijlu<v ); and w and wv, always Feminine.
19. It forms the Genitive in uov, oov, ouv the Dative, ui`, oi`, oi~.
Examples of the Fourth Declension.
Singular.
Nom.
bo>tr-uv,

Gen.
uov

Dat.
ui`

Acc.
un

Voc.
u

Gen.

&
Dat.
botru>oin

Dual.
Nom. Acc. Voc.
bo>true
Plural.
Nom.
bo>truev, truv

Gen.
botru>wn

Dat.
bo>tru-si

Acc.
uav, uv

Voc.
uev, uv

Singular.
lec-w<
aijd-w<v

oov, ou~v

oi`, oi`

oa, w~

oi

Dual.
Nom. Acc. Voc.
lec-w<

Gen.

&
oi~n

Dat.

Plural.
Nom.
lec-oi<

Gen.
w~n

Dat.
oi~v

Acc.
ou<v

Voc.
oi<

20. The FIFTH Declension, which is the Second of the Contracts, has seven
terminations: hv, euv, uv, Masculine; iv, Feminine; ov, i, u, Neuter.
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21. It forms the Genitive in eov, ouv, or i`ov the Dative in ei`, ei, or ii`, i.
Examples of the Fifth Declension.
Singular.
Nom.
Swkra>t-hv,
tei~c-ov
basil-eu<v
pre>sb-uv
o]f-iv
si>nhp-i
a]s-u

Gen.
eov, ouv
eov, ouv
e>ov
eov
iov
iov
eov

Dat.
ei`, ei
ei`, ei
ei`, ei~
ei`, ei
ii`, i
ii`, i
ei`, i

Acc.
ea, h
ov
e>a
un
i
i
u

Voc.
ev
ov
eu~
u
i
i
u

Dual.
Nom. Acc.
Swkra>te-e
tei>ce-a

Voc.
h
h

Gen.
e>oin
loin

Dat.
oi~n
oi~n

Gen.
e>wn, w~n

Dat.
esi

e>wn

eo~si

Acc.
eav, eiv
ea, h
eav, ei~v

i>wn
i>wn

isi
isi

iav, iv
ia, i

The rest are regular.
Plural.
Nom. Voc.
Swkra>t-eev, eiv
tei>c-ea, h
basil-e>ev, ei~v
pre>sb-eev, eiv
o]f-iev, iv
sinh>p-ia, i

22. In all the Imparisyllabical Declensions, the Accusative of grave-toned
Nouns impurely declined is formed in a or n as, e]riv, e]rida, or e]rin: Of
Nouns purely declined, in n only; as, te>ryiv, te>ryin.
23. The Vocative is generally like the Nominative.
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24. But Nouns ending in hv eov, wr orov, wn onov, hr hrov, and
Adjectives in hn enov, shorten the long vowel; as, Swkra>thv, Sw>kratev:
Also, swth<r, sw>ter.
25. Nouns forming the Genitive in ntov drop tov as le>wn, le>ontov, leo>n.
Eiv entov drop s and tov as, plako>eiv plako>entov, plako>ei and
plako>en.
26. Av anov forms the Vocative in an so me>lav me>lanov, me>lan.
27. Grave-toned Nouns in iv or uv, and even acuted Adjectives drop s so
te>ryiv te>ryi, ojxu<v ojxu>.
28. So does a dipthong; as, basileu<v basileu~ . Except pou~v, ojdou<v,
ktei>v.
29. Sometimes x is dropped; as, a]nax a]na.
30. The Dative Plural is formed of the Dative Singular, by inserting s
before i, dropping d, q, n, and t as sw>mati sw>masi.
31. It is formed from the Nominative Singular, by adding i to Nouns
ending in x, y, s, after a dipthong; as, ko>rax ko>raxi.
32. But ktei<v makes ktesi> pou~v, posi> ou+v, wjsi>: The Compounds of
eiv, esi as, mhdei<v mhde>si.
33. Enti becomes eisi onti, ousi so, tufqe>nti, tufqei~si le>onti,
le>ousi.
34. R becomes rasi in Nouns that have a Syncope; as, patri< patra>si
only gavh>r gavh~rsi.
35. I becomes poetically esi or essi as, e]pei` ejpe>essi.
36. I in the Dative Plural takes n before a vowel; as, cersi<n ajni>ptoiv. So
does ei]kosi in all Cases.
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37. HETEROCLITE Nouns, which differ from the common way of declining,
are either Defective, Varient, or Redundant.
38. Nouns are defective either in Number or in Case.
39. All Proper Names, and those Nouns which are Singular only by
signification, as the names of vices, metals, fruits of the earth, liquors, and
the ages of men, want Dual and Plural; as, hJ filosofi>a, gh~rav, ga>la,
cruso>v. Yet read, oiJ aje>rev, from ajh>r aiJ gai~, from gh~ ta< pura<, from
pu’r.
40. These want the Singular and Dual, namely, the feasts of the gods; as,
ta< Kro>nia: Some names of cities; as, ai ’Aqh~nai. So do ’Acaioi<,
Eujmeni>dev, &Eforoi, ta< ejpiti>mia, ta< ojnei>rata, ta< kte>rea.
41. Nouns defective in Case are, —
(1.) Aptots: as the Names of Letters, a]lfa, bh~ta foreign Names as
Dabid words expressing the natural voice of creatures, as the
koa<x of frogs koi; of young pigs; Nouns cut off by Apocope, as
dw~ for dw~ma, or increased by Paragoge, as, srato>fi for srato>v
and Numbers, from four to an hundred. Add these Neuters; da>ov,
de>mav, eje>ldwr, h+dov, h+tor, kwvav or kw~v, mh~cov or mh~car,
nw~kar, sebav, ski>nar, te>kmar and te>kmwr, u[par, cre>wv or
crei>wv, crew>n .
(2.) Monoptots: as, hJ dw<v, ai> kataklw~qev, w+ ta<n, and others.
(3.) Dipots: as, ajmfw<, ajmfoi~n oiJ fqoi~ev, tou<v fqoi~av.
(4.) Tripots: as, N. ma>rtuv, A. ma>rtun, D. ma>rtusi and G.
ajllh>lwn, D. ajllh>loiv, aiv, oiv, A. ajllh>louv, av, a.
42. Nouns vary either in Gender or in Case.
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43. The following Nouns are Masculine in the Singular, and Masculine and
Neuter in the Plural; as, Sing. N. oJ desmo;”, Plu. oiJ desmoi< and ta< desma>
di>frov, ku>klov, lu>cnov, saqmo<v, si~tov, tra>chlov, da>ktulov, mhro<v,
moclo<v, and others. But Sing. hJ ke>leuqov, Plu. aiJ ke>leuqoi and ta<
ke>leuqa Sing. oJ kai> hJ ta>rtarov, Plu. ta< ta>rtara Sing. oJ zugo<v and to<
zugo<n, Plu. only ta< zuga>. So oJ nw~tov and to< nw~ton, Plu. ta< nw~ta and
some others.
44. Neuters in ar make atov in the Genitive; as, a]leiar, a]leifar,
de>lear, e]dar, h=par, ka>rhar, kte>ar, o]neiar, ou+qar, pei~rar, se>ar,
fre>ar Gen. ajlei>atov, etc. Add to these, ga>la ga>laktov, o]nar
ojnei>ratov, ou+v wjto<v, skw<r skato<v, u[dwr u[datov, hJ gunh< gunaiko<v,
Voc. gu>nai. Sing. Nom. oJ Zeu<v, Gen. Zhno<v or Dio<v, Dat. Zhni< or Dii`>,
Acc. Zh~na or Di>a, Voc. w= Zeu~.
Go>nu and do>ru, in prose, make go>natov and do>ratov in the Genitive. But
the Poets use gouno<v and douro>v.
Nau~v, in prose, is thus declined: Sing. Nom. hJ nau~v, Gen. new<v, Dat.nh<i,
Acc. nau~n. Plur. Nom. nh~ev, Gen. new~n, Dat. nausi<, Acc. nau~v.
45. Redundants in the Nomative are, —
(1.) Several Masculines in hr and wr, as, klhth<r and klh>twr in hr
and hv, as, plash<r, plash>v: Also, uiJo<v, uiJeu>v.
(2.) Many Feminines in a and h, as, a]cna, a]cnh in hv and ov and in iv
and ia: Also, ajhdw<n and ajhdw>v.
(3.) Many Neuters in ov and on, as, to; de>ndrov, de>ndron in on and
ion, as, a]eqlon ion.
(4.) These also are redundant in the Nominative; srato<v ia<, baqmov
i<v, aujcmo<v mh<, aju`tmh<n mh<, delfi<v i<n, ajkti<v i<n, qi<v qi>n with
many others.
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46. Several Nouns ending in ouv, wv, iv, and hv, are redundant in the
Genitive; as, Nom. nou~v, Gen. ou~ and oo>v. Mi>wv, Gen. w and wov oJ
ge>lwv, wtov and w. hJ ti>griv, Gen. idov and iov hJ qe>miv, idov and isov oJ
da>rhv, Gen. ou and htov with some others.
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SECTION V.
OF ADJECTIVE NOUNS.
1. ADJECTIVES are of one, two, or three terminations.
2. Adjectives of Three Terminations, ending in ov, av, eiv, wn, uv, are
declined thus: —
Singular.
Nom.
M. kalo<v
F. kalh<
N. kalo<n

Gen.
ou~
h~v
ou~

Dat.
a|
h|
w~|

Acc.
o<n
h<n
o<n

Voc.
e<
h<
o<n

Dual.
Nom. Acc.
w<
a<
w<

Voc.

Gen.Dat.
oi~n
ai~n
oi~n
Plural.

Nom.
M. kaloi<
F. kalai<
N. kala<

Gen.
w~n

Dat.
oi~v
ai~v
oi~v

Acc.
ou<v
a<v
a<

Voc.
oi<
ai<
a<

Acc.
pa>nta
pa~san
pa~n

Voc.
pa~v
pa~sa
pa~n

Singular.
Nom.
M. pa~v
F. pa~sa
N. pa~n

Gen.
panto<v
pa>shv
panto<v

Dat.
panti<
pa>sh|
panti<
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Dual.
Nom.
M.
F.
N.

Acc. Voc.
pa>nte
pa>sa
pa>nte

Gen. Dat.
pa>ntoin
pa>sain
pantoin
Plural.

Nom. Voc.
M. pa>ntev
F. pa~sai
N. pa>nta

Gen.
pa>ntwn
pasw~n
pa>ntwn

Dat.
pa`si
pa>saiv
pa`si

Acc.
pa>ntav
pa>sav
pa>nta

Singular.
Nom.
M. cari>-eiv
F. cari>-essa
N. cari>-en

Gen.
entov
e>sshv
entov

Dat.
enti
e>ssh|
enti

Acc.
enta
essan
en

Voc.
ei, en
essa
en

Dual.
Nom.
M.
F.
N.

Acc. Voc.
ente
e>ssa
ente

Gen. Dat.
e>ntoin
e>ssain
e>ntoin
Plural.

Nom. Voc.
M. entev
F. essai
N. enta

Gen.
e>ntwn
e>sswn
e>ntwn

Dat.
eisi
e>ssaiv
eisi

Acc.
entav
e>ssav
enta

Singular.
Nom.
M. eJk-w<n
F. eJk-ou~sa
N. eJk-o<n

Gen.
o>ntov
ou>shv
o>ntov

Dat.
o>nti
ou>sh|
o>nti

Acc.
o>nta
ou~san
o<n

Voc.
w<n
ou~sa
o<n
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Dual.
Nom.
M.
F.
N.

Acc. Voc.
o>nte
ou>sa
o>nte

Gen. Dat.
o>ntoin
ou>sain
o>ntoin
Plural.

Nom. Voc.
M. o>ntev
F. ou~sai
N. o>nta

Gen.
o>ntwn
ou>swn
o>ntwn

Dat.
ou~si
ou>saiv
ou~si

Acc.
o>ntav
ou>sav
o>nta

Singular.
Nom.
M. ojx-u<v
F. ei~a
N. u<

Gen.
e>ov
ei>av
e>ov

Dat.
ei`>, ei~
ei>a|
ei`>, ei~

Acc.
u<n
ei~an
u<

Voc.
u<
ei~a
u<

Dual.
Nom.
M.
F.
N.

Acc.
e>e
ei>a
e>e

Voc.

Gen. Dat.
e>sin
ei>ain
e>oin
Plural.

Nom. Voc.
M. e>ev, ei~v
F. ei>ai
N. e>a

Gen.
e>wn
eiw~n
e>wn

Dat.
e>si
ei>aiv
e>si

Acc.
e>av, ei~v
ei>av
e>a

3. Adjectives ending in ov pure or rov form the Feminine in a as, a[giov,
aJgi>a, a[gion kaqaro<v, kaqara>: But those ending in eov, oov, or
compounded of plo>ov, in h as, o]gdoov, ojgdo>h aJplo>ov, aJplo>h.
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4. &Allov and o{v form the Neuter in o.
5. Polu<v and me>gav form their Neuter Singular polu< and me>ga, and their
Accusative Masculine polu<n and me>gan. Their other Cases they borrow
from pollo<v and me>galov obsolete: So Gen. pollou~, pollh~v, pollou~,
etc.
6. Adjectives of Two Terminations, ending in n, r, or v pure, are declined
thus: —
Singular.
Nom. Voc.
M. F. ti<v
N.
ti<

Gen.
tino<v

Dat.
tini<

Acc.
tina<
ti<

Dual.
Nom. Acc. Voc.
M. F. tine<

Gen. Dat.
tinoi~n
Plural.

Nom. Voc.
M. F. tine<v
N.
tina<

Gen.
tinw~n

Dat.
tisi<

Acc.
tina<v
tina<

Singular.
Nom.
M. F. a]rjrJ-hn
N.
en

Gen.
enov

Dat.
eni

Acc.
ena
en

Voc.
en

Dual.
Nom. Acc. Voc.
M. F. ene

Gen. Dat.
e>nion
Plural.

Nom. Voc.
M. F. enev
N.
ena

Gen.
e>nwn

Dat.
esi

Acc.
enav
ena
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Singular.
Nom.
M. F. ajlhq-h<v
N.
e<v

Gen.
e>ov, ou~v

Dat.
e>i`, ei~

Acc.
e>a, h~
e<v

Voc.
e<v
e<v

Dual.
Nom. Acc. Voc.
M. F. e>e, h~

Gen. Dat.
e>oin, oi~n
Plural.

Nom. Voc.
M. F. e>ev, ei~v
N.
e>a, h~

Gen.
e>wn, w~n

Dat.
e>si

Acc.
e>av, ei~v
e>a, h~

Singular.
Nom.
M. F. e]ndox-ov
N.
on

Gen.
ou

Dat.
w|

Acc.
on
on

Voc.
e
on

Dual.
Nom. Acc. Voc.
M. F. w

Gen. Dat.
oin
Plural.

Nom. Voc.
M. F. oi
N.
a

Gen.
wn

Dat.
oiv

Acc.
ouv
a

Singular.
Nom.
M. F. a]dakr-uv
N.
u

Gen.
uov

Dat.
ui

Acc.
un
u

Voc.
u
u
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Dual.
Nom. Acc. Voc.
M. F. ajda>kr-ue

Gen. Dat.
u>oin
Plural.

Nom. Voc.
M. F. uev, uv
N.
ua

Gen.
u>wn

Dat.
usi

Acc.
uav, uv
ua

Singular.
Nom.
M. F. eujdai>m-wn
N.
on

Gen.
onov

Dat.
oni

Acc.
ona
on

Voc.
on
on

Dual.
Nom. Acc. Voc.
M. F. one

Gen. Dat.
o>noin
Plural.

Nom. Voc.
M. F. onev
N.
ona

Gen.
o>nwn

Dat.
osi

Acc.
onav
ona

7. Adjectives of Three Terminations are elegantly declined by Two; as,
aijwn
> iov, ajwn> ion: Those of Two, by Three; as, ajqa>natov, h, on.
8. Adjectives of One Termination end in x, v impure, in, r, y and are
declined thus: —
Singular.
Nom. Voc.
M. F. N. h[li-x

Gen.
kov

Dat.
ki

Acc.
ka
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Dual.
Nom. Acc. Voc.
M. F. ke

Gen. Dat.
koin
Plural.

Nom. Voc.
M. F. kev
N.
ka

Gen.
kwn

Dat.
xi

Acc.
kav
ka

Dat.
oni

Acc.
ona, oa, w
on<

9. The Comparitive is declined thus: —
Singular.
Nom. Voc.
M. F. ajmei>n-wn
N.
on

Gen.
onov

Dual.
Nom. Acc. Voc.
M. F. ajmei>n-one

Gen. Dat.
o>noin
Plural.

Nom. Voc.
M. F. onev, oev, ouv
N.
ona, oa, w

Gen.
o>nwn

Dat.
osi

Acc.
onav, oav, ouv
ona, oa, w

10. Adjectives ending in ov form the Comparartive by changing v into
terov, and the Superlative into tatov as, semno<v, semno>terov,
semno>tatov.
11. But o, after a short vowel, becomes w as, fro>nimov, fronimw>terov,
fronimw>tatov. Except keno<v, keno>terov, keno>tatov sen<v, seno>terov,
seno>tatov.
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12. If the preceeding syllable is common, it is either o>terov o>tatov, or
w>terov w>tatov as, i]sov, ijso>terov or ijsw>terov, etc. Such are also
ijscuro<v, fano>v.
13 Adjectives ending in eiv are changed into e>serov and e>satov.
14. Those ending in iv, ar, and ouv, take to themselves terov and tatov.
15. Those that end in hv, uv, and av, add to their Neuters terov and tatov.
16. Adjectives ending in hn and wn add to their Nominatives Plural terov
and tatov.
17. Those ending in x change ov of their Genitive into i>serov and i>satov.
eiv,
iv,
ar,
ouv,
hv,
uv,
av,
hn,
wn,
x,

Cari>eiv, e>serov, e>satov
Ga>sriv, terov, tatov
Maka<r
˚aplou~v,
Eujsebh<v, e<v, terov, tatov
Eujru<v, u<, terov, tatov
Me>lav, an,
Te>rhn, enev,
Pro>frwn, onev,
Bla<x, kov, i>serov, i>satov.

18. Adjectives in uv are also changed into iwn, isov as, eujru<v, eujri>wn,
eu]risov.
19. Some change ov into eserov, iserov, aiterov as, la>lov, lali>serov
me>sov, mesai>terov.
20. A few drop a vowel; as, fi>lov, fi>lterov, fi>ltatov.
21. The following Adjectives are compared irregularly: —

or

’Esqlo<v
’Agaqo<v

ajmei>nwn, ajrei>wn ajgaqw>tatov, a]risov.
belti>wn or be>lterov, krei>sswn be>ltisov,
kra>tisov lwi`>wn, fe>rterov lw~|sov, fe>rtatov
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Kako<v,

or

Me>gav,
Mikro>v,
’Elacu<v,
’Oli>gov,
Polu<v
’Ra>|diov,

or fe>rtisov.
kakw>terov or kaki>wn, cei>rwn or cerei>wn
ka>kisov, cei>risov.
mei>zwn, me>gisov.
mikro>terov, mei>wn meio>terov, mei~sov.
ejla>sswn, h[sswn ejla>cisov, h[kisov.
ojligi>serov, ojli>gisov.
plei>wn, plei~sov.
rJa|>wn, rJa~|sov.

22. The following Adjectives want the Positive, and most of them are
derivived from Adverbs; kerdi>wn, ke>rdisov deu>terov, deu>tatov
ajnw>terov, ajnw>tatov katw>terov, katw>tatov and others ’Anqrw>pinov,
ajnqrwpine>satov aujto<v, aujto>tatov, want the Comparitive. &Escatov,
the last; pu>matov, the utmost; ku>disov, most famous; want the Positive
and Comparitive.
23. Comparitives and Superlatives are generally declined like other
Adjectives.
24. Ei~v du>o, a]mfw, trei~v, te>ssarev, are thus declined: —
Singular.
Nom. Voc.
M.
Ei=v
F.
mi>a
N.
e{n

Gen.
eJno<v
mia~v
eJno<v

Dat.
eJni<
mia~|
eJni<

Acc.
e[na
mi>an
e{n<

Dual.
Nom. Acc. Voc.
M. Du>o or Du>w

Gen.
Dat.
duo~in (duei~n , Fem.) dusi<
Plural.

Nom. Acc. Voc.
M. F. Tr-ei~v (i>a, Neut.)

Gen.
iw~n

Dat.
isi<
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Nom. Voc.
Gen.
M. F. Te>ssar-ev (a, Neut.) wn

Dat.
si

Acc.
av (a, Neut.)

25. Other Numerals, to eJkato<n, an hundred, are indeclinable.
26. Prw~tov and the other Ordinals are declined as kalo>v.
27. Letters express numbers: The first nine, units; the next eight, tens; the
rest, hundreds.
28. Only “ is irregularly inserted to express 6, to express 90, and Ù to
express 900.
29. Letters with Points subjoined stand for thousands; as, a|, 1000; b,
2000, etc.
30. The Capital I stands for 1; P, 5; D, 10; C, 1000; M, 10000, etc.
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SECTION VI.
OF PROUNOUNS
1. THERE are eighteen Pronouns; of which nine are Primitives, ejgw<, su<,
ou=tov, ejkei~nov, aujto<v, o{v, ti<v, dei~na.
2. Eleven are Derivatives; ejmo<v, so<v, o{v or eJo<v, nwi`>terov, sfwi`>terov,
hJme>terov, sfe>terov, hJmedapo<v, uJmedapo<v, and podapo>v.
3. ’Egw<, su<, and ou=, are Substantives, and are declined thus: —
Singular.
Nom.
ejgw<

Gen.
ejmou~, mou~

Dat.
ejmoi<, moi<

Acc.
ejme<, me<

Dual.
Nom. Acc.
nw~i`, nw<|

Gen. Dat.
nw~in
` , nw~n
|
Plural.

Nom.
hJmei~v

Gen.
hJmw~n

Dat.
hJmi~n

Acc.
hJma~v

Singular.
Nom.
su<

Gen.
sou~

Dat.
soi<

Acc.
se<

Voc.
su<
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Dual.
Nom. Acc.
sfw~i`, sfw<|

Gen. Dat.
sfw~in, sfw|~n
Plural.

Nom.
uJmei~v

Gen.
uJmw`n

Dat.
uJmi~n

Acc.
uJma~v

Voc.
uJmei~v

Singular.
Gen.
ou[

Dat.
oi=

Acc.
e{

Dual.
Nom. Acc.
sfwe<, sfe<

Gen. Dat.
sfwi`<n, sfi<n
Plural.

Nom.
sfei~v

Gen.
sfw~n

Dat.
sfi>si

Acc.
sfa~v

4. The rest are declined like Adjectives of Three Terminations in ov of
which eight are called Possessives: —
ejmo<v, ejmh<, ejmo<n
hJme>terov, a, on,
nwi`>terov, a, on
sfe>terov, a, on

sfwi`>terov, a, on
uJme>terov, a, on
eJo<v or {o{v, eJh; or {h{, eJo<n or o{n
so<v or teo<v, sh< or the<, so<n or teo<n

5. But ejkei~nov, ou=tov, aujto<v, are Primitives, and make the Neuter in o.
6. In like manner are declined its Compounds, toi-ou~tov, tos-ou~tov,
thlik-ou~tov: So, Nom. thlikou~tov, thlikau>th, thlikou~to Gen.
thlikou>tou, thlikau>thv, thlikou>tou, etc.
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7. If an Article be put before aujto<v, it signifies the same; as, oJ aujto<v, hJ
aujth<, to< aujto<n (or taujto<, or taujto<n).
8. {Ov, h{, o{, who, or which, is declined like o{v, his; only in the Nominative
and Accusative Singular; Nom. o{v, h{, o{ Acc. o{n, h{n, o{.
9. These Compounds want the Nominative: —
Gen.
Dat.
Singular.
ejmaut-ou~, h~v, ou~
w~| h~| w|~
seaut-ou~, h~v, ou~
eJaut-ou~, h~v, ou~
Plural. ejmaut-w~n, w~n, w~n,
seaut-w~n, w~n, w~n
ejaut-w~n, w~n, w~n

oi~v, ai~v, oi~v

Acc.
o<n, h<n, o<

ou<v, a<v, a<

10. The Indefinite Pronoun dei~na is thus declined: —
Singular.

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.
Acc.

Mas.
oJ dei~na, or dei~v
tou~ dei~nov, or dei>natov
tw~| dei~ni, and sei>nati
to<n dei~na

Fem.
hJ dei~na
th~v dei~nov
th~| dei~ni
th<n dei~na

Neut.
to< dei~na
tou~ dei~nov
tw~| dei~ni
to< dei~na

11. Most Pronouns want the Vocative: When they have it, it is like the
Nominative.
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SECTION VII.
OF AUXILIARY VERBS.
1. THERE are five Moods; the Indicative, the Imperative, the Optative, the
Subjunctive, and the Infinitive.
2. There are nine Tenses; the Present, the Imperfect, the First Future, the
First Indefinite, the Preterperfect, the Preterpluperfect, the
Paulo-post-Future, (which is only used in the Passive Voice, and expresses
a thing that is quickly to be,) the Second Future, and the Second Indefinite.
3. The Indefinite tenses are so called because of the various times to which
they refer; for they are often used indifferently either for the Imperfect,
Perfect, or Pluperfect; though mostly for the Perfect.
4. But they are sometimes used for the Present, and also for the Future;
especially in Imperatives and Subjunctives.
5. There is but one Auxiliary Verb, which is eijmi<, I am.
6. It is conjugated thus: —
Present, Eijmi<

Future, e]somai
INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present.

Singular. Eijmi<, ei+v or ei+, ejvi>
Dual. ejso<n, ejso>n
Plural. ejsme<n, ejse<, eijsi> .

Perfect, h+n
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Imperf. & Perf.

S. ¥Hn, h+v, h+ or h+n
D. h+ton, h]thn
P. h+men, h+te, h+san.

Preterpluperf.

S. ¥Hmhn, h+so, h+to
D. h]meqon, h+sqon, h]sqhn
P. h]meqa, h+sqe, h+nto.

Future.

S. e]somai, e]sh|, e]setai
D. ejso>meqon, e]sesqon, e]sesqon
P. ejso>meqa, e]sesqe, e]sontai.
IMPERATIVE MOOD.

Present.

S. ÇIsqi or e]so, e]sw
D. e]son, e]swn
P. e]se, e]swsan.
OPTATIVE MOOD: Ei]qe.

Pres. & Perf.

S. Ei]-hn, hv, h
D. hton, h>thn
P. hmen, hte, hsan.

Future.

S. ’Es-oi>mhn, oio, oito
D. oi>meqon, oisqon, oi>sqhn
P. oi>meqa, oisqe, ointo.
SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Pres. & Perf.

S. w+, h+|v, h+|
D. h+ton, h+ton
P. w+men, h+te, w+si.

Future.

S. &Es-wmai, h|, htai
D. w>meqon, hsqon, hsqon
P. w>meqa, hsqe, wntai.
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INFINITIVE MOOD.
Pres. & Perf.

Ei+nai

Fut.

e]sesqai.

PARTICIPLES.
Present.

N. w}n, ou+sa, o}n,
Fut.
G. o]ntov, ou]shv, o]ntov.

N. ejso>men-ov, h, on,
G. ou, hv, ou, etc.
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SECTION VIII.
OF REGULAR VERBS IN W.
1. THERE are four Conjugations of Verbs in w, known by the characteristic
letter.
2. The characteristic letter is that which precedes the w.
3. The characteristic letters of the First Conjugation are p, b, f, pt of the
Second, k, g, c, ss, tt of the Third, t, d, q, z, w pure; of the Fourth, l, m,
n, r, mn.
4. The First Conjugation forms the First Future in yw, and the Perfect in
fa the Second, in xw, and the Perfect in ca the Third, in sw, and the
Perfect in ka the Fourth, in w~, and the Perfect in ka.
5. The First Future Tense of the Fourth Conjugation, and the Second
Future of all the Conjugations, circumflect the original w.
6. The Perfect Tense, and all those derived from it, have an Argument in
the beginning.
7. The Argument is two-fold;
(1.) That of the Quantity, which changes a, e, into h o into w as, a]gw,
h+ca ejlpizw, h]lpika ojru>ttw, w]ruca.
(2.) the Syllabic, which is e prefixed to the Consonant; as, ya>llw,
e]yalka.
8. If a single consonant, or a mute with a liquid following it, begins a Verb,
the Perfect repeats the first consonant with e as, le>gw, le>leca gra>fw,
ge>grafa.
9. Four Verbs beginning with a have no Augment; a]w, a]on ai`>w, a]i`on
ajhqe>ssw, ajh>qesson ajhdi>zomai, ajhdizo>mhn.
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10. Likewise Verbs in oi have no Augment.
11. But a few take w| for oi as, oijmw>zw, w|m
] wzon.
12. In Compound Verbs, if there is no Preposition, the Augment is at the
beginning; as, filosofe>w, ejfiloso>feon aujtomole>w, hjutomo>leon.
13. So it also in Verbs compounded with eu and duv, if a consonant or
immutable vowel follows; as, dusuce>w, ejdusu>ceon.
14. But if a changeable vowel or dipthong follow, the Augment is in the
middle; as, eujorke>w, eujw>rkeon.
15. If the Verb is compounded with a Preposition that does not change the
signification, the Augment is commonly at the beginning; as, eu[dw, and
kaqeu>dw, I sleep, ejka>qeudon.
16. Or, if it is compounded with a Private; as, ajfrone>w, hjfro>neon.
17. But if the Preposition changes the signification, the Augment is
generally in the middle; as, prosba>llw, prose>ballon.
18. Some few have an Augment both in the beginning and middle; as,
ajnorqo>w, hjwr
> qoon.
19. Some Verbs beginning with e take i for their Augment; as, e[lkw,
ei=lkon.
20. The Augment goes no farther than the Indicative Mood, except in the
Perfect and Paulo-post-Future Tenses.
21. But some few Verbs keep their Augment through all the Moods; as,
e]pw, Ind. 2. ei+pon, eijpe<, ei]poimi, ei]pw, eijpei~n , eijpw>n.
22. Verbs have three Voices; the Active, Passive, and Middle Voice.
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23. The Middle Voice is declined like the Active in the Perfect and
Preterpluperfect Tenses; like the Passive in all other Tenses. Its
signification is generally Active, especially in the Perfects, Indefinites, and
Futures; but its Present and Imperfect, being always the same as in the
Passive, signify either Actively or Passively.
24. When the First Person Plural ends in men, the First Person Dual is
wanting; but when the Third Person Plural ends in oi or tai, the Third
Dual is like the Second.

ACTIVE VOICE.
INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present.
Imperf.
Fut. 1.
Indef. 1.
Fut. 2.
Indef. 2.
Perfect
Preterpl.

Singular.
tu>pt-w eiv ei
e]tupt-on ev e
tu>y-w eiv ei
e]tuy-a av e
tup-w~ ei~v ei~
e]tup-on ev e
te>tuf-a av e
eJtetu>f-ein eiv ei

Dual.
eton eton
eton e>thn
eton eton
aton a>thn
ei~ton ei~ton
eton e>thn
aton aton
eiton ei>thn

Plural.
omen ete ousi
omen ete on
omen ete ousi
amen ate an
ou~men ei~te ou~si
omen ete on
amen ate asi
eimen eite eisan

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

Pres. & Imperf.
Indef. 1.
Indef. 2.
Perf. & preterpl.

Singular.
tu>pt-e e>tw
tu>y-on a>tw
tu>p-e e>tw
te>tuf-e e>tw

Dual.
eton e>twn
aton a>twn
eton e>twn
eton e>twn

Plural.
ete e>twsan
ate a>twsan
ete e>twsan
ete e>tesan
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OPTATIVE MOOD: Ei]qe.
Pres. & Imp.
Fut. 1.
Perf. & Plup.
Indef. 2.
Indef. 1.
Fut. 2.

Singular.
tu>pt-oimi oiv oi
tu>y-oimi
tetu>f-oimi
tu>p-oimi
tu>y-aimi aiv ai
tup-oi~mi oi~v oi~

Dual.
Plural.
oiton oi>thn oimen oite oien

aiton ai>thn aimen aite aien
oi~ton oi>thn oi~men oi~te oi~en

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD: ’Ea>n.

Pres. & Imp.
Ind. 1. Fut. 1.
Ind. 2. Fut. 2.
Perf. & Plup.

Singular.
tu>pt-w h|v h|
tu>y-w
tu>p-w
tetu>f-w

Dual.
hton hton

Plural.
wmen hte wsi

INFINITIVE MOOD.
Pres. & Imp. tu>ptein
Perf. & Plup. tetufe>nai

Fut. 1. tu>yein
Fut. 2. & Indef. 2.

Indef. 1. tuyai
tupei~n

PARTICIPLES.
Pres. & Imp. tu>pt-wn ousa on
Fut. 1.
tu>y-wn
Indef. 2.
tup-w<n

Indef. 1.
tu>y-av asa an
Perf. & plup. tetuf-wv ui~a o<v
Fut. 2.
tup-w~n ou~sa ou~n

Cognate Tenses in the Active Voice.
Indic.
Imper.
Pres.
tu>ptw tu>pte
Imperf. e]tupton
Perf.
te>tufa te>tufe
Preterpl. ejtetu>fein
Fut. 1. tu>yw

Opt.
tu>ptoimi

Subjunc. Infin.
tu>ptw tu>ptein

Partic.
tu>ptwn

tetu>foimi tetu>fw tetufe>nai tetufw<v
tu>yoimi

tu>yein

tu>ywn
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Indef. 1. e]tuya
Indef 2. e]tupon
Fut. 2.
tupw~

tu>yon
tu>pe

tu>yaimi
tu>poimi
tupoi~mi

tu>fw
tu>pw

tu>yai
tupei~n
tupei~n

tu>yav
tupw<n
tupw~n

The First Future in Liquids is formed like the Second: —
Fut. 1.

sperw~

speroi~mi

PASSIVE VOICE.
INDICATIVE MOOD.
Present.

S. tu>pt-omai h| etai
D. o>meqon esqon esqon
P. o>meqa esqe ontai

Imperf.

S. ejtupt-omnh ou eto
D. o>meqon esqon e>sqhn
P. o>meqa esqe onto

Perfect.

S. te>tu-mmai yai ptai
D. mmeqon fqon fqon
P. mmeqa fqe mme>noi (eijsi<)

Preterpl.

S. ejtetu>-mmhn yw pto
D. mmeqon fqon fqon
P. mmeqa fqe tetu-mme>noi (h+san)

Paulo-post F. S. tetu>y-omai h| etai
D. o>meqon esqon esqon
P. o>meqa esqe ontai
Indef. 1.

S. ejtu>fq-hn hv h
D. hton h>thn
P. hmen hte hsan

sperei~n

sperw~n
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Indef. 2.

S. ejtu>p-hn

Fut. 1.

S. tufqh>s-omai h| etai
D. o>meqon esqon esqon
P. o>meqa esqe ontai

Fut. 2.

S. tuph>s-omai
IMPERATIVE MOOD.

Pres. & Imperf.

S. tu>pt-ou e>sqw
D. esqon e>sqwn
P. esqe ejsqwsan

Perf. & Preterpl.

S. te>tu-yo fqw
D. fqon fqwn
P. fqe fqwsan

Indef. 1.

S. tu>fq-hti h>tw
D, hton h>twn
P. hte h>twsan

Indef. 2.

S. tu>p-hqi
OPTATIVE MOOD: Ei]qe.

Pres. & Imp.

S. tupt-oi>mhn oio oito
D. oi>meqon oisqon oi>sqhn
P. oi>meqa oisqe ointo

Fut. 1.

S. tufqhs-oi>mhn

Fut. 2.

S. tuphs-oi>mhn

Paulo-post F.

S. tetuy-oi>mhn
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Ind. 1.

S. tufqei>-hn hv h
D. hton h>thn
P. hmen hte hsan

Ind. 2.

S. tupei>-hn

Perf. & Plup

S. tetumme>nov ei]hn ei]hv ei]h
D. tetumme>nw ei]hton eijh>thn}
P. tetumme>noi ei]hmen ei]hte ei]hsan
SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD: ’Ea>n.

Pres. & Imp.

S. tupt-wmai h|
D. w>meqon hsqon hsqon
P. w>meqa hsqe wntai

Fut. 1.

S. tufqh>s-wmai

Ind. 1.

S. tufq-w~ h~v| h~|
D. h~ton h~ton
P. w~men h~te w~si

Ind. 2.

S. tup-w~

Perf. & Plup.

S. tetummenov w+ h~|v h+|
D. tetummenw h+ton h+ton
P. tetumme>noi w+men h+te w+si
INFINITIVE MOOD.

Pres. & Imperf. tu>ptesqai
Paulo-post Fut. tetu>yesqai
Indef. 2. tuph~nai
Fut. 2. tuph>sesqai

Perf. & Plup. tetu>fqai
Indef. 1. tufqh~nai
Fut. 1. tufqh>sesqai
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PARTICIPLES.
Pres. & Imp. tupto>men-ov h on
Paulo-post F. tetuyo>men-ov
Fut. 2. tuphso>men-ov
Indef. 1. tufq-ei<v ei~sa e<n

Perf. & Plup. tetumme>n-ov
Fut. 1. tufqhso>men-ov
Indef. 2. tup-e<iv

Cognate Tenses in the Passive Voice.
Present and Imperfect.
Indic. tu>ptomai, ejtupto>mhn, Imper. tu>ptou,
Subj. tu>ptwmai,
Infin. tetu>fqai,

Opt. tuptoi>mhn,
Part. tupto>menov.

Perfect and Preterpluperfect.
Indic. te>tummai, ejtetu>mmhn, Imper. te>tuyo, Opt. tetumme>nov e]ihn,
Subj. tetumme>nov w+,
Infin. tetu>fqai, Part. tetumme>nov.

Indic. tetu>yomai,
Infin. tetu>yesqai,

Paulo-Post Futurum.
Opt. tetuyoi>mhn,
Part. tetuyo>menov.

Indic. ejtu>fqhn,
Subj. tufqw~,+

Indefinite 1.
Imper. tu>fqhti,
Infin. tufh~nai,

Indic. tufqh~somai,
Infin. tufqh>sesqai,

Future 1.
Opt. tufqhsoi>mhn, Subj. tufqh>swmai,
Part. tufqhso>menov.

Indic. ejtu>phn,
Subj. tuow~,

Indic. tuph>somai,
Infin. tuph>sesqai,

Opt. tufqei>hn,
Part. tufqei>v.

Indefinite 2.
Imper. tu>phqi,
Opt. tupei>hn,
Infin. tuph~nai,
Part. tupei>v.
Future 2.
Opt. tuphsoi>mhn,
Part. tuphso>menov.
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MIDDLE VOICE.
The Present and Imperfect are the same in all Moods as the Passive.
INDICATIVE MOOD.

Perfect.

S. te>tup-a av e
D. aton aton
P. amen ate asi

Preterpl.

S. ejtetu>p-ein eiv ei
D. eiton ei>thn
P. eite eisan

Indef. 1.

S. ejtuy-a>mhn w ato
D. a>meqon asqon a>sqhn
P. a>meqa asqe anto

Fut. 1.

S. tu>y-omai h| etai
D. o>meqon esqon esqon
P. o>meqa esqe ontai

Indef. 2.

S. ejtup-o>mhn ou eto
D. o>meqon esqon e>sqhn
P. o>meqa esqe onto

Fut. 2.

S. tup-ou~mai h~| ei~tai
D. ou>meqon ei~sqon ei~sqon
P. ou>meqa ei~sqe ou~ntai

Fut. 1.

S. sper-ou~mai h~| ei~tai
D. ou>meqon ei~sqon ei~sqon
P. ou>meqa ei~sqe ou~ntai
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IMPERATIVE MOOD.

Perf. & Preterpl.

S. te>tup-e e>tw
D. eton e>twn
P. ete e>twsan

Indef. 1.

S. tu>y-ai a>sqw
D. asqon a>sqwn
P. asqe a>sqwsan

Indef. 2.

S. tu>p-ou e>sqw
D. esqon e>sqwn
P. esqe e>sqwqan
OPTATIVE MOOD: Ei]qe.

Perf. & Plup

S. tetu>p-oimi oiv oi
D. oiton oi>thn
P. oimen oite oien

Indef. 1.

S. tuy-ai>mhn aio aito
D. ai>meqon aisqon ai>sqhn
P. ai>meqa aisqe ainto

Fut. 1.

S. tuy-oi>mhn oio oito
D. oi>meqon oisqon oi>sqhn}
P. oi>meqa oisqe ointo
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Indef. 2.

S. tup-oi>mhn oio oito
D. oi>meqon oisqon oi>sqhn
P. oi>meqa oisqe ointo

Fut. 2.

S. tup-oi>mhn oio oito
D. oi>meqon oi~sqon oi>sqhn
P. oi>meqa oi~sqe oi~nto
SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD: ’Ea>n.

Perf. & Plup.

S. tetu>p-w h|v h|
D. hton hton
P. wmen hte wsi

Ind. 1. & Fut. 1.

S. tu>y-wmai h| htai
D. w>meqon hsqon hsqon
P. w>meqa hsqe wntai

Indef. 2.

S. tu>p-wmai h| htai
D. w>meqon hsqon hsqon
P. w>meqa hsqe wntai
Cognate Tenses in the Middle Voice.

Present and Imperfect.
Indic. tu>ptomai, ejtupto>mhn, Imper. tu>ptou,
Opt. tuptoi>mhn,
Subj. tu>ptwmai,
Infin. tu>ptesqai, Part. tupto>menov.

Indic. tu>yomai,
Infin. tu>yesqai,

Indic. ejtuya>mhn,
Subj. tu>ywmai+,

Future 1.
Opt. tuyoi>mhn,
Part. tuyo>menov.
Indefinite 1.
Imper. tu>yai,
Infin. tu>yasqai,

Opt. tuyai>mhn,
Part. tuya>menov.
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Perfect and Preterpluperfect.
Indic. te>tupa, ejtetu>pein, Imper. te>tupe,
Opt. tupoi>mhn,
Subj. tetu>pw+ ,
Infin. tetupe>nai,
Part. tetupw>v.

Indic. e<tupo>mhn,
Subj. tu>pwmai,

Indefinite 2.
Imper. tupou~,
Infin. tupe>sqai,

Future 2.
Opt. tupoi>mhn,
Part. tupou>menov.

Indic. tupou~mai,
Infin. tupei~sqai,

Indic. sperou~mai,
Infin. sperei~sqai,

Opt. tupoi>mhn,
Part. tupo>menov.

Future 1. (Liquids.)
Opt. speroi>mhn,
Part. sperou>menov.

A Verb Deponent in omai forms the Second Future and Second Indefinite
Tenses as those of the middle Voice; as, puqou~mai, ejpuqo>mhn: The First
Future and First Indefinite as decqh>somai, ejde>cqhn: The other Tenses as
those of the Passive.
The Tenses that are Passively formed have a Passive signification; the
others, mostly an Active.
Few Verbs have all the Tenses.
A Verb Deponent is thus conjugated: —
INDICATIVE MOOD.
Pres. de>comai,
Imp. ejdeco>mhn, Fut. 1. de>xomai, Indef. 1. ejdexa>mhn,
Perf. de>degmai,
Preterpl. ejdede>gmhn Paulo-post F. dede>xomai,
Indef. 2.ejde>cqhn,
Fut. 2. decqh>somai.
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IMPERATIVE.
Pres. de>cou, Indef. 1. de>xai,

Perf. de>dexo, Indef. 2. de>cqhti.

OPTATIVE.
Pres. decoi>mhn,
Fut. 1. dexoi>mhn,
Indef. 1. dexai>mhn,
Perf. dedegme>nov ei]hn,
Paulo-post F. dedxoi>mhn, Indef.
2.decqei>hn,
Fut. 2. decqhsoi>mhn.
SUBJUNCTIVE.
Pres. de>cwmai,
Indef. 2. decqw~ .

Indef. 1. de>xwmai.

Perf. dedegme>nov w+,

INFINITIVE.
Pres. deco>menov, Fut. 1. de>xesqai, Indef. 1. de>xasqai, Perf. dede>cqai,
Paulo-post F. dede>xesqai,
Indef. 2.decqh~nai, Fut. 2. decqh>sesqai.
PARTICIPLES.
Pres. deco>menov
Fut. 1. dexo>menov,
Indef. 1. dexa>menov,
Perf. dedegme>nov,
Paulo-post F. dedexo>menov, Indef. 2. decqei<v,
Fut. 2. decqhso>menov.
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SECTION IX.
OF CONTRACT VERBS.
1. VERBS in a>w, e>w, o>w, contract all the Persons of the Present and
Imperfect: In the other Tenses, they are conjugated as other Verbs.
2. The First Future and Perfect lengthen the last syllable but one, by
changing a, e, into h o into w as, timh>sw, teti>mhka file>w, filh>sw,
pefi>lhka cruso>w , crusw>sw, kekru>swka.
3. The Perfect Passive casts away k, as in the Fourth Conjugation.
4. But Verbs in a>w, that have e, i, l, or r pure, before aw, form their
Future in asw, and Preterperfect in aka as, eja>w, eja>sw, ei]aka.
5. Also dika>w, difa>w, dra>w, qla>w, kla>w, ma>w, and mima>w, na>w,
pa>w, spa>w, tala>w, fqa>w, fla>w: Verbs redundant in annu>w or a>skw
as, peta>w or petannu>w, dra>w or didra>skw.
6. A few have both h>sw and a>sw as, ajloa>w, ajnia>w, ajfa>w, iJla>w, kna>w,
krema>w , mhka>w, pela>w, peina>w, peira>w, pera>w, ajra>omai,
moira>omai.
7. Sometimes k in the Preterperfect is rejected, and the last but one
shortened; as, ge>ghka, ge>gaa e[&hka, e[&aa whence the usual Participles,
gegaw<v, gegw>v eJsaw<v, eJsw>v.
8. Some Verbs in e>w make esw and eka as, aijde>w, aijsce>w, ajle>w,
ajrke>w, ejme>w, e[w, ze>w, ke>w, neike>w, xe>w, ojle>w, tele>w, tre>w. And
Redundants in ennu>w or e>skw as, ajmfie>w or ajmfiennu>w, ajre>w or
are>skw.
9. Some have both e>sw, eka, and h>sw, hka as, aijne>w, ble>w, khde>w,
kore>w, kote>w, poqe>w, &ere>w, fore>w, aijde>omai, ajke>omai,
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ajcqeomai, mace>omai game>w, h>sw, e>sw pone>w, h>sw, e>sw de>w, dh>sw,
de>deka kale>w, kale>sw, ke>klhka.
10. Some Dissyllables in e>w make eu>sw, euka as, qew, new, pne>w,
ple>w , rJe>w , ce>w .
11. Some Verbs in o>w make o>sw, oka as, ajro>w, ajro>sw, h]rwka ejnno>w,
ejmo>w, ojno>w: But bo>w has Bo>sw and bw>sw.
12. Circumflex Verbs generally want the Second Indefinite, Second Future,
and Preterperfect Middle.

ACTIVE VOICE.
INDICATIVE MOOD.
Present.
1.

S. tim-a>w w~, a>eiv a~|v, a>ei a~|,
D. a>eton, a~ton, a>eton a~ton,
P. a>omen w~men, a>ete a~ete a~te, a>ousi w~si

2.

S. fil-e>w w~, e>eiv ei~v, e>ei ei~,,
D. e>eton ei~ton, e>eton ei~ton,,
P. e>omen ou~men, e>ete ei~te, e>ousi ou~si

3.

S. crus-o>w w~, o>eiv oi~v, o>ei oi~,
D. o>eton ou~ton, o>eton ou~ton,
P. o>omen ou~men, o>ete ou~te, o>ousi ou~si
Imperfect.

1.

S. ejti>m-aon wn, aev av, ae a,
D. a>eton a~ton, ae>thn a>thn,
P. a>omen w~men, a>ete a~te aon wn
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2.

S. ejfil-eon oun, eev eiv, ee ei,
D. e>eton ei~ton, ee>thn ei>thn,
P. e>omen ou~men, e>ete ei~te, eon oun

3.

S. ejcru>s-oon oun, oev ouv, oe ou,
D. o>eton ou~ton, oe>thn ou>thn,
P. o>omen ou~men, o>ete ou~te, oon oun
IMPERATIVE.
Present and Imperfect.

1.

S. ti>m-ae a, ae>tw a>tw,
D. a>eton a~ton, ae>twn a>twn,
P. a>ete a~te, ae>twsan a>twsan

2.

S. fi>l-ee ei, ee>tw ei>tw,
D. e>eton ei~ton, ei>twn ei>twn,
P. e>ete ei~te, ee>twsan ei>twsan

3.

S. cru>s-oe ou, oe>tw ou>tw,
D. o>eton ou~ton, oe>twn ou>twn,
P. o>ete ou~te, oe>twsan ou>twsan
OPTATIVE.
Present and Imperfect.

1.

S. tim-a>oimi w~m
| i, a>oiv w~v| a>oi w~,|
D. a>oiton w~t| on, aoi>thn w|t> hn
P. a>oimen w~|men, a>oite w~|te, a>oien w~|en

2.

S. fil-e>oimi oi~mi, e>oiv oi~v, e>oi oi,
D. e>oiton oi~ton, eoi>thn oi>thn,
P. o>oimen oi~men, o>oite oi~te, o>oien oi~en

3.

S. crus-o>oimi oi~mi, o>oiv oi~v, o>oi oi~,
D. o>oiton oi~ton, ooi>thn oi>thn,
P. o>oimen oi~men, o>oite oi~te, o>oien oi~en
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SUBJUNCTIVE.
Present and Imperfect.
1.

S. tim-a>w w~| a>hv| a~v| , a>h| a~,|
D. a>hton a~ton, a>hton a~ton,
P. a>wmen w~men, a>hte a~te, a>wsi w~si

2.

S. fil-e>w w~, e>h|v h~|v, e>h| h~|,
D. e>hton h~ton, e>hton h~ton,
P. e>wmen w~men, e>hte h~te, e>wsi w~si

3.

S. crus-o>w w~, o>hv| oi~v, o>h| oi~,
D. o>hton w~ton, o>hton w~ton,
P. o>wmen w~men, o>hte w~te, o>wsi w~si
INFINITIVE.
Present and Imperfect.

1.
2.
3.

tima>ein a~|n,
file>ein ei~n
cruso>ein ou~n
PARTICIPLES.
Present.

1.

tim-a>wn w~n, a>ousa w~sa, a>on w~n,
Gen. a>ontov w~ntov, aou>shv w>shv, a>ontov w~ntov

2.

fil-e>wn w~n, e>ousa ou~sa, e>on ou~n,
Gen. e>ontov ou~ntov, eou>shv ou>shv, e>ontov ou~ntov

3.

crus-o>wn w~n, o>ousa ou~sa, o>on ou~n,
Gen. o>ontov ou~ntov, oou>shv ou>shv, o>ontov ou~ntov
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PASSIVE VOICE.
INDICATIVE MOOD.
Present.
1.

S. tim-a>omai w~mai, a>h| a~,| a>etai a~tai,
D. ao>meqon w>meqon, a>esqon a~sqon, a>esqon a~sqon,
P. ao>meqa w>meqa, a>esqe a~sqe, a>ontai w~tai~

2.

S. fil e>omai ou~mai, e>h| h~|, e>etai ei~tai,
D. eo>meqon ou>meqon, e>esqon ei~sqon, e>esqon ei~sqon,
P. eo>meqa ou>meqa, e>esqe ei~sqe, e>ontai ou~ntai

3.

S. crus-o>omai ou~mai, o>h| ou~, o>etai ou~tai,
D. oo>meqon ou>meqon, o>esqon ou~sqon, o>esqon ou~sqon,
P. oo>meqa ou>meqa, o>esqe ou~sqe, o>ontai ou~ntai
Imperfect.

1.

S. ejtim-ao>mhn w>mhn, a>ou w~, a>eto a~to,
D. ao>meqon w>meqon, a>esqon a~sqon, ae>sqhn a>sqhn,
P. oo>meqa w>meqa, a>esqe a~sqe, a>onto w~nto

2.

S. ejfil-eo>mhn ou>mhn, e>ou ou~, e>eto ei~to,
D. eo>meqon ou>meqon, e>esqon ei~sqon, ee>sqhn ei>sqhn,
P. e>omeqa ou>meqa, e>esqe ei~sqe, e>onto ou~nto

3.

S. e<crus-oo>mhn ou>mhn, o>ou ou~, o>eto ou~to.
D. oo>meqon ou>meqon, o>esqon ou~sqon, oe>sqhn ou>sqhn,
P. oo>meqa ou>meqa, o>esqe ou~sqe, o>onto ou~nto
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IMPERATIVE.
Present and Imperfect.
1.

S. tim-a>ou w~, ae>sqw a>sqw,
D. a>esqon a~sqon, ae>sqwn a>sqwn,
P. a>esqe a~qse, ae>sqwsan a>sqwsan

2.

S. fil-e>ou ou~, ee>sqw ei>sqw,
D. e>esqon ei~sqon, ee>sqwn, ei>sqwn,
P. e>esqe ei~sqe, ee>sqwsan ei>sqwsan

3.

S. crus-o>ou ou~, oe>sqw ou>sqw,
D. o>esqon ou~sqon, oe>sqwn ou>sqwn,
P. o>esqe ou~sqe, oe>sqwsan ou>sqwsan
OPTATIVE.
Present and Imperfect.

1.

S. tim-aoi>mhn w|m
> hn, a>oio w~o
| , a>oito w~t| o,
D. aoi>meqon w|m
> eqon, o> oisqon a~s
| qon, aoi>sqhn w>sqhn
P. aoi>meqa w|m
> eqa, a>oisqe w~s
| qe, a>ointo a~n
| to

2.

S. fil-eoi>mhn oi>mhn, e>oio oi~o, e>oito oi~to,
D. eoi>meqon oi>meqon, e>oisqon oi~sqon, eoi>sqhn oi>sqhn,
P. eoi>meqa oi>meqa, e>oisqe oi~sqe, e>ointo oi~nto

3.

S. crus-ooi>mhn, o>ooio oi~o, o>oito oi~to,
D. ooi>meqon oi>meqon, o>oisqon oi~sqon, ooi>sqhn oi>sqhn,
P. ooi>meqa oi>meqa, o>oisqe oi~sqe, o>ointo oi~nto
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Perfect.
1.

S. tetim-h>mhn h~o h~to
D. h>meqon h~sqon h>sqhn
P. h>meqa h~sqe h~nto

2.

S. pefil-h>mhn h~o h~to
D. h>meqon h~sqon h>sqhn
P. h>meqa h~sqe h~nto

3.

S. kecrus-w>mhn w~o w~to
D. w>meqon w~sqon w>sqhn
P. w>meqa w~qse w~nto
SUBJUNCTIVE.
Present and Imperfect.

1.

S. tim-a>wmai w~mai, a>h| a~| a>htai a~tai,
D. aw>meqon w>meqon, a>hsqon a~sqon, a>hsqon a~sqon,
P. aw>meqa w>meqa, a>hsqe a~sqe, a>wntai w~ntai

2.

S. fil-e>wmai w~mai, e>h| h~|, e>htai h~tai,
D. ew>meqon w>meqon, e>hsqon h~sqon, e>hsqon h~sqon,
P. ew>meqa w>meqa, e>hsqe h~sqe, e>wntai w~ntai

3.

S. crus-o>wmai w~mai, o>h| oi~, o>htai w~tai,
D. ow>meqon w>meqon, e>hsqon h~sqon, e>hsqon h~sqon,
P. ow>meqa w>meqa, o>hsqe w~sqe, o>wntai w~ntai
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Perfect.
1.

S. tetim-w~mai h~| h~tai
D. w>meqon h~sqon h~sqon
P. w>meqa h~sqe w~ntai

2.

S. pefil-w~mai h~| h~tai
D. w>meqon h~sqon h~sqon
P. w>meqa h~sqe w~ntai

3.

S. kecrus-w~mai w~ w~tai
D. w>meqon w~sqon w~sqon
P. w>meqa w~sqe w~ntai
INFINITIVE.
Present and Imperfect.

1.
2.
3.

tim-a>esqai a~sqai,
fil-e>esqai ei~sqai
crus-o>esqai ou~sqai.

PARTICIPLES.
Present.
1.tim-ao>menov w>menov, aome>nh wme>nh, ao>menon w>menon, etc.
2.fil-eo>menov ou>menov, etc.
3.crus-oo>menov ou>menov, etc.

The Middle Voice is contracted like the Passive.
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SECTION X.
OF VERBS IN Mi.
1. MOST Verbs in mi are formed from Contract Verbs; hmi from a>w and
e>w, wmi from o>w.
2. They are formed by changing w into mi, and the short characteristic
vowels, a, e, o, into their long ones, h, w, and by prefixing the
Reduplication to the first consonant with i.
3. But if that consonant be long by Position, only i is prefixed; as,
%Ishmi, (from sa>w,) sh>sw, e[shka
Ti>qhmi, (from qe>w,) qh>sw, te>qeika
Di>dwmi, (from do>w,) dw>sw, de>dwka
4. Some Verbs in mi have a letter inserted after their Reduplication, as in
pi>mplhmi, pi>mprhmi and some are without a Reduplication; as, fhmi<,
sbh~mi, a[lwmi.
5. Sometimes, though seldom, e in the Reduplication is used instead of i
as, te>qnhmi, from qna>w.
6. If the Verb has no Reduplication, the Imperfect and Second Indefinite
are the same; as, fhmi<, e]fhn.
7. But the Imperfect is not so often used as one formed as it were from
iJsa>w, tiqe>w, dido>w viz. i[v-wn, av, a, etc., ejti>q-oun, eiv ei, etc.
ejdi>d-wn, wv, w, etc.
8. So likewise for the Second Person Singular of the Imperative is often
used i[sa, ti>qei, didou.
9. They have no Second Future Tense, nor Second Indefinite in the
Passive, or Perfect in the Middle Voice.
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10. Qe<v, e{v, and do<v, are commonly used for qh~ti, h}qi, and dw~qi: qei~nai,
ei+nai, and dou~nai, for qh~nai, h+nai, and dw~nai: Te>qeika is also used in
the Perfect Tense for te>qhka.
11. These three Indefinites e]qhka, e]dwka, and h=ka, have k instead of s,
and are seldom found in any Mood but the Indicative, unless in Compound
Verbs.

ACTIVE VOICE.
INDICATIVE MOOD.
Present.
1.

S. i[s-hmi hv hsi

D. aton aton

P. amen ate a~si

2.

S. ti>q-hmi hv hsi

D. eton eton

P. emen ete ei~si

3.

S. di>s-wmi wv wsi D. oton oton

P. omen ote ou~si

Imperfect.
1.

S. i[s-hn hv h

D. aton a>thn

P. amen ate asan

2.

S. ejti>q-hn hv h

D. eton e>thn

P. emen ete esan

3.

S. ejdi>d-wn wv w

D. oton o>thn

P. omen ote osan

Indefinite 2.
1.

S. e]s-hn hv h

D. hton h>thn

P. hmen hte hsan

2.

S. e]q-hn hv h

D. eton e>thn

P. emen ete esan

3.

S. e]d-wn wv

D. oton o>thn

P. omen ote osan
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IMPERATIVE MOOD.
Present and Imperfect.
1.

S. i[saqi iJsa>tw

D. i[saton iJsa>twn

2.

S. ti>qeti tiqe>tw

D. ti>qeton tiqe>twn P. ti>qete tiqe>twsan

3.

S. di>doqi dido>tw

D. di>doton dido>twn P.di>dote dido>twsan
Indefinite 2.

1.
2.
3.

sh~qi sh>tw, etc.
qe<v qe>tw, etc.
do<v do>tw, etc.
OPTATIVE MOOD: Ei]qe.
Present.

1.

S. iJsai>-hn hv h
D. hton h>thn
P. hmen hte hsan and ai~en

2.

S. tiqei>-hn hv h
D. hton h>thn
P. hmen hte hsan and ei~en

3.

S. didoi>-hn hv h
D. hton h>thn
P. hmen hte hsan and oi~en

P. i[sate iJsa>twsan
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Indefinite 2.
1.
2.
3.

sai>-hn hv, etc.
qei>-hn hv, etc.
doi>-hn hv, etc.
SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD: ’Ea>n.
Present.

1.

S. iJs-w~ a~v| a~|
D. a~ton a~ton
P. w~men a~te w~si

2.

S. tiq-w~ h~v| h~|
D. h~ton h~ton
P. w~men h~te w~si

3.

S. did-w~ w~|v w~|
D. w~ton w~ton
P. w~men w~te w~si
Indefinite 2.

1.

sw~sh~|v, etc.

2. qw~ qh~|v, etc.3. dw~ dw~|v, etc.
INFINITIVE MOOD.

Present
Indef. 2.

1. iJsa>nai.
1. sh~nai.

2. tiqe>nai.
2. qei~nai.

3. dido>nai.
3. dou~nai.
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PARTICIPLES.
Present.
1.

iJs-a<v a~sa a<n

,Gen. a>ntov a>shv a>ntov

2.

tiq-ei<v ei~sa e<n

,

3.

did-ou<v ou~sa o<n

e>ntov eishv e>ntov
o>ntov ou>shv o>ntov

Indefinite 2.
1.

sa<v sa~sa sa<n

2.

qei<v qei~sa qe<n

qe>ntov qei>shv qe>ntov

3.

dou>v dou~sa do<n

do>ntov dou>shv do>ntov

Gen.

sa>ntov sa>shv sa>ntov

PASSIVE VOICE.
INDICATIVE MOOD.
Present.
1.

S. i[s-amai asai or h| atai
D. a>meqon asqon asqon
P. a>meqa asqe qntai

2.

S. ti>q-emai esai or h| etai
D. e>meqon esqon esqon
P. e>meqa esqe entai

3.

S. di>d-omai osai otai
D. o>meqon osqon osqon
P. o>meqa osqe ontai
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Imperfect.
1.

S. iJs-a>mhn aso or w ato
D. a>meqon asqon a>sqhn
P. a>meqa asqe anto

2.

S. eJtiq-e>mhn eso or ou eto
D. e>meqon esqon e>sqhn
P. e>meqa esqe ento

3.

S. ejdid-o>mhn oso or ou oto
D. o>meqon osqon o>sqhn
P. o>meqa osqe onto
IMPERATIVE MOOD.
Present.

1.

S. i[s-aso or w a>sqw
D. asqon a>sqwn
P. asqe a>sqwsan

2.

S. ti>q-eso or ou e>sqw
D. asqon e>sqwn
P. esqe e>sqwsan

3.

S. di>d-oso or ou o>sqw
D. osqon o>sqwn
P. osqe o>sqwsan
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OPTATIVE MOOD: Ei]qe.
Present.
1.

S. iJs-ai>mhn ai~o ai~to
D. ai>meqon ai~sqon ai~sqhn
P. ai>meqa ai~sqe ai~nto

2.

S. tiq-ei>mhn ei~o ei~to
D. ei>meqon ei~sqon ei>sqhn
P. ei>meqa ei~sqe ei~nto

3.

S. did-oi>mhn oi~o oi~to
D. oi>meqon oi~sqon oi>sqhn
P. oi>meqa oi~sqe oi~nto
Perfect.

1.

S. eJs-ai>mhn ai~o ai~to
D. ai>meqon ai~sqon ai>sqhn
P. ai>meqa ai~sqe ai~nto

2.

S. teq-ei>mhn ei~o ei~to
D. ei>meqon ei~sqon ei>sqhn
P. ei>meqa ei~sqe ei~nto

3.

S. ded-oi>mhn oi~o oi~to
D. oi>meqon oi~sqon oi>sqhn
P. oi>meqa oi~sqe oi~nto
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SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD: ’Ea>n.
Present.
1.

S. iJs-w~mai a|~ a~tai
D. w>meqon a~sqon a~sqon
P. w>meqa a~sqe w~ntai

2.

S. tiq-w~mai h|~ h~tai
D. w>meqon h~sqon h~sqon
P. w>meqa h~sqe w~ntai

3.

S. did-w~mai w|~ w~tai
D. w>meqon w~sqon w~sqon
P. w>meqa w~sqe w~ntai
Perfect.

1.

S. eJs-w~mai a|~ a~tai
D. w>meqon a~sqon a~sqon
P. w>meqa a~sqe w~ntai

2.

S. teq-w~mai h|~ h~tai
D. w>meqon h~sqon h~sqon
P. w>meqa h~sqe w~ntai

3.

S. ded-w~mai w|~ w~tai
D. w>meqon w~sqon w~sqon
P. w>meqa w~sqe w~ntai
INFINITIVE MOOD.

Present

1. i[sasqai.

2. ti>qesqai.

3. di>dosqai.
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PARTICIPLES.
Present.
1.
2.
3.

Nom. iJsa>men-ov h on
Nom. tiqe>men-ov, etc.
Nom. dido>men-ov, etc.

Gen.

PASSIVE VOICE.
INDICATIVE MOOD.
Indefinite 2.
1.

S. ejs-a>mhn aso ato
D. a>meqon asqon a>sqhn
P. a>meqa asqe anto

2.

S. ejq-e>mhn eso eto
D. e>meqon esqon e>sqhn
P. e>meqa wsqe ento

3.

S. ejd-o>mhn oso oto
D. o>meqon osqon o>sqhn
P. o>meqa osqe onto
IMPERATIVE MOOD.
Indefinite 2.

1.

S. sa>so sa>sqw
D. sa>sqon sa>sqwn
P. sa>sqe sa>sqwsan

2.

S. qe>so or qou~ qe>sqw
D. qe>sqon qe>>sqwn
P. qe>sqe qe>sqwsan

ou hv ou
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3.

S. do>so or dou~ do>sqw
D. do>sqon do>s
> qwn
P. do>sqe do>sqwsan
OPTATIVE MOOD: Ei]qe.
Indefinite 2.

1.

S. sai>mhn sai~o sai~to
D. sai>meqon sai~sqon sai>sqhn
P. sw>meqa sa~sqe sw~ntai

2.

S. qei>mhn qei~o qei~to
D. qei>meqon qei~sqon qei>sqhn
P. qei>meqa qei~sqe qei~nto

3.

S. doi>mhn doi~o doi~to
D. doi>meqon doi~sqon doi>sqhn
P. doi>meqa doi~sqe doi~nto
SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD: ’Ea>n.
Indefinite 2.

1.

S. sw~mai sa~| sa~tai
D. sw>meqon sa~sqon sa~sqon
P. sw>meqa sa~sqe sw~ntai

2.

S. qw~mai qh~| qh~tai
D. qw>meqon qh~sqon qh~sqon
P. qw>meqa qh~sqe qw~ntai

3.

S. dw~mai dw~| dw~tai
D. dw>meqon dw~sqon dw~sqon
P. dw>meqa dw~sqe dw~ntai
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INFINITIVE MOOD.
Indef. 2.
1. sa>sqai.
2. qe>sqai.
3. do>sqai.
PARTICIPLES.
Indefinite 2.
1.
2.
3.

Nom. sa>men-ov h on
Nom. qe>men-ov, etc.
Nom. do>men-ov, etc.

Gen.

ou hv ou
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SECTION XI.
OF IRREGULAR VERBS.
1. Of Verbs in umi.
1. A VERB in umi is formed either from a Verb in uw, by changing w into
mi, as, zeu>gnumi from zeugnu>w, or from a Contract Verb, by turning w
into nnumi as, kera>nnumi from kera>w , kore>nnumi from kore>w .
2. The Imperfect Tense, as above, turns mi into un as, zeu>gnumi,
ejzeu>gnun: The other Tenses are wanting, unless such as are borrowed
from the original Verb; as, zeu>gnumi, zeu>xw, e]zeuxa, e]zeugon, from
zeu>gw kera>nnumi, kera>sw, etc., from kera>w .
3. They want the Subjucntive Mood.
4. When the Present Tense is of two syllables, it has the Second Indefinite;
as, e]dun, du~qi, du~nai, du<v, from du~mi.

ACTIVE VOICE.
INDICATIVE.
Pres.

S. dei>kn-umi uv usi
D. uton uton
P. umen ute u~si

Imperf.

S. ejdei>kn-un uv u
D. uton u>thn
P. umen ute usan

Imper. dei>knuqi.

Infin. diknu~nai.

Part. deiknu>v
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PASSIVE VOICE.
INDICATIVE.
Pres.

S. dei>kn-umai usai utai
D. u>meqon usqon usqon
P. u>meqa usqe untai

Imperf.

S. ejdeikn-u>mhn uso uto
D. u>meqon usqon u>sqhn
P. u>meqa usqe unto

Imper. dei>knuto.

Infin. de>knusqai.

Part. deiknu>menov

2. Of Verbs in skw.
1. VERBS in skw are very like Verbs in mi, being derived also from Verbs
in a>w, e>w, o>w, and u>w, by putting sk before w as, ghra>skw, from ghra>w.
2. Their peculiar Tenses are likewise the Present and Preterimperfect; for
they form the rest from their primitive Verb; as,
ghra>skw, (from ghra>w,) ghra>sw, gegh>raka.
ajre>skw, (from ajre>w,) ajre>sw, h]reka.
bo>skw, (from bo>w,) bo>sw, be>boka.
mequ>skw, (from mequ>w,) mequ>sw, meme>quka.
3. But many in their particular Tenses require a reduplication; as,
didra>skw, from dra>w.
4. Some change their last but one a and e into h as, qh>nskw from qna>w,
ajldh>skw from ajlde>w and some o into w as, brw>skw, from bro>w.
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5. The Second Indefinite of Verbs derived form o>w, if not wanting, is
formed like e]dwn from di>dwmi as, aJli>skw, h[lwn brw>skw, e]brwn
ginw>skw, e]gnwn.
6. Under the name of Defectives are generally comprehended such other
Verbs as are not declined farther than their Preterimperfect Tense, but
borrow the rest of their Tenses from Verbs whose root is obsolete.
7. The more usual are these: —
a]gamai from
a]gnumi
aijsqa>nomai
ajle>xw
aJli>skomai
aJmarta>nw
ajpecqa>nomai
aujxa>nw
a]cqomai
bai>nw
blasa>nw
bou>lomai
gi>nomai
ginw>skw
dai>w
da>knw
de>omai
dida>skw
doke>w
du>namai
ei+pa
ejlau>nw

ajga>zomai
a]gw
aijsqe>omai
ajlexe>w
aJl-o>w
a>marte>w
ajpecqe>omai
aujxe>w
ajcqe>oma.
ba>w
blase>w
boule>omai
gena>omai
gno>w
dae>w
dh>kw
dee>omai
dida>cw
do>kw
duna>omai
e]pw
ejla>w

e]rcomai from
e]romai
zwnn-u>w umi
ejqe>lw
iJkne>omai
lanqa>nw
manqa>nw
mimnh>skw
ma>comai
mignu>-w umi
oi]comai
oi+mai
ojllu>-w umi
ojmn-u>w umi
phgn-u>w umi
pi>nw
punqa>nomai
rJwnn-u>w umi
spe>ndw
strwnn-u>w umi
tanu>w
fqa>nw

ejleu>qw
ejre>omai
zo>w
qele>w
i[komai
lh>qw
maqe>w
mna>omai
mace>omai
mi>gw
oijce>omai
oije>omai
ojle>w
ojmo>w
ph>gw
po>w
peu>qomai
rJo>w
spei>dw
stro>w
ta>w
fqa>w

8. More irregular still are these that follow: — ’Anoi>gw, ajnoi>xw,
ajne>w|ca, etc.; Perf. M. ajne>wg| a, Indef. 1. h]noica, or ajne>w|xa. — Ba>llw,
balw~, be>blhka, etc. — Game>w, Indef. 1. e]ghma. — Ei]dw, ei]sw, and
eijdh>sw, ei]dhka Infin. Perf. eijde>nai, Part. ei]dwv, Indef. 2. ei+don, or
i]don, Perf. M. oi+da. — ]Ecw, e[xw, or sch>sw, e]schka Imperf. ei+con,
Indef. 2. e]scon. — Qa>ptw, qa>yw, te>tafa, te>tammai Indef. 1. ejta>fqhn,
Fut. 1. tafqh>somai. — Qnh>skw, qanou~mai, te>qnhka Indef. 2. e]qanon.
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— Ka>mnw, kamou~mai, ke>kmhka. — Lagca>nw, klhrw>somai, ei]lhca
Indef. 2. e]lacon, Perf. M. le>logca. — lamba>nw, lh>yomai, ei]lhqa
Indef. 2. e]labon. — ˚Ora>w, o]yomai, eJw>raka. — Pa>scw, pei>somai
Indef. 2. e]paqon, Perf. M. pe>ponqa.
9. A Verb Compound follows the forms of Simple Verbs; as, oJdopoi-e>w,
h>sw, wJdopoi>hka.
10. A Verb compounded with a Preposition retains the Augment of the
simple verb; as, peripoie>w , peripepoi>hka.
11. But the final vowel of the Preposition is cut off when the Verb begins
with a vowel also; as, para>gw, parh~gon ajpogra>fw, ajpe>grafon.
12. Except peri< and pro> as, peria>gw, perih~gon proa>gw, proh~gon.
13. R is doubled after a vowel, when the Verb is either compounded or
augmented; as, rJe>w , ajporjrJe>w rJi>ptw, e]rjrJipton.
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SECTION XII.
OF THE IRREGULAR TENSES.

1. THE First Future of the Active Voice casts away i from ai or ei in the
last syllable but one of the Fourth Conjugation; as, fai>nw, fanw~ spei>rw,
sperw~ .
2. Kaijw and klai>w turn i into u as, kau>sw, klau>sw.
3. Zw often forms xw, as, kra>zw, kra>xw more seldom gxw, as, kla>zw,
kla>gxw sometimes sw and xw, as, aJrpa>zw, aJrpa>sw and aJrpa>xw.
4. A few Verbs in ssw form the Future in sw as, pla>ssw, pla>sw.
5. In some Contrtact Verbs the Future keeps the vowel of the Present
Tense; as, dika>w, dika>sw tele>w, tele>sw ajro>w, ajro>sw: Also a in all
Verbs in aw after l and r pure, also after e and i as, gela>w, gela>sw
ojra>w, oJra>sw ejaw
> , ejas
> w kopia>w, kopia>sw.
6. A short vowel in the Future Tense is also retained in the Perfect; but
kale>w, kale>sw, forms ke>klhka. Yet the one takes again its short
vowel, and the other its long one, in the Future Passive; as, deqh>somai,
klhqh>somai.
7. The First Indefinite Tense of the Active Voice of the Fourth
Conjugation resumes ei as, spei>rw, sperw~ , e]speira. It also changes the
e of the Present into ei as, ne>mw, nemw~, e]neima: It changes a of the
Future into h as, fai>nw, fanw~, e]fh|na: But in the Passive Voice the short
vowel returns; as, e]fh|na, ejfa>nqhn.
8. The Second Future of the Active Voice turns the last syllable but one, e,
h, w, ai, au, into a as, tre>pw, trapw~ lh>qw, laqw~ trw>gw, tragw~
kaiw, kaw~ pau>w, paw~: But le>gw, legw~ , etc. is expected.
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9. From the last but one ou it casts away u as ajkou>w, ajkou~ from eu and
ei, e as, feu>gw, fugw~ lei>pw, lipw~. But ei of the Fourth Conjugation
lays aside i in words of three syllables; as, ejgei>rw, ejgetw~ and becomes a
in words of two syllables; as, spei>rw, sparw~.
10. In Verbs in xw or ssw, if they make the First Future in sw, it is
formed by dw~ if in xw, by gw~ as, fra>zw, fra>sw, fradw~ ojru>ssw,
ojru>xw, ojrugw~.
11. Instead of p, it takes b in these three, bla>ptw blabw~, kalu>ptw
kalubw~, kru>ptw kkrubw~ f in these eight, a[ptw aJfw~, ba>ptw bafw~,
dru>ptw drufw~, qa>ptw tafw~, qru>ptw trufw~, rJa>ptw rJafw~, rJi>ptw
rJifw~, ska>ptw skafw~.
12. The Preterperfect Tense of the Active Voice changes the last syllable
but one, ei, ai, and sometimes e,as the Second Future; as, spei>rw,
e]sparka ejgei>rw, h]gerka se>llw, e]salka fai>nw, pe>fagka.
13. From Verbs in i>nw or ei>nw of two syllables it takes n as, kri>nw,
ke>krika tei>nw, te>taka. Hka often throws away the first vowel of the
Present; as, te>mnw, te>tmhka.
14. The First Future and the First Indefinite of the Passive Voice change
the last syllable ei, of the Fourth Conjugation, as the Second Future; as,
sparqh>somai, ejspa>rqhn ejgerqh>somai, ejge>rqhn. They also cast away
n, like the Perfect Tense; as, tei>nw, taqhsomai, ejta>qhn kri>nw,
kriqh>somai, ejkri>qhn: But among the Poets n is preserved; as,
ejkri>nqhn.
15. They often lose s, especially when the last syllable but one is long; as,
sw>sw, swqh>somai, ejsw>qhn timh>sw, timhqh>somai, ejtimh>qhn: And the
Indefinte turns h into e, as, euJre>qhn but sometimes it is formed by h and
e as, ejrjrJhqhn, ejrjrJe>qhn.
16. In Verbs which take the first vowel of the Present from the Perfect in
hka, they always take away the same vowel; as, tmhqh>somai,
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klhqh>somai. They form mw into hqh>somai, h>qhn as, nemw~,
nemhqh>somai, ejnemh>qhn.
17. The Perfect passive takes away e from the last syllable, like the
Second Future; as, feu>lw, pe>fugmai. In Verbs in ai>nw, u>nw, it takes s
for n as, fai>nw, pe>fasmai molu>nw, memo>lusmai.
18. Of tre>pw, tre>fw, sre>fw, it changes e into a as, te>trammai,
te>qrammai, e]srammai.
19. In w pure, when the last syllable but one is long, it seldom takes s as,
ajkou>w, h]kousmai: When it is short, it seldom rejects it; de>w , de>demai.
Sometimes it either takes or rejects; as, klei>w, ke>kleismai and
ke>kleimai.
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SECTION XIII.
OF ADVERBS, CONJUNCTIONS, AND PREPOSITIONS.
1. AN Adverb is either Primitive, as nu~n, to>te, or Derivative in si, as,
eJllhnisi> in don, as kunhdo>s in hn, as, kru>bdhn or in ei, as pansudei~ .
2. Adverbs ending in wv are taken from the Genitive Plural of a Noun
Adjective; as, ajlhqw~v, from tw~n ajlhqw~n.
3. De, se, ze, are marks of Adverbs which signify to a place: qen, qe, from
a place; qi, si, cou, ch, in a place; as, oujrano>nde, oujrano>qe, panto>qi.
4. ’Ara, ejri, ajga, bou, bri, da, za, la, li, prefixed to other words,
increase their signification.
5. Ha and ne diminish it.
6. Eu shows Easiness; duv, Difficulty or Malignity.
7. Adjectives of the Neuter Gender often become Adverbs; as, ojxu>: So do
many of the Feminine, as ijdi>a so also ajrch>n and th>n ajrch<n.
8. Pronouns are sometimes also taken Adverbially; as, tau~ta> toi, tau~t’
a]ra.
9. Some Adverbs are compared thus; froni>mwv, fronimwte>rwv,
fronimwta>twv a]nw, ajnwte>rw ma>la, ma~llon, ma>lisa ta>cu, qa~tton,
ta>cisa.
10. Adverbs of Time, Place, and Quanity, are sometimes joined to the
Genitive of Nouns; as, pou~ gh~v, a[liv aJlo>v.
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11. So are Adverbs resembling the nature of Prepositions; as e[neka> so
sou, a]neu kindu>nou, cwri<v ajreth~v, plh<n crhma>twn, ejnw>pion tou~
Qeou~, la>qra tw~n a]llwn.
12. Derivative Adverbs govern the Case of their Primitives; as, ajxi>wv tw~n
progo>nwn, oJmoi>wv toi~v a]llwn.
13. $Ama and oJmou~ are joined to a Dative; as, a[ma aujtoi~v, ojmou~ toi~v
summa>coiv..
14. Adverbs of swearing are joined to an Accusative; nh; to<n Di>a, ma< to<n
’Apo>llw.
15. Oi] and w+ are joined to all Cases; oujai<, to a Dative.
16. The Adverb mh<, forbidding, is commonly joined to the Imperative or
Subjunctive Moods; and may be joined to all other Moods, except the
Indicative.
17. Two or three Negative Adverbs in a sentence make the negation
stronger; as, ouj mh< ejkba>lw e]xw, I will in nowise cast out.
18. But two Negatives, seperated by the interposition of a Verb, make an
Affirmative; as, ouj du>namai mh< memnh>sqai aujtou~, I cannot help
remembering him.
19. The Adverb ei]qe is joined in the Present and Future to the Optative
Mood; as, ei]qe gra>foimi: But in the Preterperfect, to the Indicative; as,
ei]qe e]grafa.
20. Some Conjunctions are often used, both by poets and orators, only as
Expletives; that is, they express nothing, but only serve to fill up the
sentence. They add, however, a certain emphasis and beauty to the
context, if judiciously made use of: Such are a}n, a]ra, a}r, rJa, ge, dh<,
qen, ke, ken, nu, nun, per, poi, pou, pw, toi.
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These Prepositions have a Genitive: —
ajnti<, contra propter.
ajpo<, à, ab, ex, de.

ejk, ejc, or ejx , è, ex.
pro<, prae, ante, pro.

These, a Dative: —
ejn, in, inter, apud, prope, per.

su<n, cum, praeter, post.

This, an Accusative: —
eijv, ad, in, erga, versu;s, super, intra, circa.
These have a Genitive, Dative, and Accusative: —
para<,
ejpi<,
uJper,
ajmfi<,
ajna<,
kata<,
peri<,
meta<,
pro<v,
uJpo<,

à, apud, contra, propè, trans.
super, in, ad, propter, contra.
super, pro, supra, praeter.
de, circum, pro.
per, cum, circiter, circum.
contra, secundùm, adversus, de.
de, circum, propter.
cum, post, in.
ad, apud, penes, à.
ub, subter, ab, ad, etc.

This has a Genitive, and Accusative: —
dia<, per, propter, ob.
Postulat ajnti<, ajpo<, et ejk, pro< Secundum: Tertium et ejn, su>n. Eijv
Quartum: Reliquis sunt, Gen. Dat. et Acc. para<, ejpi<, uJpe<r, ’Amfi<, ajna<,
kata<, peri<, meta<, pro<s que: At dia< Gen. que Acc.
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SECTION XIV.
OF SYNTAX.

THE Article is used,
1. In expounding; as, oJ Ku>riov ’Ihsou~v, the Lord Jesus.
2. In showing; as, oJ poihth>v, the poet (meaning Homer).
3. In distinguishing; as, ku>wn oJ oujranou~, oujk oJ gh~v, he the heavenly
dog, not Diogenes the earthly.
4. It frequently supplies the place of the Participle w}n, especially before a
Preposition or an Adverb; as, oJ ejn toi~v oujranoi~v,, which art in heaven.
5. It is often put in the Neuter Gender before Indeclinables, and words
used tecnikw~v as, e]legcov ajpisi>av to< pw~v peri< Qoou~ le>gein.
6. It supplies the place of a Noun left out by Ellipsis; as, ’Ia>kwbov oJ tou~
’Alfai>ou, James, the son of Alpheus.
7. It is often used for ou=tov and ejkei~nov, when joined with me<n and kai>
as, oiJ me<n kaloi<, oiJ de< kakoi<, these indeed are good, but these are bad.
8. Every Verb agrees with its Nominative Case in Number and Person;
every Adjective, with its Substantive in Gender, Number, and Case; every
Realative, with its Antecedent in Gender and Number.
9. Neuters of the Plural Number have generally a Verb of the Singular; as,
pa>nta di>j aujtou~ ejge>neto, all things were made by him.
10. Dual Nouns are often joined to Plural Adjectives or Verbs; as, ejx
ajmfoi~n yeudw~n, of both falsehoods: du>w poiou~ kairou<v tou~ le>gein,
appoint two opportunities of speaking.
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11. Sometimes Plural nouns of the Masculine and Feminine Genders have
Singular Verbs; as, ajcei~tai ojmfai<, the woods resound.
12. plural Adjectives often change their Substatives into a Genitive Case;
as, fau~loi tw~n ajnqrw>pwn, for fau~loi a]nqrwpoi, wicked men.
13. Substantives are often used for Adjectives; as, th<n eJlla>da fwnh~n
ejxe>maqon, I have learned the Greek tounge.
14. The Relative and Antecedent are often put in the same Case; as,
ejpi>seusan tw~| lo>gw| w=| ei+pen, they believed the word which he spoke.
15. The word e[neka is often understood; as, maka>riov th~v pi>sewv,
blessed for his faith.
16. A Genitive Case put by itself denotes abominating or detesting; as, th~v
ajnaidei>av, O the impudence!
17. Adjectives which signify condemnation, desire, dignity, distinction,
ignorance, knowledge, plenty, want, etc., govern a Genitive Case.
18. So do Nouns Partitive, Indefinite, Interrogative, Nouns of Number,
Comparitives, and Superlatives; and all than govern an Ablative in Latin.
19. Nouns expressing measure, praise or dispraise, are also put in the
Genitive Case: So is the Noun of price.
20. Some Adjectives which signify likeness govern a Genitive Case; as,
o[moiov ajnqrw>pou, like the man.
21. The Genitive Case of the Pronoun Primitive is put in the place of the
Possessive; as, path>r mou, for path<r ejmo>v, my father.
22. Verbs of absolving, abstaining, accusing, admiring, attaining, beginning,
casting lots, caring, commanding, condemning, contemning, depriving,
desiring, despising, enjoying, filling, following, leaving, loving, neglecting,
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partaking, putting off, remembering, selling, sparing, and wanting, generally
govern a Genitive Case; as, a]rcomai lo>gou, I begin my speech.
23. But some of them, an Accusative also; as, e]lace hJmiklh>rou, kai<
e[dran kathgorw~ pepragme>nwn, kai< yeu~dov.
24. Verbs of sense govern a Genitive Case; save those that pertain to the
sight, which govern an Accusative.
25. Verbs of changing govern a Genitive of the thing received, with an
Accusative of the thing given; as, ajmei>bei cru>sea calkei>wn.
26. Verbs Passive often govern a Genitive of the agent with a Preposition,
sometimes a Dative; as, nou~v uJpo< oi]nou diafqei>retai, the mind is
corrupted by wine.
27. The Ablative Absolute in Latin is made by the Genitive in Greek; as,
ejmou~ dida>skontov, when I was teaching: Sometimes by the Dative; as,
pario>nti ta~| ejniauta~|, at the close of the year. Sometimes the
Substantive is omitted; as, ejlqo>ntwn de> .
28. Verbs of the Active Voice have often the signification of the Passive,
and have also a Pasive construction; as, ajpalla>ttw uJpo> sou, I am freed
by thee.
29. The Impersonals, dei~, dei~tai, prose>dei, it is necessary; dokei~ , it
seemeth; me>lei, it is cared for; metame>lei, it repenteth; prosh>kei, it
belongeth; dia fe>rei, it concerneth; me>tesi, it partakes of, ejnde>cetai, it
may be; govern a Dative, or a Dative with a Genitive; as, diafe>rei moi
tou~to pa>mpolu, this concerns me much; mete>melen aujtw~| th~v oJdou~, it
repented him of his journey; dei~ moi pole>mou, I have need of war.
30. Adjectives signifying contrariety, disprofit, likeness, profit, unlikeness,
etc., govern a Dative Case; as, fi>lov soi, friendly to thee.
31. Verbs put acquisitively, also Verbs of agreeing, discoursing together,
envying, following, giving, helping, hurting, leaning, obeying, praying,
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rejoicing, reproving, resisting, striving, upbraiding, govern a Dative Case;
as, e[pomai toi~v palaioi~v, I follow the ancients.
32. So do these Impersonals; sumbai>nei, it is meet; e]xesi, it is lawful;
pro>sesi, it is over and above; gi>gnetai, it is; and pre>pei, it becometh.
33. Nouns signifying the cause, the instrument, or manner, of doing, are
put in the Dative Case; as, h]lase xi>fei, kai< a]pefne do>lw| ouj kra>tei`,
he smote him with a sword, and killed him by deceit, not by strength.
34. The verb cra>omai, and Verbs and Adjectives compounded with so<n
and oJmou~, govern a Dative Case; as, mhke>ti uJdropo>tei, ajll oi]nw|
ojli>gw| crw~, drink no longer water, but use a little wine; ougcai>rein crh<
toi~v, we must rejoice with our friends; oJmoiou>siov tw~| Patri<,
consubstantial with the Father.
35. Sometimes cra>omai governs an Accusative.
36. Adjectives, if kata<, as to, is understood, govern an Accusative Case;
as, Rwmai~ov patri>da, a Roman as to his country.
37. So do Active and Deponent Verbs; as, nekro<n ijatreu>ein, kai<
ge>ronta nouqetei~n, tau~to> ejsi, it is the same thing to cure a dead man,
and to instruct an old man.
38. As likewise verbs Passive, by the figure Synecdoche; as, plh>ttomai
th<n kefalh<n, I am struck upon the head.
39. Every Verb admits of an Accusative of its cognate signification; as,
ejca>rhsan cara<n mega>alhn.
40. Verbs of speaking or doing, with the Adverbs kalw~v or kakw~v, or the
like, govern an Accusative Case; as, kalw~v poiei~te tou<v misou~ntav
uJma~v, do good to those that hate you.
41. So do the Impersonals, crh<, it behoveth; pre>pei, it becometh; dei~ , it
behoveth; and most others, with an Infinitive Mood.
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42. Verbs Passive sometimes govern an Accusative; as, mwrw~| ouj
piseu>etai th<n ajrch<n , government is not entrusted to a fool.
43. Some Verbs govern divers Cases; as, ejpilei>pei moi (kai< me) to>de,
this is wanting to me; a]rcei th~v po>lewv, (kai th~| po>lei,) he is chief
over the city; loidorw~soi, (kai< se,) I reproach thee; proskunw~ tw~|
Qew~|, (kai< to<n Qeo<n,) I worship God.
44. Verbs compounded with Prepositions govern the same Cases with the
Prepositions themselves; as, ajppole>lusai th~v ajsqenei>av, thou art
loosed from thine infirmity; ouzh>somen aujtw~|, we shall live with him;
parabai>nete th<n ejntolh<n, ye transgress the commandment.
45. The Infinitive Mood follows Verbs or Adjectives; as, boulo>meqa
gnw~nai, we would know; a]xiov klhqh~nai, worthy to be called.
46. It has sometimes a Nominative Case before it; as, fa>skontev ei+nai
dsofoi<, pretending that they were wise.
47. The Infinitive Mood is sometimes put for the Imperative, another Verb
being understood; as, mh< klai>ein, for mh< ajrcou~ or dei~ klai>ein, do not
weep.
48. It is frequently joined to the Neuter Article, and used as a Noun
through all the Cases; as, Nom. to< lalei~n, talking; Gen. to< li>an tou~
filei~n , the excess of love; Dat. tw~| cai>rein e[petai, follows rejoicing;
Acc. kata< to< du>nasqai, according to their ability.
49. It is used, with or without an Article, instead of Gerunds and Supines;
as, kairo<v uJmi~n tou~ ajpie>nai ajpo< tou~ ma>cesqai, pro<v to<
ejntafia>sai me, it is time for you to depart from fighting, to bury me;
w[ra ajpie>nai le>gein aijscro>n .
50. Verbs of the Infinitive Mood are used with the Verb me>llw for the
Future of all Verbs; as, me>llei zhtei~n, he will seek: me>llei
paradi>dosqai, he will be delivered.
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51. Whennecessity is signified, Verbals in te>on are used, which for the
most part govern a Dative or Accusative; as, ijte>on moi, I must go: Yet
they often govern the Cases of their Verbs; as, mnhmoneute>on Qeou~, we
must think of God.
52. Participles govern the Cases of their Verbs; as, ojligwrw~n th~v
paidei>av, despising instruction.
53. Participles are sometimes put instead of Nouns; as, eu+ eijdw<v, for
eijdh>mwn to>xwn, well skilled at the bow.
54. A Participle agreeing with the Nominative Case of the foregoing Verb,
is often used for the Infinitive Mood; especially in Verbs of persevering
and leaving off, of knowledge or affection; as, ajgapw~n me diate>lei,
persevere in loving me.
55. Verbal Adjectives, which signify Passively, and Participles in te>ov,
te>a, te>on, govern a Dative Case; as, ti>miov panti< tw~| law~| had in
reputation among all the people; badise>on moi, I must go.
56. The Noun of time which answers the question, when? is put in the
Genitive or Dative, rarely in the Accusative; as, h=lqe nukto<v, he came by
night; th~| hJme>ra| th~| tri>th|, the third day; w[ran eJbdo>mhn, the seventh
hour.
57. But that which answers the question, how long? is put in the
Accusative or Dative, rarely in the Genitive; e]meine mh~nav trei~v, he
tarried three months; ei]kosin o[loiv e]tesin, twenty whole years;
nukto<v kai< hJme>rav, night and day.
58. The Proper Name of a place is commonly used with a Preposition; as,
ejx ’Aqhnw~n, from Athens; eijv bretanni>an, to Britian; ejn th~| Rw>mh|, in
Rome.
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SECTION XV.
OF PROSODY.
1. LONG vowels and diphthongs may be short, if the following word
begins with a vowel or diphthong.
2. But sometimes even a short vowel is made long before a long vowel or a
diphthong, by poetical license.
3. A doubtful vowel before another is not necessarily made short.
4. A short vowel before a Mute and a Liquid is either long or short, and
sometimes before a Liquid only; as,
— Aujtou<v de< eJlw>ria teu~ce ku>nessi.
5. The letter a is always short in the Superlative Degree; as, sofota>tw.
6. Nouns ending in ia having an acute, which makes the last syllable long,
have the last but one short; as, sofi>a, Mari>a? Except ajni>a, koni>a,
kali>a, oJrmi>a.
7. The Privative Particle a in Composition is short; and so are za, ari,
eri, bri, duv.
8. U is short in Nouns of many syllables ending in unh and uthv as,
ghqosu>nh, bradu>thv, gluku>thv.
9. A final is short; as, hJ tra>peza, a table.
10. But it is long in Nouns ending in ea, aa, da, qa in eia, from Verbs
ending in euw in ia, except ajia
> , mi>a, po>tnia in words of many syllables
in aia in Adjectives in eia in Nouns in ra, not having a diphthong before
them, as cara<, joy; in the Feminine Articles of the Dual Number; in the
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Vocative Case of Nouns in av of the First Declension as w+ Aijnei>a in the
Dual Number of the First and Second Declension; in poetic Vocative
Cases; in the Doric a in the Genitive Case, as tou~ Aijnei>a, for Aijnei>ou,
of Aeneas.
11. An final short; as, tr>apezan, e]tuyan, me>lan.
12. These are excepted; pa~n, all, (unless in its Compounds,) Nouns of the
Masculine Gender ending in an, Adverbs, words in an of the First
Declension, and of the Second, if it hath an acute on the last syllable but
one; as, fili>an.
13. Ar final is short; as, ne>ktar, nectar; o]nar, a dream.
14. But the monosyllables, Ka<r , a Carian, ya<r, a starling, are long: Ga<r is
common.
15. Av final is long.
16. Except Nouns of the Feminine Gender, as, lampa<v, a lamp, and many
of the Masculine or Neuter: Also Adverbs, Accusative Cases of the Plural
Number of the Third Declension, and hJme>av, sfe>av.
17. I final is short; as, me>li, honey.
18. Except Adverbs and Pronouns increased by a Paragoge, as nuni<~
oujtosi<, made out of e by the Attics; as, ojdi< for oJde<, tauti< for tauta>:
Also kri, barley, and the names of the letters xi, pi.
19. In final is short.
20. But Nouns of Two Terminations, as rJi<n, li~n, delfi<n, ajkti<n, are
long.
21. The letter n is short in Diminutives ending in ion, in Comparatives of
the Neuter Gender, in many Adjectives and Substantives in iov as, a]xion,
bi>on.
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22. As also in Nouns Possessive, and Nouns which signify matter, ending
in inov as, ajnqrw>pinov, li>qinov.
23. Iv final is short; as, po>liv.
24. But it is long in words whose increase is long; and in words of one
syllable, the Indefinite ti<v excepted.
25. U final is short; as, su<, da>kru, gluku>.
26. But it is long in u=, gru~, mu~, nu~ and in the Third Person Singular of the
Imperfect and Second Indefinite of Verbs in mi of the Fourth Conjugation;
as, ejdu, e]fu.
27. Un final is short, except circumflected words, as, nu~n, now, mu~n words
which have two Terminations, or uv long in the Nominative; the First
Person of Verbs in mi.
28. Ur final is long; as, to< pu~r , fire; except in the oblique Cases.
29 Uv final is short: But it is long in kw>muv in words of one syllable, as
mu~v in Participles ending in uv, as zeugnu>v and in Nouns which are
declined with uv pure. It is either long or short in ijcqu>v.
30. The quantity in the last syllable of the Nominative generally remains
the same in the other Cases; as, Tita~n, Tita~nov, Tita~ni.
31. A, the Aeolic increase of the Genitive Case, is long; as, Aijnei>ao, of
Aeneas; Mousa>wn, of the Muses.
32. A, the increase of the Fifth Declension, is short in words of the Neuter
Gender in a, av, ar except ya<r, yaro>v.
33. So also in words of the Masculine and Feminine Gender in av in
Nouns in y, as, ]Aray, ]Arabov and most words ending in x.
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34. And in words of the Masculine and Feminine Gender in ar and lv as,
oJ ma>kar, blessed; hJ a{lv, the sea.
35. An increases anov long; except ta>lanov and me>lanov.
36. Auv increases aov short; as, nau~v, nao>v.
37. The increase i is long in Nouns of the Masculine and Feminine Gender
which have Two Terminations; as, ajkti<v and ajkti<n ajkti~nov and in
Monosyllables; except Di<v, Dio>v o]rniv, o]rniqov.
38. The increase i is short in Nouns of the Neuter Gender, in Nouns of the
Masculine or Feminine which increase in iov, idov, and itov, without an
accent.
39. And in Nouns of the Feminine Gender which have an Acute on i>dov
as, hJ patri<v, patri>dov.
40. Also in most Nouns ending in ix and iy as, hJ qri<x, trico>v.
41. Monosyllables in uv increase short; as, oJ mu~v, mu>ov.
42. Also Nouns of the Neuter Gender in u, Nouns penacuted, Nouns that
have an Acute on the last syllable, and circumflected nouns ending in uv
and ur as, oJ ne>kuv, ne>kuov oJ ma>rtur, ma>rturov.
43. But u is long in Nouns which end both in un and uv as, Fo>rkuv and
Fo>rkun, Fo>rkunov.
44. Nouns ending in ux and uy increase long; except gru<y, grupo<v, and
gu<y, gupo>v.
45. A doubtful vowel has the same quantity in the Preterimperfect Tense,
as well of the Active as of the Passive Voice, of all Moods, and in the
Participles, as it hath in the Present; as, kri>nw, e]krinon, kri>nomai,
ejkrino>mhn, krino>menov the syllable kri being long everywhere.
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46. Verbs in a>nw have the last syllable but one short, unless they are
formed from the future Tense; as, aujxa>nw, from aujxh>sw.
47. Verbs in uvnw have the last syllable but one long in the Present and
Preterimperfect Tense; as, molu>nw.
48. Verbs in u>w and i>w have the last syllable but one either long or short.
49. If a doubtful vowel be short in the First Future or First Indefinite, it is
also short in the Preterimperfect Tense of the Active and Passive Voice of
all Moods; as, gela>w, gela>sw, gege>laka.
50. The Third Person Plural of the Preterperfect Tense in asi is always
long.
51. So is the Participle of the Feminine Gender of the First Indefinite in
asa.
52. The reduplication of Verbs in mi, unless Position hinders it, is short.
53. The letter u of the Fourth Conjugation, in the Singular Number of the
Active Voice, is long; but it is short in the Dual and Plural Number of the
Passive and Middle Voice.
54. The letter u is short in the Singular Number of the Imperative Mood of
Polysyllables; but it is long in words of two syllables; as, klu~qi> meu,
’Arguro>toxe.
55. The kinds of Verses are nearly the same among the Greeks as among
the Latins.
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SECTION XVI.
OF THE DIALECTS IN THE GREEK TONGUE.
1. A DIALECT is the various forms of Pronunciation peculiar to several
sorts of people speaking one and the same language.
2. The Dialects in Greek are four; the Attic, the Ionic. the Doric, and the
Aeolic.
1. — THE ATTIC.

1. The Attic Dialect contracts,
(1.) By cutting off a vowel or diphthong between two words; as, tauj
to< for to< aujto<, kei>v for kai< eijv.
(2.) By joining two separate vowels or diphthongs; as, tajma< for ta
ejma<, prou]rgou for pro< e]rgou.
(3.) By uniting syllables, while it retains the letters; as, Nhrh~|dev for
Nhrhi`>dev.
(4.) By dropping one vowel, that the two others might be contracted;
as, ejmoudo>kei for ejmoi< ejdo>kei.
(5.) By dropping one vowel, and uniting two
ejmoupodu>nei for ejmoi< uJpodu>nei.

others;

as,

(6.) By dropping one vowel, and uniting two others in a Contraction;
as, ejn tajq
| iopi>a| for ejn th~| Aijqiopi>a.|
(7.) Also by contracting syllables in the same word, and omitting
letters; as, pow~n for poiw~n.
2. This Dialect changes s into x, as, xu<n into r, as, qarjrJei~n for qarsei~n
into t, as, pra>ttw for pra>ssw.
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3. It casts away i from ai and ei as, kla>w for klai>w.
4. It changes o into w as, new<v for nao>v.
5. It joins oun to the end of words, and i to Adverbs; as, ou]koun, nuni<
for nu~n.
6. It puts nundi< for nu~n de<, ojyi< for ojye<, in Compounds; as, ojyimaqh>v.

2. — THE IONIC.
1. The Ionics drop a consonant; as, kre>aov for kre>atov.
2. They assume an e as, muse>wn for musw~n.
3. They change a long into ae as, a]eqlov for a]qlov ei into hi`, as,
ajlhqh>ia
` for ajlh>qeia a| into hi`, as, Qrh>ix for Qra~|x w| into aoi, as,
ajoidh< for wj|dh> au into wu`, as, ejmwu`te>ou for ejmautou~ .
4. They change eo and ou into eu as, ple>on and plou~n, into pleu~n a and
e into h as, dih>konov for dia>konov, and qhe>w for qee>w .
5. They add si or i to the Datives of Parisllabic Nouns; as, lo>goisi for
logoi~v.
6. Sometimes they insert i in the middle of a word; as, ei[wv, from e[wv:
Sometimes they drop it; as, me>zwn for mei>zwn.
7. They also reject the Aspirates, as, ejpora~|n for ejfora~|n put k for p, as,
kw~v for pw~v and form the Genitives of Parisyllabics in oio instead of ou,
as, lo>goio for lo>gou.
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3. — THE DORIC.
1. The Dorics change h, w, e, o, and ou, into a as, ma~n for mh<n, a month;
tima~n for timw~n, of honors; me>gaqov for me>geqov, as the Ionics; a[ssa,
for o[sa or o[ssa and cru>sa for crusou~.
2. They change ei into ai, as, fqai>rw for fqei>rw ei into h|, as, labh~|n
for labei~n au and ou into w, as, w+lax for au+lax, mw>sav for mou>sav.
3. They reject i from the Infinitive; as, labe<n for labei~n.
4. They often put the Plural of the Feminine for the Singular; as, kala<v
for kalh>n.

4. — THE AEOLIC.
1. The Aeolics reject the rough Breathing, as, hjme>ra for hJme>ra draw back
the accent, as, ka>lov for kalo>v.
2. They also put ai for a, as, kalai~v for kala>v a>wn for w~n, as,
mousa>wn for mousw~n oisa for ousa, as, tu>ptoisa for tu>ptousa b for
r, instead of the aspiration, as, bro>don for rJo>don. Some put e]mbroton
for h[marton, I have sinned; changing the Breathing, transposing the r, and
changing a into o.
3. They change mm into pp as, o]ppata for o]mmata.
A Table of the Terminations of the several Dialects.
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THE PREPOSITIVE ARTICLE.
Masculine.
Singular.
Dual.
N. G. D. A.
N. G. V.
Com. oJ tou~, tw~|, to<n
tw< toi~n tw<
toi~o I.
toi~i`n I.
tw~ & teu~ D.
te>w P.
Feminine.

Plural.
N.
G.
oiJ
tw~n
toi<
D.

Com. hJ th~v th~| th<n
aJ ta~v ta~| ta<n D.

aiJ
tai<

ta< tai~n ta<

D.
A
toi~v tou<v
toi~si I.A.
tw~v D.

tw~n tai~v
ta~n D.
ta>wn AE.
th~|v & th~|si

ta<v

I. A.

Neuter.
Singular.
N. G. D. A.
Com. toJ tou~ tw~| to<
toi~o I.
tw|~ & teu~
te>w P.

Dual.
N. G. D.
tw< toi~n tw<
toi~i`n

I.

D.

Plural.
N. G. D. A
ta< tw~n toi~v ta<
ta>wn
AE.
toi~si
I.A.

THE SUBJUNCTIVE ARTICLE.
Masculine.
Com. o{v
ou=
w=|
o{n
o{ P. o[tou o[tw| A.
o[teu D.
o[tew P.
oJte>w I.
oJtte>w AE.
tou tw~| to<n I. D.

oi=n

oi{

w=n
oi=v
ou{v
oJte>wn oJte>oisi I.
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Feminine.
Com. h{

h=v
th~v
ta~v

a{

h|=
th~|
ta~|

h{n a{ ai=n
th<n I.
ta<n D.

ai{ w=n ai=v a{v

THE FIRST DECLENSION.
N.
Com. av
hv
hv
av
AE.

Com. a
h
h
a

G.
ou
ou
ew
a

D.
a|
h|
h|
a|

A.
V. N. G. N.
an a< a ain ai
hn
h
hn & ea
an

G. D.
w~n aiv

a>wnAE.

hv

h|

w~n aiv

hv
av

h|
a|

a
h

a ain ai

V.
ai

e>wnh|v & h|si ewv I.
a~n D. ai~siA. aiv

ao AE.
w, by Crasis from ew, P.
an
hn
hn
an

A.
av

av

ai

e>wnh|v I.& h|si I.A.
a|~n ai~si D.
a>wnAE.

THE SECOND DECLENSION.
Com. ov
on

Com. wv
wn

ou

w|

on

oio

I.

w

w|

wo

w|o P.

wn

e w oin oi
on
a
oi~i`n I.
wv &

wn oiv

wv w w|n
wn

wn w|v

w
w

oisi
ov D.

ouv oi
a
a
I.A.

wv
w

w
w
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THE THIRD DECLENSION.
Singular.
N.
G.
Com. a i u ov
wnr
sxy

D.
i

A.
a

Dual.
Plural.
N.G. N. G. D. A. V.
e oi~n ev wn si av ev

n

a

xi a a
yi
essi & esi P.

THE FIRST CLASS OF CONTRACTS.

N. G.
Com.hv eov
ev
ouv
ov
euv
&D`

D. A.
ei` ea
h
ei
ov
AE.` hn
hv

V.
ev
ev
ov
A.
A.

N.A. G.D. V. N. G. D. A. V.
ee e>oin ee eev e>wn esi eav eev
eiv w~n
eiv eiv
h
oi~n h ea
ea ea
h
h
h
essi I.P.

SECOND CLASS.
N. G.
Com. Iv iov
i
eov
hov
ewv

D. A.
ii` in
i
ei`
hi P.
ei A.

V.
i
i

N.A.
ie
ia
ee
h

G.D. V. N. G. D. A. V.
ioin iev iwn isi iav iev
ia
ia
eoin
eev ewn esi eav eevI.
eiv
eivA. eiv I.
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THIRD CLASS.
N. G. D. A. V.
Com. eu<v e>ov e>i` e>a eu~
ei~
eu~v AE. h~i h~a I.
h~evI.
e>wv A. h~P.
h~ov I.
a A.
ei~ovI.
iov B.
hov AE.
eiovAE.
eov A.

N.A. G.D. V. N. G. D. A. V.
e>e e>oin
e>ev e>wn eu~si e>ave>ev
ei~v
ei~v ei~v
h~e I. h>oin
h~ev h>wn h>essi h~av
h>ssi I.
e>si P.

FOURTH CLASS.
N. G. D. A. V.
Com. w< o>ov o>i` o>a oi~
w<v ou~v oi~ w~
w~v
w~n AE.
ou~n I.
w< A.

N.A. G.D. V. N. G.
w<
oi~n w< oi< w~n

D. A. V.
oi~v ou<v oi<

FIFTH CLASS.
Singular.
N. G. D. A.
Com.av atov ati av
Sync.
aov ai`
Cras.
wv a|

V.
av

Dual
N.A. G.D. V.
ate a>toin ate
ae a>oin ae
a
w~|n a

Plural.
N. G. D. A.
ata a>twnasi ata
aa a>wn
aa
a w~n
a

V.
ata
aa
a
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THE DIALECTS OF PRONOUNS.
’Egw>.
Singular.

Aeol.

Nom.
ejgw<
e]gwge
ejgw>nh ejgw<n
e]gwga
ejgw<n

Poet.
Boeot.

ijwg> a ijwn> ga

Com.
Att.
Dor.

Gen.
ejmou~ mou~
ejmeu~

Dat.
ejmoi< moi<
e]moige
ejmi>n

Acc.
ejme< me<

ejmeu~ ejmoi~o ejme>o
ejme>oqen Parag.
ejme>qen Sync.
ejmei~o

Dual.

Com.
Dor.
Aeol.
Poet.

Nom. & Acc.
nw~
a[mme
a]mme
nw~i`

Gen. & Dat.
nw|n

nw~i`n
Plural.

Com.
Dor.
Aeol.
Ion.

Nom.
hJmei~v
a[mev a[mmev
a]mmev
hJme>ev

Gen.
Dat.
hJmw~n
hJmi~n
aJmw~n aJme>wn
aJmi~n
a]mmwn ajmme>wn
a]mmin a]mmi
hJme>wn (P. hJmei>wn hJmi>n)

Acc.
a<mav
a]mmav
hJme>av
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Su>>.
Singular.
Com.
Dor.
Aeol.
Ion.
Poet.

su<
tu< tu>ga tu>nh

sou~
seu~ teu~ teoi~o
seu~ teu~
soi~o se~o
sei~o se>oqen se>qen

soi<
toi<

se<
te< tu<

ti<n tei<`n

Dual.

Com.
Dor.
Aeol.
Poet.

Nom. & Acc.
sfw~
u[mme
u]mme
sfw~i`

Gen. & Dat.
sfw~|n

sfw~i`n
Plural.

Nom. Gen. Dat. Acc.
Com. uJmei~v uJmw~n uJmi~n uJmav
Dor. um[mev u[mev u[mmin u[mmi u[mmav
Aeol. u]mmev ujmmw~n ujmme>wn u]mmin u]mmi u]mmav
Ion. uJme>ev uJme>wn uJme>av
Poet. uJmei~ev uJmei>wn uJmi<n
Ou=.
Singular.
Com.
Dor.
Aeol.
Ion.
Poet.

Gen.
ou=
eu=
eu+
e[o
ei=o
e[oqen Parag.
e[qen Sync.

Dat.
oi=<

Acc.
e{
mi<n 7 ni<n
eJe<
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Dual.
Nom. & Acc.
sfe<
sfwe< sfee<

Com.
Poet.

Gen. & Dat.
sfi<n
sfwi`<n
Plural.

Nom.
sfei~v
sfe<v
sfe>ev

Com.
Dor.
Ion.
Poet.
M.
Com.
Dor.

Gen.
sfw~n

Dat.
sfi>si

sfe>wn
sfei>wn

sfi<n
sfi< sfi<n

Acc.
sfa~v
sfe<
sfe>av
sfe<

M.
F.
Com. o{v
Poet. eJov<

N.
h{
eJh<

F.
N.
so<v sh<
so<n
teo<v tea<
teo<n
th~nov, for ejkei~nov, D.

o{n
eJo<n

From the Plural, hJme>terov, hJmete>ra, hJme>teron, Dor. aJmo<v, aJma<, Poet.
aJmh<, aJmo>n uJmo<v, uJmh<, or uJma<, uJma<, uJmon, for uJme>terov, uJmete>ra,
uJme>teron sfo<v, sfh<, or sfa<, sfo<n, for sfe>terov, sfete>ra,
sfe>teron ou=tov and ejkei~nov, Aeol.
Eijmi<, I am;
(With a grave accent, to distinguish it from ei+mi, eo, circumflected.)
INDICATIVE MOOD.
Present.
S.

D.

eijmi<
ejmmi< D.
h+mi AE.
ejso<n

ei+v or ei+
e]h| — e]ei A.
ejssi< P.
ejso<n

ejsi<
ejnti< D.
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P.

ejsme<n
eijme<v D.
ejme<n P.
eijme<n

ejse<
ejte< P.

eijsi<
e]asi I.
eu+ti AE.
ejnti< D.

Imperfect.
S.

P.

h+n<
e]a P.
h+ A.
h+a P.
e]skon
e[on
ei+n
h]hn A.

h+men
h+mev D.

h+v
h+sqa AE.
e]hsqa P.
h+ev
e]skev
e]ev
ei+v
e]eiv
D. h+ton
h+son
e]ton
e]son
h+te

h+ or h+n Att.
h+v Att.
e]h P.
h+e
e]ske<
h]h

h]thn
h]shn
e]thn
e]shn
h+san
e]san e]ssan e]skon
h+n Sync.

P.

First Future.
S.

e]somai
e]ssomai P.

e]sh|
e]ssh| e]sseai P.

e]setai
e]ssetai ejsseitai

ejsou~mai D.
e]seumai
ejso>meqon
ejso>meqa

e]sei A. D
e]seai
e]sesqon
e]sesqe

ejsei~tai D.
esai Sync.
e]sesqon
e]sontai e]ssontai P.

P.

D.
P.

Preterpluperfect.
S. h]mhn h+so h+to

D. h]meqon h+sqon h]sqhn

P. h]meqa h+sqe h+nto
e]ato ei]ato I.
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IMPERATIVE MOOD.
Present.
S. i]sqi or e]so, e]sw e]sqi P. e]sso e]ssw P. h]tw D. ei+ by Crasis
P.
D. e]son e]swn
P. e]se e]swsan or e]swn Att.
OPTATIVE MOOD.
Present.
S. ei]hn ei]hv ei]h, or e]oimi e]oiv e]oi I.
D. ei]hton eijh>thn
P. ei]hmen ei]hte ei]hsan ei+men ei+te ei+en Sync.
Future.

ejssi>mhn e]soio e]soito, etc.
SUBJECTIVE MOOD.
Present.

Singular.
w+
h|+v
ei]w P. ei]hv
e]w I. e]h|v I.
h+sqa A.

h+|
ei]h P.
e]h| I.
h+si I.
e]h|si I.

Dual.
h+ton
h+ton
ei]htonP.
e]hton I.

Plural.
w+men
ei]wmen
ei]omen
e]wmen
w+mev

INFINITIVE MOOD.
Present.
ei+nai — e]men I.
h+men or h+me D.
e]menai A.
e]mmenai AE. ei]menai P.

h+te
w+si
ei]hte ei]wsi P.
e]hte I.
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Future. e]sesqai.
PARTICIPLES.
Pres. w+n ou+sa o{n, etc.
Fut. ejso>men-ov h on, etc.

ejw<n ejou~sa ejo<n I.
ei}v ei+sa e}n AE.
ejsso>menov P.

The Dialects of the Verb Active.
INDICATIVE.
Present.
Singular.
w
eiv
hv
ev

Dual.
ei
eton eton
h Aeol.
e Dor.

Plural.
omen ete
omev

ousi
onti Dor.

Imperfect, and Indefinite 2.
Singular.
Dual.
on
ev
e
eton e>thn
skon skev ske, without the Augment, I. & P.

Plural.
omen ete
on
osan B.

Future 1.
w
iw~

eiv
iei~v

ei
iei~

eton eton
iei~ton iei~ton

omen ete
iou~men

ousi
iei~te iou~si

from Verbs in i]zw, having more than two syllables.
w~
ei~v
ei~
ei~ton ei~ton
ou~mev ei~te ou~nti D.
eu~mev,
eu~nti
e>w
e>eiv e>ei
I. & P. in Verbs of the Fourth Conjugation.
Indefinite 1.
a

av

a

aton a>thn

amen ate

an
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askon askev aske I.P.
B.

amev

asan

amen ate
amev D.

asi
anti

Preterperfect.
a

av

e

aton aton

D.
an B.
aa

aav

ae, etc., I.
Preterpluperfect.

ein
eiv
ei
eiton ei>thn eimen eite
hn
hv
h A. &. D.
eimev D.
esan A.& I. ea
ee I.

eisan

Future 2.
w

ei~v

ei~

ei~ton ei~ton

ou~men ei~te ou~si
ou~mev ou~nti eu~nti D.

e>w

e>eiv

e>ei

e>eiton, etc., Ion.
IMPERATIVE.
Present.

e

e>tw

eton

e>twn

ete

e>twsan
o>ntwn A.

ate

a>twsan
a>ntwn A.

ete

e>twsan

Indefinite 1.
on

a>tw

aton a>twn

Indefinite 2.
e

e>tw

eton

e>twn
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on I.

o>ntwn A.
OPTATIVE.

Present, Preterperfect, Indefinite 2, and Future 1 & 2.
Singular.
Dual.
Plural.
oimi oiv
oi
oiton oi>thn
oimen oite
oimev D.

aimi aiv
eia
eiav

ai
eie AE.

oien

Indefinite 1.
aiton ai>thn aimen aite aien
aimev D.

SUBJUNCTIVE.

w

h|v

h|
h|si I.

In all Tenses.
hton hton

wmen hte
wmev

INFINITIVE.
Pres. & Fut. 1.
ein
e>men I.
e>menai A. D.
en D.
e>mmenai P.
Indef. 1.
ai
e>menai A. D.

Perf.
e>nai
e>men I.
e>menai D. A.

Indef. 2. & Fut. 2.
ei~n
e>menai I.
e>ein
en D.

e>men I.

wsi
wnti
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PARTICIPLES.

wn

Present.
ousa on
oi~sa D.

Perfect.
w<v
ui~a o<v
w<n AE`. as, eijrhkw<n, for
eijrhkw<v.
w~sa w<v A.

eu~sa AE.
Indef. 1.
av
asa an
aiv
aisa ain Aeol.

Fut. 2.
wn
ou~sa ou~n A.
e>wn e>ousa e>on I.

Indef. 2.
w<n
ou~sa o<n
oi~sa D.
eu~sa AE.

Fut. 1.
wn
ousa on
oi~sa D.

INDICATIVE.
Present.
Singular.
o>mai h| etai
eai I.
hai P.
ei A.

Dual.
o>meqon esqon esqon

Plural.
o>meqa esqe ontai
o>mesqa A.
o>meqen Aeol.

Imperfect.
o>mhn ou eto
o>meqon esqon e>sqhn
eo I.
eu D.
skou sketo I.P.

o>meqa esqe onto
o>mesqa A.
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Indefinite 2.
hn

hv

h

hton

h>thn

hmen hte

hsan
en B.

Future 2, & Paulo-post Future.
omai h|
etai
eai I.
hai P..

o>meqon esqon esqon

o>meqa esqe ontai
o>mesqa A.

Preterperfect.
mai

sai

tai

meqon qon qon

meqa qetai, or me>noi (eijsi<)
mesqa A.
atai I.

Preterpluperfect.
mhn

so

to

meqon qon qhn

meqa qe to, or me>noi (h+san)
mesqa A.
ato I.

Indefinite 1.
qhn qhv
qh A.

qh

qhton qh>thn

qhmen qhte

qhsan
qen I.

Future 1.
qh>s-omai

h| etai
eai Ion.

o>meqon esqon esqon o>meqa esqe ontai
omesqa D.
IMPERATIVE.
Present.

ou
eo I.

e>sqw
eu D.

esqon e>sqwn esqe e>sqwsan
e>sqwn A.
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The other Tenses have no Dialect.
OPTATIVE.
Present, Future 1 & 2, Paulo-post Future.
Singular.
Dual.
Plural.
oi>mhn oio oito oi>meqon oisqon oi>sqhn oi>meqa oisqe ointo
oi>mesqa A.oi>ato I. P.

ei>hn ei>hv ei>h

Indefinite 1 & 2.
ei>hton ei>hthn ei>hmen

ei>hte ei>hsan
ei~menei~te ei~en Sync.
ei~mev D.

SUBJUNCTIVE.

wmai h|
eai I.
hai P.

w~
e>w

Present.
htai w>meqon hsqon h>sqon

h|~v
e>h|v

w>meqa hsqe wntai
w>mesqa A.

Indefinite 1 & 2.
h~|
h~ton h~ton
e>h|si, etc., I.

w~men h~te
w~mev D.

INFINITIVE.
Indef. 1& 2.

h~nai h>menai D.

h~men I.

The Dialects in the Middle Voice.

INDICATIVE.
Indefinite 1.
a>mhn w

ato

a>meqon asqon a>sqhn a>meqa asqe anto

w~si
w~nti D
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ao I.
a D.

a>mesqa A.

Indefinite 2.
o>mhn ou
eo I.

eto

o>meqon esqon e>sqhn

o>meqa esqe onto
o>mesqa A.

Future 1.
omai h|
ou~mai h~|
eu~mai D.

etai
o>meqon esqon esqon
ei~tai D.
eai I.

o>meqa esqe ontai

Future 2.
ou~mai h~|
ei~tai
eai I.
hai P

ou>meqon ei~sqon ei~sqon ou>meqa ei~sqe
ou~ntai

PARTICIPLES.
Future 2.

tupou>menov,

tupeu>menov D. AE.

IMPERATIVE.
Indefinte 1.
Singular.
Dual.
ai
a>sqw asqon q>sqwn
.

Plural.
asqe a>sqwsan
a>sqwn A.

In the other moods, the Dialects are the same as in the Active and Passive.
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The Dialects of Contract Verbs

e>w

w~

ei~v

a>w
w~|
o>w
e>w
o>w

w~
h~|v
a>a|v
e>eiv
w~

a~|v
a~|
h~|
a>a|
e>ei I.
oi~v
oi~

ou~n eiv
ei
eskon, etc., P.I.
wn
av
a
hv
h
askon, etc., I.
aa P.
oun ouv ou
skon, etc., I.

ei~

Present
ei~ton ei~ton ou~men ei~te ou~si
eu~mev eu~nti & ou~nti D.
eu~si AE.
a~ton a~ton w~men a~te
w~si
h~ton, etc., D.
o>wmen etc., P.
ou~ton ou~ton ou~men ou~te
ou~mev

Imperfect
ei~ton ei>thn

ou~men ei~te

ou~si
ou~nti D.

a~ton a>thn
h~ton h>thn D.

w~men a~te

oun
eun D.
wn

ou~ton ou>thn

ou~men ou~te

oun

IMPERATIVE.
Present.
ei

ei>tw

ei~ton ei>twn

ei~te

a

a>tw

a~ton a>twn

a~te

ei>twsan
ou>ntwn A.
a>twsan
a>ntwn A.
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OPTATIVE.
Present.
ni~mi
oi>hn
w|>hn

oi~v
oi>hv
w|>hv

oi~
oi>h, etc. A.
w>|, etc. D.

Singular.
w~|mi w~|v
w~|hn w|>hv
oi~mi oi~v
oi>hn oi>hv
w>|hn w|>hv

w~|
w>|h, etc., D.
oi~
oi>h, etc., A.
w>|h, etc., D.

oi~ton oi>thn

oi~men oi~te

Dual.
Plural.
w~|ton w~|thn w~|men a~|te

w~|en

oi~ton oi>thn oi~men oi~te

oi~en

oi~en

SUBJUNCTIVE.

w~

h~v|

w~

a~|v|
h~|v

h~|
h~|si I.
a~|
h~|

Present.
h~ton h~ton

w>men hte

a~ton a~ton w~men a~te
h~ton, etc., D.

w~si
w~nti D.
w~si

INFINITIVE

ei~n
a~|n
ou~n

e>menai A.
a>menai A.
o>menai A.

Present.
en D.
hn & eiv AE.
hn D.
aiv AE. a>a|n P.
oi~v & oi~n AE.eu~n D.o>mmenai P.

The Passive and Middle Voices are wanting.

h>menai P.
h>menai P.
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The Dialects of Verbs in mi.
INDICATIVE.
Present.
hmi

hv

hsi eton
hti D.

eton

emen ete
e>amen I.

hton hton
aton aton

hmen hte
amen ate

hmi

hv

hsi
wti D.

wmi

wv

wsi oton
wti D.

umi

uv

usi

oton

omen ote

uton uton

umen ute

ei~si
enti D.
e>asi I.
hnti D.
a~si
a>nti D.
e>asi I.
ou~si
wnti D.
o>asi I.
u~si
unti D.
u>asi I.

Present.
hn
hv
ea I.
oun eiv
skon skev

h
ee I.
ei A.
ske P.I.

Singular.
hn
hv
h
skon skev ske P.I.
wn
av
a A.
wn
wv
w
skon skev ske P.I.
oun ouv ou A.
un
uv
u
uskon, etc., I.
e]s-hn hv
h
saskon I.

eton

e>thn

emen ete
.

Dual.
Plural.
aton a>thn amen ate

oton

o>thn

esan
en B.

asan
an B.

omen ote

osan
on B.

uton u>thn umen ute

usan

hton

hsan
e[san B.

h>thn

hmen hte
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IMPERATIVE.

eti
aqi
h A.
oqi

e>tw
a>tw
a D.
o>tw

Present.
h AE. P.
ei
aton a>twn

a D.

ou

A. contract. wqi P.

ei>to A.
ate
a>twsan

oi D.

OPTATIVE.
Present.
ei>hn ei>hv ei>h

ei>hton eih>thn
ei>hmen ei>hte
and by Sync. ei~men, etc.
ai>hn ai>hv ai>h ai>hton aih>thn
ai>hmen ai>hte
h|>hn h|>hv h|>h P.
by Sync. ai~men, etc.
oi>hn oi>hv oi>h
oi>hton oih>thn
oi>hmenoi>hte
w>|hn w|>hv w|>h A. by Sync. oi~men, etc.

ei>hsan
ai>hsan
oi>hsan

SUBJUNCTIVE.
w~
e>w
w~
e>w
w~

h~|v|
e>h|v
a~|v|
e>h|v
w~|v|

w>w

w>h|v

h~|
e>h|si etc., I.
a~|
e>h|si etc., I.
w~|
w~si I.
w>h> P.

Present.
h~ton h~ton

w~men h~te

w~si

a~ton a~ton

w~men a~te

w~si

w~ton w~ton

w~men w~te

w~si

INFINITIVE.
Present.
e>nai e>menai D. e>men I.
a>nai a>menai D. a>men I.
o>nai o>menai A.D. o>men I.
u>nai u>menai A.D. u>men I.

Indefinite.
ei~nai e>menai D. e>men I.
h~nai h>menai D. h~men I.
ou~nai o>menai A.D. o>men I.
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The Dialects of the Passive Voice of Verbs in mi.

Singular.
emai esai
h| A.
amai asai
h| A.

Present.
Dual.
etai
eai I.
atai a>meqon asqon
eai I.

Plural.
asqon a>meqa asqe antai
e>atai I.

Imperfect.
e>mhn eso eto
h>mhn etc., AE. eo I. eu D. ou A.
a>mhn aso ato
ao I. w A.
o>mhn oso ou A. oto

iJse>ato I.

IMPERATIVE.

eso e>sqw I.
eo I.
ou A. eu D.

Present.
aso a>sqw
w A.
ao I.

oso or ou A. o>sqw
oi D.

The Dialects of the Middle Voice of Verbs in mi.
Indefinite 2.
e>mhn eso eto
eo I. ou A. eu D.

o>mhn oso oto
ou A.

IMPERATIVE.
Indefinite 2.
e>so e>sqw
eo I. ou A. eu~ D.

o>so o>sqw
ou A.

In Adverbs are found ane, sqen, and sqe, for qen and qe and on the other
hand, in local Adverbs, o]piqen, for o]pisqen babaia<x, for babai< mo>giv,
for mo>liv, scarcely; dh<, for de> ejnqau~ta, for ejntau~qa ajlhqe>wv, truly for
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ajlhqw~v po>ka, for po>te, when; o[ka and o[kka, for o[te, when; me<v, for
me<n, truly; aije<v, for aijei<, always; e]nde, for e]ndon, within; ei+ka, for
ei+ken, if; a]llota, for a]llote, otherwise.
In Prepositions are found ein, for en ajpai<, for ajpo> parai<, for para>
katai<, for kata> uJpai<, for uJpo> pa<r, for para> ajmpi<, for ajmfi> and za<, in
composition, for dia>.
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A SHORT HEBREW GRAMMAR.
1. THE Hebrews, like most of the Eastern nations, read from the right hand
to the left.
2. They have two-and-twenty Consonants: —
Their Figure.

a
b
g
d
h
w
z
j
f
y
˚k
l
µm
ˆn
s
[
πp

Their Name.

Their Power.

Aleph
Beth

b, bh

Gimel

g, gh

Daleth

d, dh

He

h

Vau

v

Zain

z

Cheth

ch

Teth

t

Jod

i

Caph

c, ch

Lamed

l

Mem

m

Nun

n

Samech

s

Gnain

gn

Pe

p, ph
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≈x
q
r
ç
t

Tsade

ts

Koph

k

Resh

r

Shin

sh

Tau

t, th

3. Five of these have a twofold shape, one writ only at the end of a word;
six, a twofold power; soft and harsh.
4. c with a point on the left side is sounded s.
5. The Vowels are fifteen: —
Five long.

Five short.

a;

Kamets

a

aæ

Patha

a

ae

Tseri

e

a,

Segol

e

Great Hirik

i

ai

Little Hirik

i

/

Holem o

a’

Kamets Katuph o

W

Shurek u

au

Kibbuts

yai

u

Five are very short.
Sheva, e; æ Patha Genubha, a; } Hateph Patha, a;. ‘ Hateph Segol, e; ‘ Hateph
Kamets, o.
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6. Sheva sometimes is mute, that is, not pronounced; namely, after a short
vowel, (unless the consonant over it has a point in it,) after a long vowel
accented, before another Sheva, and at the end of a word.
7. A Consonant begins, and with a Vowel makes, a syllable; but without
one, adheres to the preceding.
8. Patha Genubha is always inserted under, and read before, a final h, j ,
or [, preceded by any long Vowel but Kamets; as, hæ/la’

[æde/y.

jæWr

9. Holem is often without a Vau, and is swallowed up by the contiguous
point of ç; as, hv,m,

ˆmec.

10. a, h , j,and [ , are termed guttural letters.
11. a is never pronounced; nor h at the end of a word; neither y without
a vowel, or w with Holem or Shurek.

12. Eleven Consonants are termed Servile, a, b , h, w, y, k, l, m , n, ç,

t: Eleven Radical, g, d, z, j, f , s, [ , p, x , q, r . These are always
Radical letters; but those are not always Servile.
13. Consonants express numbers: The ten first, units; the ten following,
tens; the rest, and the final letters, hundreds: Consonants marked with
points or little lines, thousands; so, aO,1000;

bO , 2000.

14. Kamets and Patha answer each other; Tseri and Little Hirik, or Segol;
Holem and Kibbuts, or Kamets Katuph.
15. Shurek is sometimes changed into Kibbuts, and Holem into Kibbuts,
for better sound’s sake.
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16. Segol, by reason of [ or j in the middle or end of a word, is changed
into Patha; as, r

[ænæ for r [,n.,

17. All vowels, except Shurek and Kibbuts, may be changed into Sheva.
18. Sheva under a guttural takes to itself a short vowel, chiefly Patha; but
under a, Segol.
19. Sheva before a compound vowel is changed into the short one that
answers it.
20. A compound vowel before Sheva loses its points, and becomes a short
one.
21. Sheva is understood under every Dagesh and Mappik, and before
Maccaph; as,

WnGej; µd;a;h;Alk;.

22. Patha Genubha vanishes away when any addition is made to a word;
as, jæWr

yjiWr.

23. Hateph Kamets scarce ever loses its points: Kamets Chatuph
frequently does.
24. There is no proper diphthong in the Hebrew, unless y joined with a
vowel be such; as, ynædoa}, Adonai.

25. Dagesh doubles all the letters, except Gutturals and Resh; but in the
beginning of a word, and in the middle of one, after a consonant that is
pronounced, or a mute Sheva, it only hardens the letters TPæK]D]GæB] .
26. Of two like (sometimes unlike) letters meeting, in the middle of a word,
one is hid by a Dagesh.
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27. Sometimes n, rarely y, is inserted in the room of Dagesh.
28. Dagesh excluded commonly (not always) makes the preceding vowel
long; expressed, makes it short.
29. Mappik causes a final H to be pronounced with force, and turns Iod
between two vowels into Jod.
30. Maccaph joins words, and shortens vowels.
31. Metheg lengthens the preceding vowel.
32. The points are aâ Silluk, a period; a– Athnach, a colon; a±

Zakephkaton, a semicolon; aO Rebbia, a comma. These are placed on the
same syllable where the tone is.
33. The tone is commonly on the last syllable. The word is then termed
Milra,
(1.) In Patha, Iod, Hirik; as, µyIm`æ:
(2.) In Segol, or Patha put for it:
(3.) In Serviles, yTi, T;, W, hn:, ynI, Ú, /m, h, and h Paragogic.

These words are termed Milhel: But Segol before a radical h, and
a servile Mem or Nun, is Milra. Sheva has no tone.

34. Soph Pasuk is at the end of all verses.
35. A little circle ° is the mark of a word which is read otherwise than it is
written; namely, with the vowels in the text, and the consonants in the
margin. Such words are called Keri and Ketib.
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36. An Article is either an entire word, as, hz,, taOz this, these, rv,a}
which; or a letter of each prefixed to another word, with a Dagesh
following.
37. h is prefixed with a Patha, as, rb,g,hæ (but when Dagesh is excluded,

vyaih;); but before: h, j, and [ , having a Kamets,
with Segol, as µyrih;h, : v always with a Segol.

with a Kamets, as,

38. Sometimes an emphatical h is prefixed to hz, or taOz .
39. There are few Primitive Nouns: Most Nouns are derived from Verbs,
which therefore are called Roots.
40. A Root is usually triliteral, like l [æp; the ancient paradigm of a Verb;
whence the first consonant of every Root is called Pe, the second Gnain,
the third Lamed.
41. Nouns are formed from Roots: —
(1.) By changing the vowels:
(2.) By adding the Serviles wyTin]mæa’h, and sometimes v or l.
42. m is added in the beginning of a word; h often, y or ˆ sometimes, at

the end; t at the beginning or end.

43. h is sometimes doubled, the former being changed into t .
44. The first consonant of a Noun derived from Pe Iod changes y into w;

as, hr;/t from hr;y;.
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45. A final h frequently has a Kamets before it; a final t, a Segol, Great
Hirik, or Shurek; sometimes an Holem.
46. Lamed h often passes into y; as, yrip].
47. Nouns have only one Case, but three Genders, the Masculine,
Feminine, and Common. The Feminine supplies the place of the Neuter.
48. The Numbers are three, Singular, Dual, and Plural.
49. Nouns ending in a Servile h or t are Feminine; as are those that
signify a thing double by nature.
50. All others are Masculine; only a few are of the Common Gender.
51. The Plural Number is formed from the Singular Masculine, by adding

µyi; as, ryvi µyriyvi; throwing away h with the preceding Segol; as,
hn,qmi µynq]mi: Feminines, by changing h with the preceding Kamets,
or t with the preceding Segol, into t/; but tyI, tW , into t/Y, tWY .u
52. Some Masculine Nouns form the Plural like Feminines: Some
Feminine, like Masculines.
53. The Dual Number assumes µyi with a Patha preceding; but changes h
into t; as, hn;v;

µyitæn;v].

54. When two Nouns treating of different things concur, the former
changes its termination, and is said to be in construction. A Masculine
Plural changes µyi into y ;e a Feminine changes h; into t ;æ hence arises a
kind of Declension.
Substantive Masc. Sing. ryvi. Pl. µyrivi

yreyvi.
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Fem. Sing. hr;yvi
Adjective Sing. b/f

træyvi. Pl. t/ryvi .

hb;/f tbæ/f. Pl. t/b/f µybi/f ybe/f.

55. The Personal Pronouns are three.

ynia} or ykinOa; I, me; Wnj]næa} or Wnj]n:æ we, us, Com. Gen. hT;aæ M.
Taæ F. thou, thee: µT,aæ M. ˆT,aæ F. you. aWh he: ayhi she: µhe,
hm;he they, M. ˆhe, hn;he they, Fem.
56. The other Pronouns are fragments of these, the Tau of the second being
changed into Caph; suffixed to Nouns of any Gender or Number duly
prepared.
57. Nouns Masculine; Singular, lose h with the preceding Segol; Plural, m
with the preceding Hirik; Jod also being cut off before another Iod.
58. Nouns Feminine; Singular, change h into t ; Plural, assume Iod, unless
before another Iod.
59. The Singular suffixes y, mine; Ú,i, thine; w, H, his, hers, are suffixed
to Nouns,
Singular, with Hirik; Sheva, Tseri; Holem, Kamets.
Plural, with Patha: Segol, Patha Hirik; Kamets, Segol, h being changed into

h;.

60. The Plural suffixes, Wn ours; µk,, ˆk, yours;
suffixed to Nouns,

µ, or ˆ, his, or theirs, are

Singular, with Tseri: Twice Sheva: Twice Kamets.
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To all Plurals with Tseri; µh,, ˆh,, being put for µ, ˆ.
61. µk,

ˆk,, µh, ˆh, , are suffixed to construct Nouns.

62. Plural Terminations often retain µ or ˆ with a Kamets, omitting y; as,

µt;/mv] for µh,yTe/mv].

63. Masculines drop h with a Segol preceding, and take Wh with a Tseri
for /; as, hl,

[;, Whle [;.

64. In verse /m is put for m, or µh,, and sometimes for Vau; as, /mynep;
for wyn;p.;

hP, construct, or with a suffix, becomes ypi; which is imitated by
ba;, ja;, µh;.
65.

66. The Root of a Verb is the Third Person Singular of the Preterperfect
Tense, consisting of three Consonants with Kamets and Patha; as, dqæp; .
67. The Conjugations are seven, — Kal, Niphal: Pihel, Puhal: Hiphil,
Hophal: Hithpahel.
68. Kal has usually a Neutral sense: Pihel, Hiphil, an Active Niphal, Puhal,
Hophal, a Passive: Hithpahel, a Reciprocal.
69. Again, Kal signifies simply to do a thing; Pihel, to do it earnestly;
Hiphil, to do, to permit, or cause to be done.
70. The Passives, Niphal, Puhal, Hophal, answer to the Actives, Kal,
Pihel, and Hiphil.
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71. Pihel, Puhal, Hithpahel, are called Grave Conjugations, because the
middle Consonant is burdened with a Dagesh: The rest, Light.
72. The Moods are three: The Indicative, Imperative, and Infinitive; and
are ranked with Futures: The two latter are written nearly alike. Puhal and
Hophal have no Imperative.
73. The Present Tense is supplied by the Participle, which in Kal is either
Benoni, Present Active, or Pahul, Present Passive. The other Participles all
assume Mem.
74. A Verb is conjugated thus: —
Praet.

Imp.

Inf.

Future.

Part.

dqæP;
dqop]
Niphal dqæp]nI
dqeP;hi
Pihel
dQæpi
dQepæ
Puhal
dQæpu
d/qpu
Hiph. dyqip]hi
dyqip]hæ
Hoph. dqæp]h;
dqep]h;
Hithp.dQepæt]hi dQepæt]hi

d/qp]a,
dqeP;a,
dQepæa}
dQæpua}
dyqip]aæ
dqæp]a;
dQePæt]a,

dqePo dWqp;
dq;p]nI
dQepæm]
dQ;Pum]
dyqip]m;
dq;p]m;
dQepætmi

Kal

75. Verbs admit of Genders. Indeed all the first Persons, and the third
Person Plural of the Preterperfects, have but one termination, which is
common: But the rest a twofold, Masculine and Feminine.
76. The Persons are distinguished by the final Formatives.
Of the Preterperfect, Sing. h;

T; T] yTi.

Of the Imperative, F., sing. y. Pl. hn;.

Pl. W

µT, ˆT, Wn.
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Of the Future, by the initial Formatives y Ti nI a, with the finals of the
Imperative. Aleph has Segol under it; the rest, Little Hirik.
77. Again a is the formative of the first Person Singular, n of the first

Person Plural, T of the second of both Genders and Numbers, as also of
the third Person Feminine, y of the third Masculine.

78. The formatives h; y i W are termed Asyllabical, and change Patha,
Holem, and Tseri, into Sheva; before which an initial Sheva becomes little
Hirik; as, dqop] ydiq]pi . Observe, in this case Lamed tpæk]
not admit of Dagesh Lene even after a mute Sheva.

d]gæb]

does

79. The other formatives, termed Syllabical, take a mute Sheva, and change
nothing, but keep throughout the Patha of the Root.
80. The Persons therefore in Kal are formed thus: —
Preterperfect.
Sing.
3. Masc.
Fem.
2. Masc.
Fem.
1. Common

Plur.

dqæP;
hd;q]ôP;
T;d]qæP;
T]d]qæP;
yTid]qæP;

Wdq]ôP;

3. Com.

2. Masc.
Fem.
1. Com.

µT,d]qæP]
ˆT,d]qæP]
Wnd]qæP;

Imperative.
Sing.
2. Masc.
Fem.

Plur.

d/qP]
ydiq]Pi

2. Masc.
Fem.

Wdq]Pi
hn;d]/qêP]
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Future.
Sing.
1. Com.
2. Masc.
Fem.
3. Masc.
Fem.

Plur.

d/qp]a,
d/qp]Ti
yôdiq]p]Ti
d/qêp]yI
d/qp]Ti

d/qp]nI

1. Com.
2. Masc.
Fem.
3. Masc.
Fem.

Wdq]p]Ti
hn;d]/qoêp]Ti
Wdq]p]yI
hn;d]/qêp]Ti

81. The Persons are formed much after the same manner in the rest of the
Conjugations. But the initial formatives in Niphal and Hithpahel have little
Hirik (only Aleph, Segol) in Pihel and Puhal, Sheva (only Aleph,
Hatephpatha) in the Perfect of Hiphil, little Hirik; elsewhere Patha: In
Hophal, Kamets Chatuph throughout.
82. But the emphatical Infinitive retains Kamets.
83. An initial z, s,x, or ç , is transposed with t in Hithpahel: And that

t, after z, is changed into d; after x into f.

84. A Root sometimes ends in Tseri, rarely in Holem.
85. Tseri is conjugated like other Verbs; Holem with Kamets Chatuph in
the second and first Persons of the Perfect; as, T;x]pæh;

T;l]k;y; yTil]k;y:.

yTix]pæj; ,

86. Futures frequently turn Holem or Tseri into Patha; chiefly before the
finals j, [ , or r.
87. Frequently they assume a paragogical h with Kamets, sometimes with
Segol.
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88. The Future sometimes signifies somewhat that is customary, or wont
to be done.
89. The conversive Particle w, with a Patha, (and with a Kamets before the
First Person Singular,) turns the Future into the Perfect; with Sheva or
Shurek, the Perfect into the Future; unless preceded by a perfect Verb
unconverted.
90. The Preter and Future Tense, when they signify somewhat that is, or
ought to be, constantly done, without limitation or respect to any
particular time, are then to be explained in the Present. Psalms 1:1, 2.
91. The formatives, y of the Future, and
have a Sheva, reject Dagesh.

m of the Participle, though they

92. A Participle is declined like an Adjective, changing the Tseri or Holem
into Sheva.
93. All Participles, beside Pahul, have a second Feminine ending in t with
two Segols preceding; as, hd;q]po ,

td,q,po.

94. Verbs are irregular either,
(1.) Because of irregular vowels. These are termed Guttural Verbs; and
are either Pe Guttural, Gnain Guttural, or Lamed Guttural: Or,
(2.) Because of irregular consonants. These are termed Defective
Verbs, wanting one of the Radical letters; either the first, as, Pe
Nun, Pe Iod; or the second, as, Double Gnain, Gnain Vau.
95. Pe Guttural takes a compound vowel for Sheva; Hateph Patha in the
Futures of Kal and Hiphil, and the Participle of Hiphil; Hateph-Segol in
the Perfect of Niphal and Hiphil, and the Participle of Niphal, as also in
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the Futures of Kal, under a whether Servile or Radical; sometimes under
the other Gutturals; throughout Hophal, Hateph-Kamets.
96. The formative takes the analogous short vowel.
97. Sometimes the short vowel remains under the formative, and is omitted
under the Guttural.
98. The vowels of Pe Aleph are mixed and transposed in the Future of Kal,

a being sometimes excluded.
99. Gnain Guttural changes Sheva into Hateph-Patha.
100. Lamed Guttural takes Patha for Sheva in the Second Person Feminine
of the Perfect.
101. Lamed Aleph and Lamed He, termed Quiescent Verbs, differ a little
from other Guttural Verbs.
102. Lamed Aleph in Kal requires before it Patha for Kamets or Holem,
and in the Third Person Singular of the Passive Perfects, and in all the
naked Futures of Puhal and Hophal. Elsewhere it usually takes Tseri; only
Segol before hn:, excluding the mute Sheva with the Dagesh before the
syllabic formatives.
103. Tseri remains also in the Third Person of the Perfect of Kal, even
with the syllabic formatives.
104. Lamed He terminates all the Perfects in Kamets, the Imperatives in
Tseri, the four former Infinitives in Holem, the rest in Tseli; all its
Constructs in t/, the Futures and Participles in Segol.
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105. Pahul and the syllabic Terminations exclude Dagesh, and change h
into Iod, which in the Perfect of Kal has a regular Hirik before it, elsewhere
more frequently a Tseri; but Segol before hn:.
106. The syllabic terminations cut off h; but the Feminine of the Perfects

change it into t, sometimes into Iod, with Kamets preceding; which is
also done in the Future before a pause. Lastly:

107. The Participle Benoni Feminine sometimes ends in hY:; as, hY:ripo.
108. In the Futures an Apocope is common, frequently changing the
vowels, and drawing back the accent.
109. He with a Mappik drops it, and is formed regularly; as, Hbæg:,

T;h]bæg:.

110. Lamed a and Lamed h sometimes exchange vowels.
111. Pe Nun throws away Nun with Sheva, unless in the Perfect of Kal,
and the Participle Pahul.
112. This defect is supplied by Dagesh in the following Radical.
113. The Infinitive Kal takes t with two Segols; as, tv,g, .
114. ˆtæn,: has Tseri in the Imperative and Future of Kal, and contracts

tn,T, into tTe.

115. Some Pe Lamed Verbs imitate Pe Nun; as jqæa: , jq;, jqæl,: so

[tæL;, [TænI.
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116. Pe Iod in Kal imitates Pe Nun, exchanging the vowels into Tseri, and
excluding Dagesh; as, bvæy:, bve, bveae .
117. But Iod in the Future of Kal remains, and has Hirik with a final Patha;
as, bvæyaI
118. Niphal and Hiphil change y into w, Hophal into Shurek; as, bvæ/n,

byvewh, bviWh.

119. But the Futures of Niphal, instead of y, have a Vau dageshed, and
pronounced as a consonant.
120. In some Verbs, where the Iod is excluded, the middle Radical is
dageshed, as in Pe Nun.
121. Gnain doubled in Niphal, Hiphil, and Hophal, loses the second
Radical, and transfers its vowel to the first.
122. But the Participles of Kal are regular.
123. All Niphal, except the Participle, ends in Patha; all Hiphil, in Tseri.
124. The formatives take Kamets in the Futures of Kal and Hiphil, and in
the Perfect and Participle of Niphal; Tseri in the Perfect and Participle of
Hiphil; Shurek throughout Hophal: But in the Futures of Niphal the short
vowel remains.
125. In every increase there is a Dagesh to show the defect, which before
the asyllabic terminations changes nothing; but before the syllabic, w is
inserted in the Perfects, y, in the Futures, and the preceding vowel is
regularly short.
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126. The initial formatives, when the accent is carried forward, change
Kamets and Tseri into Sheva; but h changes them into Hateph-Patha.
127. The Participles have but one Feminine.
128. Nouns derived from these Verbs take Dagesh; as do those derived
from such as have a middle or a final Nun; as, πaæ, /Paæ, from πnæa;.
129. In Pihel, Puhal, and Hithpahel, the first vowel is Holem, omitting
Dagesh in the second Radical, and the formatives are regularly pointed.
130. Gnain Vau much resembles Gnain doubled.
131. But the Perfect of Kal in the Third Person, and Participle Benoni,
throws away Vau, and takes Kamets.
132. The Futures of Kal, and the Participle Pahul, retain Vau with Shurek.
133. Niphal throughout ends in Holem; only before another Holem this is
changed into Shurek.
134. Hiphil changes Vau into Iod with a regular Hirik.
135. Kal and Hophal reject / before the syllabic terminations, as all the
Conjugations do y, before hn.

136. The Imperative of Hiphil often rejects the formative.
137. Pihel, Puhal, and Hithpahel, double the last Radical, taking / before it;
as, µme/q, µmæ/q, µmewqt]hi .

138. In Pihel, Iod dageshed has Patha before it; as, µYIqæa}.
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139. These things being well understood, Verbs doubly irregular, with
those of a mixed or peculiar form, will be easily distinguished.
140. All Irregular Verbs are regular in many particulars.
141. Verbs receive suffixes like Nouns; but frequently ynI for Iod, and Wh
for Vau.
142. The final Patha of the Perfect, or Sheva put for it, is changed into
Kamets with a Sheva preceding; but before µk,, ˆk,, Patha remains.
143. ynI adheres to the Perfects with a Patha; Wh, Wn, µ, ˆ, with Kamets;

all adhere to the Futures with Tseri; only µ, ˆ, to the Infinitives, with
Kamets.

144. The Feminine h; becomes t æ which receives Suffixes simply; but

before i, H , µ, ˆ, Kamets remains with their own vowels: Only before
Pauses, µ and ˆ are frequently suffixed with Patha.

145. Suffixes of the First and Second Person are not added to Verbs of the
same Person in either Number.
146. A naked Kamets is excluded; as, ynITæd]qæp], WhT;d]qæp] .
147. Words ending in Great Hirik or Shurek receive Suffixes simply; so
does T] changed into yTi; µT,, ˆT,, changed into WT; hn: changed into W.
148. The Suffix; h;, after these terminations, and in the Futures with Segol
preceding, becomes h;.
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149. In the Imperative and Infinitive, Holem being changed into Sheva, the
preceding Sheva becomes Kamets-Chatuph; but before Ú, µk,, ˆk,, this
is usually placed under the middle consonant.
150. In the Future, Holem or Tseri becomes Sheva; but before Sheva, a
short vowel.
151. Lamed a keeps Kamets, Lamed h loses h before a Suffix.
152. The final Patha of the Imperative and Future becomes Kamets.
153. Nun is often inserted before a Suffix; as, Whn]k,r]b;y” .
154. Dagesh frequently thrusts h into a preceding n or t.
155. Participles receive Suffixes like Nouns in both Numbers, changing
Tseri into Sheva; but before another Sheva, into Segol.
156. Only the Second Feminine receives them; changing the former Segol
into Patha, the latter into Sheva.
157. Particles are either separable; as the Adverbs alo, ˆke, the
Preposition l

[æ, the Conjunction µai.

158. Or inseparable: Such are the seven letters, blek;w]

hv,m, taken

from words of the same, or the like, sense; m, from ˆmi, out of, from,

before; ç and h , as above; w, and, but; k, from ˆKe, as, according to; l,
from lae, to; b from ˆybe, in, through.

159. hv,m are prefixed with a Dagesh following; m with a Hirik, as,

r/Bm; ç and h as above.
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h interrogative, or emphatical, is prefixed without a Dagesh with
Hateph-Patha; as, vyEh}.
160. But

161. blek;w” are prefixed with a Sheva.
162. But
Kamets.

w and l near a Pause, with Monosyllables or Milhel words, have

163. w before Sheva or πmæWB takes Shurek.
164. blek; before h, j , [, with Kamets, have Segol.
165. The Article h is frequently cut off by any of these prefixed to it; but
the vowel under it remains.
166. Some Particles receive Suffixes like Singular Nouns, some like Plural.
167. Some words consist only of a Prefix and a Suffix; as, yli, to me; Úl],
to thee.
168. m with a Suffix is often doubled; as, yNIM,mi.
169. /m sometimes separates the Prefix from its word; as, lp,aoA/mB] ,

lg, [,A/mb]; sometimes is inserted between the Prefix and the Suffix; as,
Ú/mK;, µh,/mK].

170. Vowels are often changed by shortening, lengthening, or contraction,
because of construction, increase, concourse, or pause.
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171. Construction shortens the last Kamets and Tseri of a Milra word into
Patha, the last but one into Sheva.
172. It lengthens Segol before h into Tseri.
173. It contracts Patha and Hirik under Iod into Tseri, Kamets and Segol
under w into Holem: So does increase likewise.
174. Increase shortens into Sheva,
(1.) Kamets and Tseri in the last syllable but two of a word, unless it
includes Dagesh, or a mute letter.
(2.) The Segol of a Milhel word.
(3.) A final Tseri, unless after a Kamets or Sheva, or in Verbs Gnain
Vau.
(4.) The Holem and Patha of a Verb suffixed.
(5.) The Hirik in the form yrIp]; as also of the form tyIbæ with a local
or paragogical h.

175. It lengthens the last Segol, or a Sheva sprung from it, in the Plural
Number, into Kamets; as also the Hirik of the form yrIp].
176. Some Plurals have an irregular Kamets.
177. The concourse of two Shevas in the beginning of a word lengthens the
former into Hirik; under a Guttural, into Patha; (which form is followed by

˚l,m,, and not a few other words;) of the form ≈p,je, into Segol; of the
form rq,bo , into Kamets-Chatuph; yea, and the latter, under a Guttural,
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into Hateph-Kamets; as, /lj’a;; or of the form dqop] , with He
paragogic, or a Suffix.
178. The concourse of two middle Shevas lengthens the former, if sprung
from Segol, into Patha; if from Tseri, into Segol, sometimes into Hirik; if
from Holem, into Karnets-Chatuph.
179. It contracts three Points through Iod into one, six or eight through a
into two, Patha and Hateph-Patha into Patha.
180. A Pause lengthens Patha in the last syllable of a word into Kamets;
(yea, Patha in the last but one, before the syllabic terminations;) Sheva, in
the last syllable but one, into the long vowel whence it came; Sheva of the
form yrIp] into Segol, and before Ú . (N.B. Ú, with

l or b prefixed,
transposes its vowels.) Lastly, the former Segol of the form ˚l,m, , and
Patha of the form tyIbæ, into Kamets. The same holds as to an analogous
or vicarious vowel.
181. To find the Root of a word in which there are more than three
consonants, see whether those at either end are not Suffixes or Prefixes, the
formatives of a Noun or Verb, which is easily known by the preceding
Rules; and let all these be removed.
182. But if there are only two or three, and yet you cannot find it in the
Lexicon, see whether the Root be Lamed He. Pe Nun, Pe Iod, Double
Gnain, or Gnain Vau.
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A COMPENDIUM OF LOGIC.
BOOK I.
CHAPTER I.
OF SIMPLE TERMS.
SECTION I.

THE operations of the mind are three,
1. Simple Apprehension:
2. Judgment:
3. Discourse.
1. Simple Apprehension is, the bare conceiving a thing in the mind.
2. Judgment is, the mind’s determining in itself, that the things it conceives
agree or disagree.
3. Discourse is, the progress of the mind from one judgment to another.
But our apprehension is apt to be indistinct, our judgment false, our
discourse inconclusive. To prevent this, wise men prescribed several rules,
which were at length collected into one body, and termed Logic, or the Art
of Reasoning.
SECTION II.

BUT we cannot express to another what passes in our own mind, any
otherwise than by words: It is therefore by teaching us the proper use of
words, that logic assists the mind,
1. To apprehend distinctly:
2. To judge truly:
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3. To discourse conclusively.
A word that expresses simple apprehension is called a simple word; one
that expresses judgment, a complex, or compounded word; one that
expresses discourse, a decomplex, or twice compounded one: For every
argument is resolvable into three propositions, or sentences; and every
proposition contains three words, (in sense, if not in number,)
1. The subject, or that of which something else is said:
2. The predicate, or that which is said: And,
3. The copulative, that stands between the subject and predicate; which are
therefore called the terms of the proposition.
SECTION III.

THE first part of logic treats of simple terms, that is, of such words as may
by themselves be the subject or predicate of a proposition. Of these there
are several divisions; as, —
1. A singular word, which expresses one thing only; as, Socrates: A
common, which expresses many and each of them; as, a man.
2. An infinite word, to which the particle “not” is prefixed; as, not-a-man,
which may imply anything besides: A finite, to which that particle is not
prefixed.
3. A positive word, which expresses a thing as present: A privative, which
expresses its absence from a subject capable of it: A negative, which
expresses its absence from a subject not capable of it. So, seeing, spoken of
a man, is a positive word; blind, spoken of a man, is a privative; spoken of
a stone, a negative word.
4. An univocal word, whose one signification equally agrees to several
things; as, a man: An equivocal, whose different significations agree
equally; as, a foot: An analogous, whose one signification agrees unequally;
as, knowledge, applied to God and man.
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5. An absolute word, which expresses a thing considered as by itself; as,
justice: A connotative, which expresses the same thing as joined to
another; as, just.
An absolute word, expressing a thing as separate from its subject, is also
called an abstract; as, justice: And a connotative, expressing it as joined to
a subject, a concrete word; as, just.
Those connotative words which imply each other are termed relatives; as,
a father, and, a son.
6. Consistent words, which may at the same time be affirmed of the same
thing; as, cold, and, dry: Opposite, which cannot; as, black, and, white.
The opposition of simple terms is fourfold:
1. Relative, between relative terms; as, a father, and, a son:
2. Contrary, between contrary terms, that is, absolute words, which expel
one another from a subject capable of either; as, black, and, white:
3. Privative, between a privative and a positive word; as, seeing, and, blind:
4. Contradictory, between a positive and a negative word; as, a man, and,
not-a-man. This is the greatest of all oppositions, as admitting of no
medium; neither a medium of participation, such as is gray, between black
and white; nor a medium of abnegation, such as is a stone, between seeing
and blind. Relative opposition, on the other hand, is the least of all: For
relative terms are not opposites, unless they are considered with respect to
the same thing.
SECTION IV.

AN univocal word is otherwise called a predicable, or a word capable of
being predicated, that is, spoken in the same sense of several things.
There are five sorts of predicable words:
1. A genus, which is predicated of several things, as the common part of
their essence; as, an animal:
2. A difference, which is predicated of several things as the distinguishing
part of their essence; as, rational:
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3. A species, which is predicated of’ several things as their whole essence;
as, a man:
4. A property, which is predicated of several things as necessarily joined
to their essence; as, risible:
5. An accident, which is predicated of several things as accidentally joined
to their essence; as, tall, short.
SECTION V.

A GENUS is either the highest or a subaltern: A species is either a
subaltern or the lowest. The highest genus is that which never is a species;
the lowest species, that which never is a genus. A subaltern genus, or
species, is a genus when predicated of a lower species; as, Every man is an
animal: A species when subjected to an higher genus; as, Every animal is a
substance.
Wherefore, a difference is either generical, which, added to the genus,
constitutes a subaltern species; as, sensible: Or specific, which constitutes
the lowest species; as, rational.
A property likewise is either generical, which is necessarily joined to the
essence of an highest or subaltern genus; as, movable: Or specific, which is
joined to that of a lowest species; as, risible.
But a property is vulgarly said to be fourfold:
1. Such as belongs to one species only, but not to every individual of it; as,
to be a grammarian:
2. Such as belongs to every individual of a species, but not of that species
only; as, to have two feet:
3. Such as belongs to one species and every individual, but, not always; as,
to turn gray-haired:
4. Such as belongs to every individual of one species only, and that
always; as, risibility. It is such a property as this which constitutes the
fourth predicable.
SECTION VI.
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To divide a common word is, to enumerate its several significations. So he
is said to divide the word animal, who says, “It signifies either a man or a
brute.”
Division is therefore a distinct enumeration of the several things which are
signified by a common word.
The rules of division are three: —
1. Let the members of the division severally contain less (be of a narrower
signification) than the word divided:
2. Let them conjointly contain neither more nor less than the divided:
3. Let them be opposite, that is, not contained in each other.
SECTION VII.

DEFINITION follows division: It is, a sentence explaining the word defined;
and is either nominal, which tells the derivation of the word; or real, which
explains the nature of the thing. Again: A real definition is either accidental,
which assigns the properties or accidents of the defined; or essential,
which assigns those parts that constitute the essence of it. Lastly: An
essential definition is either logical, which assigns the genus and difference;
or physical, which assigns the really distinct parts of its essence; for the
genus and difference are only distinguished by the understanding.
For example: Homo is defined nominally, qui ex humo; accidentally, a
two-legged unfeathered animal; logically, a rational animal; physically, a
being consisting of an organized body, and a reasonable soul.
The rules of definition are three:
1. Let the definition be adequate to the defined:
2. Let it be clearer and plainer than the defined:
3. Let it be contained in a fit number of proper (not figurative) words.
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CHAPTER II.
OF PROPOSITIONS
SECTION 1.

THE second part of logic treats of propositions, which is judgment
expressed in words.
A regular proposition is, an affirmative or negative sentence, signifying
either true or false: Not ambiguous; for then it would be sentences: Nor
maimed; for then it would have no signification.
It is either categorical, which pronounces a thing absolutely; as, Plato is
happy: Or hypothetical, which pronounces conditionally; as, If he is wise,
then he is happy.
Again: A proposition is either affirmative or negative; and is either true or
false. This is called the quality of it.
Lastly: It is either universal; as, All men are animals: Or particular; as,
Some men are learned. This is called the quantity of it.
SECTION II.

A is put for an universal affirmative proposition; E, for an universal
negative; I, for a particular affirmative; O, for a particular negative.
In an universal affirmative, the subject only is distributed: (That is, taken
in its full sense:) In a particular negative, only the predicate: In a particular
affirmative, neither term is distributed: In an universal negative, both.
The matter of a proposition (that is, the manner wherein the terms cohere)
is either,
1. Necessary, when they essentially agree; or,
2. Impossible, when they essentially differ; or,
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3. Contingent, when they agree or differ accidentally.
SECTION III.

THOSE propositions are said to be opposed, which, having the same
subjects and predicates, yet differ either in quantity, or in quality, or both.
The whole doctrine of opposition is contained in this scheme: —
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Here A. E. I. O. are four propositions, marked according to their quantity
and quality, which are, t. f., true or false, as the matter of the proposition
is n. i. c., necessary, impossible, or contingent. Hence it is easy,
1. To enumerate the species of opposition, which are contradictory,
contrary, subcontrary, and subaltern.
2. To define each. For example: Contradictory opposition is that which is
between two categorical propositions, differing both in quantity and
quality, etc.
3. To lay down the rules of opposites, as follow: —
(1.) Contradictory propositions are never both true, or both false; but
always one true, the other false.
But observe: Four things are required to make a contradiction;
namely, to speak of the same thing,
(i.) In the same sense:
(ii.) In the same respect:
(iii.)With regard to the same third thing: And,
(iv.)At the same time. If any of these conditions be wanting, is,
and, is not, may agree.
For instance:
(i.) An opinion is and is not faith. It is dead faith; it is not living
faith.
(ii.) Zoilus is and is not red-haired. He is, with respect to his
head; he is not, with respect to his beard.
(iii.)Socrates is and is not longhaired. He is, in comparison of
Scipio; he is not, in comparison of Xenophon.
(iv.)Solomon is and is not a good man. He is, in his youth; he is
not, in his middle age.
(2.) Contrary propositions are never both true: But in the contingent
matter they are both false.
(3.) Subcontraries are never both false: But in the contingent matter
they are both true.
(4.) Subalterns are sometimes both true, sometimes both false;
sometimes one true, the other false.
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SECTION IV.

A PROPOSITION is said to be converted when its terms are transposed. This
is done either,
1. Simply, when neither the quantity nor quality; or,
2. Accidentally, when the quantity is changed.
An universal negative, or a particular affirmative, may be simply
converted, and the inference will hold. An universal affirmative must be
converted accidentally, or the inference will not hold.
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CHAPTER III.
OF SYLLOGISMS.
SECTION I.

THE third part of logic treats of syllogism, which is a discourse expressed
in propositions.
A syllogism is commonly defined, a sentence in which something being
premised, something else necessarily follows from it.
A categorical syllogism consists of three categorical propositions; the two
former of which are termed, the antecedent; the third, the consequent;
which before it is proved is called a problem or question, afterwards, a
conclusion.
We must make use of some third term, in order to find whether the subject
and predicate of a question agree; and that, because of the following rules,
on which the whole force of syllogism is founded: —
1. Those terms which agree with one and the same third agree with one
another.
2. Those terms, one of which agrees, the other disagrees, with one and the
same third, differ from one another.
3. Those which do not agree with one and the same third do not agree with
one another.
SECTION II.

FROM these general principles the particular rules of syllogism are thus
reduced: —
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1. In every syllogism there are three, and only three, terms; two in the
conclusion; and these can neither be proved to agree nor to differ, without
one, and only one, third term.
The predicate of the question is styled the major term; the subject, the
minor; the third term, the medium or middle term. For the predicate is
commonly more comprehensive than the medium, as the medium is than
the minor.
2. In every syllogism there are three, and only three, propositions; two
premises, in which the medium is compared with the two other terms
severally; (the major proposition, in which it is compared with the major
term; the minor proposition, in which it is compared with the minor term;)
and the conclusion, in which both those terms stand together.
3. An equivocal medium proves nothing. For this is not one and the same
third.
4. An undistributed medium is equivocal; therefore,
5. The medium must be distributed in one of the premises.
6. The process from a term not distributed in the premise to the same
distributed in the conclusion, is irregular.
7. Negative premises prove nothing; for in this case a third is brought, from
which both the terms differ.
8. If either of the premises is negative, so is also the conclusion.
9. And, if the conclusion be negative, so is also one of the premises.
10. Particular premises prove nothing.
11. If either of the premises be particular, so is also the conclusion.
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SECTION III.

IT remains to inquire, how many ways three categorical propositions can
be joined together, so as to compose a regular syllogism. In which inquiry,
two things are to be considered: —
1. The mood, or the variation of the propositions according to their
quantity and quality:
2. The figure, or the manner of comparing the medium with the terms of
the conclusion.
There are sixty-four moods: For the major of a syllogism may be either A,
E, I, or O. To each of these a fourfold minor may be annexed, whence arise
sixteen pair of premises; and to each of these sixteen, a fourfold conclusion
may be subjoined, thus: —
AAA. AAE. AAI. AAO:

AEA. AEE. AEI.

AIA. AIE.

AEO.

AII.

AIO:

AOA. AOE. AOI. AOO:

EAA. EAE. EAI.

EAO:

EEA. EEE. EEI.

EEO:

EIA.

EIE.

EII.

EIO:

EOA. EOE. EOI.

EOO:

IAA. IAE.

IAI.

IAO:

IEA.

IEE.

IEI.

IEO:

IIA.

III.

IIO:

IOA. IOE.

IOI.

IOO:

OAA. OAE. OAI. OAO:

OEA. OEE. OEI.

OEO:

OIA. OIE.

OOA. OOE. OOI. OOO.

IIE.

OII.

OIO:

But sixteen of these are excluded by the seventh rule, because their
premises are negative; viz., EEA. EEE. EEI. EEO: EOA. EOE. EOI. EOO:
OEA. OEE. OEI. OEO: OOA. OOE. OOI. OOO: Twelve, by the tenth
rule, because their premises are particular; viz., IIA. IIE. III. IIO: IOA.
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IOE. IOI. IOO: OIA. OIE. OII. OIO: Twelve, by the eighth rule, because
one of the premisses is negative, and not the conclusion: AEA. AEI: AOA.
AOI: EAA. EAI: EIA. EII: IEA. IEI: OAA. OAI: Eight, by the eleventh
rule, because one of the premisses is particular, and not the conclusion:
AIA. AIE: AOE: EIE: IAA. IAE: IEE. OAE: Lastly: Four, by the ninth
rule, because the conclusion is negative, but neither of the premisses: AAE.
AAO: AIO: IAO.
Therefore, fifty-two moods are excluded, many of which offend against
several rules. There remain twelve, which only are useful in syllogism:
AAA. AAI: AEE. AEO: AII: AOO: EAE. EAO: EIO: IAI: IEO: OAO.
SECTION IV.

THE figures of syllogism are four: For the medium is either subjected to
the major, and predicated of the minor, term, which is the First figure; or
predicated of both, which is the Second; or subjected to both, which is the
Third; or predicated of the major, and subjected to the minor, which is the
Fourth; as appears in the following scheme, wherein A is the major term, B
the medium, C the minor: —
First Fig.

Second Fig.

Third Fig.

Fourth Fig.

B. A.

A. B.

B.A.

A. B.

C. B.

C.B.

B.C.

B. C.

C. A.

C. A.

C. A.

C. A.

Wherefore, of the twelve remaining moods, each figure excludes six;
namely,
1. Because of the undistributed medium, the first, two, IAI: OAO; the
second, four, AAA. AAI: AII: IAI; the fourth, two, AII: AOO.
2. Because of the irregular process of the major term, the First figure
excludes four moods, AEE. AEO: AOO: IEO; the Second, two, IEO:
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OAO; the Third, four, AEE: AEO: AOO: IEO; the Fourth, two, IEO:
OAO.
3. Because of the irregular process of the minor term, the Third, two,
AAA: EAE; the Fourth, two, AAA: EAE.
There remain twenty-four conclusive moods, six: in each figure: —
THE FIRST FIGURE.
bAr
bA
rA

Every wicked man is miserable:
Every tyrant is a wicked, man: Therefore,
Every tyrant is miserable.

cE
IA
rEnt

No discontented man is a happy man:
Every wicked man is discontented: Therefore,
No wicked man is a happy man.

dA
rI
I

All the faithful are dear to God:
Some that are afflicted are faithful: Therefore,
Some that are afflicted are dear to God.

fE
rI
O

No virtue is an evil:
Some difficult things are virtues: Therefore,
Some difficult things are not evils.

A
A
I

Every wicked man is miserable:
All tyrants are wicked men: Therefore,
Some tyrants are miserable.

E
A
O

No discontented man is a happy man:
Every wicked man is discontented: Therefore,
Some wicked men are not happy men.
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THE SECOND FIGURE.
cEs
A
rE

No happy man is discontented:
Every wicked man is discontented: Therefore,
No wicked man is a happy man.

cAm
Es
trEs

Every wicked man is discontented:
No happy man is discontented: Therefore,
No happy man is a wicked man.

fEs
tI
nO

No evil is a virtue:
Some difficult things are virtues: Therefore,
Some difficult things are not evils.

bAr
Ok
O

Every good man is afflicted:
Some rich men are not afflicted: Therefore,
Some rich men are not good men.

E
A
O

No happy man is discontented:
Every wicked man is discontented: Therefore,
Some wicked men are not happy men.

A
E
O

Every wicked man is discontented:
No happy men are discontented: Therefore,
Some happy men are not wicked men.
THE THIRD FIGURE.

dAr
Ap
tI

All the faithful are dear to God:
All the faithful are afflicted: Therefore,
Some that are afflicted are dear to God.

dIs
Am
Is

Some faithful are afflicted:
All the faithful are dear to God: Therefore,
Some that are dear to God are afflicted.

dAt

All the faithful are dear to God:
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Is
I

Some of the faithful are afflicted: Therefore,
Some that are afflicted are dear to God.

fEl
Ap
tOn

No virtue is an evil:
All virtues are difficult: Therefore,
Some difficult things are not evils.

bOk
Ar
dO

Some Christians are not true believers:
All Christians profess faith: Therefore,
Some who profess faith are not true believers.

fEr
Is
On

No virtue is an evil:
Some virtues are difficult: Therefore,
Some difficult things are not evils.
THE FOURTH FIGURE.

BrAm Every tyrant is a wicked man:
An
Every wicked man is miserable: Therefore,
tIp
Some that are miserable are tyrants.
cAm
En
Es

Every wicked man is discontented:
No discontented man is a happy man: Therefore,
No happy man is a wicked man.

dIm
Ar
Is

Some afflicted are faithful:
All the faithful are dear to God: Therefore,
Some that are beloved of God are afflicted.

fEs
Ap
O

No evil is a virtue:
All virtues are difficult: Therefore,
Some difficult things are not evils.

frEs
Is
On

No evil is a virtue:
Some virtues are difficult: Therefore,
Some difficult things are not evils.
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A
E
O

Every wicked man is discontented:
No discontented man is a happy man: Therefore,
Some happy men are not wicked men.
SECTION V.

THE four first of these moods need nothing to make the force of the
inference evident, but what is expressed in the premises; whereas all the
rest do. These, therefore, are styled perfect, those imperfect, moods.
An imperfect mood is said to be reduced, when it is changed into a perfect
one; in order to show evidently, either that the conclusion is so, which is
termed ostensive reduction; or, that it cannot be otherwise, which is called
reduction ad impossible.
The method of reducing is taught by the names of the moods; in which the
vowels are the propositions marked with their quantity and quality: The
initial consonants, b, c, d, f, show to what mood in the first figure the
reduction is to be made; s, p, show that the proposition which the
preceding vowel stands for is to be converted either simply or per
accidens; m, that the premises are to be transposed; k, that the reduction is
to be ad impossible; that is, that for the premise to whose sign it adheres,
the contradictory of the conclusion is to be placed; which being done, you
will have, in the first figure, a conclusion, either the same with that
premise, or one convertible into it, or its contradictory. Thus: —
1. cEs No happy man is discontented:
Ar
Every wicked man is discontented: Therefore,
E
No wicked man is a happy man.
Reduce this to
cE
lA
rEnt

No discontented man is a happy man:
Every wicked man is discontented: Therefore,
No wicked man is a happy man.

2. dIs Some good men are Papists:
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Am
Is

Every good man is saved: Therefore,
Some that are saved are Papists.

Reduce this to
dA
rI
I

Every good man is saved:
Some Papists are good men: Therefore,
Some Papists are saved.

3. bAr Every good man is afflicted:
Ok
Some rich men are not afflicted: Therefore,
O
Some rich men are not good men.
Reduce this to
bAr
bAr
A

Every good man is afflicted:
Every rich man is a good man —

The manifest falsehood of which proves as manifestly the truth of its
contradictory.
SECTION VI.

FROM what has been said, it is evident, that there can be no more moods
than these twenty-four. They are therefore mistaken, who, having
transposed the premises, or converted the conclusion of a syllogism,
imagine they have found out a new mood or figure: To convince them of
which, you need only to refer to the definition of a mood, a figure, of a
major, a minor, a middle term, and of a major and minor proposition.
But there are some sorts of arguments, which, though not strictly regular,
yet need not be wholly rejected. Such are,
1. An enthymeme, one premise of which is wanting; whether the major or
minor, the conclusion shows; as, He is a good man: Therefore, he is happy.
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Sometimes the whole argument lies in one sentence; as, Being mortal, do
not bear immortal hatred.
2. An induction, in which what is granted of several particulars is then
affirmed universally; as, This, and this, and that, lodestone attracts iron:
Therefore, every lodestone does. It is therefore a sort of enthymeme; a
syllogism in Barbara, whose minor is understood.
3. An example, wherein what is granted of a known instance is presumed
of an unknown that resembles it; as, Sylla and Marius tore the
commonwealth: Therefore, so will Caesar and Pompey. Here also the
minor is understood: Therefore, the conclusion is only presumed, not
proved.
4. A sorites, in whose antecedent every preceding term is subjected to the
following, till you come from the subject of the conclusion to the predicate
of it; as, Every man is an animal; every animal is a living creature; every
living creature is a substance: Therefore, every man is a substance. In a
sorites, as many syllogisms are understood, as there are intermediate
propositions.
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CHAPTER IV.
OF HYPOTHETICAL SYLLOGISMS.
SECTION I.

THAT is a hypothetical syllogism, in which one or more of the
propositions are hypothetical. The most common (of which alone we now
speak) is that whose major proposition is hypothetical.
A hypothetical proposition is either conditional, as, If he is wise, he is
happy; or disjunctive, as, Either it is day or night.
In a conditional proposition, the condition itself is called the antecedent;
the assertion, the consequent; the connection between them, the
consequence.
The rules of conditional propositions are three: —
1. If the antecedent be granted, so is the consequent.
2. If the consequent be taken away, so is the antecedent.
3. Nothing can be inferred either from the taking away the antecedent, or
granting the consequent.
There are therefore only two terms of conditional syllogism: —
The constructive; as,
If CD, then KD: But CD: Therefore KD:
And the destructive; as,
If CD, then KD: But not KD: Therefore, not CD.
SECTION II.

EVERY conditional syllogism is either equivalent to a categorical, or wholly
to be rejected. For in every conclusive conditional, there is a categorical
implied, in which the same argument would prove the same conclusion.
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For in all hypothetical syllogisms, the major proposition consisting of two
categoricals, the minor is either one of these, or the contradictory to it, in
order to infer either the other or its contradictory. In either case, an
enthymeme will be proposed, whose force lies in the conditional
proposition, and which is not conclusive, unless from that proposition
there can be drawn a completory, that is, the premise which is wanting in
an enthymeme, to complete the syllogism.
Now, as an enthymeme is only one premise with the conclusion of a
syllogism, it has three, and only three, terms. Suppose two of them are D
and D, and C the third term. The other premise, whose terms are D and D,
is wanting. Hence it follows, that according to the various disposition of
the terms, there are four forms of enthymeme; each of which will admit of
a twofold completory; as in this scheme: —
The Enthymeme.

The Completory D.D

D.D.

CD.
DC.
CD.
DC.

therefore CD.

The Major

therefore DC.

The Minor

in Fig. 2.
in Fig. 4.
in Fig. 2.
in Fig. 1.

in Fig. 1.
in Fig. 3.
in Fig. 4.
in Fig. 3.

Wherefore, as there are twenty-four possible moods of categorical
syllogism, and fourteen unexceptionable ones; and as each figure may be
applied twice, to complete an enthymeme; there will be forty-eight
possible ways of completing it, twenty-eight unexceptionable. And as
many ways as an enthymeme may be completed, so many, and no more, a
man may argue with a syllogism, whose major is conditional.
SECTION III.

THE directions given for conditional propositions, serve equally for
disjunctive. For any disjunctive is easily turned into a conditional. For
instance, if it runs thus: — It is either day or night. But it is day:
Therefore, it is not night. But it is night: Therefore, it is not day. It is not
day: Therefore, it is night. It is not night: Therefore, it is day. Instead of
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this, it is easy to say, If it is day, then it is not night. If it is night, then it is
not day. If it is not day, then it is night. If it is not night, then it is day.
SECTION IV.

THERE remains only a kind of redundant hypothetical syllogism, called a
dilemma, which proposes two (or more) things to your choice, by
accepting either of which, you lose the cause. Such is that of Bias: If you
marry a beautiful woman, she will be koinh; if an ugly one, poinh?
Therefore, marry none.
A dilemma is of no force, unless,
1. One or the other part must be accepted:
2. Either one or the other prove the point: And,
3. It cannot be retorted. If Bias had observed these things, he would have
been less pleased with his own; for it fails in every particular. For,
1. A wife may neither be beautiful nor ugly: Therefore, neither part of the
dilemma need be accepted.
2. Neither is every beautiful woman common, nor every ugly one a plague:
Therefore, neither part of it proves the point.
3. It may be retorted thus: If I marry the one, at least she will not be
common; if the other, she will not be a plague.
A dilemma is only a kind of negative induction, in which the major
proposition is conditional; as, If at all, then thus, or thus, or thus. To turn
this into a categorical syllogism, is so easy, it needs no direction.
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A COMPENDIUM OF LOGIC.
BOOK II.
CHAPTER I.
OF SYLLOGISM, AS TO ITS MATTER
SECTION I.

HITHERTO we have spoken of syllogism, as to its form. It remains to speak
of it, as to its matter; that is, the certainty and evidence of the
propositions whereof it is composed.
That is a certain proposition, against which nothing occurs, or nothing of
weight, as, Man is risible; that, an evident one, which extorts the assent as
soon as it is understood, as, The whole is greater than its part; that, a
doubtful one, in which we know not how to determine, as, The stars
influence men.
If anything occurs, whereby the mind inclines to either side, that which
was doubtful before becomes probable. Such an assent is termed opinion.
Opinion, therefore, respects a barely probable proposition, and implies no
certainty at all. Yet there are several degrees, whereby it approaches
towards certainty; and the highest degree of probability is not far distant
from it.
SECTION II.

CERTAINTY is twofold:
1. That of the object, the thing to be perceived; and,
2. That of the subject, the understanding which perceives it. And both
have their degrees. That is more certain, in the former sense, to which there
is the least objection; that, in the latter sense, to which the least objection
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appears. Evidence, also, is either of the object, or of the subject. And both
of these have their degrees; according as that which is perceived is more or
less self-evident, or appears to be one or the other.
We might enumerate many degrees of evidence. But it may suffice to
observe, it is either,
1. That of a self-evident axiom; or,
2. That of a conclusion regularly deduced therefrom. This logicians term
science; which accordingly they define, an assent to a certain and evident
conclusion, regularly deduced from certain and evident premises. The
certainty and evidence here supposed, is that both of the object, and of the
subject. For, by the former, science is distinguished from error; by the
latter, from opinion. Without the evidence of the subject, there can be no
science; and this without the other is imaginary evidence.
SECTION III.

WE need not prove that there is such a thing as certainty; seeing all
reasonable men allow it. We freely assent to what is affirmed by a wise
and good man; and more freely, if he confirms it by reason. Some things we
are taught by nature itself; and some by Divine Revelation. And of all
these we have sufficient certainty, although in various degrees.
To assent to testimony is the same as to believe; and such an assent is
termed faith. Divine faith depends on the testimony of God: Human faith,
on the testimony of man. What nature dictates, we may be said to
perceive: What reason teaches us, to know.
God can neither deceive, nor be deceived: Men are often deceived, and
often deceive. Reason and nature are not often deceived, and seldom
deceive their followers. Nothing therefore is more firm than Divine faith:
Nothing less so, than human. In what we perceive or know, there is often
no fear, always some danger, of being deceived. Hence, there is the highest
rest for the mind in Divine faith; the lowest of all in human. In what we
know or perceive, there are various degrees of rest, according to the various
evidence, certainty, or probability.
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If, therefore, we were to make a sort of scale of assent, it might consist of
the following steps: —
1. Human faith, an assent to a doubtful proposition:
2. Opinion, to a probable:
3. What we may term sentiment, an assent to a certain proposition:
4. Science, to a certain and evident conclusion:
5. Intelligence, to a self-evident axiom:
6. Divine faith, to a Divine revelation.
SECTION IV.

TO each of these there belong certain principles, which are peculiarly
proper to produce it. The principles of Divine faith are those, and those
only, Which are contained in the Scriptures; of intelligence, those which are
properly termed axioms; of science, the conclusions regularly deduced
from them.
An axiom is a proposition which needs not, and cannot, be proved. Such
the following seem to be: —
From natural divinity.
1. God cannot deceive, or be deceived. Whence flow these certain and
evident conclusions:
2. Absolute faith is due to the testimony of God:
3. Revelation never contradicts either sense or reason. It may indeed
transcend both. But it cannot possibly contradict either, rightly employed
about its proper object.
From mathematics. The whole is greater than each of its parts; equal to
them all. But mathematicians frequently lay down as such, what are not
axioms, properly speaking.
From metaphysics. It is impossible for the same thing, at the same time, to
be, and not to be. Some affirm this to be the only axiom in the world: — A
point not worth the disputing.
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From logic. Terms which agree in one and the same third, agree with one
another.
SECTION V.

MANY believe that there are no axioms to be found in the other arts and
sciences. But such principles at least are found therein, as produce
sentiment, if not science. Such are these: Nothing (naturally) springs from
nothing. Nothing is the cause of itself. What you would not have another
to do to you, you ought not to do to another.
The principles that serve to produce opinion are usually styled maxims.
They commonly hold, but not always. To this class those properly
belong, which are, as it were, in the middle way, between doubtful and
certain.
The uncertainty of human faith arises hence. In order to produce a firm
assent of this kind, a competent witness must know what he says, and say
what he knows, and both be apparent to him that believes it. But this is
rarely the case. Wherefore, we have always reason to suspect what we
have no other proof of than human testimony, even when there appears no
more reason to doubt thereof, than of a mathematical demonstration.
SECTION VI.

ACCORDING to these five degrees of assent, syllogism might have been
divided, with regard to its matter, into infallible, scientifical, certain,
probable, and doubtful. But as the two first of these produce science, and
any assent short of this is, loosely speaking, termed opinion; it is usually
divided only into two sorts:
1. That which produces science; and this is styled scientifical, otherwise
demonstrative, and often demonstration:
2. That which produces opinion, (any assent short of science,) and is
termed dialectical; that is, arguing probably.
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There are two species of demonstration. The First demonstrates that a
thing is; proving either directly that it is so, (and this is called direct
demonstration,) or that if it he not, some absurdity will necessarily follow.
This is usually called, demonstratio ab absurdo. We may properly term it
oblique.
We demonstrate directly either,
1. By proving a thing from its effect; as, The sun is black: Therefore, it is
eclipsed: Or,
2. By proving it from its remote cause; as, The moon is diametrically
opposite to the sun: Therefore, it is eclipsed. But if we prove this from the
earth’s being interposed between them, this is,
The Second sort of demonstration, which demonstrates why a thing is, by
assigning its proximate and immediate cause.
But there may be a proximate, which is not the prime cause, that is
self-evident and indemonstrable, whose evidence is therefore preferred
before all other, as needing no light but from itself.
There are then four degrees of demonstration: The oblique demonstration
is good; but the direct is preferable to it. Demonstration by the proximate
cause is better still; but the prime cause, best of all.
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CHAPTER II.
OF FALLACIES

THERE is yet another species, or shadow rather, of syllogism, which is
called a fallacy. It is an argument intended to deceive. Such is,
1. The fallacy of equivocation, arising either from an equivocal word, or
from the ambiguous structure of the sentence; as, All that believe shall be
saved. The devils believe: Therefore, the devils shall be saved. This offends
against the very first rule of syllogism. For it has four terms.
2. The fallacy of composition, where what is granted of several things
separately is inferred of them conjointly; as, Two and three are even and
odd. Five is two and three: Therefore, five is even and odd.
3. The fallacy of division, when what is granted of things taken conjointly,
is inferred of them taken separately; as, The planets are seven. The sun
and moon are planets: Therefore, the sun and moon are seven. In both
these syllogisms there are four terms.
4. The fallacy of the accident, when some accidental circumstance is
confounded with what is essential; as, What destroys men, ought to be
prohibited. Wine destroys men: Therefore, wine ought to be prohibited.
The major proposition must mean, What necessarily destroys men;
otherwise it is not true: The minor, Wine accidentally destroys men.
Therefore, here, also, there are four terms.
5. The fallacy of arguing from a particular to a general; as, He that is white
as to his teeth, is white. A blackamoor is white as to his teeth: Therefore, a
blackamoor is white. Here is a palpable breach of the sixth rule of
syllogism.
6. The fallacy ignorationis elenchi. An elenchus is a syllogism that
confutes the opponent. Therefore, he falls into this fallacy, who thinks he
confutes his opponent, without observing the rules of contradiction.
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7. The fallacy of begging the question, that is, taking for granted the very
thing which ought to be proved. This is done,
(1.) When we attempt to prove a thing by itself: Or,
(2.) By a synonymous word: Or,
(3.) By something equally unknown: Or,
(4.) By something more unknown: Or,
(5.) By arguing in a circle; as in the famous argument of the Papists,
who prove the Scriptures from the authority of the Church, and
the Church from the authority of the Scriptures.
8. The fallacy of several questions; as, Are honey and gall sweet? It is
solved by answering to each branch distinctly.
Many more fallacies than these might be reckoned up. For there are as
many fallacies as there are ways of breaking any of the rules of syllogism
without being observed. But one who is thoroughly acquainted with those
rules, will easily detect them all.
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CHAPTER III.
OF METHOD.
SECTION I.

METHOD is such a disposition of the parts of any art or science, that the
whole may be more easily learned.
It is twofold:
1. Method of invention, which finds out the rules of an art or science:
2. Method of teaching, which delivers them. The former proceeds from
sensible and particular things, to intelligible and universal; the latter, from
intelligible and universal things, to sensible and particular.
Method of teaching is either perfect or imperfect. The former is either,
1. Universal, by which a whole art or science; or,
2. Particular, by which a part of it only, is taught. Both are either,
1. Synthetical, which is used in sciences, and, beginning with the subject of
a science, treats of its principles and affections, and then of its several
species, till, from the highest genus, it descends to the lowest species: Or,
2. Analytical, which is of use in arts; and, beginning with the end or design
of an art, next explains the subject of it, and, lastly, the means conducive to
that end.
The general rules of method are these: —
In delivering an art or science,
1. Let nothing be wanting or redundant:
2. Let all the parts be consistent with each other:
3. Let nothing be treated of which is not homogeneous to the end of the
art, or the subject of the science:
4. Let the parts be connected by easy transitions:
5. Let that precede, without which, the things that follow cannot be
understood, but which itself can be understood without them.
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The particular rules are these:
1. The unity of a science depends on the unity of its subject; the unity of
an art, on the unity of its end.
2. Let the more general parts precede the less general.
The imperfect method is arbitrary and popular; being no other than the
method of prudence or common sense.
SECTION II.

MATHEMATICIANS, in all their writings, follow this method:
1. They fix the meaning of their words, defining their terms, each in their
place, and make it an invariable rule, never afterwards to use any term, but
in the sense to which it is limited by that definition.
2. They lay down the axioms which there will be occasion to use in the
course of their work.
3. They add their postulata, which also they demand to be granted, as
being evident of themselves.
4. They then demonstrate their propositions in order, and, as far as may
be, affirmatively; contenting themselves with this rule, That whatsoever
they have to prove, they take care to prove it from some of the truths
which have been granted or proved before.
If the same method cannot be strictly observed in other sciences, yet
doubtless it may be imitated. And the nearer any method approaches to
this, the more perfect and useful it is.
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APPENDIX.
OF THE MANNER OF USING LOGIC
EXTRACTED FROM BISHOP SANDERSON.

SECTION I.
OF TREATING ON A SIMPLE THEME.

WE may use the rules of logic in treating either on a simple theme, or a
problem or proposition.
In treating logically on a simple term, we are to explain both the name and
the thing. And,
1. The name, by,
(1.) Pointing out the ambiguity of the term, (if there be any,)
recounting its various meanings, and fixing on that particular
meaning in which we at present take it:
(2.) Showing its various appellations, both in our own and in other
tongues:
(3.) Observing whence it is derived, with the more remarkable words
of the same derivation. Not that all this is necessary to be done at
all times, and on every theme; but there is need of judgment and
choice, that those particulars only may be noted, which conduce
to the explication of the thing.
2. The thing is explained both by assigning its attributes, and distributing,
or dividing it into its parts. The attributes are either essential or
non-essential. By essential we understand, not only those which properly
constitute its essence, the genus and difference, but also the properties of
substances, the subjects and objects of accidents, with the efficient and
final causes of both.
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The genus should be assigned in the first place, and that the nearest which
can be found; though premising, if occasion be, those which are more
remote. The difference comes next; the want of which is supplied, and the
nature more fully explained, by properties. And here may be added, the
efficient, principal, impulsive, and instrumental causes, with the remote or
proximate ends. Here also, in treating on an accident, may be subjoined its
proper subject and adequate object: But these, more or less, as need shall
require; which are to be closed with a complete essential definition of the
thing.
3. The theme is next to be distributed into its several species or parts, just
to name which is generally sufficient. From distribution we proceed to the
non-essential attributes, whether effects, cognates, or opposites.
4. Such effects as are trivial, or commonly known, may either be just
mentioned or passed over in silence. Those which are more noble, and less
commonly known, may be ranged under proper heads. This is also the
place for citing examples.
Cognate words are those which are compared with the theme, as agreeing
with it; opposite, as differing from it. A theme is explained by comparing
it with its cognates, when things are mentioned, which are, in some
respects, the same, or like it; and it is shown wherein that sameness or
likeness lies, and also where in the unlikeness or difference between them.
We, in the last place, compare the theme with its opposites: For even
opposites cast light upon each other. There are four species of these; but
the contradictory is usually too vague and indefinite to be of any service:
And the relative opposite has been mentioned before, among the essential
attributes. Therefore, the privative and contrary opposites only have place
here, and very properly close the treatise.
To give an instance of this: Suppose the simple theme to be treated of be
ENVY .
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I.
I am to consider the name. And here I observe,
1. It may mean either actively or passively; as, He is full of envy; that is,
he envies others. A rich man is much exposed to envy; that is, to be envied
by others. We here take it in the former sense.
2. This is in Latin termed invidia, a word which has been borrowed by
many modern languages. The Romans also termed it livor.
3. The word invidia is supposed to be derived from two Latin words, that
imply the looking much upon another, which, the envious are apt to do;
the word livor, from the livid complexion which usually attends an envious
temper.
There are two words of the same derivation, which are frequently
confounded with each other; namely, invidious, and envious; and yet the
signification of the one is widely different from that of the other. An
envious man is one who is under the power of envy; an invidious office,
one that is apt to raise envy or dislike.

II.
In explaining the thing, I observe, First, the essential attributes; as,
The genus: To premise the more remote; it is a passion, a sort of grief: But
the nearest genus is, a vicious grief.
I next observe the difference, taken,
1. From the subject, which are almost all mankind; but chiefly those who
are ignorant of God, and consequently unable to govern themselves.
2. From the object, which is twofold; of the thing, or of the person. The
thing envied may be good of any kind; apparent or real, useful or pleasant;
of mind, body, or fortune. The person envied may be any other man,
superior, equal, or inferior; only not at an immense distance, either of time,
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of place, or of condition. For few envy them that have been long dead,
them that live in China or Japan, or those who are above or beneath them
beyond all degrees of comparison.
3. From the efficient cause. The principal internal cause in him that envies
is pride and inordinate self-love. The impulsive external cause may be
various, either in him that is envied, if he be an enemy, a rival, a vain
boaster; or in some third person, as contempt, flattery, whispering; any of
which may stir up envy.
We may therefore define envy, either more briefly, a vicious grief at the
good of another; or more fully, an evil sadness of mind, whereby a man,
from inordinate self-love, is troubled at the good which he sees another
enjoy, or foresees he will enjoy, as he imagines it will lessen or obscure his
own excellency.

III.
There are three species of envy, each worse than the preceding: The First,
when a man is pained at another’s enjoying some good (in kind or degree)
which he cannot himself attain: The Second, when a man is pained at
another’s having what he himself has, but wants to have alone: Both these
are exemplified in Caesar, who would bear no superior; and Pompey, who
would bear no equal. The Third is, when a man cannot or will not enjoy his
own good, lest another should enjoy it with him.
It is well known how many in the learned world are infected with this evil
disease.

IV.
The effects of envy are three:
1. It torments the mind continually, and spreads inquietude through the
whole life.
2. It wastes even the bodily strength, and drinks up the spirits: A most
just evil, which is at once a sin and a punishment and not less a scourge
than it is a vice.
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3. It incites a man to all manner of wickedness; detraction, calumny, strife,
murder.
Its most remarkable cognates are,
1. Hatred, which agrees with envy in its subject. For he who envies
another cannot but hate him; and in its efficient, internal cause, which in
both is pride and blind self-love.
2. Rejoicing in evil. This also agrees with envy both in its subject, (for he
that grieves at another’s happiness cannot but rejoice in his misery,) and in
its efficient cause.
And yet hatred differs from envy,
1. In the thing hated or envied. For good only is envied; but either good or
evil may be hated.
2. In the person. For we envy men only, not God; and not ourselves, but
others; but we may hate both other men, and ourselves; both other
creatures, and God himself.
Rejoicing in evil differs likewise from envy,
1. In the genus. For the genus of the latter is sorrow; of the former, joy.
2. In the object, which in the one is evil; in the other, good.
The grand opposite to envy is benevolence, a tender goodwill to all men,
which constrains us to wish well to all, and seriously to rejoice in all the
good that befalls them.
SECTION II.
OF TREATING ON A PROBLEM.

A p ROBLEM is a proposition to be proved. It is sometimes fully proposed,
whether positively, as, Logic is an art, which is called a thesis; or
interrogatively, as, Is logic an art? Some, times imperfectly, when the
subject only is mentioned, the predicate being left in question, as, Of the
genus of logic.
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In a regular treatise on a problem there are three parts; the stating the
question, proving the truth, and answering objections. To which may be
premised, the introduction, concerning the importance of the question, and
the occasion of its being first disputed; and the conclusion, containing a
recapitulation of the whole, with the corollaries arising therefrom.
1. In the introduction may be shown, that the point in debate is not of
little or no moment, but either apparently of the highest concern, or if not
so important in itself, yet absolutely necessary to be understood, in order
to understand or explain those which are confessedly of the highest
moment. Next should be pointed out the occasion of the doubt; and the
origin of the error; what gave the first rise to this dispute; and how the
mistake began and increased. But this must be done nakedly and simply, in
a logical, not rhetorical manner.
2. After a short preface, the problem is not immediately to be proved,
(unless where the terms are quite clear, and the point little controverted,)
but first the terms of the question are to be explained, both the subject and
the predicate. The various senses of these should be observed, and the
definitions given, particularly of the predicate. We then proceed to explain
the true state of the controversy, by showing what is granted on each side,
and what disputed. For in every controversy there is something wherein
both parties agree, and something wherein they differ. In reciting the
points wherein we and our opponents agree, we may add, if need be, a
short explanation or proof of them; and then show wherein the proper
difference, the very point of controversy, lies. If this be accurately shown,
the business is in a manner done; for it is scarce credible, how much light
this throws both on the proof of the truth, and the answering objections.
3. In proving the truth, if it be a plain, simple problem, it may suffice
briefly to propose our judgment in a single affirmative or negative thesis,
and to confirm it by a few well-chose arguments. But if it be more
complex, it will be expedient to comprise our defense of it in several
propositions; beginning with those wherein we remove the opinions of
others, and then going on to establish our own; after every proposition
placing the arguments by which it is confirmed. But it does not suffice,
barely to mention these; they are also to be strongly pressed and defended,
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and the evasions and cavils of all adversaries to be examined and
overturned.
4. Next follows the answering of objections. These may either be subjoined
to the several opinions of our opponents, and so answered severally; or all
placed together, after we have proved the point in question, and so
answered all together.
In order to do this effectually, we should observe, First, Is not the
conclusion advanced against me wide of the mark? Frequently the
objection may be allowed, and it does not overturn any conclusion which
we have advanced. Nay, sometimes it may be retorted, as proving just the
contrary of what it was intended for.
If the conclusion do really contradict any of ours, we are, Secondly, to
examine the form of the argument, according to the general and particular
rules of syllogism; and to point out that rule against which it offends.
If the form be unexceptionable, it remains, Thirdly, to consider the matter
of the objection from the premises. And it will generally be found, that
either one of the premises is false, (or at least, not sufficiently proved,) or
that there is a latent ambiguity in the subject, the predicate, or the medium.
In this case, we are to fix upon that term, and show the ambiguity of it.
5. We may close the whole by repeating the sum of what has been proved;
unless when some useful observations or corollaries, either directly, or by
easy consequence, follow from the conclusions before established. These
we are not to prove again, but briefly and nakedly to set them down, as
naturally deducible from those propositions which have been proved
before.
The Sermon on the Means of Grace, in the first volume of Mr. Wesley’s
Sermons, is a treatise of this kind. 8
The Sermon on Enthusiasm, in the third volume, is another example of a
simple theme. 9
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THE

DOCTRINE OF ABSOLUTE
PREDESTINATION
STATED AND ASSERTED.

BY THE REVEREND MR. A — T —. 10
[PRINTED IN THE YEAR 1770.]

ADVERTISEMENT.
IT is granted, that the ensuing tract is, in good measure, a translation.
Nevertheless, considering the unparalleled modesty and self-diffidence of
the young translator, and the tenderness wherewith he treats his
opponents, it may well pass for an original.

CHAPTER I.
Wherein the Terms made Use of are defined and explained.
1. WHEN love is predicated of God, it signifies,
(1.) His eternal benevolence, that is, his everlasting will, purpose, and
determination to deliver, bless, and save his people. Of this, no
good works wrought by them are, in any sense, the cause. Neither
are the merits of Christ to be considered as any way moving or
exciting this goodwill of God to his elect; since the gift of Christ is
an effect of this free and eternal favor. The term implies,
(2.) Complacency, delight, and approbation. With this love, God
cannot love even his elect, as considered in themselves, because
they are sinners; but as united to Christ, and partakers of his
righteousness. Love implies,
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(3.) Actual beneficence, which, properly speaking, is nothing else than
the effect or accomplishment of the other two. This respects all
blessings, temporal, spiritual, or eternal. Temporal good things are
indeed bestowed on all, elect or reprobate; but they are given as
blessings to the elect only to whom, also, the other benefits
respecting grace and glory are peculiar. And this love of
beneficence, no less than that of benevolence and complacency, is
irrespective of any worthiness in man.
2. When hatred is ascribed to God, it implies,
(1.) A negation of benevolence; or, a resolution not to have mercy on
such and such men, nor to endue them with any of those graces
which stand connected with eternal life. So, “Esau have I hated;”
that is, I did, from all eternity, determine within myself, not to
have mercy on him. The sole cause of which is, not the
unworthiness of the persons hated, but the sovereignty of the
Divine will.
(2.) It denotes displeasure and dislike; for sinners, who are not
interested in Christ, cannot but be infinitely displeasing to eternal
purity.
(3.) It signifies a positive will to punish and destroy the reprobate for
their sins; of which will, the infliction of misery upon them is but
the necessary effect.
3. The term election is taken in a fourfold sense; and commonly signifies,
(1.) “That eternal, sovereign, unconditional, particular, and immutable
act of God, whereby he selected some from among all mankind to
be everlastingly saved.
(2.) It sometimes signifies “that almighty act, whereby God actually
separates his elect from the world, by effectual calling.”
(3.) By election is sometimes meant, “God’s taking a whole nation or
body of men into external covenant with himself.”
(4.) Election sometimes signifies “the temporary designation of some
person, or persons, to the filling up some particular station in civil
life.”
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4. Reprobation denotes either,
(1.) God’s eternal preterition of some men, when he chose others to
glory; and his predestination of them to fill up the measure of
their iniquities, and then to receive the just punishment of their
crimes, even “destruction from the presence of the Lord:” Or,
(2.) God’s forbearing to call by his grace, those whom he hath thus
ordained to condemnation.
(3.) The word may denote God’s refusal to grant to some nations the
light of the gospel revelation.
5. The purpose of God; his gracious intention, from eternity, of making his
elect everlastingly happy.
6. Foreknowledge ascribed to God imports,
(1.) That general prescience, whereby he knew, from all eternity, both
what he himself would do, and what his creatures, in consequence
of his efficacious and permissive decree, should do likewise.
(2.) That special prescience, which has for its objects his own elect,
and them alone.
7. Predestination has for its objects all things that are created: No creature,
whether rational or irrational, animate or inanimate, is exempted from its
influence. All beings whatever, from the highest angel to the meanest
reptile, are the objects of God’s eternal decrees. However, it chiefly refers
to angels or men, whether good or evil. It may be considered as,
(1.) “That eternal and immutable decree of God, whereby he did, from
before all time, determine and ordain to create, dispose of, and
direct to some particular end, every person and thing to which he
has given, or is yet to give, being.”
(2.) Predestination, as relating to mankind only, is “the everlasting,
sovereign, and invariable purpose of God, whereby he did
determine within himself to create Adam in his own image, and
then to permit his fall; and to suffer him thereby to plunge himself
and his whole posterity into sin, misery, and death.”
(3.) Predestination, as relating to the elect only, is “that eternal,
unconditional, particular, and irreversible act of the Divine will,
whereby, in adorable sovereignty, God determined within himself
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to deliver a certain number of Adam’s degenerate offspring out of
that sinful and miserable estate into which they were to fall.”
(4.) Predestination, as it regards the reprobate, is “that eternal,
sovereign, immutable act of God’s will, whereby he hath
determined to leave some men to perish in their sins, and to be
justly punished for them.”
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CHAPTER II.
Wherein the Doctrine of Predestination is explained, as it relates in General
to all Men.

THUS much being premised,
1. We assert, that there is a predestination of some particular persons to
life, for the praise of the glory of Divine grace; and a predestination of
other particular persons to death: Which death of punishment they shall
inevitably undergo, and that justly, on account of their sins.
Now, this twofold predestination, of some to life, and of others to death,
(if it may be called twofold, both being constituent parts of the same
decree,) cannot be denied, without likewise denying the very existence of
God. I say again, whoever denies this decree and foreknowledge of God
does virtually deny God himself; since his will, decree, and foreknowledge,
are no other than God himself willing, and decreeing, and foreknowing.
2. We assert, that God did from eternity decree to make man in his own
image; and also decreed to suffer him to fall from that image, and thereby
to forfeit the happiness with which he was invested: Which decree, and the
consequences of it, were not limited to Adam, but included all his
posterity.
3. We assert, that, as all men are not elected to salvation, so neither are all
men ordained to condemnation.
4. We assert, that the number of the elect, and also of the reprobate, is so
fixed and determinate, that neither can be augmented or diminished.
5. That the decrees of election and reprobation are immutable and
irreversible.
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CHAPTER III.
Concerning Election unto Life.

WHAT I have farther to advance on this subject I shall reduce to several
positions: —
Pos. 1. Those who are ordained unto eternal life were not so ordained on
account of any good works to be wrought by them, nor yet for their future
faith; but purely and solely of free, sovereign grace, and according to the
mere pleasure of God.
Pos. 2. As many as are ordained to eternal life are ordained to enjoy that
life in and through Christ. Here let it be carefully observed, that not the
merits of Christ, but the sovereign love of God only, is the cause of
election itself; but then the merits of Christ are the procuring cause of that
salvation to which men are elected.
Pos. 3. They who are predestinated to life are likewise predestinated to all
those means which are necessary in order to that life.
Pos. 4. Not one of the elect can perish, but they must all necessarily be
saved.
Pos. 5. The salvation of the elect was not the principal end of their being
chose; but God’s grand end in appointing them to life, was, that he might
be glorified.
Pos. 6. The end of election, which, with regard to the elect, is eternal life,
and the means conducive to it, such as the gift of the Spirit, faith, etc., are
so inseparably connected together, that whoever is possessed of these
shall surely obtain that; and none can obtain that, who are not first
possessed of these.
Pos. 7. The elect may attain to the knowledge and assurance of their
predestination to life; and they ought to seek after it.
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Pos. 8. The true believer ought not only to be thoroughly established in the
point of his own election, but should likewise believe the election of all his
other fellow-believers and brethren in Christ.
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CHAPTER IV.
Of Reprobation.

FROM what has been said concerning the election of some, it unavoidably
follows, that there must be a rejection of others. I shall, in the discussion
of this, throw what I have to say into several distinct positions: —
Pos. 1. God did, from all eternity, decree to leave some of Adam’s fallen
posterity in their sins, and to exclude them from the participation of Christ
and his benefits.
Pos. 2. Some men were, from all eternity, not only negatively excepted
from a participation of Christ and his salvation; but positively ordained to
continue in their natural blindness and hardness of heart, by the just
judgment of God.
Thus God efficaciously permitted (having so decreed) the Jews to be the
crucifiers of Christ, and Judas to betray him. Hence we find St. Austin
speaking thus: “Judas was chosen, but it was to do a most execrable deed,
that thereby the adorable work of redemption might be accomplished.
When, therefore, we hear our Lord say, ‘Have not I chosen you twelve,
and one of you is a devil?’ we must understand it thus, that the eleven
were chosen in mercy, but Judas in judgment: They were chosen to
partake of Christ’s kingdom: He was chosen to betray him, and be the
means of shedding his blood.” (De Corr. et Grat., cap. 7.)
Pos. 3. The non-elect were predestinated, not only to continue in final
impenitency, sin, and unbelief; but were likewise for such their sins
righteously appointed to infernal death hereafter.
Pos. 4. As the future faith and good works of the elect were not the cause
of their being chosen; so neither were the future sins of the reprobate the
cause of their being passed by; but both the choice of the former, and the
decretive omission of the latter, were owing merely and entirely to the
sovereign will and determinating pleasure of God.
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Pos. 5. God is the Creator of the wicked, but not of their wickedness: He
is the Author of their being, but not the infuser of their sin.
Pos. 6. The condemnation of the reprobate is necessary and inevitable.
Pos. 7. The punishment of the non-elect was not the ultimate end of their
creation; but the glory of God.
Pos. 8. Notwithstanding God did, from all eternity, irreversibly chose
some to be partakers of salvation, and reject the rest; acting in both
according to the good pleasure of his own sovereign will; yet he did not
herein act an unjust, tyrannical, or cruel part; nor show himself a respecter
of persons.
(1.) He is not unjust in reprobating some; for, being absolute Lord of
all his creatures, he is accountable to none for his doings, and
cannot be chargeable with injustice for disposing of his own as he
will.
Nor,
(2.) Is the decree of reprobation a tyrannical one. It is, indeed, strictly
sovereign; but sovereignty and tyranny are distinct. He is a tyrant
who, being originally a lawful Prince, abuses his power; and
governs contrary to justice and mercy. But who dares to lay either
of these accusations to the Divine charge?
(3.) God, in the reprobation of some, does not act a cruel part. Who
ever accused a chief Magistrate of cruelty, for not sparing a
company of atrocious malefactors? Is this a parallel case?
Nor,
(4.) Is God, in choosing some and rejecting others, a respecter of
persons. He considers all men as sinners by nature; and has
compassion not on persons of this or that sex, age, or station, but
on whom, and because, he will have compassion.
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Before I conclude this head, I will obviate a fallacious objection, very
common in the mouths of our opponents: “How” say they, “is the
doctrine of reprobation reconcilable with the doctrine of a future
judgment?” To which I answer, that there needs no pains to reconcile these
two. In the last day, Christ will sit as Judge; and openly publish, and
solemnly ratify, his everlasting decrees, by receiving the elect into glory,
and by passing sentence on the non-elect, (not for having done what they
could not help, but,) for their willful ignorance of divine things, and their
obstinate unbelief; for their omissions of moral duty, and for their repeated
iniquities and transgressions, which they could not help.
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CHAPTER V.
Showing, that the Doctrine of Predestination should be openly preached
and insisted on.

UPON the whole, it is evident, the doctrine of God’s eternal and
unchangeable predestination should be publicly taught from the pulpit and
the press; that even the meanest of the people may not be ignorant of a
truth which is the very foundation of man’s happiness. Which I thus prove:
—

1. The gospel is to be preached; and that not partially, and by piecemeal,
but the whole of it. For, so far as the gospel is maimed, or any branch of
the evangelical system is passed over in silence; so far the gospel is not
preached. Scarce any other distinguishing doctrine of the gospel can be
preached, without this of predestination. Election is the golden thread that
runs through the whole Christian system: It is the leaven that pervades the
whole lump. It is the bond which connects and keeps together the whole
Christian system; which, without this, is like a system of sand, ever ready
to fall to pieces. It is the cement which holds the fabric together; nay, it is
the very soul that animates the whole frame. It is so blended and
interwoven with the entire scheme of gospel doctrine, that, when the
former is excluded, the latter bleeds to death.
Nor is the gospel to be preached only, but preached to every creature; that
is, to reasonable beings, promiscuously, and at large; to all who frequent
the Christian ministry, whether high or low, young or old, learned or
illiterate. All who attend on the ministrations of Christ’s Ambassadors
have a right to hear the gospel fully, clearly, and without mincing. The
justice of God’s procedure herein is unquestionable. The reprobates have
nothing to complain of; since whatever God does is just and right.
And now, why should not this doctrine be preached and insisted upon in
public? — a doctrine which is of express revelation; a doctrine which
conduces to the comfort of the elect; and leaves even the ungodly
themselves without excuse!
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Christ and his Apostles delivered these matters, not to some privileged
persons only, but to all at large who had ears to hear. Therefore, it is
incumbent on every faithful Minister likewise: Nor is that Minister a
faithful one, faithful to Christ, to truth, and to souls, who keeps back any
part of the counsel of God, and buries these doctrines in silence, which he
is commanded to preach “upon the housetops.”
I add, that the doctrine of predestination is not only useful, but absolutely
necessary to be taught and known. For, —
1. Without it, we cannot form just and becoming ideas of God.
2. Because the grace of God cannot be maintained without it.
3. By the preaching of predestination, man is duly humbled, and God alone
is exalted.
4. Predestination should be publicly taught and insisted upon, in order to
confirm true believers in the certainty of their salvation.
5. Without the doctrine of predestination, we cannot enjoy a lively sight
and experience of God’s special love and mercy towards us in Christ
Jesus. The blessing of election rises in value proportionally to the fewness
of its objects.
6. Another reason for the unreserved publication of this doctrine is, that
from a sense of God’s peculiar, eternal, and unalterable love to his people,
their hearts may be inflamed to love him in return. Would you know what
it is to love God as your Father, Friend, and Savior, you must fall down
before his electing mercy. Till then, you are only hovering about in quest
of true felicity; but you will never find the door, much less can you enter
into rest. And without taking predestination into the account, genuine
morality, and the performance of truly good works, will suffer, starve, and
die away. Love to God is the very fuel of acceptable obedience; but the
fuel of holy affection can only be maintained and increased in the heart by
the sense of God’s predestinating love. Electing goodness being the very
life and soul of obedience, the latter, even good works, must flourish or
decline, in proportion as election is glorified or obscured.
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A 7th argument for the preaching of predestination is, that by it we may
be excited to the practice of universal godliness.
8. Unless predestination be preached, we shall want one great inducement
to the exercise of brotherly kindness.
Hence it appears, that since the preaching of predestination is thus
evidently calculated to kindle the twofold flame of love to God and love to
man; it must, by necessary consequence, conduce to the advancement of
universal obedience, and to the performance of every social and religious
duty: Which alone would be a sufficient motive to the public delivery of
that important doctrine.
9. Lastly: Without a due sense of predestination, we shall want the surest
and the most powerful inducement to patience, resignation, and
dependence on God, under every spiritual and temporal affliction.
Such, therefore, being the uses that arise from the faithful preaching, and
the cordial reception, of predestination; may we not affirm, that our faith,
and all right worship of God, depend, in no small degree, upon our
knowledge of that doctrine?
The sum of all is this: One in twenty (suppose) of mankind are elected;
nineteen in twenty are reprobated. The elect shall be saved, do what they
will: The reprobate shall be damned, do what they can.
Reader, believe this, or be damned.
Witness my hand,
A—— T——
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I.
THE CHRISTIAN’S PATTERN ; or, a Treatise of the Imitation of Christ.
Written originally in Latin, by Thomas a Kempis. With a Preface,
containing an account of the usefulness of this Treatise, directions for
reading it with advantage, and likewise an account of this edition.
Compared with the original, and corrected throughout, by JOHN WESLEY ,
M.A., Fellow of Lincoln College, Oxon. 8vo., pp. 319. 1735.

PREFACE.
T HE four first articles of this Preface are extracted from,
1. R OSWEIDI vita Thomae a Kempis:
2. Peritia Libelli de Imitatione Christi, subjoined to the Antwerp edition of 1634:
3. The Preface to the English edition, printed at London in 1677: And,
4. Praemonitio ad Lectorem, prefixed to that printed at Cologne in the year 1682.

I. Of the author.
II. Of this treatise.
III. Of the temper requisite in order to read it with improvement.
IV. Of the manner of reading it.
V. Of this edition.
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I.
1. THOMAS HEMERKEN was born at Kempis, a little village of Germany, in
the diocese of Cologne, from whence he took the name of à Kempis. His
parents were poor, but pious. They had two sons; of whom Thomas, the
younger, was born in the year 1380. Having spent his first years with his
parents, at the age of thirteen he was sent to Deventer, the chief town of
Overyssel, in the Low Countries, then a flourishing seminary of learned
men.
2. His first care at Deventer was, to find out his brother, who had settled
there several years before, that he might be by him directed and assisted in
the pursuit of his studies. By him he was recommended to Florentius, the
vicar of the church of Deventer, and instructor of the students, who
repaired thither from all parts for that purpose. Florentius received him
with the kindness of a parent, kept him for some time in his own house,
and then procured him a lodging in a religious family, and furnished him
with books and all other necessaries. 12 Having now the advantage of daily
converse with his fellow-students, persons no less eminent for piety than
learning, he made that progress in both, of which his writings will be an
abundant testimony to all ages.
3. After having spent seven years in this happy society, in the year 1400
(wherein Florentius died) he retired to St. Agnes’s Mount, near Zwolle,
where a monastery of Augustines was newly erected. He was gladly
received by his brother; the first Prior of the house; but, that he might not
do anything without the utmost deliberation, he passed five years in his
novitiate, in the sixth he assumed the habit, and in the seventh took the
vow upon him.
4. He was here very eminent for piety towards God, reverence to his
superiors, and love to his brethren. His employment was partly reading
the Holy Scriptures, partly in transcribing them, (for he had learned the art
of writing in great perfection at Deventer,) and partly composing books.
His behavior in the church was highly exemplary. While he repeated the
psalms, his face was always raised towards heaven, and he frequently
appeared rapt above himself, and quite in an ecstasy. All his discourse was
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upon God and the holy Scriptures. When any in his presence spoke of
worldly affairs, he never (unless necessity required) opened his mouth,
having no desire of such knowledge. But where the conversation turned
upon God and heavenly things, his words flowed like a stream from an
inexhaustible fountain. He never declined it, when desired to speak upon
an improving subject, only desiring a little time to prepare himself for it by
meditation: And the ease and eloquence with which he spoke were so
great, that many came from remote places to hear him.
5. His cheerful patience under affliction of any kind, his gentleness in
bearing, and kindness in excusing, the faults of others, the sobriety and
modesty of his whole conversation, his unwearied diligence in promoting
the good of the society, and the constancy and fervor of his prayers, were
the admiration of all that observed them; insomuch that, being yet in the
flower of his age, he was unanimously elected Sub-Prior. Some time after,
he was chosen Steward or Treasurer; but finding the careful attendance on
that employment too great an avocation from contemplation and writing,
he desired and procured leave to resign it.
6. It often happened, that, while he was engaged in business or
conversation with some of his brethren, he felt so powerful an impression
upon his mind, that he was obliged to leave them, and to retire into his
chamber; and there freely pouring out his soul before God, he received
from Him the wisdom which shines forth in his writings.
7. In the year 1441. he composed his treatise, “Of the Imitation of Christ.”
In 1448 he was again elected Sub-Prior. of which his own account 13 is as
follows: — “Brother Henry of Deventer being elected the fourth Prior of
Mount Agnes, after three days convened his brethren, and proposed their
electing a new Sub-Prior, agreeably to the statutes. Accordingly, on the
feast of St. James the Apostle, after a short scrutiny, was elected Thomas
Kempis, one of the seniors, aged sixty-seven years. And although he knew
his own unfitness, and excused himself upon that account, yet, obedience
requiring it, he submitted to the determination of his brethren; not refusing
to undergo labor for their sakes, and for the love of Jesus Christ; earnestly
imploring all their prayers, and trusting, not in himself, but in the grace of
God.”
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8. As to his person, he was low of stature, of a ruddy but brown
complexion, and a lively, piercing eye. Notwithstanding his night labors,
both in transcribing the Bible, and writing out his own meditations, he
never used spectacles; but continued to the end of his life of a clean, strong
sight.
9. Being now in the ninety-second year of his age, seventy-one years of
which he had passed on Mount Agnes, on the 25th of July, 1471, he was
called forth by God to the mount of eternity, on which he had so often
fixed his eye, which he had so long panted after; and his blessed soul,
forsaking its house of clay, passed into the unfading mansions, to enjoy its
God for ever.

II.
1. The style of this treatise is the most plain, simple, and unadorned, that
can be conceived; yet such is the strength, spirit, and weight, of every
sentence, that it is scarce possible, without injury to the sense, to add or
diminish anything.
2. The whole treatise is a complete and finished world, comprehending all
that relates to Christian perfection, all the principles of that internal
worship with which alone we worship God “in spirit and in truth.” A
serious mind will never be sated with it, though it were read a thousand
times over; for those general principles are as fruitful seeds of meditation,
and the stores they contain can never be exhausted. And herein it greatly
resembles the holy Scriptures, that, under the plainest words, there is a
divine, hidden virtue, continually flowing into the soul of a pious and
attentive reader, and, by the blessing of God, transforming it into His
image.
3. Whatever relates to Christian perfection, may be reduced to one of these
three heads;
(1.) The essence of it:
(2.) The ways and degrees by which it is attained: And,
(3.) The means or instruments of it.
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4. The scope of this treatise is, that perfection which every Christian is
bound to aspire to. Now, although the whole essence of this consists in
love, which unites the soul to God; yet, because perfect love implies,
(1.) Entire humility,
(2.) Absolute self-renunciation, 14
(3.) Unreserved resignation,
(4.) Such a union of our will with the divine as makes the Christian
one spirit with God; a great part of it describes these tempers,
whereby he that loves God is made partaker of the divine nature.
5. And, First, because none can attain to the least degree of Christian
perfection without humility, the author describes the nature, the several
degrees, properties, and effects, of it. (Book I. chap. 2, 19; II. 2, 6, 10; III.
5, 8, 9, 10, 36, 45, 46, 47, 52, 53, 54, 55, 57.)
6. With the same copiousness of thought, he treats of self renunciation;
showing the absolute necessity of it, inasmuch as without it we can have
no true peace, or joy, or liberty of spirit; (I. 6; III. 31, 37, 47;) describing it
under great variety of expressions; (I. 6, 17; II. 8, 9; III. 11, 13, 17, 18, 32,
33, 37, 42, 46, 47, 49, 58, 61;) and, lastly, proposing two widely different
species of it, whereby the latter cannot be attained to but by long exercise
in the former. The one restrains and moderates the appetite of earthly and
sensible things, such as riches, honors, and pleasures; (I. 7, 22; III. 13, 22,
31, 42, 46, 47, 58; IV. 15;) the other, which is of a far sublimer nature,
known to few, and by still fewer practiced, cleanses the soul from that
impurity which is apt to adhere even to her desires of heavenly and
spiritual things. (I. 15; II. 9, 10, 11, 12; III. 12, 54.)
7. He speaks, Thirdly, of resignation, or the giving ourselves up into the
hands of God without any reserve or limitation, throwing ourselves wholly
upon him, and being alike ready to receive whatever his providence
chooses for us. (II. 11; III. 16, 19, 24, 29.)
8. Lastly: The union of our will with the divine, the highest degree of
Christian perfection, he describes with regard to its principal properties
and effects, under these and the like expressions: — Turning our heart
wholly to God; going out of ourselves; sacrificing, offering up, ourselves to
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him; honoring, glorifying, praising, him; referring all things to him; seeking,
finding, drawing near to, God; enjoying, rejoicing, delighting in, God; rest in
God; pure love; having God for our all. (I. 3, 7, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17; II. 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 10, 11, 31; III. 7, 10, 15, 16, 17, 18, 27, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 36, 37,
etc.; IV. 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 15, 16.)
9. In order to attain this perfect love, there are several stages to be passed
through: For it is necessary, not only that the soul be fully purged from all
willful, habitual sin; but likewise that it be enlightened by the knowledge
and practice of all virtue, before it can be united to God.
10. The first step towards a purgation from sin is, to conceive a hatred of
it; to excite which, he treats of compunction of heart; (I. 21;) of death, and
the pains of hell; (I. 23, 24;) of the vanity of the world; (II. 1;) of the love
of it; (III. 3;) and of the joy of a good conscience. (II. 6.) He next animates
us to a wary and vigorous resistance of the sins we have in some measure
conquered; (I. 2, 13; III. 7, 13, 26, 40; IV. 10, 18;) to a zealous endeavor to
root out all ill habits, particularly those to which infant Christians are most
subject; (I. 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 20, 22; II. 5; III. 38, 48, 50, 62, 63;) and,
lastly, to mortify our passions, which is a considerable branch of self
renunciation, and completes the purgation of the soul from sin.
11. The constant practice of all the virtues we know, is the only way to be
enlightened with fuller knowledge. To this head, therefore, belongs what is
said of humility; (II. 2; III. 5, 8, 9, 10, 15, 22, 45, 46, 51, 55;) of patience;
(I. 22; II. 3, 10, 11, 12; III. 13, 20, 21, 33, 34, 35, 41, 51, 52, 56, 61, 62;) of
love to our neighbor, and the fruits of it; (I. 15, 16;) and of hope and trust
in God. (II. 11; III. 35, 44, 46.)
12. As to the union of the soul with God by love, it is described in the
most experimental manner, in the chapters above referred to, concerning
the conformity of our will to the divine.
13. The chief instruments or means of Christian perfection are, above all
and in all, the grace of God; and, in subserviency to this, prayer, self
examination, reading the Scriptures, and the holy communion.
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14. And first, by the grace of God, our corrupted nature, of itself always
prone to evil, is healed, strengthened, and enabled both to avoid all sin, and
steadily to practice all virtue. To this he accordingly teaches us to ascribe
all our strength. (III. 59.) This he fervently implores of God, as being
utterly unable to obtain it, but by His free gift; (III. 4, 17, 26, 27, 31, 32,
35;) and acknowledging the absolute necessity of it, in order to the
recovery of either knowledge or love. (II. 8, 12; III. 9, 15, 17, 60.)
15. Concerning prayer, the great instrument of procuring the grace of God,
he does not lay down any rules; but it is easy to collect many from those
examples with which he everywhere abounds; especially in the third and
fourth books, wherein is expressed all the energy of devout affections.
16. With regard to self-examination, he directs not only to have an eye to
gross sins, but to labor to distinguish good thoughts from evil. More
particularly he advises,
(1.) Diligently to consider the inward motions of our souls, whether
they be of God; and, whenever we are in doubt concerning them,
to commit ourselves wholly to him. (III. 12, 16.)
(2.) Carefully to examine the contrary motions of nature and grace, lest
self-love deceive us under the color of love of God. (III. 59.)
(3.) To examine our virtues, whether they are true and solid, or false
and imaginary. (I. 9, 11, 15, 17, 19; III. 5, 22.)
(4.) Not to judge of our progress either by the frequency or rareness of
our consolations. And,
(5.) To be especially watchful over our hearts, when sensible comforts
are either given, (II. 9; III. 6, 8,) or taken away. (II. 9, 10, 11, 12;
III. 8, 35, 55; IV. 15.)
17. In the fifth chapter of the first book, and forty-eighth of the third, we
are directed how to read the holy Scriptures: And the whole fourth book
instructs us how to make the holy communion an effectual means of
Christian perfection.

III.
From what has been said of the main design and scope, the matter and
argument, of this treatise, we may easily perceive what temper is requisite,
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in order to read it with improvement. For, since what every part of it
points at is simply this, the being transformed into the image of God; or, in
the author’s language, the imitation of Christ, in humility,
self-renunciation, resignation, and love; it cannot be received by those who
are enemies to the cross of Christ, and alienated from the life of God.
Although nothing is more excellent than the resemblance of God, who is
the first and supreme excellency; than the imitation of Christ, who is the
effulgence of his glory, the most perfect Pattern of all holiness; yet, if there
be no recovering this resemblance without “denying themselves, and taking
up their cross daily,” those who are immersed in self-love and love of the
world will never be at the pains of recovering it. They would, indeed, be
advantaged by the death of Christ, but not care for living his life. They do
not care for being “planted with Him in the likeness of his death,” by
crucifying the flesh and all its affections, and nailing all its desires to the
cross of Christ; so that they should no longer live, but Christ live in them.
These, therefore, can never relish a treatise which tells them plainly that
their naming the name of Christ will profit them nothing, unless they “so
walk even as he walked,” and follow his pattern both in their hearts and
lives.
2. It is no wonder, if such as these see no more form or comeliness in this
treatise of the Life of Christ, than those of the like spirit saw in his person,
when he was upon earth. 15 The great practical truths so strongly enforced
herein, are doctrines very grievous to them, as being directly contrary to
that love of the world which is the ruling principle in them. These
doctrines are a reproof to such spiritual Pharisees, and discover their being
short of the true power of godliness. And this, it is certain, they are; for
they will not close with God, unless he will abate something of his
conditions. They will not purchase even the pearl of great price at so high
a rate as the parting with all for it. They are for a more easy and cheap
religion, one that costs less than the plucking out their right eyes, and
cutting off their right hands; less than the giving up their dearest, their
most convenient sins, the rooting out their favorite passions; in short, less
than the zealous observance of all those rules delivered by our Lord in his
Sermon on the Mount.
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“The Imitation,” says Leibnitz, “is one of the most excellent treatises that
have been composed. Happy is he who puts its contents in practice, and is
not satisfied with merely admiring them.” — EDIT.]
3. Nor is there anything in this treatise to gratify those who are fond of
controversy. These are they who have learned to dispute, not to live; who
prefer the knowledge which puffeth up, to the charity which edifieth.
They “provoke one another,” not “to love and to good works,” but rather
to wrath, strife, and envy. They are always ready, by starting unnecessary
doubts and questions; to turn a spiritual conference upon the most clear,
practical truths, into a wholly unspiritual debate upon some point or mere
speculation. Whosoever they are, who love thus to “darken counsel with
words,” here is no business for them; they have neither lot nor part in this
treatise.
4. But if there be any of a teachable and humble temper, it is they who
may expect improvement from it. Here they will find what they seek for,
— the simplicity of the knowledge of Christ; for the excellency of which,
if all things else are accounted as dung and dross, they are abundantly
honored. If there be any who searches for the understanding of divine
truths in the path of obedience and experience who carefully observes the
kingdom of God, and the workings of the Holy Spirit in his own soul, and
who continually endeavors after an entire conformity to the life of his great
Master; they may hope, by the blessing of God on this treatise, to attain
to a more full and inward knowledge of Christ.
5. If there be any who desires direction and assistance in the several
exercises of his Christian warfare, in the several tempers and states he may
begin, the variety of difficulties and temptations which he must expect to
pass through, while he is in the wilderness, before he enters into the rest of
God; here he will find what will be, by the goodness of God, sufficient to
direct and assist him, to strengthen and establish his heart, and, in a word,
seasonably and fully to minister to the several exigencies of his condition.
6. But though all who earnestly desire “the sincere milk of the word,” will
find it, and “grow thereby;” yet it must be remembered, that the great
practical truths of religion, the mysteries of the inward kingdom of God,
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cannot be fully discerned, but by those readers who have read the same
things in their own souls. These cannot be clearly known, but by those
who derive their knowledge, “not from commentaries, but experience;”
who, by living the life of Christ, by treading in his steps, and suffering the
will of God to rule in them as it did in Him, have attained to what the heart
of a natural man cannot conceive, — the knowing of God as they might to
know. This is that inward, practical, experimental, feeling knowledge, so
frequently commented by our author; for the attainment of which be has
occasionally scattered up and down many excellent directions.
7. The more of this knowledge any reader hath, the less careful will he be
about the language of what he reads. For when his mind once comes to be
immersed, if one may so speak, in the spirituality of the inward sense;
when he once comes to converse with the very soul of all that practical
truth contained in this treatise; he cannot think it worth while to be a nice
observer of the body, of the outward dress, the style and language. He then
knows how to prize this rich treasure, though brought in an earthen vessel;
nor will he at all disesteem the precious pearl, for the meanness of the
shell.

IV.
1. It is to these alone who, knowing they have not yet attained, neither are
already perfect, mind this one thing, and, pressing towards the mark,
despise no assistance which is offered them, that the following advises are
proposed, concerning the manner of reading this (or any other religious)
treatise.
2. First: Assign some stated time every day for this employment; and
observe it, so far as you possibly can, inviolably. But if necessary
business, which you could not foresee or defer, should sometimes rob you
of your hour of retirement, take the next to it; or, if you cannot have that,
at least the nearest you can.
3. Secondly: Prepare yourself for reading, by purity of intention, singly
aiming at the good of your soul, and by fervent prayer to God, that he
would enable you to see his will, and give you a firm resolution to perform
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it. An excellent form of prayer for this very purpose, you have in the
second or third book of this treatise.
4. Thirdly: Be sure to read, not cursorily or hastily, but leisurely,
seriously, and with great attention; with proper pauses and intervals, that
you may allow time for the enlightening of the divine grace. To this end,
recollect, every now and then, what you have read, and consider how to
reduce it to practice. Further, let your reading be continued and regular, not
rambling and desultory. To taste of many things, without fixing upon any,
shows a vitiated palate, and feeds the disease which makes it pleasing.
Whatsoever book you begin, read, therefore, through in order: Not but that
it will be of great service to read those passages over and over that more
nearly concern yourself, and more closely affect your inclinations or
practice; especially if you press them home to your soul, by adding a
particular examination of yourself upon each head.
5. Fourthly: Labor to work yourself up into a temper correspondent with
what you read; for that reading is useless which only enlightens the
understanding, without warming the affections. And therefore intersperse,
here and there, earnest aspirations to God, for his heat as well as his light.
Select also any remarkable sayings or advises, and treasure them up in
your memory; and these you may either draw forth in time of need, as
arrows from a quiver, against temptation, (more especially against the
solicitations to that sin which most easily besets you,) or make use of as
incitements to any virtue, to humility, patience, or the love of God.
6. Conclude all with a short ejaculation to God, that He, without whom
“neither is he that planteth anything, nor he that watereth,” would so bless
the good seed sown in your heart, that it may bring forth fruit unto life
eternal.

V.
1. Although this edition of the “Christian Pattern” be the same, as to the
main of the translation, with that printed at London in the year 1677; yet
it differs from it in the following particulars: —
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2. First: In being divided, like the Latin, into distinct sentences. It is
enough barely to mention this to the serious reader: His experience will
speak the rest.
3. Secondly: In being closer to the original. Even the edition
above-mentioned is, in many places, rather a paraphrase than a translation;
by which means, not only much of the beauty, but of the strength and
spirit, of the original is lost. Those paraphrastical expressions, so highly
injurious to the nervous brevity of the author, are here removed; and the
words rendered in as literal a manner as the nature of our tongue will bear.
4. Thirdly: In being plainer. When two equally literal phrases occurred, the
more simple has always been chosen. Of all paraphrases, none is more
destructive of the sense, none more contrary to the spirit, of this author;
than that which attempts to polish his style, and refine his simplicity into
eloquence. This has been attempted in our own tongue, but has not been
universally approved; and therefore it has been judged proper to revise this
literal translation, and make it as perfect as we could, by purging it from
such phrases as by length of time were grown antiquated.
5. Lastly: In being clearer. As the most plain, so the fullest and strongest,
terms are here preferred before those that are less so. If anything can injure
our author more than making him speak finely, it is the making him speak
ambiguously. But neither the original, nor (it is hoped) this translation, is
guilty of this fault. Expect no softening here; no mincing or palliating of
evangelical truths. There is no countenance cruelly given to half Christians;
no false hopes to those of a double heart, to the trimmers between God
and the world, who love to term religion the main end of their lives, who
say they do make it their chief business, and are willing to allow God the
larger part of their affections. Nay, but He hath told thee, O man, as by his
Son, so by this his faithful follower, that it will nothing avail thee to be
almost, unless thou goest on to be altogether, a Christian; that He
abhorreth faint hearts and feeble minds, and the sinner that goeth two
ways; that thou must serve Him, if at all, with all thy strength; that this is
the whole of man! that thou hast one, only one, end to regard on earth; that
thou hast one, only one, business to pursue; that, since but one thing is
needful, on that alone thou art to fix thy single eye; namely, to “love the
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Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy
mind, and with all thy strength.” The good God be merciful unto me and
thee, and give us so to run, that we may obtain the prize of our high
calling!

II.
Two Treatises: The First, on Justification by Faith only, according to the
Eleventh Article of the Church of England: The Second, on the Sinfulness
of Man’s Natural Will, and his utter inability to do works acceptable to
God, until he be justified, and born again of the Spirit of God; according to
the doctrine of our Ninth, Tenth, Twelfth, and Thirteenth Articles.
They are part of the works of the learned and judicious Dr. Barnes, who
had been for many years famous as a great reviver of learning in the
University of Cambridge. He afterwards became a Protestant, and was
martyred for the faith in Smithfield, in the year 1541.
To which is prefixed a Preface, containing some Account of the Life and
Death of Dr. Barnes, extracted from the Book of Martyrs, by JOHN
WESLEY , M.A., Fellow of Lincoln College, Oxford. 12 mo., pp. 99. 1739.

III.
Serious Considerations concerning the Doctrines of Election and
Reprobation. Extracted from a late Author. 12 mo., pp. 12. 1740.

IV.
The Scripture Doctrine concerning Predestination, Election, and
Reprobation. Extracted from a late Author. By JOHN WESLEY , M.A.,
Fellow of Lincoln College, Oxford. 12 mo., pp. 16. 1741.
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V.
Serious Considerations on Absolute Predestination. Extracted from a late
Author. 12 mo., pp. 24. 1741.

VI.
Reflections upon the Conduct of Human Life: With reference to Learning
and Knowledge. Extracted from Mr. Norris. The Second Edition. 12 mo.,
pp. 36. 1741.

VII.
An Extract of the Christian’s Pattern: Or, a Treatise of the Imitation of
Christ. Written in Latin by Thomas à Kempis. Published by JOHN
WESLEY , M.A.., Fellow of Lincoln College, Oxford. 12 mo., pp. 130.
1741.

VIII.
An Extract of the Life and Death of Mr. Thomas Haliburton. 12 mo., pp.
92. 1741.

PREFACE.
1. “ THE kingdom of God,” saith our blessed Lord “is within you.” It is no
outward, no distant thing; “but a well of living water” in the soul,
“springing up into everlasting life.” It is “righteousness, and peace, and joy
in the Holy Ghost.” It is holiness and happiness.
2. The general manner wherein it pleases God to set it up in the heart is
this: A sinner, being drawn by the love of the Father, enlightened by the
Son, (“the true light which lighteth every man that cometh into the
world,”) and convinced of sin by the Holy Ghost; through the preventing
grace which is given him freely, cometh weary and heavy laden, and
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casteth all his sins upon Him that is “mighty to save.” He receiveth from
Him true, living faith. Being justified by faith, he hath peace with God: He
rejoices in hope of the glory of God, and knows that sin hath no more
dominion over him. And the love of God is shed abroad in his heart,
producing all holiness of heart and of conversation.
3. This work of God in the soul of man is so described in the following
treatise, as I have not seen it in any other, either ancient or modern, in our
own or any other language. So that I cannot but value it, next to the holy
Scriptures, above any other human composition, excepting only the
“Christian Pattern,” and the small remains of Clemens, Romanus,
Polycarp, and Ignatius.
4. Yet this great servant of God at some times fell back from the glorious
liberty he had received into the spirit of fear, and sin, and bondage. But
why was it thus? because the hand of the Lord was shortened? No, verily;
but because he did not abide in Christ; because he did not cleave to Him
with all his heart; because he grieved the Holy Spirit, wherewith he was
sealed, by some, perhaps undiscerned, unfaithfulness; who thereupon for a
season departed from him, and left him weak and like another man.
5. But it may be said, “The Gospel covenant does not promise entire
freedom from sin.” What do you mean by the word “sin?” those
numberless weaknesses and follies, sometimes (improperly) termed sins of
infirmity? If you mean only this, we shall not put off these but with our
bodies. But if you mean, “It does not promise entire freedom from sin, in
its proper sense, or from committing sin,” this is by no means true, unless
the Scripture be false; for thus it is written: “Whosoever is born of God
doth not commit sin;” (unless he lose the Spirit of adoption, if not finally,
yet for awhile, as did this child of God;) “for his seed remaineth in him,
and he cannot sin, because he is born of God.” He cannot sin so long as “he
keepeth himself;” for then “that wicked one toucheth him not.” (1 John
3:9; 5:18.)
6. We see, then, how to judge of that other assertion, “that the mercy of
God to his sons in Christ Jesus extends to all infirmities, follies, and sins;
multiplied relapses not excepted.” We grant, many of the children of God
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find mercy, notwithstanding multiplied relapses: But though it is possible
a man may be a child of God who is not fully freed from sin, it does not
follow, that freedom from sin is impossible; or, that it is not to be expected
by all: For it is promised. It is described by the Holy Ghost as the
common privilege of all; and “God will be mindful” (O let us be so!) “of
his covenant and promise which He hath made to a thousand generations.”
7. This caution is necessary to be remembered, that ye who are weak be
not offended. Neither be ye offended, when ye hear the wisdom of the
world pronounce all this mere enthusiasm: A hard word, which most of
those who are fondest of it, no more understand than they do Arabic. Ask,
in the spirit of meekness, him who calls it so, “Is the kingdom of God set
up in your soul? Do you feel that peace of God which passeth all
understanding? Do you rejoice with joy unspeakable and full of glory? Is
the love of God shed abroad in your heart by the Holy Ghost which
dwelleth in you? If not, you are no judge of these matters. You cannot
discern the things of the Spirit of God. They are enthusiasm, madness,
foolishness, to you; for they are spiritually discerned.”
8. Ask such a one, (but with meekness and love,) “Are you taught of God?
Do you know that he abideth in you? Have you the revelation of the Holy
Ghost” (they are the words of our own Church) “inspiring into you the
true meaning of Scripture? If you have not, with all your human science
and worldly wisdom, you know nothing yet as you ought to know.
Whatever you are in other respects, as to the things of God, you are an
unlearned and ignorant man. And if you are unstable too, you will wrest
these, as you do also the other scriptures, to your own destruction.”
9. Be not then surprised, ye that wait for peace, and joy, and love, through
faith in the blood of Jesus, that such judges as these are continually crying
out, “Enthusiasm!” if you speak of the inward operations of the Holy
Spirit. And as to you who have already peace with God, through our Lord
Jesus Christ; who now feel his love shed abroad in your hearts, by the
Holy Ghost which is given unto you; with whose spirit the Spirit of God
beareth witness that ye are the sons of God; it is your part to confirm
your love towards them, in all lowliness and meekness; (for who is it that
maketh thee to differ? Or what hast thou, which thou hast not received?)
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and to plead earnestly for them at the throne of grace, that the Day-star
may appear in their hearts also, and the Sun of Righteousness at length
arise upon them, with healing in his wings!
LONDON ,
JOHN WESLEY .
February 9, 1738-9.

IX.
An Extract of the Life of Monsieur de Renty, a late Nobleman in France.
Published by J OHN WESLEY , M.A., Fellow of Lincoln College, Oxford. 12
mo., pp. 67. 1741.
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A Short Account of Mrs. Hannah Richardson. 12 mo. Fourth Edition.
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XIII.
Extract of Count Zinzendorf’s Discourses on the Redemption of Man by
the Death of Christ. By JOHN WESLEY , M.A., Fellow of Lincoln College,
Oxford. 12 mo., pp. 78. 1744.
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TO THE READER.
One GREAT REASON OF MY PUBLISHING; THIS EXTRACT IS, TO DECLARE TO
ALL MANKIND , THAT I ENTIRELY CONCUR IN M R.

WHITEFIELD’S JUDGMENT

WITH REGARD TO THIS WHOLE AFFAIR.

FOR I AM CONVINCED THAT TO
PREVENT OPEN VIOLATIONS OF THE LAW, IS A PART OF MY DUTY BOTH TO G OD
AND THE K ING ; AND THAT I AM AS MUCH OBLIGED TO GIVE INFORMATION TO
“ THE POWERS THAT BE” AGAINST RIOTERS, AS AGAINST HIGHWAYMEN,
TRAITORS, OR MURDERERS. MAY 1, 1744. J OHN WESLEY .

XVI.
A N ARRATIVE OF THE LATE WORK OF GOD AT AND NEAR NORTHAMPTON, IN
NEW -ENGLAND . EXTRACTED FROM M R. EDWARDS’S LETTER TO DR.
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COLEMAN . BY JOHN WESLEY , M.A., FELLOW OF LINCOLN COLLEGE ,
OXFORD . 12 MO ., P P . 48.
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T HE DISTINGUISHING M ARKS OF A WORK OF THE SPIRIT OF GOD .
EXTRACTED FROM M R. EDWARDS, M INISTER OF NORTHAMPTON, IN NEW
ENGLAND . BY JOHN WESLEY , M.A., FELLOW OF LINCOLN COLLEGE ,
OXFORD . 12 MO ., P P . 48. 1744.
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T HOUGHTS CONCERNING THE PRESENT REVIVAL OF RELIGION IN NEW
ENGLAND . BY JONATHAN EDWARDS, A.M., PASTOR OF THE CHURCH OF
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TO THE READER.
I HAD not heard that there was such a book in the world as Mr. Baxter’s
“Aphorisms of Justification,” when it was sent me by a bookseller to
whom I had sent for another tract on the same subject: But before I had
read many pages therein, I saw the wise providence of God; and soon
determined (notwithstanding a few expressions which I do not altogether
approve of) to reprint the substance thereof, in as small a compass, and at
as low a price, as possible.
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O may He who hath so solemnly declared, “Think not that I am come to
destroy the Law or the Prophets: Verily I say unto you, Not one jot or
one tittle shall pass from the Law, till heaven and earth pass away,” —
give the same blessing to this little treatise now as he did near an hundred
years ago! May He once again make it a powerful antidote against the
spreading poison of Antinomianism; and thereby save many simple,
unwary souls from “seeking death in the error of their life!”
NEWCASTLE-UPON -T YNE ,
JOHN WESLEY .
March 25, 1745.

XXI.
The Nature and Design of Christianity. Extracted from a late Author. The
Fifth Edition. 12 mo., pp. 16. 1746.

XXII.
Lessons for Children. (In Three Parts.) 12 mo., pp. 76, 108, 124. 1746.

TO ALL PARENTS AND SCHOOLMASTERS.
1. I HAVE endeavored in the following Lessons to select the plainest and
the most useful portions of Scripture; such as children may the most easily
understand, and such as it most concerns them to know. These are set
down in the same order, and (generally) the same words, wherein they are
delivered by the Spirit of God. Where an expression is less easy to be
understood, I have subjoined a work or two by way of explication; but
taking care not to detain you from your great work with comments longer
than the text.
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2. I cannot but earnestly intreat you to take good heed how you teach
these deep things of God. Beware of that common, but accursed, way of
making children parrots, instead of Christians. Labor that, as far as is
possible, they may understand every single sentence which they read.
Therefore, do not make haste. Regard not how much, but how well, to how
good purpose, they read. Turn each sentence every way; propose it in
every light; and question them continually on every point: If by any means
they may not only read, but inwardly digest, the words of eternal life.
3. Meantime, you will not fail with all diligence to commend both
yourselves and your little ones to Him without whom, you well know,
“neither is he that planteth anything, nor he that watereth.” You are
sensible, He alone giveth the increase. May He both minister bread for
your own food, and multiply your seed sown, and increase the fruits of
your righteousness!
February 24, 1745-6.

XXIII.
A Short Account of the Death of Samuel Hitchens. By James Hitchens,
Tinner. 12 mo., pp. 11. 1746.

XXIV.
Instructions for Children. The Third Edition. 12 mo., pp. 36. 1747.

TO ALL PARENTS AND SCHOOLMASTERS.
1. I HAVE laid before you in the following tract the true principles of the
Christian education of children. These should, in all reason, be instilled into
them as soon as ever they can distinguish good from evil. If the fear of the
Lord is the beginning of wisdom, then it is certainly the very first thing
they should learn. And why may they not be taught the knowledge of
God, and the knowledge of letters, at the same time?
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2. A great part of what follows is translated from the French; only it is
here cast into another form, and divided into sentences, that it may be the
more easily understood either by the Teacher or the learners. And although
the great truths herein contained are more immediately addressed to
children, yet are they worthy the deepest consideration both of the oldest
and wisest of men.
3. Let them be deeply engraven in your own hearts, and you will spare no
pains in teaching them to others. Above all, let them not read or say one
line without understanding and minding what they say. Try them over and
over; stop them short, almost in every sentence; and ask them, “What was
it you said last? Read it again: What do you mean by that?” So that, if it be
possible, they may pass by nothing, till it has taken some hold upon them.
By this means they will learn to think, as they learn to read: They will
grow wiser and better every day. And you will have the comfort of
observing, that by the same steps they advance in the knowledge of these
poor elements, they will also grow in grace, in the knowledge of God, and
of our Lord Jesus Christ.
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XLI.
A Christian Library: Consisting of Extracts from, and Abridgments of, the
choicest Pieces of practical Divinity which have been published in the
English Tongue. In Fifty Volumes. By JOHN WESLEY , M.A., Fellow of
Lincoln College, Oxford. 12 mo. 1749-1755.

PREFACE.
1. WE commonly believe, that there is not in the world a more complete
body of practical divinity, than is now extant in the English tongue, in the
writings of the last and the present century. And perhaps this belief is not
altogether owing to a natural prejudice in favor of our own country. It
seems rather to be grounded on the truth of things, on solid, rational
observation.
2. Indeed there can be no reasonable doubt hereof in any who do but
calmly consider, (even before they are acquainted with the writings
themselves,) that we have not wanted men of natural abilities, no ways
inferior to those other countries have produced, whether in earlier or later
ages. Whatever assistances art could give, we have also largely enjoyed.
And may we not add, (not unto us, O Lord, but unto thy name be the
praise!) that the piety which has shone in many of our countrymen has
been equal to their learning? They were indeed burning and shining lights,
in their successive generations; men whom the Spirit of God endued with
the truest wisdom, and taught to understand even the deep things of God.
3. Hence we have in English as great a variety of books, on every branch of
religion, as is to he found (I believe it may be said) in any language under
heaven. And this variety has been abundantly increased, particularly in the
present age, by numerous translations from all languages, ancient as well as
modern. So that were a man to spend fourscore years, with the most
indefatigable application, he could go but a little way toward reading over
what has been published in our own tongue within these last hundred and
fifty years.
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4. But this very plenty creates a difficulty. One who desires to make the
best of a short life, is lost among five hundred folios, and knows not where
to begin. He cannot read all, and would willingly read those only that will
best reward his labor. But who will point out these? Who will give him a
clew, whereby he may guide himself through this labyrinth?
5. This is needful in the highest degree. And not only because of the
immense variety, the endless multiplicity of books, with which he is
surrounded on every side; but likewise, because in many of these more is
spoken than is true. There is much truth; but there is much falsehood also;
and these are frequently so intermixed, so (casually or designedly) blended
together, that it is not an easy thing to separate them. Again: Many,
though true, are of little use: Being chiefly, if not wholly, controversial,
they rather tend to promote vain jangling, than holiness either of heart or
life. Others; not controversial, are wrote in such a style as is scarce
intelligible to the bulk of mankind; a fault which it is not easy for men of
learning to avoid, which they cannot avoid without great attention, it being
so natural to imagine, that what is plain to themselves must needs be so to
their readers also.
6. Those who have avoided this fault have frequently fallen into another:
Their thoughts are as common as their expressions. They speak plain, but
mean time they speak nothing; nothing but what the meanest of their
readers might have said for them. All their observations are trite and
superficial; they just skim over the surface of religion, but declare nothing
of the height or depth of those great truths which are brought to light by
the Gospel.
7. From this some have run into the opposite extreme. They are not too
superficial, but too mystical. They find hidden meanings in everything,
which God never taught, nor the ancient children of God ever knew. They
seek mysteries in the plainest truths, and make them such by their
explications. Whereas the Christian religion, according to the scriptural
account, is the plainest, clearest thing in the world; nothing stranger, or
harder to be understood than this, “We love Him, because He first loved
us.”
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8. There is yet another inconvenience arising from the vast variety of the
authors in the English tongue. They do not always agree; they do not all
speak the same things in the same manner. Even in points of practical
religion, yea, and those of the highest concern, writers of no small
eminence speak not only in a manner different from, but contradictory to,
each other. One bids us go on; another, stop; one directs to the right band,
another to the left; insomuch that unless the reader be endued, not only
with a good understanding, but with some experimental knowledge of the
things of God, he is in danger of being quite bewildered. Nay, some
unhappy men have been induced hereby to throw away all religion;
imagining there was nothing therein but jargon and self-inconsistency.
9. Now who will be at the pains to extract the gold out of these baser
mixtures? Who will separate the pure, genuine divinity out of this huge,
mingled mass? I have made, as I was able, an attempt of this kind. I have
endeavored to extract such a collection of English divinity, as (I believe) is
all true, all agreeable to the oracles of God; as is all practical, unmixed with
controversy of any kind, and all intelligible to plain men; such as is not
superficial, but going down to the depth, and describing the height, of
Christianity; and yet not mystical, not obscure to any of those who are
experienced in the ways of God. I have also particularly endeavored to
preserve a consistency throughout, that no part might contradict any
other; but all conspire together to make “the man of God perfect,
thoroughly furnished unto every good word and work.”
10. But, in order to this, I have been obliged, not only to omit the far
greatest part of several eminent authors, but also to add what was needful,
either to clear their sense, or to correct their mistakes. And, in a design of
this nature, I apprehend myself to be at full liberty so to do. I therefore
take no author for better; for worse; (as indeed I dare not call any man
Rabbi;) but endeavor to follow each so far as he follows Christ. And not
(knowingly) one step farther.
11. I follow (nearly, not scrupulously) the order of time, wherein these
authors wrote. And that for two reasons, — first, that the serious reader
may he the more clearly satisfied, that the genuine religion of Jesus Christ
has been one and the same from the beginning; and, secondly, that if it
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should please God to call me hence, before the work is brought to a period,
and who thinks good to pursue the same design, may the more easily go on
where I leave off.
May the Giver of every good gift give it his blessing, and write his love in
every reader’s heart!
KINGSWOOD -SCHOOL ,
March 25, 1749.
Preface to the Epistles of the Apostolical Fathers, St. Clement, St.
Ignatius, St. Polycarp; and the Martyrdoms of St. Ignatius and St.
Polycarp. Vol. I., p. 17.

TO THE READER.
1. THE authors of the following collection were contemporaries of the holy
Apostles; one of them bred under our Lord himself, and the others well
instructed by those great men whom He commissioned to go forth and
teach all nations. We cannot therefore doubt, but what they deliver to us is
the pure doctrine of the Gospel; what Christ and his Apostles taught, and
what these holy men had themselves received from their own mouths.
2. Nor had they only the advantage of living in the Apostolical times, of
hearing the holy Apostles and conversing with them, but were themselves
of a very eminent character in the church; men raised to the highest honor
and authority; chosen by the Apostles to preside in their several sees; and
those some of the most eminent then in the world: Such men therefore, we
may be well assured, must have been carefully instructed in the mystery of
the Gospel, and have had a most comprehensive and perfect knowledge of
the faith as it is in Jesus.
3. Had they been men of no note, no authority in the church, yet the very
age wherein they lived would have rendered their discourses justly
venerable to us. But none, having to do with men not only instructed in
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common by the Apostles, with the other Christians of those days, but
particularly bred up and instituted by them; having here the writings of
men who had attained to so perfect a knowledge of the mystery of
godliness, as to be judged worthy by the Apostles themselves to be
overseers of the great churches of Rome, Antioch, and Smyrna; we cannot
with any reason doubt of what they deliver to us as the Gospel of Christ;
but ought to receive it, though not with equal veneration, yet with only
little less regard than we do the sacred writings of those who were their
masters and instructors.
4. Yet farther: They were not only such eminent men, and bred up under
such mighty advantages, and so thoroughly instructed in the knowledge of
the Gospel, but they were also persons of consummate piety; adorned
with all those Christian virtues which they so affectionately recommend to
us. But especially they were zealous watchmen over their churches, careful
to instruct them in the true faith of Christ, and to preserve them from the
contagion of those heresies which even then began to corrupt it. Hence we
read in Eusebius, with what a holy zeal Ignatius first, and then his fellow
disciple St. Polycarp, set themselves against those who taught other
doctrines than what the Apostles had delivered unto them; what wise
directions they gave for the discovery of false teachers, and how earnestly
they exhorted all the churches to keep firm to their respective Bishops and
Presbyters, and to the Apostolical doctrine derived from them.
5. To this general piety of their lives, and care for the purity of religion, we
may add their courage and constancy in the maintaining of it. And two of
them, after having spent their lives in a careful administration of the great
charge to which they were called, were at last made perfect through
martyrdom, which they underwent with a calmness and resolution, worthy
both the religion they professed, and the eminent characters they had
obtained in the church.
6. Such reason have we to look on the writings of these holy men, as
containing the pure, uncorrupted doctrine of Christ. But, to advance higher
yet, they were not only thus qualified by these ordinary means to deliver
the Gospel to us, but were likewise endued with the extraordinary
assistance of the Holy Spirit.
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7. To be satisfied of this, we need only consider, first, that the
extraordinary gifts of the Holy Ghost, which the Scriptures themselves tell
us were conferred on other believers as well as on the Apostles, continued
still in the church after their departure, as is expressly testified by Justin
Martyr. And that we may be assured he spoke nothing but what was
undeniable, we find him urging it against Trypho the Jew, as an
unanswerable argument for the Christians against the Jews, from whom
those gifts had been long departed.
8. The same St. Clement declares, in his Epistle to the Corinthians; where
he reproves those who prided themselves in them. And St. Ignatius not
only supposes, (in his salutation to the church of Smyrna,) that such gifts
might be in others, but in his letter to the Philadelphians plainly intimates,
that he himself was endued with a large portion of them.
9. Which being so, we cannot doubt, secondly, but that the Apostles were
careful to set those over the several churches who were most eminent for
these gifts; and that God was also pleased to grant to such persons a more
than ordinary portion of his Spirit, for the better discharge of those
eminent offices to which they were called.
10. One of the qualifications which the Apostles required, even in those
who were to be ordained Deacons, we know, was, that they should be
“men full of the Holy Ghost.” And accordingly it is recorded of St.
Stephen, that he was “full of faith and power, and did signs and wonders
among the people;” nor could the Jews stand against the wisdom and Spirit
by which he spake. How much more careful must they have been, not to
admit any into the highest authority, but who were yet more eminently
endued with the same gifts!
11. The plain inference is, not only that they were not mistaken in their
interpretations of the Gospel of Christ; but that in all the necessary parts
of it, they were so assisted by the Holy Ghost, as to be scarce capable of
mistaking. Consequently, we are to look on their writings, though not of
equal authority with the holy Scriptures, (because neither were the authors
of them called in so extraordinary a way to the writing them, nor endued
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with so large a portion of the blessed Spirit,) yet as worthy of a much
greater respect than; any composures which have been made since;
however men have afterwards written with more art, and a greater stock of
human learning, than is to be found not only in the following pieces, but
even in the New Testament itself.
12. Indeed the manner in which they are written, the true primitive
simplicity which appears in all the parts of them, is no just objection to
them, but rather a strong recommendation to all considering men. They
knew the excellency of their doctrine, and the importance of the revelations
which it made of the future state; and therefore they contented themselves
to declare these things in a plain and simple manner; and yet with such
efficacy and power as surpassed all the rhetoric in the world.
Preface to St. Clement’s Epistle to the Corinthians. Vol. 1, p. 21.

IT is no small commendation which the Holy Ghost by St. Paul has left us
of the writer of this Epistle, Philippians 4:3: Where the Apostle not only
mentions him as his fellow-laborer in the work of the Gospel, but as one
whose name was written in the book of life.
He was made Bishop of Rome, by the express direction of one or both the
Apostles, St. Peter and St. Paul. The occasion of his writing this letter
seems to have been, first, the division of the church at Corinth on account
of their teachers; and, secondly, their mistakes concerning the resurrection.
St. Paul had not long before put a stop to the one, and set them right as to
the other. But the evil beginning to break out afresh, St. Clement, in the
Epistle before us, first takes notice of the rise of those new seditions, and
exhorts them to unity; and then, by many arguments, establishes the
certainty of the future resurrection.
It is most probably judged to have been written about seventy years after
Christ, shortly after the end of Nero’s persecution, and a little before the
Jewish war broke out, which ended in the destruction of Jerusalem.
Preface to St. Polycarp’s Epistle to the Philippians. Vol. 1, p. 24.
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THE character of St. Polycarp, the angel or Bishop of the church in
Smyrna, sufficiently appears from the words of our Lord, in the
Revelation 2:9, etc.: “I know thy works and tribulation and poverty; but
thou art rich — fear none of these things which thou shalt suffer — be
thou faithful unto death, and I will give thee a crown of life.”
He writ this letter to the Philippians, as appears from several passages of
the letter itself, about or a little after the time of the martyrdom of St.
Ignatius; that is, at the end of the year 116, or in the beginning of 117;
when he had not as yet heard the particular circumstances of the sufferings
of that glorious martyr.
It is here placed before the Epistles of St. Ignatius, although it was wrote
after them, both because it is a fit introduction to them, and because it was
probably so placed by Polycarp himself. For thus he speaks to the
Philippians: “The Epistles of Ignatius we have sent unto you, — which
are subjoined to this Epistle.”
Preface to St. Ignatius’s Epistles. Vol. 1, p. 31.

EUSEBIUS informs us, that as Ignatius 16 was on his way to Rome, in order
to be cast to the wild beasts, he not only confirmed the churches through
which he passed, but wrote to the chief of those that were near, in the
following order: —
First, from Smyrna, where he tarried some time with his fellow disciple St.
Polycarp, he wrote to the Ephesians, Magnesians, Trallians, and Romans;
and being gone on to Troas, he thence wrote to the churches of
Philadelphia and Smyrna, and a particular letter to Polycarp.
And with the descriptions which Polycarp and Eusebius have left us of the
Epistles of this holy man, the following fully agree, as they do likewise
exactly with those numerous quotations (produced at large and compared
together by Bishop Pearson) which the ancient Fathers have made out of
them.
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Preface to Fox’s Acts and Monuments of the Christian Martyrs. Vol. 2, p.
209.

TO THE READER.
AFTER the venerable remains of Ignatius and Polycarp, closed with the
artless, yet lively, discourses of Macarius, and John Arndt’s nervous
account of true Christianity, worthy of the earliest ages, I believed nothing
could be more acceptable to the serious reader, than to see this Christianity
reduced to practice. I was therefore easily determined to subjoin to these,
“The Acts and Monuments of the Christian Martyrs.” Here we see that
pure and amiable religion evidently set forth before our eyes; assaulted,
indeed, by all the powers of earth and hell, but more than conqueror over
all.
2. In abridging this vast work I have purposely omitted, not only all the
secular history, but likewise those accounts, writings, and examinations of
the martyrs, which contained nothing particularly affecting or instructive.
3. Whoever attends to the power of God, which was so eminently shown
both in the lives and deaths of these his saints, will easily excuse that
manner of expression which might give disgust to a curious reader. Near
two hundred years cannot but make a very considerable change in a living
language; so that many phrases which were then both clear and beautiful,
have now lost both their elegance and perspicuity. I had not leisure to alter
the language much; only to change some obsolete expressions for such as
are now in common use, and therefore more intelligible to ordinary readers.
4. May we all learn from these worthies, to be, not almost only, but
altogether, Christians! to reckon all things but dung and dross for the
excellency of the experimental knowledge of Jesus Christ! and not to count
our lives dear unto ourselves, so we may finish our course with joy!
Preface to Extracts from the Works of the Puritans. Vol. 7, p. 2.
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1. AFTER an account of the lives, sufferings, and deaths of those holy men
who sealed the ancient religion with their blood, I believed nothing would
either be more agreeable or more profitable to the serious reader, than some
extracts from the writings of those who sprung up, as it were, out of their
ashes. These breathe the same spirit, and were, in a lower degree, partakers
of the same sufferings. Many of them took joyfully the spoiling of their
goods, and all had their names cast out as evil; being branded with the
nickname of Puritans, and thereby made a by-word and a proverb of
reproach.
2. I have endeavored to rescue from obscurity a few of the most eminent of
these: I say a few; for there is a multitude of them, which it would be
tedious even to name. Nor have I attempted to abridge all the works of
these few; for some of them are immensely voluminous. The works of Dr.
Goodwin alone would have sufficed to fill fifty volumes. I have therefore
selected what I conceived would be of most general use, and most proper
to form a complete body of practical divinity.
3. I am sensible, even these excellent writers are not without their
blemishes. Their language is not so smooth and terse as that of the present
age. Many of their expressions are now quite out of date, and some
unintelligible to common readers. The whole language of Bishop Hall (if we
rank him in that number) is too stiff, labored, and affected. That of most of
the rest runs into the other extreme, — is too low, and purposely
neglected. Add to this, that they are exceeding verbose, and full of
circumlocutions and repetitious. But I persuade myself, most of these
defects are removed in the following sheets. The most exceptionable
phrases are laid aside; the obsolete and unintelligible expressions altered;
abundance of superfluous words are retrenched; the immeasurably long
sentences shortened; many tedious circumlocutions are dropped, and many
needless repetitions omitted.
4. But it should not be concealed, that there are other blemishes than these,
in the greater part of the Puritan writers. One of these is, that they drag in
controversy on every occasion, nay, without any occasion or pretense at
all. Another is, that they generally give a low and imperfect view of
sanctification or holiness. The former of these it was easy to remedy, by
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leaving out all that but glanced upon controversy; so that now all that fear
God, though of various opinions, may read them both with advantage and
pleasure. The latter defect, I trust, is fully supplied by the preceding and
following tracts.
5. But abundant recompense is made for all their blemishes by the
excellencies which may be observed in them. Such is the spirit wherewith
they write; they appear, one and all, to be quite possessed with the
greatness and importance of their subject, to be thoroughly in earnest, and
as serious as if they were just returned from, or launching into, eternity.
Their judgment is generally deep and strong, their sentiments just and
clear, and their tracts on every head full and comprehensive, exhausting the
subjects on which they write.
6. More particularly, they do indeed exalt Christ. They set Him forth in all
his offices. They speak of Him as those that have seen his glory, full of
grace and truth. They sum up all things in Christ, deduce all things from
Him, and refer all things to Him.
7. And, next to God himself, they honor his word. They are men mighty in
the Scriptures, equal to any of those who went before them, and far
superior to most that have followed them They prove all things hereby.
Their continual appeal is, “to the law and to the testimony.” Nor do they
easily form a judgment of anything, till they have weighed it in the balance
of the sanctuary.
8. Hence it is, that they are continually tearing up the very roots of
Antinomianism, by showing at large, from the oracles of God, the absolute
necessity, as of that legal repentance which is previous to faith, so of that
evangelical repentance which follows it, and which is essential to that
holiness without which we cannot see the Lord.
9. But the peculiar excellency of these writers seems to be the building us
up in our most holy faith. It is frequently observed, that, after the first joy
of faith wherein the young believer rides as open the wings of the wind, he
either suddenly or gradually sinks down, and meets as it were a vast
vacuity. He knows not what to do with his faith, or holy to exercise
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himself unto godliness. There appears, mega casma, a great gulf, an huge
chasm, between the first and the perfect love. Now this Mr. Bolton, Dr.
Preston, Dr. Sibbs, and their contemporaries, above all others, instruct us
how to pass through; how to use the faith which God has given, and to go
from strength to strength. They lead us by the hand in the paths of
righteousness, and show us how, in the various circumstances of life, we
may most surely and swiftly grow in grace, and in the knowledge of our
Lord Jesus Christ.
Preface to the Works of Mr. John Smith. Volume 19, page 177.

I AM sensible some parts of the following discourses are scarce intelligible
to unlearned readers. But I could not prevail with myself, on that account,
to rob those who can understand them of so great a treasure.
JOHN WESLEY .
March 10, 1752.
Preface to the Whole Duty of Man. Volume 21, page 5.

TO THE READER.
WHOEVER reads the following treatise, should consider the time wherein it
was written. Never was there more talk of faith in Christ, of justification
by faith, and of the fruits of the Spirit: And scarce ever was there less
practice of plain, moral duties, of justice, mercy, and truth. At such a time
it was peculiarly needful to inculcate what was so generally neglected. And
this is well done in the ensuing tract, (particularly with regard to the
extracts of religion,) which far better deserves its title than that miserable
thing which has lately usurped the name.
I do not apprehend that any one page herein contradicts that fundamental
principle, “By grace ye are saved, through faith; being justified freely
through the redemption which is in Jesus.” Nor am I afraid that any who
have read the preceding volumes should be induced by any part of this to
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build again the things which they had thrown down, to seek salvation by
their own righteousness. But I trust, many who have already experienced
the free grace of God in Christ Jesus, may hereby be more fully instructed
to walk in Him, and more thoroughly furnished for every good word and
work.
JOHN WESLEY .
Preface to Whateley’s Directions for Married Persons. Volume 22, page 3.

TO THE READER.
THE following tract did not come to my hand soon enough to be inserted in
its proper place; namely, between Bishop Hall’s and Mr. Bolton’s Works,
with whom the author of it was contemporary. But it can never be
unseasonable nor unacceptable to those who love plain, sound, practical
religion. I have seen nothing on the subject, in any either ancient or modern
tongue, which is in any degree comparable to it. It is so full, so deep, so
closely, so strongly wrote, and yet with the most exquisite decency even
where the author touches on points of the most delicate nature that are to
be found within the whole compass of divinity. I cannot therefore but
earnestly recommend it to the most serious and attentive consideration of
all those married persons who desire to have a conscience void of offense,
and to adorn the Gospel of God our Savior.
JOHN WESLEY .
LONDON ,
January 6, 1753.
Preface to Clark’s Lives of Eminent Persons. Volume 26,
page 3.

TO THE READER.
1. IN order to illustrate, by examples, the rules already laid down, I at first
only designed to abridge the Lives which Mr. Clark had collected. But
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upon a closer inspection, it was easy to perceive, many of them would not
answer the pains of abridging. Many of the persons of whom he speaks
were no ways eminent, either for piety or understanding. The accounts he
has given of many of the rest contain few matters worth relating; and even
these are generally related in a low and injudicious manner.
2. On the other hand, I found he had omitted the Lives of some of the most
eminent men in our nation. Such were Archbishop Usher and Bishop
Bedell in particular: Such were many others of the Established Church,
who had no scruple in respect of conforming both to her doctrine and
discipline.
3. I have therefore been obliged to vary from my first design, both by
omitting many Lives which Mr. Clark has inserted, as containing either
nothing exemplary, or nothing but what occurs with more advantage in the
Lives of others; and by inserting some which he had omitted, although
they were men famous in their generations, highly esteemed by all those
who love the image of God, in whomsoever it may be found.
4. Perhaps it may be useful, as well as agreeable, to those who are broke
loose from that miserable bigotry which is too often entailed upon us from
our forefathers, to observe how the same Spirit works the same work of
grace in men upright of heart, of whatever denomination. These, how
widely so ever they differ in opinion, all agree in one mind, one temper.
How far distant soever they are from each other, with regard to the
circumstances of worship, they all meet in the substance of all true
worship, “the faith that worketh by love.”
Preface to an Extract from the Works of Archbishop Tillotson. Volume 45,
page 295.

TO THE READER.
I HAVE the rather inserted the following Extracts for the sake of two sorts
of people, — those who are unreasonably prejudiced for, and those who
are unreasonably prejudiced against, this great man. By this small
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specimen it will abundantly appear, to all who will at length give
themselves leave to judge impartially, that the Archbishop was as far from
being the worst, as from being the best, of the English writers.

XLII.
Thoughts upon Infant Baptism. Extracted from a late Writer. 12mo., pp.
21. 1751.

XLIII.
Some Account of the Life and Death of Matthew Lee, executed at Tyburn,
October 11th, 1752; in the 20th year of his Age. 12mo., pp. 24. 1752.

XLIV.
An Extract of the Life and Death of Mr. John Janeway, Fellow of King’s
College, in Cambridge. By JOHN WESLEY , M.A. 12mo., pp. 35. 1753.

XLV.
The Complete English Dictionary, explaining most of those Hard Words
which are found in the Best English Writers. By a Lover of Good English,
and Common Sense. N. B. The Author assures you, he thinks this is the
best English Dictionary in the World. 12mo. 1753.

TO THE READER.
As incredible as it may appear, I must avow, that this Dictionary is not
published to get money; but to assist persons of common sense, and no
learning, to understand the best English authors; and that with as little
expense of either time or money as the nature of the thing will allow.
To this end, it contains, not a heap of Greek and Latin words, just tagged
with English terminations; (for no good English writer, none but vain and
senseless pedants, give these any place in their writings;) not a scroll of
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barbarous law expressions, which are neither Greek, Latin, nor good
English; not a crowd of technical terms, the meaning whereof is to be
sought in books expressly wrote on the subjects to which they belong; not
such English words as and, of, but, which stand so gravely in Mr. Baileyís,
Pardon’s, and Martin’s Dictionaries; but “most of those hard words which
are found in the best English writers.” I say most; for I purposely omit,
not only all that are not hard, and which are not found in the best writers;
not only all law words, and most technical terms; but likewise all the
meaning of which may be easily gathered from those of the same
derivation. And this I have done, in order to make this Dictionary both as
short and cheap as possible.
I should add no more, but that I have so often observed, the only way,
according to the modern taste, for any author to procure commendation to
his book, is, vehemently to commend it himself. For want of this deference
to the public, several excellent tracts, lately printed, but left to commend
themselves by their intrinsic worth, are utterly unknown or forgotten:
Whereas, if a writer of tolerable sense will but bestow a few violent
encomiums on his own world; especially, if they are skillfully ranged in the
title-page; it will pass through six editions in a trice: The world being too
complaisant to give a gentleman the lie; and taking it for granted, he
understands his own performance best.
In compliance, therefore, with the taste of the age, I add, that this little
Dictionary is not only the shortest and cheapest, but likewise, by many
degrees, the most correct, which is extant at this day. Many are the
mistakes in all the other English Dictionaries which I have yet seen:
Whereas I can truly say, I know of none in this: And I conceive the reader
will believe me; for if I had, I should not have left it there. Use, then, this
help, till you find a better. 17

XLVI.
The Trial of Spirits, both in Teachers and Hearers. Wherein is held forth
the clear Discovery of all that are Carnal and Antichristian Teachers in
these Nations: Testified from the Word of God, before the University
Congregations in Cambridge. By the Rev. Mr. W. D., Master of Gonvil
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and Caius College, Cambridge. Extracted by a Member of the Church of
England. 12mo., pp. 31. 1753.

XLVII.
Explanatory Notes upon the New Testament. By JOHN WESLEY , M. A.,
Late Fellow of Lincoln College, Oxford. 4to., pp. 765. 1755.

PREFACE.
1. FOR many years I have had a desire of setting down and laying together
what has occurred to my mind, either in reading, thinking, or conversation,
which might assist serious persons, who have not the advantage of
learning, in understanding the New Testament. But I have been continually
deterred from attempting anything of this kind, by a deep sense of my
own inability; of my want not only of learning for such a work, but much
more of experience and wisdom. This has often occasioned my laying aside
the thought. And when, by much importunity, I have been prevailed upon
to resume it, still I determined to delay it as long as possible, that (if it
should please God) I might finish my work and my life together.
2. But having lately had a loud call from God, to arise and go hence, I am
convinced that, if I attempt anything of this kind at all, I must not delay
any longer. My day is far spent, and (even in a natural way) the shadows
of the evening come on apace. And I am the rather induced to do what little
I can in this way, because I can do nothing else; being prevented by my
present weakness from either traveling or preaching. But, blessed be God, I
can still read, and write, and think. O that it may be to his glory!
3. It will be easily discerned, even from what I have said already, and much
more from the notes themselves, that they were not principally designed
for men of learning, who are provided with many other helps; and much
less for men of long and deep experience in the ways and word of God. I
desire to sit at their feet, and to learn of them. But I write chiefly for plain,
unlettered men, who understand only their mother tongue, and yet
reverence and love the word of God, and have a desire to save their souls.
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4. In order to assist these in such a measure as I am able, I design, first, to
set down the text itself, for the most part, in the common English
translation, which is in general (so far as I can judge) abundantly the best
that I have seen. Yet I do not say, it is incapable of being brought, in
several places, nearer to the original. Neither will I affirm that the Greek
copies from which this translation was made are always the most correct.
And therefore I shall take the liberty, as occasion may require, to make
here and there a small alteration.
5. I am very sensible this will be liable to objection; nay, to objections of
quite opposite kinds. Some will probably think the text is altered too
much; and others, that it is altered too little. To the former I would
observe, that I have never knowingly, so much as in one place, altered it
for altering’s sake; but there, and there only, where, First, the sense was
made better, stronger, clearer, or more consistent with the context;
Secondly, where, the sense being equally good, the phrase was better or
nearer the original. To the latter, who think the alterations too few, and
that the translation might have been nearer still, I answer, This is true; I
acknowledge it might. But what valuable end would it have answered, to
multiply such trivial alterations as add neither clearness nor strength to the
text? This I could not prevail upon myself to do: So much the less, because
there is, to my apprehension, I know not what peculiarly solemn and
venerable in the old language of our translation. And suppose this to be a
mistaken apprehension, and an instance of human infirmity; yet is it not an
excusable infirmity to be unwilling to part with what we have been long
accustomed to, and to love the very words by which God has often
conveyed strength or comfort to our souls?
6. I have endeavored to make the notes as short as possible, that the
comment may not obscure or swallow up the text; and as plain as possible,
in pursuance of my main design, — to assist the unlearned reader: For this
reason I have studiously avoided, not only all curious and critical inquiries,
and all use of the learned languages; but all such methods of reasoning and
modes of expression, as people in common life are unacquainted with: For
the same reason, as I rather endeavor to obviate than to propose and
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answer objections; so I purposely decline going deep into many
difficulties, lest I should leave the ordinary reader behind me.
7. I once designed to write down barely what occurred to my own mind,
consulting none but the inspired writers. But no sooner was I acquainted
with that great light of the Christian world, (lately gone to his reward,)
Bengelius, than I entirely changed my design, being thoroughly convinced,
it might be of much service to the cause of religion, were I barely to
translate his Gnomon Novi Testamenti, than to write many volumes upon
it. Many of his excellent notes I have therefore translated; many more I
have abridged; omitting that part which was purely critical, and giving the
substance of the rest. Those various readings, likewise, which he has
showed to have a vast majority of ancient copies and translations on their
side, I have, without scruple, incorporated with the text; which, after his
manner, I have divided all along, (though not omitting the common division
into chapters and verses, which is of use on various accounts,) according to
the matter it contains, making a larger or smaller pause, just as the sense
requires. And even this is such an help in many places, as one who has not
tried it can scarcely conceive.
8. I am likewise indebted for some useful observations to Dr. Heylin’s
“Theological Lectures;” and for many more to Dr. Guyse, and to the
“Family Expositor” of the late pious and learned Dr. Doddridge. It was a
doubt with me for some time, whether I should not subjoin to every note I
received from them, the name of the author from whom it was taken;
especially considering I had transcribed some, and abridged many more,
almost in the words of the author. But upon farther consideration, I
resolved to name none, that nothing might divert the mind of the reader
from keeping close to the point in view, and receiving what was spoke
only according to its own intrinsic value.
9. I cannot flatter myself so far (to use the words of one of the
above-named writers) as to imagine that I have fallen into no mistakes, in a
work of so great difficulty. But my own conscience acquits me of having
designedly misrepresented any single passage of Scripture, or of having
written one line, with a purpose of inflaming the hearts of Christians
against each other. God forbid that I should make the words of the most
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gentle and benevolent Jesus a vehicle to convey such poison. Would to
God that all the party names, and unscriptural phrases and forms, which
have divided the Christian world, were forgot; and that we might all agree
to sit down together, as humble, loving disciples, at the feet of our
common Master, to hear his word, to imbibe his Spirit, and to transcribe
his life in our own!
10. Concerning the Scriptures in general, it may be observed, the word of
the living God, which directed the first Patriarchs also, was, in the time of
Moses, committed to writing. To this were added, in several succeeding
generations, the inspired writings of the other Prophets. Afterwards, what
the Son of God preached, and the Holy Ghost spake by the Apostles, the
Apostles and Evangelists wrote. This is what we now style the Holy
Scripture: This is that “word of God which remaineth for ever;” of which,
though “heaven and earth pass away, one jot or tittle shall not pass away.”
The Scripture, therefore, of the Old and New Testament is a most solid
and precious system of divine truth. Every part thereof is worthy of find;
and all together are one entire body, wherein is no defect, no excess. It is
the fountain of heavenly wisdom, which they who are able to taste, prefer
to all writings of men, however wise, or learned, or holy.
11. An exact knowledge of the truth was accompanied in the inspired
writers with an exactly regular series of arguments, a precise expression of
their meaning, and a genuine vigor of suitable affections. The chain of
argument in each book is briefly exhibited in the table prefixed to it, which
contains also the sum thereof, and may be of more use than prefixing the
argument to each chapter; the division of the New Testament into chapters
having been made in the dark ages, and very incorrectly; often separating
things that are closely joined, and joining those that are entirely distinct
from each other.
12. In the language of the sacred writings, we may observe the utmost
depth, together with the utmost ease. All the elegancies of human
composures sink into nothing before it: God speaks not as man, but as
God. His thoughts are very deep; and thence his words are of inexhaustible
virtue. And the language of his messengers, also, is exact in the highest
degree; for the words which were given them, accurately answered the
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impression made upon their minds: And hence Luther says, “Divinity is
nothing but a grammar of the language of the Holy Ghost.” To understand
this thoroughly, we should observe the emphasis which lies on every
word, the holy affections expressed thereby, and the tempers shown by
every writer. But how little are these, the latter especially, regarded!
though they are wonderfully diffused through the whole New Testament,
and are in truth a continued commendation of him who acts, or speaks, or
writes.
13. The New Testament is all those sacred writings in which the new
testament or covenant is described. The former part of this contains the
writings of the Evangelists and Apostles; the latter, the Revelation of Jesus
Christ. In the former is, first, the history of Jesus Christ, from his coming
in the flesh, to his ascension into heaven; then, the institution and history
of the Christian Church, from the time of his ascension. The Revelation
delivers what is to be, with regard to Christ, the Church, and the universe,
till the consummation of all things.
BRISTOL HOT-WELLS ,
January 4, 1754.

XLVIII.
A Preservative against Unsettled Notions in Religion. By JOHN WESLEY ,
M.A. 12mo., pp. 246. 1758.

TO THE READER.
MY design in publishing the following tracts is not to reclaim, but to
preserve; not to convince those who are already perverted, but to prevent
the perversion of others. I do not therefore enter deep into the controversy
even with Deists, Socinians, Arians, or Papists; much less with those who
are not so dangerously mistaken, Mystics, Quakers, Anabaptists,
Presbyterians, Predestinarians, or Antinomians. I only recite, under each
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head, a few plain arguments, which, by the grace of God, may farther
confirm those who already know “the truth as it is in Jesus.”

XLIX.
An Extract of a Short and Easy Method with the Deists. 12mo., pp. 12.
1758.

L.
A Treatise concerning the Godhead of Jesus Christ. Translated from the
French. 12mo., pp. 36. 1758.

LI.
A Short Exposition of the Ten Commandments. Extracted from Bishop
Hopkins. 12mo., pp. 96. 1759.

PREFACE.
1. “ WHOSOEVER will be saved, before all things it is necessary that he
keep the catholic faith;” that faith which is enjoyed by all the children of
God, at all times and in all places. But still, “if I have all faith, and have not
charity,” that is, love, “I am nothing.” And if I have, or seem to have, all
charity, yet, “Without holiness I cannot see the Lord.” Without universal
holiness, both of heart and life, I cannot see the face of God in glory. This
is the purport of that solemn declaration, “In Christ Jesus,” in the
Christian dispensation, “neither circumcision availeth anything, nor
uncircumcision; but faith which worketh by love:” Or, (as the Apostle
varies the expression,) “Circumcision is nothing, and uncircumcision is
nothing; but keeping the commandments of God.”
2. This manifestly refers to those ten words or commandments which
God, in person, pronounced on Mount Sinai, and then wrote on two tables
of stone, to be delivered down to his Church in all ages. These are no other
than a divine compendium of the whole duty of man. These, when the Son
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of God “was made flesh, he came not to destroy, but to fulfill.” And “not
one jot or tittle” of these “shall pass away, till all things are fulfilled.”
3. These abundance of writers have attempted to explain; but most of them
in a dry and superficial manner. And even those who have penetrated
deeper into their meaning, yet generally fail here: Either they speak of faith
and love, the soul of all the commandments, slightly and, as it were, by the
by; or they treat of them as of any other particular commandments,
standing in the same rank with the rest. Perhaps Bishop Ken alone, of all
the late English writers, is clear of this charge; who has so beautifully
resolved every commandment into love, and so strongly shown, that this is
“the fulfilling of the law.” Yet even he is less explicit than might be desired
on faith, the foundation of the law; the one foundation of the law written
in the heart, without which we can neither love nor obey.
4. But this defect, also, is fully supplied by the labor of Bishop Hopkins.
He has not only shown, with the highest exactness, the true and the whole
meaning of every commandment, the literal and the spiritual meaning, in its
length and breadth, its depth and height, but has continually built on the
true foundation, living faith in the Son of God, and continually pointed us
to love, the life, the soul, the end, of every commandment. He shows these
in their true point of view, not as two distinct commandments, but as
prevailing influencing, enlivening, and perfecting the whole, without which
all our religion is a dead carcass. His Exposition, therefore, I can safely
recommend to all that believe on the Lord Jesus Christ; and, indeed, to all
that long to believe on Him, that know and bewail their want of faith. The
former it may direct and quicken in his law; the latter it may, by the
blessing of God, convince more deeply of the need they have to be washed
in “the fountain opened for sin and uncleanness.”
JOHN WESLEY .
June 21, 1759.

LII.
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Christian Instructions, extracted from a late French Author. 12mo., pp. 54.
1760.

LIII.
Directions for Married Persons: Describing the Duties common to both,
and peculiar to each of them. By William Whateley. 12mo., pp. 70. 1760.

LIV.
The Desideratum: Or, Electricity made plain and useful. By a Lover of
Mankind, and of Common Sense. 12mo., pp. 72. 1760.

PREFACE.
1. IN the following tract, I have endeavored to comprise the sum of what
has been hitherto published on this curious and important subject, by Mr.
Franklin, Dr. Hoadly, Mr. Wilson, Watson, Lovett, Freke, Martin,
Watkins, and in the Monthly Magazines. But I am chiefly indebted to Mr.
Franklin for the speculative part, and to Mr. Lovett for the practical:
Though I cannot in everything subscribe to the sentiments either of one or
the other.
2. Indeed, I am not greatly concerned for the philosophical part, whether it
stand or fall. Of the facts we are absolutely assured; although they are of
so surprising a nature, that a man could not have asserted them a few years
ago without quite giving up his reputation. But who can be assured of this
or that hypothesis, by which he endeavors to account for those facts?
Perhaps the utmost we have reason to expect here is, an high degree of
probability.
3. I am much more concerned for the physical part, knowing of how great
importance this is; how much sickness and pain may be prevented or
removed, and how many lives saved, by this unparalleled remedy. And yet
with what vehemence has it been opposed! Sometimes by treating it with
contempt, as if it were of little or no use; sometimes by arguments, such as
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they were; and sometimes by such cautions against its ill effects as made
thousands afraid to meddle with it.
4. But so it has fared with almost all the simple remedies which have been
offered to the world for many years. When Sir John Floyer published his
excellent book on Cold Bathing, many for a time used and profited by it.
So did abundance of people by cold water, when it was publicly
recommended by Dr. Hancock. The ingenious and benevolent Bishop of
Cloyne brought tar-water likewise into credit for a season; and innumerable
were the cures wrought thereby, even in the most desperate and deplorable
cases. Nor was it a little good which was done by the use of sea-water,
after Dr. Russel had published his tract concerning it. Indeed, each of these
did wonders in its turn. But alas! their reign was short. The vast party
which were on the other side, soon raised the cry; and ran them down. In a
few years they were out of fashion, out of use, and almost out of memory;
and the foul, hard-named exotics took place again, to the utter confusion of
common sense.
5. Must not electricity, then, whatever wonders it may now perform,
expect soon to share the same fate? And yet it is absolutely certain, that in
many, very many, cases, it seldom or never fails. “I can truly say,” says
Mr. Lovett, “I scarce ever knew any who made the trial and did not
succeed. Not that all disorders will yield thereto: Neither in this, any more
than the common way, will the same treatment of the same disorder in
different persons have always the same success.” Indeed, there cannot be
in nature any such thing as an absolute panacea, — a medicine that will
cure every disease incident to the human body. If there could, electricity
would bid fairer for it than any thing in the world; as it takes place in such
a vast number of disorders, some of them so widely different from the
others.
6. And yet there is something peculiarly unaccountable, with regard to its
operation. In some cases, where there was no hope of help, it will succeed
beyond all expectation; in others, where we had the greatest hope, it will
have no effect at all. Again: In some experiments, it helps at the very first,
and promises a speedy cure; but presently the good effect ceases, and the
patient is as he was before. On the contrary, in others it has no effect at
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first: It does no good; perhaps seems to do hurt. Yet all this time it is
striking at the root of the disease, which in a while it totally removes.
Frequent instances of the former we have in paralytic, of the latter, in
rheumatic, cases.
7. But still one may, upon the whole, pronounce it the Desideratum, the
general and rarely-failing remedy, in nervous cases of every kind, (palsies
excepted,) as well as in many others. Perhaps if the nerves are really
perforated, (as is now generally supposed,) the electric ether is the only
fluid in the universe which is fine enough to move through them. And
what, if the nervous juice itself be a fluid of this kind? If so, it is no
wonder that it has always eluded the search of the most accurate
naturalists.
8. Be this as it may, Mr. Lovett is of opinion, “the electrical method of
treating disorders cannot be expected to arrive at any considerable degree
of perfection, till administered and applied by the gentlemen of the
faculty.” Nay, then, quantâ de spe decidi! 18 All my hopes are at an end.
For when will it be administered and applied by them? Truly, ad Graeces
calendas.19 Not till the gentlemen of the faculty have more regard to the
interest of their neighbors than their own; at least, not till there are no
Apothecaries in the land, or till Physicians are independent of them.
9. Therefore, without waiting for what probably never will be, and what,
indeed, we have no reason to expect, let men of sense do the best they can
for themselves, as well as for their poor, sick, helpless neighbors. How
many may they relieve from racking pain or pining sickness, by this
unexpensive and speedy remedy! restoring them to ease, health, strength,
generally in a few minutes, frequently in a moment! And if a few of these
lovers of mankind, who have some little knowledge of the animal economy,
would only be diligent in making experiments, and setting down the more
remarkable of them, in order to communicate them one to another, that
each might profit by the other’s labor; I doubt not but more nervous
disorders would be cured in one year, by this single remedy, than the
whole English Materia Medica will cure by the end of the century.
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10. It is not impossible, but the Gentlemen Reviewers may bestow a
compliment on me as well as on Mr. Lovett. If they are so kind, I would
only beg them not to plume themselves upon a discovery, which I have
helped them to myself; namely, that the following is little more than an
extract from others: I intended it so to be. I designed only to collect
together the substance of the most celebrated writings on the subject; and
to place them in one connected view, for the use of those who have little
time or money to spare. I only wish some who has more leisure and ability
than me would consider it more deeply, and write a full practical treatise
on electricity, which might be a blessing to many generations.
November 1, 1759.

LV.
The Life and Death of Mr. Thomas Walsh, composed in great part from
the Accounts left by Himself. By James Morgan, a Member of the Church
of England. 12mo., pp. 270. 1762.

PREFACE.
I HAVE carefully read the following account, and believe it to be strictly
true. I think it will need no other recommendation to the children of God.
JOHN WESLEY .
January 20, 1763.

LVI.
Letters wrote by Jane Cooper. To which is prefixed, some Account of her
Life and Death. 12mo., pp. 41.

THE PREFACE.
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1. THE good Armelle has been heard of far and wide. Her Life has been
written at large, containing several hundred pages, translated into various
languages, and published almost in all parts of Europe by persons of
various persuasions. Her deep, solid, unaffected piety has recommended
her to those of all denominations who regarded not mere opinions, but the
genuine work of God, — “righteousness, and peace, and joy in the Holy
Ghost.”
2. But it is impossible to give so full an account of the good woman, whose
station in life was the same for some years. She had no such director of her
conscience, who was informed (like those in the Roman Church) of the
minutest particulars, relating either to her internal or external walking with
God. And she wrote no circumstantial account of herself. We have only
some hints occasionally written, for her own private use, or the
satisfaction of her friends. And the greatest part even of her letters is lost;
particularly of those which she took most pains in writing: So that what
follows is little more than fragments.
But though they’re little, they are golden sands;
in several respects not inferior to anything in the life of Armelle Nicholas;
in others, greatly superior thereto. For, first, all here is genuine; which I
fear is not the case in the account given us of Armelle. For words are there
put into her mouth which I think she could not possibly utter. For
instance: She is made to say, “I had always such a sense of my sins, that I
never felt pride in my life.” Could any one born of a woman say this? Is it
not an embellishment added by her historian?
3. Secondly. All here is strong sterling sense, strictly agreeable to sound
reason. Here are no extravagant flights, no mystic reveries, no unscriptural
enthusiasm. The sentiments are all just and noble; the result of a fine
natural understanding, cultivated by conversation, thinking, readings and
true Christian experience. At the same time they show an heart as well
improved as the understanding; truly devoted to God, and filled, in a very
uncommon degree, with the entire fruit of his Spirit.
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4. Thirdly. This strong genuine sense is expressed in such a style as none
would expect from a young servant-maid: A style not only simple and
artless in the highest degree, but likewise clear, lively, proper: Every
phrase, every word, being so well chosen, yea, and so well placed, that it is
not easy to mend it. And such an inexpressible sweetness runs through the
whole, as art would in vain strive to imitate.
So Jane Cooper wrote, and spoke, and lived. Thou that readest, “go and do
likewise!”
JOHN WESLEY .

LVII.
Explanatory Notes upon the Old Testament. By JOHN WESLEY , M. A.,
late Fellow of Lincoln College, Oxford. In Three Volumes. 4to. 1765.

PREFACE.
1. ABOUT ten years ago I was prevailed upon to publish Explanatory Notes
upon the New Testament. When that work was begun, and indeed when it
was finished, I had no design to attempt anything farther of the kind. Nay,
I had a full determination not to do it, being thoroughly fatigued with the
immense labor (had it been only this; though this indeed was but a small
part of it) of writing twice over a quarto book, containing seven or eight
hundred pages.
2. But this was scarce published before I was importuned to write
Explanatory Notes upon the Old Testament. This importunity I have
withstood for many years. Over and above the deep conviction I had of
my insufficiency for such a work, of my want of learning, of
understanding, of spiritual experience, for an undertaking more difficult by
many degrees than even writing on the New Testament, I objected that
there were many passages in the Old which I did not understand myself,
and consequently could not explain to others, either to their satisfaction or
my own. Above all, I objected the want of time; not only as I have a
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thousand other employments, but as my day is near spent, as I am
declined into the vale of years. And to this day it appears to me as a
dream, a thing almost incredible, that I should be entering upon a work of
this kind when I am entering into the sixty-third year of my age.
3. Indeed these considerations, the last in particular, still appear to me of
such weight, that I cannot entertain a thought of composing a body of
Notes on the whole Old Testament. All the question remaining was, “Is
there extant any Exposition which is worth abridging?” Abundantly less
time will suffice for this, and less abilities of every kind. In considering this
question, I soon turned my thought on the well-known Mr. Henry. He is
allowed by all competent judges to have been a person of strong
understanding, of various learning, of solid piety, and much experience in
the ways of God. And his exposition is generally clear and intelligible, the
thoughts being expressed in plain words: It is also sound, agreeable to the
tenor of Scripture, and to the analogy of faith. It is frequently full, giving a
sufficient explication of the passages which require explaining. It is in
many parts deep, penetrating farther into the inspired writings than most
other comments do. It does not entertain us with vain speculations, but is
practical throughout; and usually spiritual too, teaching us how to worship
God, not in form only, but “in spirit and in truth.”
4. But it may be reasonably inquired, “If Mr. Henry’s exposition be not
only plain, sound, full, and deep, but practical, yea, and spiritual too, what
need is there of any other? Or how is it possible to mend this? to alter it
for the better?” I answer, Very many who have this have no need of any
other, particularly those who believe (what runs through the whole work,
and will much recommend it to them) the doctrine of absolute, irrespective,
unconditional predestination. I do not advise these much to trouble
themselves about any other exposition than Mr. Henry’s; this is sufficient,
through the assistance of the blessed Spirit, to make private Christians
“wise unto salvation,” and (the Lord applying his word) “thoroughly
furnished unto every good work.”
5. But then it is manifest, on the other hand, every one cannot have this
exposition. It is too large a purchase: There are thousands who would
rejoice to have it; but it bears too high a price. They have not six guineas,
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the London price, in the world, perhaps from one year’s end to another.
And if they sometimes have, yet they have it not to spare; they need it for
other occasions. How much soever, therefore, they desire so valuable a
work, they must content themselves to go without it.
6. But suppose they have money enough to purchase, yet they have not
time enough to read, it; the size is as unsurmountable an objection as the
price itself. It is not possible for men who have their daily bread to earn by
the sweat of their brows, who generally are confined to their work from six
in the morning till six in the evening, to find leisure for reading over six
folios, each containing seven or eight hundred pages. These therefore have
need of some other exposition than Mr. Henry’s. As excellent as it is in its
kind, it is not for their purpose; seeing they have neither money to make
the purchase, nor time to read it over.
7. It is very possible, then, to mend this work, valuable as it is, at least by
shortening it. As the grand objection to it is the size, that objection may be
removed; and they who at present have no possibility of profiting by it
while it is of so great a bulk and so high a price, may then enjoy part, at
least, of the same advantage with those who have more money and more
leisure. Few, I presume, that have the whole, and leisure to read it, will
concern themselves with an extract. But those who cannot have all will, for
the present at least, be glad to have a part. And they who complain it is
too short may yet serve themselves of it till they can procure the long
work.
8. But I apprehend this valuable work may be made more valuable still by
making it plainer as well as shorter. Accordingly what is here extracted
from it, which indeed makes but a small part of the following volumes, is
considerably plainer than the original. In order to this, not only all the
Latin sentences occasionally interspersed are omitted, but whatever
phrases or words are not so intelligible to persons of no education. Those
only who frequently and familiarly converse with men that are wholly
uneducated can conceive how many expressions are mere Greek to them
which are quite natural to those who have any share of learning. It is not
by reading, much less by musing alone, that we are enabled to suit our
discourse to common capacities. It is only by actually talking with the
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vulgar, that we learn to talk in a manner they can understand. And unless
we do this, what do we profit them? Do we not lose all our labor? Should
we speak as angels, we should be of no more use to them than “sounding
brass or a tinkling cymbal.”
9. Nay, I apprehend what is extracted from Mr. Henry’s work may in
some sense be more sound than the original. Understand me right; I mean
more comfortable to that glorious declaration, God “willeth all men to be
saved, and to come to the knowledge of his truth.” And let it not be
objected, that the making any alteration with regard to a point of doctrine
is a misrepresentation of the author’s sense, and consequently an injury
done to him. It would be so, if an alteration were made of his words, so as
to make them bear a different meaning; or if any words were recited as his
which he did not write. But neither of these is the case. Nothing is recited
here as written by him which he did not write. Neither is any construction
put upon his words different from his own. But what he wrote in favor of
particular redemption is totally left out. And of this I here give express
notice to the reader once for all.
10. Again: It is certainly possible that a work abundantly shorter than Mr.
Henry’s may nevertheless be considerably fuller in some particulars. There
are many words which he passes over without any explanation at all, as
taking it for granted that the reader already knows the meaning of them.
But this is a supposition not to be made; it is an entire mistake. For
instance: What does a common man know of an omer or a hin? Why,
Moses explains his own meaning: “An omer is the tenth part of an ephah.”
True; but what does the honest man know of an ephah? Just as much as of
an omer. I suppose that which led Mr. Henry into these omissions, which
otherwise are unaccountable, was the desire of not saying what others had
said before, Mr. Pool in particular. This is easily gathered from his own
words: “Mr. Pool’s English Annotations are of admirable use, especially
for the explaining of Scripture phrases, opening the sense, and clearing of
difficulties. I have industriously declined as much as I could what is to be
found there.” 20 I wish he had not; or at least that he had given us the same
sense in other words. Indeed he adds, “Those and other annotations are
most easy to be consulted upon occasion.” Yes, by those that have them;
but that is not the case with the generality of Mr. Henry’s readers. And
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besides, they may justly expect that so large a comment will leave them no
occasion to consult others.
11. It is possible likewise to penetrate deeper into the meaning of some
scriptures than Mr. Henry has done. Although in general he is far from
being a superficial writer, yet he is not always the same. Indeed if he had,
he must have been more than man, considering the vastness of his work. It
was scarce possible for any human understanding to furnish out such a
number of folios without sinking sometimes into trite reflections, and
observations rather lively than deep. A stream that runs wide, and covers a
large tract of land, will be shallow in some places. If it had been confined
within a moderate channel, it might have flowed deep all along.
12. Nay, it cannot be denied, that there may be an exposition of Scripture
more closely practical than some parts of Mr. Henry’s are, as well as more
spiritual. Even his exposition of the twentieth chapter of Exodus, where
one would naturally have expected to find a complete scheme of Christian
practice, does not answer that expectation. Nor do I remember that he has
anywhere given us a satisfactory account of spiritual religion, of the
kingdom of God within us, the fruit of Christ dwelling and reigning in the
heart. This I hoped to have found, particularly in the exposition of our
Lord’s Sermon upon the Mount. But I was quite disappointed of my
hope. It was not by any means what I expected.
13. I do not therefore intend the following Notes for a bare abridgment of
Mr. Henry’s exposition. Far from it: I not only omit much more than
nineteen parts out of twenty of what he has written, but make many
alterations and many additions, well nigh from the beginning to the end. In
particular, I everywhere omit the far greater part of his inferences from,
and improvement of, the chapter. They who think these the most valuable
part of the work may have recourse to the author himself. I likewise omit
great part of almost every note, the sum of which is retained; as it seems to
be his aim to say as much, whereas it is mine to say as little, as possible.
And I omit abundance of quaint sayings and lively antitheses; as, “God
feeds his birds; shall he not feed his babes?” “Pharaoh’s princes; his pimps
rather.” Indeed everything of this kind which occurred I have left quite
untouched; although I am sensible these are the very flowers which
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numberless readers admire; nay, which many, I doubt not, apprehend to be
the chief beauties of the book. For that very reason I cannot but wish they
had never had a place therein; for this is a blemish which is exceeding
catching. He that admires it will quickly imitate it. I used once to wonder
whence some whom I greatly esteem had so many pretty turns in
preaching. But when I read Mr. Henry, my wonder ceased. I saw they
were only copying after him; although many of them probably without
designing or even adverting to it. They generally consulted his exposition
of their text, and frequently just before preaching. And hence little
witticisms and a kind of archness insensibly stole upon them, and took
place of that strong, manly eloquence, which they would otherwise have
learned from the inspired writers.
14. With regard to alterations, in what I take from Mr. Henry, I
continually alter hard words into easy, and long sentences into short. But I
do not knowingly alter the sense of anything I extract from him. I only
endeavor in several places to make it more clear and determinate. I have
here and there taken the liberty of altering a word in the text. But this I
have done very sparingly, being afraid of venturing too far, as being
conscious of my very imperfect acquaintance with the Hebrew tongue. I
have added very largely from Mr. Pool, as much as seemed necessary for
common readers, in order to their understanding those words or passages
which Mr. Henry does not explain. Nay, from the time that I had more
maturely considered Mr. Pool’s “Annotations on the Bible,” which was
soon after I had gone through the book of Genesis, I have extracted far
more from him than from Mr. Henry; it having been my constant method,
after reading the text, first to read and weigh what Mr. Pool observed upon
every verse, and afterwards to consult Mr. Henry’s exposition of the
whole paragraph. In consequence of this, instead of short additions from
Mr. Pool to supply what was wanting in Mr. Henry, which was my first
design, I now only make extracts from Mr. Henry, to supply, so far as
they are capable, what was wanting in Mr. Pool. I say so far as they are
capable; for I still found it needful to add to both such farther observations
as have from time to time occurred to my own mind in reading or thinking
on the Scriptures, together with such as I have occasionally extracted from
other authors.
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15. Every thinking man will now easily discern my design in the following
sheets. It is not to write sermons, essays, or set discourses, upon any part
of Scripture. It is not to draw inferences from the text, or to show what
doctrines may be proved thereby. It is this: To give the direct, literal
meaning of every verse, of every sentence, and, as far as I am able, of every
word, in the oracles of God. I design only, like the hand of a dial, to point
every man to this; not to take up his mind with something else, how
excellent soever: but to keep his eye fixed upon the naked Bible, that he
may read and hear it with understanding. I say again, and I desire it may be
well observed, that none may expect what they will not find, it is not my
design to write a book which a man may read separate from the Bible, but
barely to assist those who fear God in hearing and reading the Bible itself,
by showing the natural sense of every part in as few and plain words as I
can.
16. And I am not without hopes, that the following Notes may in some
measure answer this end, not barely to unlettered and ignorant men, but
also to men of education and learning; although it is true, neither these nor
the Notes on the New Testament were principally designed for them. Sure
I am, that tracts wrote in the most plain and simple manner are of
infinitely more service to me than those which are elaborated with the
utmost skill, and set off with the greatest pomp of erudition.
17. But it is no part of my design to save either learned or unlearned men
from the trouble of thinking. If so, I might perhaps write folios too, which
usually overlay rather than help the thought. On the contrary, my
intention is to make them think, and assist them in thinking. This is the
way to understand the things of God: “Meditate thereon day and night;”
so shall you attain the best knowledge, even to “know the only true God,
and Jesus Christ whom he hath sent.” And this knowledge will lead you
“to love Him, because He hath first loved us;” yea, “to love the Lord your
God with all your heart, and with all your soul, and with all your mind,
and with all your strength.” Will there not then be all “that mind in you
which was also in Christ Jesus?” And in consequence of this, while you
joyfully experience all the holy tempers described in this book, you will
likewise be outwardly “holy as He that hath called you is holy, in all
manner of conversation.”
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18. If you desire to read the Scriptures in such a manner as may most
effectually answer this end, would it not be advisable,
(1.) To set apart a little time, if you can, every morning and evening
for that purpose?
(2.) At each time, if you have leisure, to read a chapter out of the Old,
and one out of the New, Testament; if you cannot do this, to take
a single chapter, or a part of one?
(3.) To read this with a single eye, to know the whole will of God, and
a fixed resolution to do it? In order to know his will, you should,
(4.) Have a constant eye to the analogy of faith, the connection and
harmony there is between those grand, fundamental doctrines,
original sin, justification by faith, the new birth, inward and
outward holiness:
(5.) Serious and earnest prayer should be constantly used before we
consult the oracles of God; seeing “Scripture can only be
understood through the same Spirit whereby it was given.” Our
reading should likewise be closed with prayer, that what we read
may be written on our hearts:
(6.) It might also be of use, if, while we read, we were frequently to
pause, and examine ourselves by what we read, both with regard
to our hearts and lives. This would furnish us with matter of
praise, where we found God had enabled us to conform to his
blessed will; and matter of humiliation and prayer, where we were
conscious of having fallen short. And whatever light you then
receive should be used to the uttermost, and that immediately. Let
there be no delay. Whatever you resolve, begin to execute the first
moment you can. So shall you find this word to be indeed the
power of God unto present and eternal salvation.
EDINBURGH,
April 25, 1765.

LVIII.
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A Treatise On Justification: Extracted from Mr. John Goodwin, by JOHN
WESLEY . With a Preface; wherein all that is material in Letters just
published under the name of the Rev. Mr. Hervey is answered. 12mo., pp.
207. 1765.

LIX.
The Pilgrim’s Progress from this World to that which is to come. Abridged
by JOHN WESLEY , M.A. The Fifth Edition. 12mo., pp. 52. 1766.

LX.
Extracts from the Letters of Mr. Samuel Rutherford. By the Rev. JOHN
WESLEY , M.A., sometime Fellow of Lincoln College, Oxford. 12mo.

LXI.
Christian Letters, by Joseph Alleine. The Fourth Edition. 12mo., pp. 80.
1767.

TO THE READER.
THE Letters of Mr. Samuel Rutherford have been generally admired by all
the children of God, into whose hands they have fallen, for the vein of
piety, trust in God, and holy zeal, which run through them. The same
piety, zeal, and confidence in God, shine through all the Letters of Mr.
Alleine; so that in this respect he may well be styled, the English
Rutherford. But yet there is a very discernible difference between them: In
piety and fervor of spirit they are the same; but the fervor of the one more
resembles that of St. Paul; of the other, that of St. John. They were both
men of the most intrepid courage; but in love Mr. Alleine has the
pre-eminence. He seems to excel in bowels of mercy, meekness, gentleness,
in tenderness, mildness, and sweetness of spirit, even to his bitterest
enemies. I do not therefore scruple to give these Letters the preference
even to Mr. Rutherford’s; as expression, in a still higher degree, the love
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that is long-suffering and kind, which is not provoked, which thinketh no
evil, and which hopeth, believeth, and endureth all things.
JOHN WESLEY .
London, March 7, 1767.

LXII.
An Extract of the Life of the late Rev. Mr. David Brainerd, Missionary to
the Indians. By JOHN WESLEY M.A. 12mo., pp. 274. 1768.

LXIII.
Advice with respect to Health. Extracted from a late Author. 12mo., pp.
218. 1769.

TO THE READER.
1. DR. T ISSOT’S “Advice to People in General,” published a few years
since, is, I am persuaded, one of the most useful books of the kind, which
has appeared in the present century. It plainly speaks a person of strong
understanding, extensive knowledge, and deep experience. At the same
time he shows great humanity, and a tender sense of the sufferings of his
fellow-creatures; and doubtless a desire of preventing or lessening these,
was at least one reason of this publication.
2. His descriptions of diseases are truly admirable, almost everywhere
drawn from the life; and so clear, that even common people of tolerable
sense will easily know any distemper thereby. His medicines are
exceedingly few; so few that, at first sight, one would scarce think it
possible they should suffice for so many disorders as he had treated of.
And most of those few are quite simple; as simple as can well be imagined.
The rest are seldom compounded of more than two or three simple and
well-known ingredients.
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A farther recommendation of them is, that the far greater part are of a
moderate price. And as they are cheap, so most of them are safe; not likely
to do hurt to any one.
3. It is another mark of his excellent judgment, that in all cases he lays so
much stress upon regimen; and that on so many occasions he recommends
outward applications, a method constantly observed by the ancient
Physicians. Add to this, his earnest and repeated cautions against all
spirituous and heating medicines; against keeping the patient too hot; and,
above all, against keeping him in a close or foul air, whereby so many
diseases are heightened or prolonged, and so many thousands of lives
thrown away. Add his seasonable detection of so many vulgar errors, some
of which have almost universally obtained; and which, nevertheless, scarce
any Physician of note had before dared to expose.
4. Where there are so many excellent things, is there any defect? Possibly a
few such might be observed. Some would esteem as such, his violent
fondness for bleeding; his recommending it on the most trifling occasions;
and prescribing very frequent repetitions of it, as indispensably necessary,
in several diseases which may be perfectly cured without ever bleeding at
all. I instance in a pleurisy. Indeed thirty years ago, I was utterly
astonished, when I heard Dr. Cockburn (of St. James’s) say, “Sir, I never
bleed in a pleurisy. I know no cause. I know no one intention it answers,
which I cannot answer as well, or better, without thus wasting the strength
of my patient.” But I have now seen the proof of it over and over. Nay, I
will say more. I have not seen a man in a pleurisy these twenty years, (and
I have seen not a few,) whom I could not cure, not only without bleeding,
but without any internal medicine whatever. Alas, alas! How few
Physicians love their neighbor as themselves!
5. Might not one also rank among the less excellent things in this tract, the
author’s amazing love of glisters? One remarked of Dr. Swift, “In all his
writings he shows an uncommon affection for the last concoction of the
human nutriment.” May not the same remark (in a little different sense) be
made of Dr. Tissot? I wonder whether he ever himself submitted to, or
performed, the operation? Undoubtedly in cases of extreme necessity,
both modesty and cleanliness must give place; and either man or woman
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would sin against God, in not permitting an injection of any kind. But
what, I pray, beside extreme necessity, would induce any but a beast of a
man, either to prescribe to another, or admit himself, such a worse than
beastly remedy?
6. Is there not an objection of the same kind to that uncleanly, stinking
ointment, which he prescribes for the cure of the itch? And what need of
this, when it may be cured just as well, by medicines which have no smell
at all? Suppose by hellebore and cream, or by juice of lemons mixed with
oil of violets. But there is another objection to all that the Doctor has
wrote upon this disorder. Can it be thought that so great a man as Dr.
Tissot never saw the “Transactions” of our Royal Society? But if he has
seen them, how could he utterly forget the paper communicated by Dr.
Mead, which puts it beyond all possible dispute, being a matter of ocular
demonstration, that the itch is nothing but animalcule of a peculiar kind,
burrowing under the scarf skin? Yet, if he had not utterly forgot this, how
came he to prescribe internal medicines for it? Does any man prescribe
vomits or purges to kill fleas or lice?
7. May I be permitted to touch upon one point more, to which I cannot
fully subscribe? I am sensible, it may be esteemed huge want of sense, if
not of modesty likewise, to contradict the skillful in their own art; yea,
some of the greatest names in Europe. But I cannot help it: When either
the souls or lives of men are at stake, I dare not accept any man’s person
what I refer to, is his vehement recommendation of the Peruvian bark, as
“the only infallible remedy either for mortifications or intermitting fevers.”
He really seems transported with the theme, as are many Physicians
beside. I object to this,
(1.) It is not “an infallible remedy,” either for one or the other; no, not
even when administered by a very skillful Physician, after
evacuations of every kind. I have known pounds of it given to
stop a mortification; yet the mortification spread till it killed the
patient. I myself took some pounds of it when I was young, for a
common tertian ague, and that after vomiting; yet it did not would
not, effect a cure. And I should probably have died of it, had I not
been cured unawares, by drinking largely of lemonade. I will be
bold to say, from my personal knowledge, there are other
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remedies which more seldom fail. I believe the bark has cured six
agues in ten; I know cobweb pills have cured nine in ten. The bark
has often stopped a mortification; and sometimes it has failed. But
I could never learn, that Dr. Piper’s method (of Essex) has failed
in a single instance; though one of his patients was of a gross
habit, and above sixty years old, and another above ninety. 21 Let
them philosophize upon these things who please; I urge plain
matter of fact. I object,
(2.) That as it is far from being an infallible remedy, so it is far from
being a safe one. Not that I affirm, as Dr. Tissot supposes the
objectors do, that it occasions asthmas or dropsies. I do not think
this at all improbable: However, I have not observed it. But this I
affirm in the face of the sun; it frequently turns an intermitting
fever into a consumption. By this means, a few years since, one of
the most amiable young women I have known lost her life; and so
did one, who was before one of the healthiest and stoutest young
men in Yorkshire. I could multiply instances; but I need go no
farther than my own case. In the last ague which I had, the first
ounce of bark was, as I expected, thrown off by purging. The
second, being mixed with salt of wormwood, stayed in my
stomach. And just at the hour my ague should have come, began a
pain at the point of my shoulder-blade. Quickly it shifted its
place, began a little under my left breast, and there fixed. In less
than an hour, I had a short cough; soon after, a small fever. From
that time, the cough, the pain, and the fever, continued without
intermission. And every night, very soon after I lay down, came
first a dry cough for forty or fifty minutes; then an impetuous
one, till something seemed to burst, and for half an hour more I
threw up thick fetid pus. Here was expedition! What but a ball
could have made quicker dispatch, than this infallible medicine? In
less than six hours, it obstructed, inflamed, and ulcerated my
lungs, and by this summary process, brought me into the third
stage of a true pulmonary consumption. Excuse me, therefore, if,
having escaped with the skin of my teeth, I say to all I have any
influence over, Whenever you have an intermitting fever, look at
me, and beware of the bark! I mean the bark in substance. If you
love your lives, beware of swallowing ounce after ounce of
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indigestible powder, though it were powder of post. To infusions
or decoctions, I have no objection.
8. The following pages contain the most useful parts of Dr. Tissot’s book:
I believe the substance of all that will stand the test of sound reason and
experience. I have added little thereto, but have judged it would be of use
to retrench a great deal; in particular, much bleeding, much Peruvian bark,
and abundance of glisters. It is my belief, that one might retrench, without
any loss, many more of the remedies he prescribes: In many cases half, in
others three quarters; in some, eight or nine parts in ten; since a single
(perhaps even outward) remedy would effect a perfect cure.
9. I have only to add, (what it would not be fashionable for a Physician to
believe, much less to mention,) that as God is the sovereign disposer of all
things, and particularly of life and death, I earnestly advise every one,
together with all his other medicines, to use that medicine of medicines, —
prayer. Dr. Tissot himself will give us leave to think this an universal
medicine. At the same time, then, that we use all the means which reason
and experience dictate, let us seek a blessing from Him who has all power
in heaven and earth, who gives us life and breath and all things, and who
cannot withhold from them that seek Him any manner of thing that is
good.
JOHN WESLEY .

LXIV.
An Extract of Letters on religious Subjects. By Mrs. Lefevre. 12mo., pp.
106. 1769.

TO THE READER.
THE person who published these Letters about twelve years ago, observes,
“The writer of them never supposed they would be made public, but put
down the sentiments of her heart in the confidence of friendship. This may
excuse the inaccuracies some may find. Besides, they are not recommended
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as patterns of polite epistolary correspondence. Their merit is of another
kind. It consists neither in the fineness of the language, nor in the elegance
of the manner.” I really think it does, as well as “in the goodness of the
sentiment.” I am not ashamed to recommend them as “patterns of truly
polite epistolary correspondence;” expressing the noblest sentiments in the
most elegant manner; in the purest, yea, and finest, language. Yet
undoubtedly, even the beauty of language is nothing, compared to the
spirit which breathes throughout. Happy they who both taste her spirit,
and are partakers of it; who “walk in the light as He is in the light,” and
know that “the blood of Jesus Christ his Son cleanseth from all sin.”
JOHN WESLEY .

LXV.
Some Account of the Experience of E. J. 12mo., pp. 11. 1770.

LXVI.
The Christian Sacrament and Sacrifice. Extracted from Dr. Brevint. The
Sixth Edition. 12mo., pp. 32. 1771.

LXVII.
Directions to Children and Servants. 12mo., pp. 38. 1771.
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LXVIII.
An Extract from Mr. Law’s Case of Reason, or Natural Religion, fairly and
fully stated, in Answer to a Book entitled, Christianity as Old as the
Creation. 12mo., pp. 107. 1772.

LXIX.
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An Extract from Mr. Law’s Serious Answer to Dr. Trapp’s Four Sermons
on the Sin, Folly, and Danger of being Righteous overmuch. 12mo., pp. 63.
1772.

LXX.
Some Animadversions upon Dr. Trapp’s late Reply. 12mo., pp. 52. 1772.

LXXI.
A Short, but Sufficient, Confutation of Bishop Warburton’s projected
Defence (as he calls it) of Christianity, in his “Divine Legation of Moses.”
In a Letter to the Lord Bishop of London. 12mo., pp. 80. 1772.

LXXII.
An Extract from Mr. Law’s Spirit of Prayer. 12mo., pp. 106. 1772.

LXXIII.
An Extract from Mr. Law’s Spirit of Love. 12mo., pp. 57. 1772.

LXXIV.
An Extract from Mr. Law’s Letters. 12mo., pp. 65. 1772.
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An Extract from Mr. Law’s Address to the Clergy. Published a little after
his Death. 12mo., pp. 45. 1772.

LXXVI.
An Extract of Miss Mary Gilbert’s Journal. 12mo., pp. 91. 1772.
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TO THE READER.
1. AMONG the innumerable novelties which have appeared in the world,
within half a century, I do not remember to have seen the experience of a
child written by herself. Herein much variety is not to be expected, nor
any art or ornament at all; as she set down, from time to time, merely for
her own use, just what occurred between God and her own soul. But on
this very account, persons of understanding will set the greater value upon
it; because it contains only genuine Christian experience, painted in its
native colors.
2. The reflections occasionally interspersed are always just, frequently
strong and affecting; particularly those on death, or the shortness of life;
especially from the mouth of a child. And the language wherein they are
expressed, although plain and altogether unstudied, is yet pure and terse in
the highest degree, yea, frequently elegant; such as the most polite either of
our Lawyers or Divines would not easily alter for the better. Such language
I hardly know where to find, unless in the almost inimitable letters of Jane
Cooper; between whom and Miss Gilbert there was a remarkable
resemblance, both in sentiment and expression. And had it pleased the
all-wise Disposer of all things to give her a few more years on earth, and an
increase of grace in proportion to her years, she would have been another
Jane Cooper.
JOHN WESLEY .
LIVERPOOL,
April 7, 1768.

LXXVII.
An Extract from the Journal of Elizabeth Harper. 12mo., pp. 58. 1772
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TO THE READER.
1. To set the doctrine of Christian perfection too high is the ready way to
drive it out of the world. Let a man only describe it as implying a freedom
from mistakes and human infirmities; and whoever knows there is no such
freedom in this life naturally concludes, “There is no perfection.” Hence
we should always carefully guard against this, by insisting, it is no more
and no less than giving God all our heart; loving Him with all our heart, and
our neighbor as ourselves.
2. This is well consistent with a thousand infirmities, which belong to
every soul while in the body. To place this in the clearest and fullest light,
I have published the following extract from the artless Journal of a plain
woman, wrote merely for her own use. I have no doubt but God had all her
heart. But yet how many were her infirmities! And these are the more
apparent, because she was a person of no uncommon endowments; one
that had just plain, natural understanding, without any advantage of
education, and who wrote down daily just what she felt, with all possible
artlessness and simplicity. The chief of these are wandering thoughts;
(whether natural or preternatural;) listlessness in private prayer; (I believe,
entirely owing to bodily disorder;) hurry in business; (it seems, not
apparent to others, though frequently felt by herself;) want of a steady,
invariable advertence to the presence of God; speaking too many words,
more than were strictly necessary; speaking, through ignorance, a word not
strictly true; speaking sometimes too quick, so as to have the appearance
of anger; omission of things which had better be done. Perhaps one might
mention, likewise, under this head, such vehement temptations to anger, to
impatience, to fretfulness, to immoderate sorrow, and to follow her own
will, that at divers times she escaped with the skin of her teeth, and scarce
knew whether she escaped or not. So particular a detail of these things
may be of singular use to those who find the same temptations; and who
may be encouraged thereby, to “hold the beginning of their confidence
steadfast unto the end.”
3. But it may be objected, “If perfection means only that love which is
consistent with all these infirmities, then how does it differ from what is
experienced by every believer?” I answer,
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(1.) Many are delivered from these infirmities, in a far greater measure
than she was. I judge her to have been a real witness of Christian
perfection, but only in a low degree.
(2.) Whom do you know that experiences even what she did, — that
never-failing love of God and man; that uninterrupted calmness of
mind; that invariable meekness, gentleness, humility; that
continual hunger and thirst after righteousness, after the entire
image of God; above all, that absolute, unreserved dependence
upon Christ, as the fountain of every good and perfect gift, of all
holiness and happiness? Does every believer experience this? I
will be bold to say, not one in a thousand. I suppose, not one
upon earth, unless he has received another gift, widely different
from what he received when he was justified. At least, I know no
one in the three kingdoms who comes up to this experience,
(besides a few in their first love,) unless, after justification, he has
found a second change wrought in a moment. However, concerning
that circumstance we need not dispute, whether it be wrought
gradually or instantaneously; only let the change be wrought; only
let our souls be reserved in the whole image of God; only let all
that mind be in us which was also in Christ Jesus; let Him reign in
our hearts without a rival, at all times, and in all places. Let us be
all devoted to Him in soul and in body; and let all our thoughts,
and words, and actions be continually offered up to God, as holy
sacrifices acceptable to God through Christ.
4. A few more circumstances relating to this amiable woman may not be
unacceptable to the reader. Elizabeth, the daughter of William and Joan
Tuck, was born at Penzance, December 20, 1734. She was brought to
Redruth when about four years old; and, as she grew up, lived as other
harmless people did. June 30, 1755, she was married to one Andrew
Harper, a shop-keeper of Redruth; and, three or four years after, she
became weak and sickly. At the same time she grew distressed in her mind,
which she strove to remove by various was; but all to no purpose. In the
latter end of the year 1763, a fever brought her to the brink of eternity. She
was greatly afraid to die; and hearing there were some in the town who had
no fear of death, she entreated her husband, without delay, to send for one
of the Preachers. Conversing with him, she saw the way of conquering the
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fear of death. She soon recovered her health, and from that time sought the
Lord with her whole heart, till, on Easter day, (having joined the society
before,) as she was receiving the Lord’s supper, these words were strongly
applied to her soul: “It is God that justifieth: Who is he that condemneth?”
She went home, called her husband, and said, “Now all my sins are
forgiven. I am not afraid to die now; for I love God, and I know He loves
one.”
5. From this time she walked closely with God, and was hearty and
zealous in his cause. There was nothing in her power which she was not
ready to do for the servants or children of God. She was exceedingly
tempted, after she believed God had cleansed her from inbred sin. Of this
she gives a large account in her Journal; but she did not cast away her
confidence. When she saw death approaching, she was not moved, but
calmly looked up to God. She exhorted her husband, and all near her, not
to love the world, or the things of the world. A little after she said, “‘Lord,
thou knowest all things: Thou knowest that I love thee.’ Thou knowest it
hath been my only desire to please thee: Come, Lord Jesus! Come, and
sanctify me throughout, spirit, soul, and body! O come quickly!” In a little
time she cried, “He is come! He is come!” and presently fell asleep.
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A Short Account of Ann Johnson. By John Johnson. 12mo., pp. 11. 1772.

LXXIX.
A Short Account of Ann Rogers. By John Johnson. 12mo., pp. 13. 1772.

LXXX.
A Short Account of the Death of Mary Langson, of Taxall, in Cheshire;
who died January 29, 1769. 12mo., pp. 11. 1772.
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A Letter to the Rev. Mr. John Wesley. By a Gentlewoman. 12mo., pp. 20.
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LXXXII.
An Extract of Two Discourses on the Conflagration and Renovation of the
World. Written by James Knight, D.D., late Vicar of St. Sepulchre,
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Instructions for Members of Religious Societies. Translated from the
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LXXXVI.
An Extract from Dr. Cadogan’s Dissertation on the Gout, and all Chronic
Diseases. 12mo., pp. 49. 1774.

ADVERTISEMENT.
A FEW things in this excellent tract have been censured with some reason.
These are omitted or altered in the following extract; which I therefore
recommend to men of understanding, as the most masterly piece upon the
subject which has yet appeared in the English language.

TO THE READER.
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1. WE may give the due praise to Dr. Cadogan’s tract, without
undertaking to defend it in every point. It may be allowed, that he
sometimes paints too strongly; though I believe with a good design. He
knows how apt the generality of people are to aim a little below the mark;
and on this account, perhaps, sometimes places it higher than otherwise he
would have done. With this view he seems a little to exaggerate upon the
unwholesomeness of smoked or salted meats. Undoubtedly these are hard
of digestion to all sorts of people, and extremely unwholesome for
sedentary persons, as well as those of a weak and tender constitution. Yet
I would not condemn them in so strong terms, considering how many
thousands in the kingdom live chiefly upon them for many years, and still
remain in perfect health.
2. Another instance of this exaggeration we have, in what he says
concerning pickles. It may be allowed, that they are not wholesome to
persons of a delicate constitution. Perhaps, too, the using them in large
quantities may impair a good constitution. But still I cannot commend the
condemning them universally, as no less than poison. I really believe a man
of a firm constitution might use a small quantity of them daily, yea, for
forty or fifty years together, without hurting himself at all.
3. Perhaps yet another instance of the same kind is his assertion, that there
are no hereditary distempers; that, in particular, there is no such thing in
the world as an hereditary gout. He must certainly mean no more, than that
distempers are not near so often hereditary as we imagine; and that the
gout in particular is generally owing to one or more of the three causes he
assigns; consequently, is contracted by ourselves, and not derived from our
parents. This may be allowed; and it is a very important truth, though
little attended to. The far greater part of our chronical distempers are
doubtless contracted by ourselves. But not all: I am a living witness of the
contrary, even with regard to the gout itself. Those who know me, do not
charge me with intemperance, either in meat or drink. I am not indolent; I
never travel much less than five thousand miles in a year. And I bless God
I have no violent passions. Yet I have, within these thirty years, had
frequently the gout, (of which my father was frequently ill, and my mother
died,) — nine or ten times.
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4. If, therefore, the Doctor really means, that there are absolutely no
hereditary distempers, I cannot subscribe to his opinion; neither to his
condemning of wine in general, several sorts of which, as Dr. Hoffman
shows at large, are so far from being unwholesome, that they are some of
the most powerful medicines yet known, in some very dangerous diseases.
I myself was ordered by Dr. Cheyne, (not the warmest advocate for
liquors,) after drinking only water for some years, to take a small quantity
of wine every day. And I am persuaded, far from doing me any hurt, it
contributed much to the recovery of my strength. But it seems, we are to
make a pretty large allowance for what the Doctor says on this head;
seeing he grants, it will do you little or no harm to take “a plentiful cup
now and then.” Enough, enough! Then it will certainly do you no harm, if,
instead of, drinking that cup in one day, (suppose once a week,) you
divide it into seven, and drink one of them every day.
5. I cannot but think, if your wine is good in kind, suited to your
constitution, and taken in small quantities, it is full as wholesome as any
liquor in the world, except water. Yet the grievous abuse of it, which
almost universally prevails, might easily prejudice a benevolent man
against it; and make him endeavor to prevent the abuse, by forbidding the
use of it. But what could prejudice him against so harmless a thing as
bread? “Nay, he thinks, it is not harmless, for if it stand but two or three
days in water, it will turn the water quite sour.” What, if it did? Does not
the Doctor know, that most vegetables are acescent? And are they ever the
less wholesome for that? But, in fact, it does not. I have occasionally (not
through design, but forgetfulness) made the experiment over and over. I
have in London let a large toast lie several days in water, and the water did
not contract the least sourness. So that I cannot but still conceive, of all
vegetable food, there is none more wholesome than well-made wheaten
bread.
6. If anything in his excellent tract is more whimsical than even his
prejudice against bread, it is what he says concerning the
unwholesomeness of flesh thoroughly roasted or boiled. One would
wonder any one should imagine, that flesh is more wholesome by being
half raw. I regard no theory upon this head: I appeal to matter of fact.
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Now, how many persons has the Doctor known, with whom a proper
quantity of such flesh as suited their constitution agreed well when little
boiled, and disagreed when much boiled? Has he found twenty such? To
this day I have found but one, among the many thousand persons with
whom I converse every year. Yea, and I doubt the fact with regard to him:
I doubt, it is pure imagination, arising from reading the Doctor’s book. And
this may be the case with others also.
7. But allowing the Doctor is not infallible, allowing him to be mistaken in
these and a few other particulars, this general plan is truly excellent. No
reasonable man who looks round about him can doubt but ninety-nine
chronical distempers in an hundred are occasioned by one or other of the
causes which he has so judiciously assigned. He cannot doubt but
ninety-nine in an hundred of those distempers which are supposed to be
hereditary, are really owing to one of these three causes, intemperance,
indolence, or irregular passions.
8. The first of these, intemperance, extends much farther than is commonly
imagined. For that may be intemperance to one, which is not so to another.
To every individual, it is intemperance to use any kind of food, or such a
quantity of any, either meat or drink, as in any degree impairs his health;
yea, though the effect do not immediately follow, though it do not produce
any present inconvenience. But, if this be intemperance, how exceeding
few practice temperance even in food! And how many gouty, scrofulous,
and scorbutic disorders, are owing to the want of it!
9. The most fruitful source of chronical distempers, next to intemperance,
is indolence. But this word also we are to understand in a very wide extent:
It here means, the want of due exercise; the not using such a kind and such
a degree of exercise, at least once in every day, as each constitution
requires. One would imagine indeed that common sense would induce
every one to use this. But experience shows it does not; although it is
hardly credible to what a degree it is neglected, even by those who have the
greatest need of it. “To how many hundreds,” said Dr. Friend to my eldest
brother, “if not thousands, have I prescribed exercise! And how many have
punctually followed my prescription? To this day, I know not one.”
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10. Not that any one particular kind of exercise is necessary for all
persons. Indeed Dr. Cheyne supposes the natural exercise of walking,
where the strength suffices, to be preferable to any other. But it should be
used every day, not less than an hour before dinner, or after supper. Where
the strength will not admit of this, the want of it may be supplied by
riding two hours at least on horseback every day before dinner or supper.
If neither of these can be born, the end of both may be answered by riding
in a carriage. But then it must be constant and long continued; and it will
have surprising effects. Dr. P., of Essex, has cured almost all his neighbors
who were afflicted with the gout, by advising them to ride in their carriages
eight hours a day, four in the morning and four in the afternoon. Those
who cannot afford this, may use a chamber-horse, which will suit every
constitution. Add to this a strictly temperate diet, and few chronical
diseases will remain long.
11. I believe none will, provided the passions be regular, as well as the diet
and exercise. But violent passions indulged, without any other cause, will
destroy the firmest constitution. As acute passions, anger and joy for
example, have been known, in a thousand instances, to bring on acute
distempers, so lingering passions occasion chronical disorders. How often
does grief or hopeless love produce incurable consumptions! So true it is,
“the sorrow of this world worketh death,” temporal as well as eternal.
12. So far the Doctor could go. None could more skillfully point out the
source of our disorders. But where is the cure for either lingering or
impetuous passions, that either furiously overturn this house of earth, or
sap the foundations of health and life, by sure though slow approaches?
Who knows not, that the whole materia medica is of no avail in this case?
The poor patient must cry out still, as did those, two thousand years ago,
Hei mihi, quod nullis amor est medacabilis herbis.23 Grief, desire, “hope
deferred, make the heart sick,” with a sickness which drugs cannot cure.
What can cure it, but the peace of God? No other medicine under heaven.
What but the love of God, that sovereign balm for the body as well as the
mind? And this the poor may attain as well as the rich; for it is to be
bought “without money and without price.” It is purchased for us already,
“not with silver and gold, but with the blood of a Lamb without spot or
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blemish.” It is purchased for all: “Ask, and it shall be given: Every one that
asketh receiveth.”
This the universal bliss,
Bliss for every soul design’d;
God’s original promise this,
God’s great gift to all mankind;
Blest in God this moment be;
Blest to all eternity!

LXXXVII.
A Treatise on Religious Affections: In Three Parts.
Part I. Containing the Nature of the Affections, and their Importance in
Religion.
Part II. Showing what are no certain Signs that Religious Affections are
gracious, or that they are not.
Part III. Showing what are distinguishing Signs of truly gracious and holy
Affections.
By the Rev. JONATHAN EDWARDS, A.M., President of the College of
New-Jersey. Abridged by the Rev. JOHN WESLEY . 12mo., pp. 69. 1773.

TO THE READER.
1. THE design of Mr. Edwards, in the treatise from which the following
extract is made, seems to have been chiefly, if not altogether, to serve his
hypothesis. In three preceding tracts, he had given an account of a glorious
work in New England, of abundance of sinners of every sort and degree
who were in a short time converted to God. But in a few years, a
considerable part of these “turned back as a dog to the vomit.” What was
the plain inference to be drawn from this? Why, that a true believer may
“make shipwreck of the faith.” How then could he evade the force of this?
Truly, by eating his own words, and proving, as well as the nature of the
thing would hear, that they were no believers at all!
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2. In order to this, he heaps together so many curious, subtle,
metaphysical distinctions, as are sufficient to puzzle the brain, and
confound the intellects, of all the plain men and women in the universe,
and to make them doubt of, if not wholly deny, all the work which God
had wrought in their souls.
3. Out of this dangerous heap, wherein much wholesome food is mixed
with much deadly poison, I have selected many remarks and admonitions
which may be of great use to the children of God. May God write them in
the hearts of all that desire to walk as Christ also walked!
JOHN WESLEY .
BRISTOL ,
September 1, 1773.

LXXXVIII.
A Short Roman History. 12mo., pp. 155. 1773.

LXXXIX.
A Collection of Forms of Prayer for every Day in the Week. The Sixth
Edition. 12mo., pp. 76. 1775.

PREFACE.
THE intention of the collector of these prayers was, First, to have forms of
prayer for every day in the week, each of which contained something of
deprecation, petition, thanksgiving, and intercession. Secondly, to have
such forms for those days which the Christian Church has ever judged
peculiarly proper for religious rejoicing, as contained little of deprecation,
but were explicit and large in acts of love and thanksgiving. Thirdly, to
have such for those days which from the age of the Apostles have been set
apart for religious mourning, as contained little of thanksgiving, but were
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full and express in acts of contrition and humiliation. Fourthly, to have
intercessions every day for all those whom our own Church directs us to
remember in our prayers. And, Fifthly, to comprise in the course of
petitions for the week the whole scheme of our Christian duty.
Whoever follows the direction of our excellent Church, in the
interpretation of the Holy Scriptures, by keeping close to that sense of
them which the Catholic Fathers and ancient Bishops have delivered to
succeeding generations, will easily see that the whole system of Christian
duty is reducible to these five heads: —
First: The renouncing ourselves. “If any man will come after me, let him
renounce himself, 24 and follow me.” This implies,
1. A thorough conviction that we are not our own; that we are not the
proprietors of ourselves, or anything we enjoy; that we have no right to
dispose of our goods, bodies, souls, or any of the actions or passions of
them.
2. A solemn resolution to act suitably to this conviction: Not to live to
ourselves; not to pursue our own desires; not to please ourselves; nor to
suffer our own will to be any principle of action to us.
Secondly: Such a renunciation of ourselves naturally leads to the devoting
of ourselves to God. As this implies,
1. A thorough conviction that we are God’s; that He is the proprietor of all
we are, and all we have; and that not only by right of creation, but of
purchase; for He died for all, and therefore “died for all, that they which
live should not henceforth live unto themselves, but unto Him that died for
them.”
2. A solemn resolution to act suitably to this conviction: To live unto God;
to render unto God the things which are God’s, even all we are, and all we
have; to glorify Him in our bodies, and in our spirits, with all the powers
and all the strength of each; and to make his will our sole principle of
action.
Thirdly: Self-denial is the immediate consequence of this. For whosoever
has determined to live no longer to the desires of men, but to the will of
God, will soon find that he cannot be true to his purpose without denying
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himself, and taking up his cross daily. He will daily feel some desire which
this one principle of action, the will of God, does not require him to
indulge. In this, therefore, he must either deny himself, or so far deny the
faith. He will daily meet with some means of drawing nearer to God, which
are unpleasing to flesh and blood. In this, therefore, he must either take up
his cross, or so far renounce his Master.
Fourthly: By a constant exercise of self-denial, the true follower of Christ
continually advances in mortification. He is more and more dead to the
world, and the things of the world, till at length he can say, with that
perfect disciple of his Lord, 25 “I desire nothing but God,” or, with St.
Paul, “I am crucified unto the world; I am dead with Christ; I live not, but
Christ liveth in me.”
Fifthly: Christ liveth in me. This is the fulfilling of the law, the last stage
of Christian holiness: This maketh the man of God perfect. He that being
dead to the world is alive to God; the desire of whose soul is unto his
name; who has given Him his whole heart; who delights in Him, and in
nothing else but what tends to Him; who, for his sake, burns with love to
all mankind; who neither thinks, speaks, nor acts, but to fulfill his will, —
is on the last round of the ladder to heaven: Grace hath had its full work
upon his soul: The next step he takes is into glory.
May the God of glory give unto us who have not already attained this,
neither are already perfect, to do this one thing; forgetting those things
which are behind, and reaching forth unto those things which are before, to
press toward the mark for the prize of our high calling in Christ Jesus!
May He so enlighten our eyes, that we may reckon all things but loss for
the excellency of the knowledge of Christ Jesus our Lord; and so establish
our hearts, that we may rejoice to suffer the loss of all things, and count
them but dung, that we may win Christ!

XC.
A short Account of the Life and Death of Nathanael Othen, who was shot
in Dover Castle, October 26th, 1757. 12mo., pp. 12. 1775.
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XCI.
Some Account of the Life and Death of Nicholas Mooney. 12mo., pp. 36.
1776.

XCII.
A Concise History of England, from the Earliest Times, to the Death of
George II. By JOHN WESLEY , A.M. In Four Volumes. 12mo. 1776.

PREFACE.
1. THE grand objection which every thinking man naturally makes to most
of the Histories that are extant, and to the Histories of England in
particular, is, that they are unimportant; that they are well nigh filled with
incidents, the knowledge of which brings the reader neither profit nor
pleasure. For instance, it no more concerns us to know nine parts in ten of
what is contained in Rapin’s History, than to know that on such a day “a
bird dropped a feather on one of the Pyrenaean mountains.”
2. A contrary objection may nevertheless be made to the generality of our
historians. Although they are far too prolix on most occasions, yet on
others they are too concise. They do not in anywise copy after Tacitus,
(although some of them profess to do it,) who lightly passes over a
thousand circumstances, which less judicious writers would have related at
large, while he gives a very minute detail of those striking incidents which
have a tendency either to improve the understanding or to amend the heart.
3. This certainly arises from want of judgment, a fault very conspicuous in
most of our historians. Either they had not a good natural understanding,
(and then what could be expected from them?) or they had not the
opportunity of improving their understanding by a liberal education.
Hence even when they transcribe from the most sensible authors, they
betray their own littleness of sense. They do not know what to take and
what to leave, or how to weave together what they have taken. Much less
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do they know how to amend what they think wrong, which they generally
alter for the worse.
4. But a greater fault still is partiality. And how very few are free from it!
Even in relating the uninteresting transactions which occurred many
hundred years ago, most authors vehemently espouse the cause either of
one party or the other; as naturally as, in reading Homer, some are earnest
for the Trojans, others equally earnest for the Grecians. How much more
vehemently may we expect men of a warm temper to espouse the cause of
one or the other party, when they speak of those who lived near our own
times, in the past or the present century! Accordingly, some violently
attach themselves to the cause of King Charles the First; others with equal
violence defend and extol the Long Parliament, or Oliver Cromwell. Many
suppose the whole family of the Stuarts to have been good men, and
excellent Princes; others paint them as the worst of men, and the vilest of
tyrants.
5. There is yet another objection which may be made to all the Histories of
England which I have seen; (I mean the general Histories; for this objection
does not lie against several particular Histories, such as Lord Clarendon’s
History of the Rebellion, or Mr. Neal’s History of the Puritans;) that is,
they seem calculated only for atheists, for there is nothing about God in
them. Who would gather from these accounts, who would have the least
suspicion, that it is God who governs the world? “that his kingdom ruleth
over all, in heaven above, and in earth beneath? that He alone changeth the
times and the seasons, removeth Kings and setteth up Kings, and disposes
all things by his almighty power, acording to the counsels of his own
will?” Nay, rather from the whole tenor of their discourse, one would
suppose that God was quite out of the question; that the King of heaven
had no more to do in the revolutions of England than the Emperor of
Japan; and that his power over Great Britain was as effectually
extinguished as that of the Danes and Saxons.
6. In such a History as I wish to see, unimportant incidents should have no
place; at most, they should be very briefly and slightly touched, just to
preserve the thread of the narration. Something of the kind is attempted in
the following volumes, which contain the substance of the English History,
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extracted chiefly from Dr. Goldsmith, Rapin, and Smollet, only with
various corrections and additions. But ten thousand dull passages are
omitted, which could be inserted for no other purpose than to enlarge the
volume, and consequently the price; to oblige the bookseller, rather than
the reader.
7. Those incidents which are of greater importance, which tend either to
improve the understanding, or to inspire the heart with noble and generous
sentiments, are recited at large with all their circumstances. And this it was
easy to do from one or other of the historians above-mentioned. If Dr.
Goldsmith happens to be too concise, on any of these occasions, the
defect is abundantly supplied either by Smollet or Rapin. With what
judgment this is done in the following papers, must be submitted to the
candid reader. For I cannot herein comply with the mode; I cannot prevail
upon myself, although I am convinced how fashionable it is, to make a
labored panegyric upon my own understanding.
8. With all the understanding I have, I have endeavored to avoid that other
rock whereon so many split, partiality. As I have for fifty years read and
considered the eminent writers on both sides, that I might not be biased by
either; so I have labored, like Dr. Warner, the most impartial writer of
English history I ever saw, to steer between the two extremes, the bigotry
on one side and on the other. And I am in hopes this will appear to all who
are divested of prejudice, and who are lovers of naked truth.
9. Wholly to divest one’s self of prejudice and partiality is indeed a
difficult thing. And I have found it equally difficult to see God in all the
affairs of men; among the multiplicity of visible causes still to see Him that
is invisible, the one Great Cause, sitting on the circle of the heavens, and
ruling all things in heaven and earth. How few patterns have we in this
kind! Who takes God into his account, or seems to think He has any
concern in the transactions of the lower world? I wish to habituate the
readers of English history to a nobler way of thinking: As I desire myself
to see God pervading the moral as well as the natural world; so I would
fain have others to see Him in all civil events as well as in all the
phenomena of nature. I want them to learn that the Lord is King, be the
earth never so impatient; that He putteth down one and setteth up
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another, in spite of all human power and wisdom. Let there be at least one
History of England which uniformly acknowledges this; let there be one
Christian History of what is still called (though by a strong figure) a
Christian country.
LONDON ,
August 10, 1775.

XCIII.
An Extract of the Life of Madam Guion. By J OHN WESLEY , M.A. 12mo.,
pp. 230. 1776.

PREFACE.
1. SUCH another Life as that of the celebrated Madam Guion, I doubt
whether the world ever saw. I am sure, I never did: I have seen many
worse; and I have seen a few better. But I never saw one, either ancient or
modern, which contained so wonderful a mixture. It contains abundance of
excellent things, uncommonly excellent; such as may greatly tend to the
spiritual advantage of the children of God: And, at the same time, it
contains several things which are utterly false and unscriptural; nay, such
as are dangerously false; such as have a natural tendency to hinder the
progress of the children of God; to prevent their growth in grace; yea, to
turn them out of the plain, scriptural way, into that of imagination and
delusion.
2. How is it then that almost all the publishers of this Life have given us all
together, good and bad, food and poison? Was none able to separate the
precious from the vile? what is of God, from what is of nature? At least,
could none furnish in a few notes an antidote against that poison?
3. This I have endeavored to do in the following tract, which contains all
that is truly excellent, all that is scriptural and rational in her Life; all that
tends to the genuine love of God and our neighbor. In the mean time, most
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of what I judged to be contrary to Scripture and reason is omitted. If any
one ask, “And why not all? Why is anything inserted that is unscriptural
and irrational?” I answer, That there might be an opportunity of more
effectually guarding against it. I have attempted this in the notes subjoined;
which, I am in hopes, may be of use also to some who have read her Life at
large, and perhaps swallowed good and bad together.
4. As to Madam Guion herself, I believe she was not only a good woman,
but good in an eminent degree; deeply devoted to God, and often favored
with uncommon communications of his Spirit. But I know, from her own
words, she was far from infallible; yea, that she was actually deceived in
many instances; the more frequently, because she imagined herself to be
infallible, incapable of being deceived. She had naturally a most fertile
imagination, together with vast impetuosity of spirit. Hence, she rushed
forward, taking everything for divine which was strongly impressed upon
her; whereas, much of it was from her own spirit, and much from the grand
deceiver. It is true, the anointing of the Holy One taught her of all things
which were necessary to her salvation. But it pleased God to leave her to
her own judgment in things of a less important nature.
5. I believe, therefore, the following extract of her Life may be
recommended to all serious persons; not only as safe, but as helpful in a
high degree, to those that are going on to perfection. They have here the
gold without the dross, the food without the poison. Or if any of this
remain, it is pointed out, and sufficiently guarded against, in the notes;
which may be of use, not only to the readers of this extract, but to those
who have read the Life at large, and perhaps imbibed unawares some of
those dangerous mistakes which are here guarded against.
6. And inasmuch as there are scarce any errors of Madam Guion, which are
not espoused by most of the mystic writers, (in particular by Madam
Bourignon,) the same remarks may guard unwary and unexperienced
readers against the same errors wherever they occur. Yea, and they may
remind even wary and experienced Christians, not to be wise above that is
written; and to bring all the seeming heights of religion down to that one
plain standard, beyond which no saint, no Apostle, could go, “We love
Him, because He first loved us.”
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7. The grand source of all her mistakes was this, the not being guided by
the written word. She did not take the Scripture for the rule of her actions;
at most it was but the secondary rule. Inward impressions, which she
called inspirations, were her primary rule. The written word was not a
lantern to her feet, a light in all her paths. No; she followed another light,
the outward light of her confessors, and the inward light of her own spirit.
It is true, she wrote many volumes upon the Scriptures. But she then read
them, not to learn, but to teach; and therein was hurried on by the rapid
stream of her overflowing imagination. Hence arose that capital mistake,
which runs through all her writings, that God never does, never can, purify
a soul, but by inward and outward suffering. Utterly false! Never was
there a more purified soul than the Apostle John. And which of the
Apostles suffered less? yea, or of all the primitive Christians? Therefore
all she says on this head, of “darkness, desertion, privation,” and the like,
is fundamentally wrong.
8. This unscriptural notion led her into the unscriptural practice of bringing
suffering upon herself; by bodily austerities; by giving away her estates to
ungodly, unthankful relations; by not justifying herself, than which
nothing could be more unscriptural or uncharitable; and by that
unaccountable whim, (the source of numberless sufferings, which did not
end but with her life,) the going to Geneva, to convert the heretics to the
Catholic faith.
9. And yet with all this dross, how much pure gold is mixed! So did God
wink at involuntary ignorance! What a depth of religion did she enjoy! of
the mind that was in Christ Jesus! what heights of righteousness, and
peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost! How few such instances do we find, of
exalted love to God and our neighbor; of genuine humility; of invincible
meekness, and unbounded resignation! So that, upon the whole, I know
not whether we may not search many centuries to find another woman
who was such a pattern of true holiness.
LONDON ,
JOHN WESLEY .
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November 9, 1776.

XCIV.
A Short Account of the Death of Elizabeth Hindmarsh, who died
September 6th, 1777; in the twenty-first year of her age. The Third
Edition. 12mo., pp. 12. 1778.

XCV.
A Brief Narrative of the Revival of Religion in Virginia. In a Letter to a
Friend. The Fourth Edition. 12mo., pp. 35. 1779.

XCVI.
A Word to whom it may Concern. 12mo., pp. 17. 1779.

XCVII.
The Arminian Magazine: Consisting of Extracts and Original Treatises on
Universal Redemption. Fourteen Volumes. 8vo., 1778-1791. General
Preface. Volume 1., page 3.

TO THE READER.
1. AMIDST the multitude of Magazines which now swarm in the world,
there was one, a few years ago, termed “The Christian Magazine,” which
was of great use to mankind, and did honor to the publishers. But it was
soon discontinued, to the regret of many serious and sensible persons. In
the room of it started up a miscreated phantom, called “The Spiritual
Magazine;” and not long after it, its twin-sister, oddly called “The Gospel
Magazine.” Both of these are intended to show, that God is not loving to
every man; that his mercy is not over all his works; and, consequently,
that Christ did not die for all, but for one in ten, for the elect only.
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2. This comfortable doctrine, the sum of which, proposed in plain English,
is, God, before the foundation of the world, absolutely and irrevocably
decreed, that “some men shall be saved, do what they will, and the rest
damned, do what they can,” has, by these tracts, been spread throughout
the land with the utmost diligence. And these champions of it have from
the beginning proceeded in a manner worthy of their cause. They have paid
no more regard to good nature, decency, or good manners, than to reason or
truth. All these they set utterly at defiance. Without any deviation from
their plan, they have defended their dear decrees with arguments worthy of
Bedlam, and with language worthy of Billingsgate.
3. In “The Arminian Magazine” a very different opinion will be defended
in a very different manner. We maintain that “God willeth all men to be
saved,” by “speaking the truth in love;” by arguments and illustrations
drawn partly from Scripture, partly from reason, proposed in as
inoffensive a manner as the nature of the thing will permit. Not that we
expect those on the other side of the question will use us as we use them.
Yet we hope nothing will move us to return evil for evil, or, however
provoked, to render railing for railing.
4. Our design is, to publish some of the most remarkable tracts on the
universal love of God, and his willingness to save all men from all sin,
which have been wrote in this and the last century. Some of these are now
grown very scarce; some have not appeared in English before. To these
will be added original pieces, wrote either directly upon this subject, or on
those which are equally opposed by the patrons of particular redemption.
5. We know nothing more proper to introduce a work of this kind than a
sketch of the life and death of Arminius; a person, with whom those who
mention his name with the utmost indignity are commonly quite
unacquainted; of whom they know no more than of Hermes Trismegistus.
It is true there is no such account of his life extant, as one would expect to
be given of so great a man; at least none such has come to our knowledge;
but even an imperfect account is better than none, and may serve to
remove abundance of prejudice from candid and impartial men.
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6. Since the first proposals for this work were published, we have been
much solicited, and by some for whose judgment we have a great regard, to
give poetry a place therein. They urge, that it may he profitable as well as
agreeable; that it may not only afford some entertainment, but may be of
real use to many serious readers who have a taste for verse as well as
prose. We acknowledge it may, and accordingly purpose, at the close of
every number, to fill up what is wanting in the pages proposed with one or
more copies of verses. But we faithfully promise not to insert any
doggerel, nothing which shall shock either the understanding or the taste of
the serious reader.
7. Each number will therefore consist of four parts: First, a defence of that
grand Christian doctrine, “God willeth all men to be saved, and to come to
the knowledge of the truth.” Secondly, an extract from the Life of some
holy man, whether Lutheran, Church of England man, Calvinist, or
Arminian. Thirdly, accounts and letters containing the experience of pious
persons, the greatest part of whom are still alive; and, Fourthly, verses
explaining or confirming the capital doctrines we have in view.
8. Let the gentle reader excuse us, if we cannot prevail upon ourselves to
comply with the fashionable custom, of magazine-writers in particular, of
adding here a labored panegyric upon our own work. Such as it is, we trust
it will, by the blessing of God, be useful as well as acceptable to men of
understanding.
9. It may not be improper to add a few words concerning the title of this
Magazine. We have been frequently advised to “give it another
appellation, rather than one that will give a general offense.” We answer, It
will not give so general offense as some are apt to imagine. In Roman
Catholic countries, it must be allowed, the patrons of particular
redemption are very numerous. Not only the whole body of Dominican
and Augustine Friars, with several other religious orders, are, to a man,
firm and zealous asserters of particular redemption; not only the
Jansenists, who abound in several parts of France as well as throughout
Flanders; but great numbers of the laity, in all those parts of Europe, who
acknowledge the Roman Pontiff. And it would be no wonder, if all
Romanists, who have any religion at all, should be of that opinion,
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considering the profound reverence they have for Thomas Aquinas, a more
vehement defender of the decrees than their grand saint, Augustine. But we
have no reason to believe that there is so general a reception of those
decrees in Protestant countries. Whatsoever was the case in times past,
very few now receive them even in Holland. And in Geneva they are
universally rejected with the utmost horror. The case is nearly the same in
England. Not one in ten, not one in a hundred, if we look through the
nation, have the least esteem for absolute predestination; so that nine in
ten, yea, ninety-nine in a hundred, will take no offense at an open, avowed
opposition to it.
LONDON ,
November 1, 1777.
Preface to Volume 2, page 3.

TO THE READER.
1. A YEAR ago I proposed to publish, in what was entitled “The Arminian
Magazine,” some of the most remarkable tracts on the universal love of
God, and his willingness to save all men from all sin, which have been
wrote in this and the last century; and to add some original pieces, wrote
either directly on this subject, or on those which have a near relation to it.
2. What I then promised, I have since performed in the best manner I was
able. And I flatter myself that every sensible and impartial reader will
allow that the tracts already published are some of the best, if not the very
best, that were wrote on the subject in the last century; at least, I shall be
easily credited when I affirm, that they are the best which ever came under
my notice. And every one may see that the writers were men of deep
understanding, and perfect masters both of the arguments and of their own
tempers.
3. I proposed to publish, in the Second place, the Lives of some persons,
eminent for understanding and piety. I began with that of Martin Luther,
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wrote in Latin, and never published in English before. I went on with that
of Bernard Gilpin, and then subjoined that of Bishop Bedell; three of the
most eminent men whom God has raised up in Europe for several
centuries.
4. To these I proposed to add a collection of letters, chiefly experimental.
And as I had an immense variety of these, perhaps greater than any person
in England, (not to say in Europe,) I judged it most advisable to select a
few of them, such as I believed would be of most general use, and to place
them in the order wherein they were written. And I take upon me to say,
that (if I know anything either of good writing or of Christian experience)
this is by far the best collection of letters which has been published in the
present century. I except none beside those inimitable ones of Jane Cooper
and Mrs. Lefevre.
5. After the first proposals for this work were published, I was much
solicited to give poetry a place therein. I consented; and accordingly
promised, at the close of every number, to fill up what was wanting in the
number of pages, with one or more copies of verses. I promised, at the
same time, (though I was aware some of my well-meaning correspondents
would be offended,) not to insert any doggerel; nor anything that would
shock either the understanding or the taste of the serious reader. This also I
have fully performed, I hope, to the satisfaction of all competent judges.
6. It is a surprise to me, that, in the course of a whole year, I have heard so
few objections to the work. Those that came to my knowledge I
immediately answered, partly in June, partly in August. In June, it was
objected,
(1.) “It is too short.” I answered this by adding eight pages to every
number. It was objected,
(2.) “There is not variety enough.” I answered, “Here is all the variety
I promised. I promised the bulk of the Magazine (as the very title
implies) should treat of universal redemption. And hence you had
reason to expect that the greatest part of every number would turn
upon that single point.” But I will add more variety to the
historical part, by inserting some account of our Preachers. “In the
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letters there is certainly as much variety as any reasonable man
can expect.”
7. It was objected,
(3.) “There are no pictures.” This objection is now removed; but it is
not removed to my satisfaction; far, very far, from it. I am utterly
dissatisfied with the engravings for October, November, and
December; and I will have better, whatever they cost. It was
objected,
(4.) That “some of the tracts are hard to be understood.” I allow they
were; but those that follow will be plainer and plainer; so that I
trust they will be easily understood by any one of a tolerable
capacity. It was objected,
(5.) That “the letters are not spiritual enough.” Now, I think they are
some of the most spiritual that have been published in England for
many years. If any one thinks otherwise, I cannot help it. But
does not the defect lie in his own understanding?
8. Lately I have heard an objection to the poetical part; namely, that all the
verses are not originals. I never once intimated, much less promised, that
any of them should be so. Therefore, by inserting in many original copies
of verses, (indeed, the far greater part are such,) I have performed more
than I promised, and more than any one had reason to expect.
9. I have just now heard another objection, and one that strikes at the very
root of the whole design: “We want only practical treatises: We have no
need of any more controversial writings.” This is home to the point. Only
make this good, and you will save me a great deal of trouble.
But is there no need of controversial writings, even on this very subject?
Are, then, all the serious men in the nation already established in the truth?
Are there no Calvinists left in the land? And are no more endeavors used to
propagate Calvinism? Is “The Gospel Magazine,” so called, at an end? Do
you not think it is still continued? And if poison is still spreading on every
side, is there not need to spread the antidote too? Yea, and is it not
needful, if it can be done, to spread it in the same channel? Certainly, never
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was there more need, in the memory of man, of opposing the horrible
decree than at this day.
10. Perhaps you will say, “But I am established in the truth; so that I need
no more help.” I am not sure of it; I doubt it much. I fear you have more
need of help than you are aware of. If an able patron of the decrees was to
attack you, you would find it hard enough to answer him. You would find
your need of a great deal more help, more arguments, than you are yet
master of.
11. But suppose you are sufficiently established in the truths so as to be
utterly out of danger; (which, I own, I am not;) is every one else so too?
every one of your neighbors and acquaintance? O no! you cannot imagine
they are. There are thousands in every part of England, who have a
measure of the fear (if not the love) of God, who are totally unestablished;
who are still halting between two opinions, and exceedingly perplexed
upon the account. Suffer them, then, to use the most probable means of
escaping from that perplexity. Nay, encourage them so to do; to read and
consider what has been written on the subject. Do not persuade them that
they have no need of any farther antidote. Rather furnish them with it,
whether they have already drank the deadly thing, or are in danger of
drinking it. Yea, do everything which is in your power to propagate it
throughout the nation, till all shall own, that “the Lord is loving unto every
man,” and that “his mercy is over all his works.”
January 1, 1779.
Preface to Volume 3, page 3.

TO THE READER.
1. WHEN I was first desired to add another to the large number of
Magazines which travel through Great Britain, I consented, upon the
supposition that a few months would probably conclude my labor. But
herein I find myself mistaken; I do not see land yet. I am come now to the
end of a second year; and yet not to the end of my work.
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2. In the two last years, I have published some of the best tracts which I
ever met with upon the Arminian controversy; such as, I am fully
persuaded, never were and never will be fairly answered. I have given you
the Lives of some of the most eminent persons who have lived at or since
the Reformation. To these has been added, a short account of many of
those young men (such most of them were when they first set out) who
have given up their little all, and have not “counted their lives dear unto
themselves, so they might testify the Gospel of the grace of God.” And I
have the satisfaction to observe, that the engravings this year are far better
executed than they were the last. Many of the likenesses are really
striking; as all must acknowledge who know the persons.
3. Of the letters likewise which follow those accounts, I have no reason to
be ashamed. Most of them are closely practical and experimental; and the
experience contained in several is both sound and deep. Even those which
may seem to border upon controversy have a near relation to Christian
practice, and may serve to remove several scruples which have disquieted
the minds of pious men.
4. With regard to the poetry, some have objected to a poem published in
the September Magazine. 26 And it is granted, it is not strictly religious.
But it must be granted on the other side,
(1.) That there is nothing in it contrary to religion, nothing that can
offend the chastest ears.
(2.) That many truly religious men and women have both read it and
profited thereby; and,
(3.) That it is one of the finest poems in the English tongue, both for
sentiment and language; and whoever can read it without tears,
must have a stupid, unfeeling heart. However, I do not know that
anything of the same kind will appear in any of the following
Magazines.
5. In the following, some pages will always be bestowed (as was originally
designed) in proving the grand doctrine of universal redemption, and
clearing it of all objections. But this will not take up so large a compass as
it has done in some of the preceding numbers. I do not intend that the
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controversial part of any future number shall exceed sixteen pages. By this
means there will be more room for what is more to my taste, and I believe
more for the profit of the serious reader; I mean, such Lives as contain the
height and depth of genuine, scriptural, rational religion.
6. There will likewise be room for inserting a longer and more particular
account of some of the Preachers. Indeed I studiously avoid the swelling of
these accounts by circumstances that are neither useful nor entertaining.
But in several of those that I have by me, there are many striking incidents,
which deserve to be related at large; particularly such as respect the
difficulties and dangers which they have gone through; and out of which
nothing could have delivered them, but the almost miraculous providence
of God.
7. I have still abundance of letters in my hands, equal to any that have yet
been published. Indeed there is a peculiar energy of thought and language in
many of those which were wrote in the year 1758, and a few of the
following years, suitable to that unusual outpouring of the Spirit, with
which both London and many parts of England and Ireland were favored
during that happy period. Happy I cannot but call it; notwithstanding the
tares which Satan found means of sowing among the wheat. And I cannot
but adopt the prayer of a pious man in Scotland upon a similar occasion,
“Lord, if it please thee, work the same work again, without the blemishes.
But if that may not be, though it be with all the blemishes, work the same
work.”
8. I have likewise still in my hands abundance of verses, many of them
original. And most of those which have been printed before are such as
very few persons have either seen or heard of. Such are those in particular
which are extracted from the Works of Dr. Byrom. It cannot be denied,
that he was an uncommon genius, a man of the finest and strongest
understanding. And yet very few even of his countrymen and
contemporaries have so much as heard his name.
9. I have again maturely considered the objection so frequently made from
want of variety. And, in order to obviate this objection, I will submit to
the advice of my friends, and occasionally insert several little pieces that
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are not immediately connected with my main design. Only let me beg, that
the variation itself may not be improved into an objection; let it be
remembered, that if I wander a little from my subject, it is in compliance
with the judgment of my friends. It has been my manner, for nearly fifty
years, when I speak or write, to keep close to one point. But so far as it
can be done with innocence, I desire to “become all things to all men.”
10. But some perhaps will ask, Is it not time to have done? How many
more Magazines will you publish? This is a question which I am not able
to answer. Humanly speaking, I have already one foot in the grave; I stand
on the verge of eternity. Who, therefore, can tell how little a time it will be
till I go hence and am no more seen? But as long as I am in this tabernacle,
it shall be my endeavor by this, as by every other means, as I have
opportunity, “to do good unto all men, especially to them that are of the
household of faith.”
LONDON ,
January 1, 1780.

ADVERTISEMENT.
As many of my friends have long desired to see John Goodwin’s
“Exposition of the Ninth Chapter of the Epistle to the Romans,” and as
the book is become so scarce that it is seldom to be found, I judge that it
will be both acceptable and profitable to them, to give an extract of it in
this, and some following numbers.
N.B. — Only his short Paraphrase is given in this number; the Exposition
itself will begin in the next.
Preface to Volume 4, page 3.

THE PREFACE.
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1. IT is a general complaint, and, it seems, a just one, that most of our
periodical publications do not continue the same as they began, but in a
little time lose their spirit. In a few years, perhaps in a few months or
weeks, the publishers have (as we say) wrote themselves out. They have
exhausted their stock, or at least the most useful and valuable part of it;
and what remains is little calculated either to entertain or to profit the
sensible reader.
2. For many years this remark has been made concerning Magazines in
particular. An immense multitude of these has lately appeared in England,
Scotland, Ireland, and America. But how small a number of them has
retained the same spirit for any considerable time! Yet some have done it: I
believe the last of the Christian Magazines was not inferior to the first; and
I suppose “The Gentleman’s Magazine” has preserved its spirit for
upwards of forty years together.
3. And I believe the impartial reader will allow, that “The Arminian
Magazine” has not declined hitherto. He will easily observe, that neither
the prose nor verse published in November and December last are inferior
to any of the preceding compositions. Certainly the letters are not; many
of which contain the height and depth of Christian experience, expressed in
the most easy and natural, yet strong and significant, language.
4. And there is no danger that I should write myself out, that I should ever
exhaust my stock of materials; as I have still by me a large number of
compositions, both in verse and prose, the greatest part of which never yet
saw the light; nor probably ever would have done, had they not been
brought out of obscurity by the present publication. Add to this, that I
have had, for many years, and have at this day, a greater number of pious
correspondents, than any person in England, or perhaps in Europe.
5. But still want of variety is objected; yea, and it ever will be objected.
For I dare not fill up any publication of mine with bits and scraps, to
humor any one living. It is true, I am not fond of verbose writers, neither
of very long treatises. I conceive, the size of a book is not always the
measure of the writer’s understanding. Nay, I believe if angels were to
write books, we should have very few folios. But neither am I fond of
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tracts that begin and end before they have cleared up anything. There are
inserted as many articles in each of these Magazines as can be treated of
therein to any purpose. If any one wishes rather to read a hundred
incoherent shreds, he may suit himself in abundance of authors.
6. But so far I can comply with those who desire a little more variety, as
to add two or three entirely new branches to the Magazines of the
following years. Several of my friends have been frequently importuning
me to write a few more sermons. I thought, indeed, I might now have been
fairly excused, and have remitted that work to my younger brethren. But
as they are not satisfied with this, I submit to their well-meant
importunity, and design to write, with God’s assistance, a few more plain,
practical discourses, on those which I judge to be the most necessary of
the subjects I have not yet treated of. The former part of one of these is
published this month; the latter will follow in February: And so every two
months, so long as God spares my life and health, I shall publish another.
7. I believe another addition will not be unacceptable to the serious reader.
After the Life of each Preacher will be inserted part of the Life of some of
those real Christians who, having faithfully served God in their generation,
have lately finished their course with joy. One of these (a specimen of the
rest) was inserted in the last November Magazine.
8. One more article may, I apprehend, be inserted both for the profit and
entertainment of the reader. The five volumes entitled, “A Survey of the
Wisdom of God in the Creation,” are but in few hands: It is not convenient
for many to purchase them. But particular passages of these will be
carefully selected, and inserted in each Magazine. I believe they will fall in
naturally enough between the history and the letters: And these will all
illustrate His wisdom and goodness, for whom all things are and were
created.
9. Many of the portraits are not yet such as I desire. I will have better, or
none at all; although this will imply some delay; especially with regard to
the prints of those Preachers who are at a great distance from London: For
I cannot trust country engravers.
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10. These things will we do, if God permit. But who knows what we may
do or be tomorrow? For what is our life? Is it not a vapor that just appears
and vanishes away? O let us secure a permanent life! a life that will remain
when heaven and earth flee away!
LONDON ,
January 1, 1781.
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ADVERTISEMENT.
NUMBERLESS treatises have been written in this and the last age on the
subject of predestination; but I have not seen any that is written with more
good sense and good humor than Castellio’s Dialogues, wrote above two
hundred years ago: Yet I know not that they have ever appeared in our
tongue. I believe, therefore, the putting them into an English dress will give
pleasure to every impartial reader.
JOHN WESLEY .
Preface to an Extract from the Journal of Mr. G—— C——. Volume 5.

TO THE READER.
I do not remember ever to have met with a more remarkable account than is
contained in the following Journal. What an amazing instance of divine
mercy does it set before us; especially considering all the difficulties he had
to grapple with in his infancy, his childhood, and his youth! Was not this
indeed a brand plucked out of the burning! And who then can despair? For,
“May not every sinner find
The grace that found out thee?”

The Journal itself is abundantly larger. But as the same experience occurs
over and over, I judged it advisable to select out of it only the most
material parts; those especially which artlessly describe the struggle
between the flesh and the spirit, even in a true believer; and those which
relate to the accomplishment of that grand promise, which is the
quintessence of the Gospel, — “I will circumcise thy heart, to love the
Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul.”
JOHN WESLEY .
M ACCLESFIELD,
April 1, 1782.
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Preface to a true Relation of the Chief Things which an Evil Spirit did and
said at Mascon, in Burgundy. Volume 5, page 366.

WITH my latest breath will I bear any testimony against giving up to
infidels one great proof of the invisible world; I mean, that of witchcraft
and apparitions, confirmed by the testimony of all ages. I do not think any
unprejudiced men can doubt of the truth of the following narrative. The
truth of it was in the last century acknowledged by all Europe; against
which, the unaccountableness of it is no objection to those who are
convinced of the littleness of their own knowledge.
Preface to an Extract from Dr. Hildrop’s Free Thoughts on the Brute
Creation. Volume 6, page 33.

FROM the title of the following Essay, one might be inclined to think, that
it was only an ingenious trifle, a matter of mere amusement. But upon a
serious and attentive consideration, it will appear to be far otherwise. It is
a vindication of the wisdom and goodness of God, in an instance that few
advert to; that even pious persons suffer to pass unnoticed, if they are not
rather prejudiced against it. But whoever calmly and impartially weighs
what is here advanced will soon lay aside those prejudices. Truth will
break through the mists of vulgar errors, and shine clear as the noon-day.
Preface to an Answer to Mr. Madan’s Treatise on Polygamy and
Marriage, by Joseph Benson. Volume 6, page 37.
To Mr. Joseph Benson.
DEAR SIR,

MANY have inferred from my not answering Mr. Madan’s book, that I
was of the same judgment with him. But it was owing to another cause,
my want of time. I am glad you have supplied my lack of service; and that
you have done it with temper; though not with that complaisance, which is
quite unseasonable on such an occasion. I have read over your Remarks
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with attention, and believe they will satisfy any impartial reader. I
commend you and your labors to the God of truth and love; and am
Your affectionate friend and brother,
JOHN WESLEY .
March 30,1782.
Preface to Volume 7, page 3.

TO THE READER.
1. I COULD not very easily have believed, had one told it me long ago, that
this work would have grown under my hands, so as to extend to the
beginning of a seventh year! When I was first prevailed on to enter upon it,
(after much importunity,) I did not expect, suppose my life should
continue, to continue it above two or three years. I imagined, that if I had
patience to write, few would have patience to read, much longer; seeing the
name of the Arminian Magazine would in that time be trite and threadbare;
and most people would expect little therein, but the same things repeated
over and over again.
2. But I have been very agreeably disappointed. Instead of the number of
subscribers decreasing, as I concluded it would do in a little time, it has
increased continually; and last year so much, as made it necessary to print
six hundred copies more than the year before. Nor is this enough; for I am
obliged to add six hundred more, even at the beginning of the present year.
And I expect a greater number still will be called for, before the end
thereof.
3. Yet abundance of objections have been made to the Magazine from the
very beginning of the publication of it. Many of these have been answered
in the Prefaces to the second, third, and fourth volumes. It may not be
improper to say a few words here, in answer to those that have been since
urged.
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4. And, first, it has been earnestly asked, “Is it not now high time to drop
the controversial part?” Do not you see, that this is in effect to say, “Is it
not time to drop the Arminian Magazine, and in the room thereof to
substitute another work; a Magazine of another kind?” Nay, others may
have time to begin new works; but my day is too far spent. I may possibly
continue this a little longer. But it is too late for me to begin a new work.
5. There is room for a contrary objection, arising from the very title-page:
“The Arminian Magazine, consisting of Extracts and Treatises on
Universal Redemption.” At present this is not strictly true; for it does not
consist of Extracts and Treatises on Universal Redemption. These are but
a very inconsiderable part of it; seldom above nine or ten pages in a
number: And fewer than these there cannot be with any propriety. Nay,
there cannot be so few, without an alteration in the title-page. Therefore I
will order it to run thus for the time to come: — “The Arminian Magazine,
consisting chiefly of Extracts and Treatises on Universal Redemption.”
6. Another objection which has been frequently urged is, “that the tracts
whereof it consists are not new.” I answer, First, I never promised they
should; I never intended it. The Preface to the very first volume disclaims
any such intention. The words are, “My design is, to publish some of the
most remarkable tracts which have been wrote in this and the last
century.” Indeed it follows, “To these will be added original pieces.” I
answer, Secondly, so there are. Many original pieces, both prose and
verse, are added in every number.
7. It is particularly objected, that “The Wisdom of God in the Creation,”
from which several extracts are made, is already in the hands of many
people, so that in buying this they buy the same things twice over. In the
hands of how many? Out of forty or fifty thousand, vulgarly called
Methodists, are there one thousand who have those five little volumes? I
believe, not above one hundred! I therefore purposely publish these short
extracts, to give a specimen of the whole; which hereby many may be
induced to procure; and the reading of which will well reward their labor.
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8. Perhaps it may be said, “But part of these, as well as some other
articles, particularly the extracts from Mr. Bryant, and the extracts from
and remarks upon Mr. Locke, are not intelligible to common readers.” I
know it well; but did I ever say this was intended for common readers
only? By no means. I publish it for the sake of the learned as well as the
unlearned readers. But as the latter are the greater number, nine parts in ten
of the work are generally suited to their capacity. What they do not
understand, let them leave to others, and endeavor to profit by what they
do understand.
9. One objection remains: “Why is so little of each treatise given in each
Magazine? Would it not be better to say more upon each head? Would it
not be more satisfactory to the readers?” Truly, I thought it would be far
better, and more satisfactory to most readers. But matter of fact proves
that I was mistaken. For, from the time the tracts have been thus divided,
and consequently the number of articles in each Magazine increased, the
number of subscribers has increased in every part of England.
10. I pray the Giver of every good and perfect gift, to give both to me and
my readers, “that by his holy inspiration we may think the things that are
rightful, and by his merciful guidance perform the same!”
LONDON ,
January 1, 1784.
Preface to an Extract from the Life of Mr. Thomas Firmin. Volume 9, page
253.

I WAS exceedingly struck at reading the following Life; having long settled
it in my mind, that the entertaining wrong notions concerning the Trinity
was inconsistent with real piety. But I cannot argue against matter of fact.
I dare not deny that Mr. Firmin was a pious man; although his notions of
the Trinity were quite erroneous.
JOHN WESLEY .
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Preface to an Extract from “God’s Revenge against Adultery and Murder.”
Volume 10, page 266.

TO THE READER.
MR. REYNOLD ’S book, entitled, “God’s Revenge against Adultery and
Murder,” has passed through several impressions, and contains many very
remarkable instances of divine justice. But one cannot help wishing, that he
had given us the real names of all the offenders, instead of altering them, to
save the honor of the families; and that he had been less verbose. The
former defect is now incurable; the latter I have attempted to remedy, by
retrenching generally half, sometimes two-thirds, or even three-fourths, of
the narrative.
JOHN WESLEY .
February 3, 1787.
Preface to Selections from the Rev. Charles Wesley’s Short Hymns.
Volume 12, page 279.

TO THE READER.
MY brother has left several manuscript volumes of Short Hymns, upon
various passages of Scripture; particularly on the Four Gospels and the
Acts of the Apostles. Many of these are no ways inferior to those that
have been already published. A specimen of them I purpose to publish in
the ensuing Magazine. The whole will probably see the light in some
future period.
JOHN WESLEY .
Preface to an Extract from an Essay on the Liberty of Moral Agents.
Volume 14, page 3.
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I DO not remember to have ever seen a more strong and beautiful treatise
on moral liberty than the following; which I therefore earnestly recommend
to the consideration of all those who desire
To vindicate the ways of God with man.
JOHN WESLEY .
May 3, 1790.
Preface to an Extract from an Account of the Pelew Islands. Volume 14,
page 38.

TO THE READER.
THAT the following curious Account, which has been so greatly admired, is
grounded on truth, cannot be doubted; most of the eye-witnesses being yet
alive, and willing to satisfy any inquirer. Yet I dare not deny that it has
been embellished; and, I suppose, to a considerable degree. For such a
generation of men as are here described never yet existed upon earth; nor
ever will, until the new heavens and earth appear, “wherein dwelleth
righteousness.”
JOHN WESLEY .
CITY-ROAD ,
January 8, 1790.

XCVIII.
The Saints’ Everlasting Rest; or, A Treatise on the Blessed State of the
Saints in their Enjoyment of God in Glory. Extracted from the Works of
Mr. Baxter. By JOHN WESLEY , A.M., late Fellow of Lincoln College,
Oxford. 12mo, pp. 335.
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XCIX.
The History of Henry Earl of Moreland. Abridged by the Rev. JOHN
WESLEY , M.A. In Two Volumes. 12mo. 1780.

TO THE READER.
THE whimsical title prefixed to this book gave me such a prejudice against
it, that I expected to find nothing in it worth reading. So I just opened it,
and threw it aside. But some time after, having read one page, I was clearly
convinced it would be worth while to read the whole. I was indeed a little
disgusted with the spinning out of the story, so as to fill five volumes; and
wished some of the digressions had been pared off, that it might have come
within a reasonable compass.
This is now done, by retrenching at least one third of what was published
in those five volumes, more to the satisfaction of the bookseller than of the
judicious reader. I have omitted, not only all the uninteresting dialogues
between the Author and his Friend, but most of the trifling and ludicrous
incidents, which would give little entertainment to men of understanding. I
likewise omit the remarks upon the feudal government, which are of little
use to the generality of readers; as also great part of the mystic divinity, as
it is more philosophical than scriptural.
I now venture to recommend the following treatise as the most excellent in
its kind of any that I have seen, either in the English or any other language.
The lowest excellence therein is the style, which is not only pure in the
highest degree, not only clear and proper, every word being used in its true
genuine meaning, but frequently beautiful and elegant, and, where there is
room for it, truly sublime. But what is of far greater value is the admirable
sense which is conveyed herein; as it sets forth in full view most of the
important truths which are revealed in the oracles of God. And these are
not only well illustrated, but also proved in an easy, natural manner; so
that the thinking reader is taught, without any trouble, the most essential
doctrines of religion.
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But the greatest excellence of all in this treatise is, that it continually
strikes at the heart. It perpetually aims at inspiring and increasing every
right affection; at the instilling gratitude to God, and benevolence to man.
And it does this, not by dry, dull, tedious precepts, but by the liveliest
examples that can be conceived; by setting before your eyes one of the
most beautiful pictures that ever was drawn in the world. The strokes of
this are so delicately fine, the touches so easy, natural, and affecting, that I
know not who can survey it with tearless eyes, unless he has a heart of
stone. I recommend it therefore to all those who are already, or desire to
be, lovers of God and man.
JOHN WESLEY .
BRISTOL ,
March 4, 1780.

C.
Reflections on the Rise and Progress of the American Rebellion. 12mo.,
pp. 96. 1780.

CI.
An Account of the Conduct of the War in the Middle Colonies. Extracted
from a late Author. 12mo., pp. 55. 1780.

CII.
An Extract from a Reply to the Observations of Lieut. General Sir William
Howe, on a Pamphlet, entitled, Letters to a Nobleman. 12mo., pp. 104.
1781.
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CIII.
An Extract of a Letter to the Right Honorable Viscount H**e, on his Naval
Conduct in the American War. 12mo., pp. 27. 1781.

CIV.
A Concise Ecclesiastical History, from the Birth of Christ, to the
Beginning of the present Century. In Four Volumes. 12mo. 1781.

PREFACE.
1. FOR many years I have been earnestly importuned to compile and
publish an Ecclesiastical History; as it was urged that no tolerable one was
yet extant in the English language. I answered, We have already an English
History of the Church, wrote by Archdeacon Echard. But it was replied,
“This is allowed by impartial judges to be not only extremely imperfect,
but also to be so exceeding dull, that one can hardly read it without falling
asleep.”
2. But I could in nowise think of compiling such an history. Want of time
was an insuperable hindrance. Abridging I might possibly have found time
for; but I knew no history of the Church worth abridging, till, a few years
since, a worthy man presented me with one, published thirty or forty
years ago, by Dr. John Lawrence Mosheim, Chancellor of the University
of Gottingen. This I read at leisure, with the greatest attention; and it
partly answered my expectations. Much of what was wanting in Mr.
Echard, his vast learning and unwearied industry supplied. And he is not a
dull writer. Much of his History is as lively as the nature of the subject
will bear.
3. But what is all this to the English reader? Dr. Mosheim writes in Latin.
Hence his work might have been long enough concealed from those who do
not understand that language, had not a learned and ingenious man, Dr.
M’Laine, undertook the translating of it into English. This he performed
some years since, in an accurate manner, with the addition of many notes.
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But one inconvenience followed this, a large addition to the price. The
price of the Latin work was six shillings, that of the English thirty.
4. I have endeavored, if not wholly to remove, yet to lessen, this
inconvenience, by reducing the price of this valuable work to one third. It
may be observed, that part of the following History is translated from Dr.
Mosheim; part abridged from Dr. M’Laine; but so as not to insert a single
paragraph without any alteration. And the far greater part of his numerous
notes, I do not meddle with. They may satisfy the curious; but would be
of no use to the unlearned reader.
5. Yet even in Dr. Mosheim’s History, many articles are neither
instructive nor entertaining. Among these we may rank nine parts in ten of
what relates to the heresies that were propagated in the several ages of the
church, and in the several provinces of the empire. As the greatest part of
these were the mere whims and absurdities of senseless or self-conceited
men, it was certainly doing them too much honor, to mention them in a
serious history. And if they were not wholly passed over, it was sufficient
barely to mention them, without entering into any detail of the nonsensical
reveries of those idle dreamers. For if at the time when they fluttered about
in the world, it was needful just to mention them, it is not worth our while
now to collect into one heap all the rubbish of seventeen hundred years.
6. I have likewise some objection to what Dr. Mosheim writes concerning
the internal state of the church. He does not seem clearly to understand
what the internal state of the church means. He tells you the state of
learning, the form of government, the doctrine, the rites and ceremonies, in
each century; but certainly all these put together teach us very little of its
internal state. The internal state of individual Christians, and the Christian
church in general, is undoubtedly something far deeper, and widely
different from this. When righteousness, and peace, and joy in the Holy
Ghost abound therein, then the internal state of the church is good. When
these are generally wanting, the internal state of the church is certainly bad.
Consequently, by the increase or decrease of these, its internal state is to
be estimated.
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7. To speak without reserve my naked sentiments, I do not find proof in
any of his writings, that Dr. Mosheim himself (though a very learned man)
was much acquainted with inward religion. Perhaps it is owing to this, that
he so severely condemns all the Mystic writers in a lump. Perhaps to this
are owing several other passages, which I can by no means approve of. But
I choose rather to leave them out, than to insert and censure them;
especially considering he has many excellencies to balance a few blemishes;
and that he is, upon the whole, one of the best writers that we have upon
the subject.
8. A little objection I have also to the style, partly of the original, but
chiefly of the translation. Many of the sentences are far too long, spun out
with abundance of unnecessary words. Probably both the author and his
translator were admirers of Ciceronian periods. And it is allowed, they are
not improper in orations; but in history they should have no place. Sallust,
not Cicero, is the standard for the style of an history. This I have
studiously endeavored to correct, by paring off the superfluity of words,
and leaving only so many in every sentence, as sufficed to convey the
meaning of it.
9. But there is yet another objection, which appeared to me more
considerable than either of the former. I fear that sometimes the author,
sometimes the translator, and now and then both the one and the other,
have not done justice, either to the transaction which they relate, or to the
character of truly good men. In these instances I hope to be excused for
taking the same liberty with them both, which Dr. M’Laine has frequently
taken with Dr. Mosheim; especially as I always endeavor to speak with
modesty, and with due respect to both those ingenious men. I take this
liberty with the less scruple, because, though they have read many books
which I have not seen; yet, on the other hand, I have read many within
these fifty years, which probably they never saw.
10. After all, there is one thing of which I judge it absolutely needful to
apprise the pious reader, (that he be not offended,) before he enters either
upon this or any other history of the church. Let him not expect to find an
history of saints, of men that walked worthy of their high calling. It is true,
there were a few in every age of these burning and shining lights. But they
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shone in a dark place, in a benighted world, a world full of darkness and
cruel habitations. As the mystery of iniquity began to work even in the
days of the Apostles, so, not long after they were removed from the earth,
it brought forth a plentiful harvest. It overspread the face of the earth; so
that well-nigh all flesh corrupted their ways before the Lord. And from
that time to this, it might truly be said, “The whole world lieth in the
wicked one;” meaning thereby not only the Mahometan and Pagan, but
also the Christian, world.

CV.
A Call to the Unconverted. By Richard Baxter. 12mo., pp. 76. 1783.

CVI.
Directions for renewing our Covenant with God. The Third Edition.
12mo., pp. 23. 1784.

CVII.
A Survey of the Wisdom of God in the Creation: Or, A Compendium of
Natural Philosophy. In Five Volumes. The Fourth Edition. By JOHN
WESLEY , A.M. 12mo. 1784.

THE PREFACE.
1. I HAVE long desired to see such a compendium of natural philosophy as
was,
(1.) Not too diffuse, not expressed in many words, but comprised in
so moderate a compass, as not to require any large expense, either
of time or money:
(2.) Not maimed or imperfect; but containing the heads of whatever
(after all our discoveries) is known with any degree of certainty,
either with regard to the earth or heavens. And this I wanted to
see,
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(3.) In the plainest dress; simple and nakedly expressed, in the most
clear, easy, and intelligible manner, that the nature of the things
would allow; particularly, free from all the jargon of mathematics,
which is mere heathen Greek to common readers. At the same
time, I wished to see this short, full, plain account of the visible
creation directed to its right end: Not barely to entertain an idle,
barren curiosity; but to display the invisible things of God, his
power, wisdom, and goodness.
2. But I cannot find such a treatise as this in any modern, any more than
ancient, language; and I am certain there is none such in the English tongue.
What comes nearest to it, of anything I have seen, is Mr. Ray’s “Wisdom
of God in the Creation;” Dr. Derham’s “Physico and Astro Theology;”
Nieuentyt’s “Religious Philosopher;” Mather’s “Christian Philosopher,”
and “Nature Delineated.” But none of these, single, answers the design.
And who will be at the pains to extract the substance of them all, and add
the later discoveries, of which they had little knowledge, and therefore
could take but little notice? This is a desideratum still; and one that a lover
of mankind would rejoice to see even tolerably supplied.
3. I am thoroughly sensible, there are many who have far more ability, as
well as leisure, for such a work than me. But as none of them undertakes it,
I have myself made some little attempt in the ensuing volumes. Herein
following Dr. Derham’s plan, I divide the work into text and notes. 27 The
test is, in great measure, translated from the Latin work of John Francis
Buddaeus, the late celebrated Professor of Philosophy, in the University
of Jena, in Germany. But I have found occasion to retrench, enlarge, or
alter every chapter, and almost every section: So that it is now, I believe,
not only pure, containing nothing false or uncertain; but as full as any tract
can be expected to be, which is comprised in so narrow a compass; and
likewise plain, clear, and intelligible, to one of a tolerable understanding.
The notes contain the sum of what is most valuable in the above-named
writers: To which are added, the choicest discoveries both of our own and
of the foreign Societies. These, likewise, I trust, are as plain and clear as
the nature of the things spoken will allow; although some of them, I know,
will not be understood by an unlearned or inattentive reader.
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4. Meantime, I must apprise the reader, that I have sometimes a little
digressed, by reciting both uncommon appearances of nature, and
uncommon instances of art: And yet this is not properly a digression from
the main design I have in view. For surely in these appearances also, the
wisdom of God is displayed; even that manifold wisdom, which is able to
answer the same ends by so various means. And those surprising instances
of art do likewise reflect glory upon Him, whose Spirit in man giveth that
wisdom whose inspiration teacheth understanding.
5. It will be easily observed, that I endeavor throughout, not to account for
things, but only to describe them. I undertake barely to set down what
appears in nature; not the cause of those appearances. The facts lie within
the reach of our senses and understanding; the causes are more remote.
That things are so, we know with certainty; but why they are so, we know
not. In many cases we cannot know; and the more we inquire, the more we
are perplexed and entangled. God hath so done his works, that we may
admire and adore; but we cannot search them out to perfection.
6. And does not this open to us another prospect; although one we do not
care to dwell upon? Does not the same survey of the creation, which
shows us the wisdom of God, show the astonishing ignorance and
shortsightedness of man? For when we have finished our survey, what do
we know? How inconceivably little! Is not every thinking man constrained
to cry out, “And is this all? Do all the boasted discoveries of so
enlightened an age amount to no more than this?” Vain man would be wise;
would know all things; but with how little success does he attempt it!
How small a part do we know even of the things that encompass us on
every side! I mean, as to the very fact; for as to the reasons of almost
everything which we see, hear, or feel, after all our researches and
disquisitions, they are hid in impenetrable darkness.
7. I trust, therefore, the following sheets may, in some degree, answer both
these important purposes. It may be a means, on the one hand, of
humbling the pride of man, by showing that he is surrounded on every side
with things which he can no more account for, than for immensity or
eternity: And it may serve, on the other, to display the amazing power,
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wisdom, and goodness of the great Creator; to warm our hearts, and to fill
our mouths with wonder, love, and praise!
JOHN WESLEY .
March 25, 1775.
1. I HAD finished the additions which I designed to make to the System of
Natural Philosophy, before I saw Dr. Goldsmith’s “History of the Earth
and Animated Nature.” I had not read over the first volume of this, when I
almost repented of having wrote anything on the head. It seemed to me,
that had he published this but a few years sooner, my design would have
been quite superseded; since the subject had fallen into the hands of one
who had both greater abilities and more leisure for the work. It cannot be
denied, that he is a fine writer. He was a person of strong judgment, of a
lively imagination, and a master of language, both of the beauty and
strength of the English tongue.
2. Yet I could not altogether approve of this, that it seemed to be the
design of the author to say all he could upon every article, rather than all
he should say. Hence arose his numerous and large digressions, making no
inconsiderable part of his work. Hence his minute descriptions of cows,
horses, dogs; of cocks, hens, and pigeons; and of abundance of animals
equally known to every man, woman, and child: Descriptions that are of
little or no use, and no more entertaining than useful; at least, useful only
to the bookseller, by swelling the bulk, and consequently the price, of his
book.
3. Indeed, this, the price of it, must ever remain a weighty objection to
many readers. They cannot afford to purchase eight volumes, at six or
seven shillings a volume. Ten or fifteen shillings they may possibly afford,
for five or six smaller volumes; especially when they contain all that is
curious, or useful, in the far more costly work. Nay, I hope, considerably
more than all; as I have consulted abundance of authors, and taken
abundance of passages from them, whom, I apprehend, the Doctor had not
seen.
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4. I have another objection to this ingenious book: I doubt some parts of it
are not true. The author, indeed, has corrected many vulgar errors; but has,
I fear, adopted others in their place. Many times he exposes the credulity
of other writers; but does he not sometimes fall under the same
imputation? As where he terms it presumption, to deny the existence of
Bishop Pontopedan’s cracken, and seaserpent; the one a mile across, the
other raising himself out of the water, higher than the main mast of a
man-of-war! Could one who made the least scruple of rejecting these gross
absurdities accuse other writers of credulity?
5. Meantime, the accounts which he has given us of many animals, being
taken from the best and latest authorities, are both more accurate, and more
to be depended on, than any which had been published before. Many of
these I have inserted in their proper places; (only contracting thirty or
forty pages into four or five;) often in the room of those which were less
accurate, and, probably, less authentic; as also several of his beautiful
remarks, such as directly tended to illustrate that great truth, — “O Lord,
how manifold are thy works! In wisdom hast thou made them all!”

CVIII.
The Sunday Service of the Methodists in the United States of America.
With other Occasional Services. 12mo. 1784.

PREFACE.
I BELIEVE there is no Liturgy in the world, either in ancient or modern
language, which breathes more of a solid, scriptural, rational piety, than the
Common Prayer of the Church of England: And though the main of it was
compiled considerably more than two hundred years ago, yet is the
language of it not only pure, but strong and elegant in the highest degree.
Little alteration is made in the following edition of it, except in the
following instances: —
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1. Most of the holy-days (so called) are omitted, as at present answering
no valuable end.
2. The Service of the Lord’s day, the length of which has been often
complained of, is considerably shortened.
3. Some sentences in the offices of Baptism, and for the Burial of the
Dead, are omitted; and,
4. Many Psalms left out, and many parts of the others, as being highly
improper for the mouths of a Christian congregation.
JOHN WESLEY .
BRISTOL ,
September 9, 1784.

CIX.
The Doctrine of Original Sin. Extracted from a late Author. 12mo., pp. 40.
1784.

CX.
The Life of Gregory Lopez: Written originally in Spanish. Abridged by the
Rev. JOHN WESLEY , A.M., sometime Fellow of Lincoln College, Oxford.
18mo., pp. 63.

CXI.
The Christian’s Pattern: Or, A Treatise on the Imitation of Christ. Written
in Latin by Thomas à Kempis. Abridged, and published in English, by the
Rev. JOHN WESLEY , A.M., sometime Fellow of Lincoln College, Oxford.
24mo., pp. 218.
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PREFACE.
As it is impossible for any one to know the usefulness of this Treatise, till
he has read it in such a manner as it deserves; instead of heaping up
commendations of it, which those who have so read it do not want, and
those who have not will not believe; I have transcribed a few plain
directions how to read this (or, indeed, any other religious book) with
improvement.
1. Assign some stated times every day for this pious employment. If any
indispensable business unexpectedly robs you of your hour of retirement,
take the next hour for it. When such large portions of each day are so
willingly bestowed on bodily refreshments, can you scruple allotting some
little time daily for the improvement of your immortal soul?
2. Prepare yourself for reading by purity of intention, whereby you singly
aim at your soul’s benefit; and then, in a short ejaculation, beg God’s grace
to enlighten your understanding, and dispose your heart for receiving what
you read; and that you may both know what he requires of you, and
seriously resolve to execute his will when known.
3. Be sure to read not curiously and hastily, but leisurely, and with great
attention; with proper intervals and pauses, that you may allow time for
the enlightenings of divine grace. Stop every now and then, to recollect
what you have read, and consider how to reduce it to practice. Farther: Let
your reading be continued and regular, not rambling and desultory. It
shows a vitiated palate, to taste of many dishes without fixing upon, or
being satisfied with, any: Not but what it will be of great service to read
over and over those passages which more nearly concern yourself, and
more closely affect your own passions and inclinations; especially if you
add a particular examination upon each.
4. Labor for a temper correspondent to what you read; otherwise it will
prove empty and unprofitable, while it only enlightens your
understanding, without influencing your will, or inflaming your affections.
Therefore, intersperse here and there pious aspirations to God, and
petitions for his grace. Select, also, any remarkable sayings or advises,
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treasuring them up in your memory to ruminate and consider on; which
you may either, in time of need, draw forth, as an arrow from a quiver,
against temptation, against this or that vice which you are more
particularly addicted to; or make use of as incitements to humility,
patience, the love of God, or any virtue.
5. Conclude all with a short ejaculation to God, that he would preserve and
prosper his good seed sown in your heart, that it may bring forth its fruit
in due season. And think not this will take up too much of your time; for
you can never bestow it to so good advantage.

CXII.
The Life of Silas Told. Written by Himself. 18mo., pp. 113. 1790.

TO THE READER.
MR. SILAS T OLD was a man of good understanding, although not much
indebted to education. In his Life are many remarkable instances of Divine
Providence, some of which are of an extraordinary kind; yet we may easily
credit them, if we consider, on the one hand, that he was a person of
eminent veracity; and, on the other, that he relates what he saw with his
own eyes, and heard with his own ears. I believe those very passages will
be of use to serious and candid readers.
JOHN WESLEY .
CITY-ROAD ,
November 8, 1789.

CXIII.
A Short Account of God’s Dealings with T. Hogg. 12mo.
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CXIV.
The Spirit of Prayer. 12mo., pp. 24.

CXV.
The New Testament; with an Analysis of the several Books and Chapters.
By the Rev. JOHN WESLEY , M.A. 12mo., pp. 424. 1790.

TO THE READER.
1. IN this edition the translation is brought as near as possible to the
original; yet the alterations are few and seemingly small; but they may be
of considerable importance.
2. Though the old division of chapters is retained, for the more easy
finding of any text; yet the whole is likewise divided, according to the
sense, into distinct sections: A little circumstance, which makes many
passages more intelligible to the reader.
3. The analysis of every book and epistle is prefixed to it. And this view
of the general scope of each will give light to all the particulars.
4. I advise every one, before he reads the Scripture, to use this or the like
prayer: —
“Blessed Lord, who hast caused all holy Scriptures to be written for our
learning, grant that we may in such wise hear them, read, mark, learn, and
inwardly digest them, that by patience and comfort of thy holy word, we
may embrace, and ever hold fast, the blessed hope of everlasting life, which
thou hast given us in our Savior Jesus Christ.”
JOHN WESLEY .
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CXVI.
A Short Account of the Life and Death of Jane Newland, of Dublin; who
departed this Life October 22d, 1789. Third Edition. 12mo., pp. 12. 1790.

CXVII.
Conjectures concerning the Nature of Future Happiness Translated from
the French of Mons. Bonnet, of Geneva. 12mo., pp. 24. 1791.

TO THE READER.
I AM happy in communicating to men of sense in this kingdom, and at a
very low price, one of the most sensible tracts I ever read.
JOHN WESLEY .
DUBLIN,
April 7, 1787.

CXVIII.
Primitive Physic: Or, An Easy and Natural Method of curing most
Diseases. By JOHN WESLEY , M.A. The Twenty-Third Edition. 12mo., pp.
118. 1791.

THE PREFACE.
1. WHEN man came first out of the hands of the great Creator, clothed in
body as well as in soul with immortality and incorruption, there was no
place for physic or the art of healing. As he knew no sin, so he knew no
pain, no sickness, weakness, or bodily disorder. The habitation wherein
the angelic mind, the divinae particula aurae, 28 abode, although originally
formed out of the dust of the earth, was liable to no decay. It had no seeds
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of corruption or dissolution within itself. And there was nothing without
to injure it; heaven and earth, and all the hosts of them, were mild, benign,
and friendly to human nature. The entire creation was at peace with man,
so long as man was at peace with his Creator. So that well might “the
morning stars sing together, and all the sons of God shout for joy.”
2. But since man rebelled against the Sovereign of heaven and earth, how
entirely is the scene changed! The incorruptible frame hath put on
corruption, the immortal has put on mortality. The seeds of weakness and
pain, of sickness and death, are now lodged in our inmost substance;
whence a thousand disorders continually spring, even without the aid of
external violence. And how is the number of these increased by everything
round about us! The heavens, the earth, and all things contained therein,
conspire to punish the rebels against their Creator. The sun and moon shed
unwholesome influences from above; the earth exhales poisonous damps
from beneath; the beasts of the field, the birds of the air, the fishes of the
sea, are in a state of hostility; the air itself that surrounds us on every side
is replete with the shafts of death; yea, the food we eat daily saps the
foundation of that life which cannot be sustained without it. So has the
Lord of all secured the execution of his decree: “Dust thou art, and unto
dust thou shalt return.”
3. But can nothing be found to lessen those inconveniences which cannot
be wholly removed? to soften the evils of life, and prevent in part the
sickness and pain to which we are continually exposed? Without question
there may. One grand preventive of pain and sickness of various kinds
seems intimated by the grand Author of nature in the very sentence that
entails death upon us: “In the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread till
thou return to the ground.” The power of exercise, both to preserve and
restore health, is greater than can well be conceived, especially in those
who add temperance thereto; who, if they do not confine themselves
altogether to eat either “bread, or the herb of the field,” which God does
not require them to do, yet steadily observe both that kind and measure of
food which experience shows to be most friendly to health and strength.
4. It is probable, physic, as well as religion, was in the first ages chiefly
traditional; every father delivering down to his sons what he had himself in
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like manner received concerning the manner of healing both outward hurts,
and the diseases incident to each climate, and the medicines which were of
the greatest efficacy for the cure of each disorder. It is certain this is the
method wherein the art of healing is preserved among the Americans to
this day. Their diseases indeed are exceeding few; nor do they often occur,
by reason of their continual exercise, and, till of late, universal temperance.
But if any are sick, or bit by a serpent, or torn by a wild beast, the fathers
immediately tell their children what remedy to apply. And it is rare that
the patient suffers long; those medicines being quick, as well as generally
infallible.
5. Hence it was, perhaps, that the ancients, not only of Greece and Rome,
but even of barbarous nations, usually assigned physic a divine original.
And indeed it was a natural thought, that He who had taught it to the very
beasts and birds, the Cretan stag, the Egyptian ibis, could not be wanting
to teach man,
Sanctius his animal, mentisque capacius altae:
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Yea, sometimes even by those meaner creatures; for it was easy to infer,
“If this will heal that creature, whose flesh is nearly of the same texture
with mine, then in a parallel case it will heal me.” The trial was made; the
cure was wrought; and experience and physic grew up together.
6. And has not the Author of nature taught us the use of many other
medicines by what is vulgarly termed accident? Thus one walking some
years since in a grove of pines, at a time when many in the neighboring
town were afflicted with a kind of new distemper, little sores in the inside
of the mouth, a drop of the natural gum fell from one of the trees on the
book which he was reading. This he took up, and thoughtlessly applied to
one of those sore places. Finding the pain immediately cease, he applied it
to another, which was also presently healed. The same remedy he
afterwards imparted to others, and it did not fail to heal any that applied
it. And, doubtless, numberless remedies have been thus casually
discovered in every age and nation.
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7. Thus far physic was wholly founded on experiment. The European, as
well as the American, said to his neighbor, “Are you sick? Drink the juice
of this herb, and your sickness will be at an end. Are you in a burning
heat? Leap into that river, and then sweat till you are well. Has the snake
bitten you? Chew and apply that root, and the poison will not hurt you.”
Thus ancient men, having a little experience joined with common sense,
and common humanity, cured both themselves and their neighbors of most
of the distempers to which every nation was subject.
8. But in process of time men of a philosophical turn were not satisfied
with this. They began to inquire how they might account for these things;
how such medicines wrought such effects. They examined the human
body, and all its parts; the nature of the flesh, veins, arteries, nerves; the
structure of the brain, heart, lungs, stomach, bowels, with the springs of
the several kinds of animal functions. They explored the several kinds of
animal and mineral, as well as vegetable, substances. And hence the whole
order of physic, which had obtained to that time, came gradually to be
inverted. Men of learning began to set experience aside, to build physic
upon hypothesis, to form theories of diseases and their cure, and to
substitute these in the place of experiments.
9. As theories increased, simple medicines were more and more disregarded
and disused; till, in a course of years, the greater part of them were
forgotten, at least in the politer nations. In the room of these, abundance of
new ones were introduced by reasoning, speculative men; and those more
and more difficult to be applied, as being more remote from common
observation. Hence rules for the application of these, and medical books,
were immensely multiplied; till at length physic became an abstruse
science, quite out of the reach of ordinary men.
10. Physicians now began to be had in admiration, as persons who were
something more than human. And profit attended their employ, as well as
honor; so that they had now two weighty reasons for keeping the bulk of
mankind at a distance, that they might not pry into the mysteries of the
profession. To this end, they increased those difficulties by design which
began in a manner by accident. They filled their writings with abundance of
technical terms, utterly unintelligible to plain men. They affected to deliver
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their rules, and to reason upon them, in an abstruse and philosophical
manner. They represented the critical knowledge of astronomy, natural
philosophy, (and what not; some of them insisting on that of astronomy,
and astrology too,) as necessarily previous to the understanding the art of
healing. Those who understood only how to restore the sick to health,
they branded with the name of empirics. They introduced into practice
abundance of compound medicines, consisting of so many ingredients, that
it was scarce possible for common people to know which it was that
wrought the cure; abundance of exotics, neither the nature nor names of
which their own countrymen understood; of chemicals, such as they
neither had skill, nor fortune, nor time, to prepare; yea, and of dangerous
ones, such as they could not use, without hazarding life, but by the advice
of a physician. And thus both their honor and gain were secured; a vast
majority of mankind being utterly cut off from helping either themselves or
their neighbors, or once daring to attempt it.
11. Yet there have not been wanting, from time to time, some lovers of
mankind who have endeavored (even contrary to their own interest) to
reduce physic to its ancient standard; who have labored to explode out of
it all the hypotheses, and fine-spun theories, and to make it a plain
intelligible thing, as it was in the beginning, having no more mystery in it
than this, “Such a medicine removes such a pain.” These have
demonstrably shown that neither the knowledge of astrology, astronomy,
natural philosophy, nor even anatomy itself, is absolutely necessary to the
quick and effectual cure of most diseases incident to human bodies, nor yet
any chemical, or exotic, or compound medicine, but a single plant or root
duly applied. So that every man of common sense (unless in some rare
cases) may prescribe either to himself or his neighbor, and may be very
secure from doing harm, even where he can do no good.
12. Even in the last age there was something of this kind done, particularly
by the great and good Dr. Sydenham; and in the present by his pupil Dr.
Dover; who has pointed out simple medicines for many diseases. And
some such may be found in the writings of the learned and ingenious Dr.
Cheyne, who, doubtless, would have communicated many more to the
world, but for the melancholy reason he gave one of his friends that
pressed him with some passages in his works which too much
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countenanced the modern practice: “O Sir, we must do something to oblige
the faculty, or they will tear us in pieces.”
13. Without any regard to this, without any concern about the obliging or
disobliging any man living, a mean hand has made here some little attempt
towards a plain and easy way of curing most diseases. I have only
consulted, herein, experience, common sense, and the common interest of
mankind. And supposing they can be cured this easy way, who would
desire to use any other? Who would not wish to have a physician always
in his house, and one that attends without fee or reward? to be able (unless
in some few complicated cases) to prescribe to his family as well as
himself?
14. If it be said, “But what need is there of such attempt” I answer, The
greatest that can possibly be conceived. Is it not needful in the highest
degree to rescue men from the jaws of destruction? from wasting their
fortunes, as thousands have done, and continue to do daily? from pining
away in sickness and pain, either through the ignorance or dishonesty of
physicians; yea, and many times throwing away their lives, after their
health, time, and substance?
Is it inquired, “But are there not books enough already on every part of the
art of medicine?” Yes, too many ten times over, considering how little to
the purpose the far greater part of them speak. But, beside this, they are
too dear for poor men to buy, and too hard for plain men to understand.
Do you say, “But there are enough of these collections of receipts.”
Where? I have not seen one yet, either in our own or any other tongue,
which contains only safe, and cheap, and easy medicines. In all that have
yet fallen into my hand, I find many dear and many far-fetched medicines,
besides many of so dangerous a kind as a prudent man would never meddle
with. And against the greater part of those medicines there is a further
objection: They consist of too many ingredients. The common method of
compounding and decompounding medicines can never be reconciled to
common sense. Experience shows that one thing will cure most disorders,
at least as well as twenty put together. Then why do you add the other
nineteen? Only to swell the apothecary’s bill; nay, possibly, on purpose
to prolong the distemper, that the doctor and he may divide the spoil.
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But admitting there is some quality in the medicine proposed which has
need to be corrected; will not one thing correct it as well as twenty? It is
probable, much better. And if not, there is a sufficiency of other medicines
which need no such correction.
How often, by thus compounding medicines of opposite qualities, is the
virtue of both utterly destroyed! Nay, how often do those joined together
destroy life, which single might have preserved it! This occasioned that
caution of the great Boerhaave against mixing things without evident
necessity, and without full proof of the effect they will produce when
joined together, as well as of that they produce when asunder; seeing, (as
he observes,) several things, which, separately taken, are safe and powerful
medicines, when compounded, not only lose their former powers, but
commence a strong and deadly poison.
15. As to the manner of using the medicines here set down, I should
advise, as soon as you know your distemper, (which is very easy, unless
in a complication of disorders; and then you would do well to apply to a
physician that fears God,) First, use the first of the remedies for that
disease which occurs in the ensuing collection; unless some other of them
be easier to be had, and then it may do just as well. Secondly, after a
competent time, if it takes no effect, use the second, the third, and so on. I
have purposely set down, in most cases, several remedies for each
disorder, not only because all are not equally easy to be procured at all
times, and in all places, but likewise because the medicine which cures one
man will not always cure another of the same distemper. Nor will it cure
the same man at all times. Therefore it was necessary to have a variety.
However. I have subjoined the letter I to those medicines which some
think to be infallible. Thirdly, observe all the time the greatest exactness in
your regimen or manner of living. Abstain from all mixed, all
high-seasoned, food. Use plain diet, easy of digestion; and this as sparingly
as you can, consistent with ease and strength. Drink only water, if it agrees
with your stomach; if not, good, clear small beer. Use as much exercise
daily, in the open air, as you can without weariness. Sup at six or seven on
the lightest food; go to bed early, and rise betimes. To persevere with
steadiness in this course is often more than half the cure. Above all, add to
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the rest (for it is not labor lost) that old unfashionable medicine, prayer.
And have faith in God, who “killeth and maketh alive; who bringeth down
to the grave, and bringeth up.”
16. For the sake of those who desire, through the blessing of God, to retain
the health which they have recovered, I have added a few plain, easy rules,
chiefly transcribed from Dr. Cheyne: —

I.
1. The air we breathe is of great consequence to our health. Those who
have been long abroad in easterly or northerly winds should drink some
thin and warm liquor going to bed, or a draught of toast and water.
2. Tender people should have those who lie with them, or are much about
them, sound, sweet, and healthy.
3. Every one that would preserve health should be as clean and sweet as
possible in their houses, clothes, and furniture.

II.
1. The great rule of eating and drinking is, to suit the quality and quantity
of the food to the strength of our digestion; to take always such a sort and
such a measure of food as sits light and easy to the stomach.
2. All pickled, or smoked, or salted food, and all high-seasoned, is
unwholesome.
3. Nothing conduces more to health than abstinence and plain food, with
due labor.
4. For studious persons, about eight ounces of animal food, and twelve of
vegetable, in twenty four hours, is sufficient.
5. Water is the wholesomest of all drinks; quickens the appetite, and
strengthens the digestion most.
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6. Strong, and more especially spirituous, liquors are a certain, though
slow, poison.
7. Experience shows there is very seldom any danger in leaving them off all
at once.
8. Strong liquors do not prevent the mischiefs of a surfeit, nor carry it off,
so safely as water.
9. Malt liquors (except clear small beer, or small ale of due age) are
exceeding hurtful to tender persons.
10. Coffee and tea are extremely hurtful to persons who have weak nerves.

III.
1. Tender persons should eat very light suppers, and that two or three
hours before going to bed.
2. They ought constantly to go to bed about nine, and rise at four or five.

IV.
1. A due degree of exercise is indispensably necessary to health and long
life.
2. Walking is the best exercise for those who are able to bear it; riding for
those who are not. The open air, when the weather is fair, contributes
much to the benefit of exercise.
3. We may strengthen any weak part of the body by constant exercise.
Thus, the lungs may be strengthened by loud speaking, or walking up an
easy ascent; the digestion and the nerves, by riding; the arms and hams, by
strongly rubbing them daily.
4. The studious ought to have stated times for exercise, at least two or
three hours a day: The one half of this before dinner; the other, before
going to bed.
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5. They should frequently shave, and frequently wash their feet.
6. Those who read or write much should learn to do it standing; otherwise
it will impair their health.
7. The fewer clothes any one uses, by day or night, the hardier he will be.
8. Exercise, First, should be always on an empty stomach: Secondly,
should never be continued to weariness: Thirdly, after it, we should take
care to cool by degrees; otherwise we shall catch cold.
9. The flesh-brush is a most useful exercise, especially to strengthen any
part that is weak.
10. Cold bathing is of great advantage to health. It prevents abundance of
diseases. It promotes perspiration, helps the circulation of the blood, and
prevents the danger of catching cold. Tender people should pour water
upon the head before they go in, and walk swiftly. To jump in with the
head foremost is too great a shock to nature.

V.
1. Costiveness cannot long consist with health. Therefore care should be
taken to remove it at the beginning; and when it is removed, to prevent its
return, by soft, cool, open diet.
2. Obstructed perspiration (vulgarly called catching cold) is one great
source of diseases. Whenever there appears the least sign of this, let it be
removed by gentle sweats.

VI.
1. The passions have a greater influence on health than most people are
aware of.
2. All violent and sudden passions dispose to, or actually throw people
into, acute diseases.
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3. The slow and lasting passions, such as grief and hopeless love, bring on
chronical diseases.
4. Till the passion which caused the disease is calmed, medicine is applied
in vain.
5. The love of God, as it is the sovereign remedy of all miseries, so in
particular it effectually prevents all the bodily disorders the passions
introduce, by keeping the passions themselves within due bounds. And by
the unspeakable joy, and perfect calm, serenity, and tranquillity it gives
the mind, it becomes the most powerful of all the means of health and long
life.
LONDON ,
June 11, 1747.

POSTSCRIPT.
1. IT was a great surprise to the editor of the following collection, that
there was so swift and large a demand for it, that three impressions were
called for in four or five years; and that it was not only republished by the
booksellers of a neighboring nation, but also inserted by parts in their
public papers, and so propagated through the whole kingdom.
This encouraged him carefully to revise the whole, and to publish it again,
with several alterations, which it is hoped may make it of greater use to
those who love common sense and common honesty.
2. Those alterations are still in pursuance of my first design, to set down
cheap, safe, and easy medicines; easy to be known, easy to be procured,
and easy to be applied by plain, unlettered men. Accordingly, I have
omitted a considerable number, which, though cheap and safe, were not so
common or well known; and have added at least an equal number, to which
that objection cannot be made, which are not only of small price, and
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extremely safe, but likewise easily to be found, if not in every house or
yard, yet in every town, and almost every village, throughout the kingdom.
3. It is because they are not safe, but extremely dangerous, that I have
omitted (together with antimony) the four Herculean medicines, opium,
the bark, steel, 30 and most of the preparations of quicksilver. Herculean
indeed! far too strong for common men to grapple with. How many fatal
effects have these produced even in the hands of no ordinary physicians!
With regard to four of these, the instances are glaring and undeniable. And
whereas quicksilver, the fifth, is in its native form as innocent as bread or
water; has not the art been discovered, so to prepare it as to make it the
most deadly of all poisons? These, physicians have justly termed edged
tools. But they have not yet taught them to wound at a distance; and
honest men are under no necessity of touching them, or coming within
their reach.
4. Instead of these, I have once more ventured to recommend to men of
plain, unbiased reason such remedies as air, water, milk, whey, honey,
treacle, salt, vinegar, and common English herbs, with a few foreign
medicines, almost equally cheap, safe, and common. And this I have done
on that principle, whereby I desire to be governed in all my actions:
“Whatsoever ye would that men should do unto you, the same do unto
them.”
5. At the request of many persons, I have likewise added plain definitions
of most distempers; not indeed accurate or philosophical definitions, but
such as are suited to men of ordinary capacities, and as may just enable
them, in common simple cases, to distinguish one disease from another. In
uncommon or complicated diseases, where life is more immediately in
danger, I again advise every man without delay to apply to a physician
that fears God.
BRISTOL ,
October 16, 1755.
LONDON , November 10, 1760.
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DURING the observation and experience of more than five years, which
have passed since the last impression of this tract, I have had many
opportunities of trying the virtues of the ensuing remedies. And I have
now added the word tried to those which I have found to be of the greatest
efficacy. I believe many others to be of equal virtue; but it has not lain in
my way to make the trial.
In this course of time, I have likewise had occasion to collect several other
remedies, tried either by myself or others, which are inserted under their
proper heads. Some of these I have found to be of uncommon virtue, equal
to any of those which were before published; and one I must aver, from
personal knowledge, grounded on a thousand experiments, to be far
superior to all the other medicines I have known; I mean electricity. I
cannot but entreat all those who are well-wishers to mankind to make full
proof of this. Certainly it comes the nearest an universal medicine, of any
yet known in the world.
One grand advantage which most of these medicines have above those
commonly used is this: You may be sure of having them good in their kind;
pure, genuine, unsophisticate. But who can he sure of this, when the
medicines he uses are compounded by an apothecary? Perhaps he has not
the drug prescribed by the physician, and so puts in its place “what will
do as well.” Perhaps he has it; but it is stale and perished; yet “you would
not have him throw it away. Indeed he cannot afford it.” Perhaps he
cannot afford to make up the medicine as the Dispensatory directs, and
sell it at the common price. So he puts in cheaper ingredients; and you
take, neither you nor the physician knows what! How many
inconveniences must this occasion! How many constitutions are ruined
hereby! How many valuable lives are lost! Whereas all these
inconveniences may be prevented by a little care and common sense in the
use of those plain, simple remedies which are here collected.

OTLEY, April 20, 1780.
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SINCE the last correction of this tract, near twenty years ago, abundance of
objections have been made to several parts of it. These I have considered
with all the attention which I was master of; and, in consequence hereof,
have now omitted many articles, and altered many others. I have likewise
added a considerable number of medicines, several of which have been but
lately discovered; and several (although they had been long in use) I had
never tried before. But I still advise, in complicated cases, or where life is
in immediate danger, let every one apply without delay to a physician that
fears God. From one who does not, be his fame ever so great, I should
expect a curse rather than a blessing.
Most of those medicines which I prefer to the rest are now marked with an
asterisk.
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PREFACE.
1. SOME verses, it may be observed, in the following Collection, were
wrote upon the scheme of the Mystic Divines. And these, it is owned, we
had once in great veneration, as the best explainers of the gospel of Christ.
But we are now convinced, that we therein greatly erred, not knowing the
Scriptures, neither the power of God. And because this is an error which
many serious minds are sooner or later exposed to, and which indeed most
easily besets those who seek the Lord Jesus in sincerity, we believe
ourselves indispensably obliged, in the presence of God, and angels, and
men, to declare wherein we apprehend those writers not to teach “the
truth as it is in Jesus.”
2. And First, we apprehend them to lay another foundation. They are
careful indeed to pull down our own works; and to prove, that “by the
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deeds of the law shall no flesh be justified.” But why is this? Only “to
establish our own righteousness” in the place of our own works. They
speak largely and well against expecting to be accepted of God for our
virtuous actions; and then teach, that we are to be accepted for our
virtuous habits or tempers. Still the ground of our acceptance is placed in
ourselves. The difference is only this: Common writers suppose we are to
be justified for the sake of our outward righteousness; these suppose we
are to be justified for the sake of our inward righteousness; whereas, in
truth, we are no more justified for the sake of one than of the other. For
neither our own inward nor outward righteousness is the ground of our
justification. Holiness of heart, as well as holiness of life, is not the cause
but the effect of it. The sole cause of our acceptance with God, (or, that
for the sake of which on the account of which, we are accepted,) is the
righteousness and the death of Christ, who fulfilled God’s law, and died in
our stead. And even the condition of it is not (as they suppose) our
holiness either of heart or life; but our faith alone; faith contradistinguished
from holiness, as well as from good works. Other foundation therefore can
no man lay, without being an adversary to Christ and his gospel, than faith
alone; faith, though necessarily producing both, yet not including either
good works, or holiness.
3. But supposing them to have laid the foundation right, the manner of
building thereon which their advise is quite opposite to that prescribed by
Christ. He commands to build up one another. They advise, “To the
desert! to the desert! and God will build you up.” Numberless are the
commendations that occur in all their writings, not of retirement intermixed
with conversation, but of an entire seclusion from men, (perhaps for
months or years,) in order to purify the soul. Whereas, according to the
judgment of our Lord, and the writings of his Apostles, it is only when we
are knit together that we “have nourishment from Him, and increase with
the increase of God.” Neither is there any time, when the weakest member
can say to the strongest, or the strongest to the weakest, “I have no need
of thee.” Accordingly our blessed Lord, when his disciples were in their
weakest state, sent them forth, not alone, but two by two. When they
were strengthened a little, not by solitude, but by abiding with him and one
another, he commanded them to “wait,” not separate, but “being
assembled together,” for “the promise of the Father.” And “they were all
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with one accord in one place,” when they received the gift of the Holy
Ghost. Express mention is made in the same chapter, that when “there
were added unto them three thousand souls, all that believed were together,
and continued steadfastly” not only “in the Apostles’ doctrine,” but also
“in fellowship and in breaking of bread,” and in praying “with one accord.”
Agreeable to which is the account the great Apostle gives of the manner
which he had been taught of God, “for the perfecting of the saints, for the
edifying of the body of Christ,” even to the end of the world. And
according to St. Paul, all who will ever come, in “the unity of the faith,
unto a perfect man, unto the measure of the stature of the fullness of
Christ,” must “together grow up into Him: From whom the whole body
fitly joined together and compacted” (or strengthened) “by that which
every joint supplieth, according to the effectual working in the measure of
every part, maketh increase of the body unto the edifying of itself in love.”
(Ephesians 4:14, 16.)
4. So widely distant is the manner of building up souls in Christ taught by
St. Paul, from that taught by the Mystics! Nor do they differ as to the
foundation, or the manner of building thereon, more than they do with
regard to the superstructure. For the religion these authors would edify us
in, is solitary religion. “If thou wilt be perfect,” say they, “trouble not
thyself about outward works. It is better to work virtues in the will. He
hath attained the true resignation, who hath estranged himself from all
outward works, that God may work inwardly in him, without any turning
to outward things. These are the true worshippers, who worship God in
spirit and in truth.” For contemplation is, with them, the fulfilling of the
law, even a contemplation that “consists in a cessation from all works.”
5. Directly opposite to this is the gospel of Christ. Solitary religion is not
to be found there. “Holy solitaries” is a phrase no more consistent with
the gospel than holy adulterers. The gospel of Christ knows of no religion,
but social; no holiness but social holiness. “Faith working by love” is the
length and breadth and depth and height of Christian perfection. “This
commandment have we from Christ, that he who loves God, love his
brother also;” and that we manifest our love “by doing good unto all men;
especially to them that are of the household of faith.” And in truth,
whosoever loveth his brethren, not in word only, but as Christ loved him,
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cannot but be “zealous of good works.” He feels in his soul a burning,
restless desire of spending and being spent for them. “My Father,” will he
say, “worketh hitherto, and I work.” And at all possible opportunities he
is, like his Master “going about doing good.”
6. This then is the way: Walk ye in it, whosoever ye are, that have
believed in his name. Ye know, “other foundation can no man lay than that
which is laid, even Jesus Christ.” Ye feel that by grace ye are saved
through faith; saved from sin, by Christ “formed in your hearts;” and from
fear, by “his Spirit bearing witness with your spirit, that ye are the sons of
God.” Ye are taught of God, “not to forsake the assembling of yourselves
together, as the manner of some is;” but to instruct, admonish, exhort,
reprove, comfort, confirm, and every way “build up one another.” “Ye
have an unction from the Holy One,” that teacheth you to renounce any
other or higher perfection, than “faith working by love;” faith “zealous of
good works;” faith, “as it hath opportunity, doing good unto all men.” “As
ye have therefore received Jesus Christ the Lord, so walk ye in him, rooted
and built up in him, and stablished in the faith, and abounding therein more
and more.” Only, “beware lest any man spoil you through philosophy and
vain deceit, after the tradition of men, after the rudiments of the world, and
not after Christ.” For “ye are complete in Him. He is Alpha and Omega,
the beginning and the ending, the first and the last.” Only “continue in
Him, grounded and settled, and be not moved away from the hope of the
Gospel: And when Christ, who is our life, shall appear, then shall ye also
appear with him in glory!”

III.
Hymns and Sacred Poems. Published by JOHN WESLEY , M.A., Fellow of
Lincoln College, Oxford; and CHARLES WESLEY , M.A., Student of Christ
Church, Oxford. The Second Edition. 12mo., pp. 160. 1739.
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IV.
Hymns and Sacred Poems. Published by JOHN WESLEY , M.A., Fellow of
Lincoln College, Oxford; and CHARLES WESLEY , M.A., Student of Christ
Church, Oxford. 12mo., pp. 209. 1740. 31

PREFACE.
1. “ BY grace,” saith St. Paul, “we are saved through faith.” And it is indeed
a great salvation which they have received, who truly “believe on the name
of the Son of God.” It is such as “eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, nor
hath it entered into the heart of man to conceive,” until God “hath revealed
it by his Spirit,” which alone showeth these “deep things of God.”
2. “Of this salvation the Prophets inquired diligently, searching what
manner of time the Spirit which was in them did signify, when it testified
beforehand: the sufferings of Christ, and the glory that should follow;”
even that glorious liberty from the bondage of corruption, which should
then be given to the children of God. Much more doth it behove us,
diligently to inquire after this “prize of our high calling;” and earnestly to
“hope for the grace which is brought unto us by the revelation of Jesus
Christ.”
3. Some faint description of this gracious gift of God is attempted in a few
of the following verses. But the greater part of them relate to the way,
rather than the end; either showing (so far as has fallen under our
observation) the successive conquests of grace, and the gradual process of
the work of God in the soul; or pointing out the chief hindrances in the
way, at which many have stumbled and fallen.
4. This great gift of God, the salvation of our souls, which is begun on
earth, but perfected in heaven, is no other than the image of God fresh
stamped upon our hearts. It is a renewal in the spirit of our minds after the
likeness of Him that created us. It is a salvation from sin, and doubt, and
fear: From fear; for, “being justified freely,” they who believe “have peace
with God through Jesus Christ our Lord, and rejoice in hope of the glory
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of God:” From doubt; for “the Spirit of God beareth witness with their
spirit, that they are the children of God:” And from sin; for being now
“made free from sin, they are become the servants of righteousness.”
5. God hath now “laid the axe to the root of the tree, purifying their hearts
by faith, and cleansing all the thoughts of their hearts by the inspiration of
his Holy Spirit.” Having this hope, that they shall soon see God as he is,
they “purify themselves even as He is pure;” and are “holy as he which
hath called them is holy, in all manner of conversation.” Not that they have
“already attained” all they shall attain, either “are already,” in this sense,
“perfect.” But they daily go on “from strength to strength: Beholding now
as in a glass the glory of the Lord, they are changed into the same image,
from glory to glory, as by the Spirit of the Lord.”
6. And “where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty;” such liberty from
the law of sin and death as the children of this world “will not believe,
though a man declare it unto them.” The Son hath made them free, and
they are free indeed: Insomuch that St. John lays it down as a first
principle among true believers, “We know that whosoever is born of God
sinneth not; but he that is begotten of God keepeth himself, and that
wicked one toucheth him not.” And again: “Whosoever abideth in Him” (in
Christ) “sinneth not.” And yet again: “Whosoever is born of God, doth
not commit sin. For his seed remaineth in him, and he cannot sin, because
he is born of God.”
7. The son hath made them free, who are thus born of God, from that great
root of sin and bitterness, pride. They feel that all their sufficiency is of
God; that it is he alone who is in all their thoughts, and “worketh in them
both to will and to do of his good pleasure.” They feel that it is not they
who speak, but the Spirit of their Father which speaketh in them; and that
whatsoever is done by their hands, “the Father which is with them, he
doeth the works.” So that God is to them all in all, and they are as nothing
in his sight. They are freed from self-will; as desiring nothing, no, not for
one moment, (for perfect love casteth out all desire,) but the holy and
perfect will of God: Not supplies in want; not ease in pain; 32 not life or
death, or any creature; but continually crying in their inmost soul, “Father,
thy will be done.” They are freed from evil thoughts, so that they cannot
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enter into them; no, not for one instant. Aforetime, when an evil thought
came in, they looked up, and it vanished away. But now it does not come
in; there being no room for this in a soul which is full of God. They are
freed from wanderings in prayer. Whensoever they pour out their hearts in
a more immediate manner before God, they have no thought of anything
past, or absent, or to come; but of God alone; to whom their whole souls
flow in one even stream, and in whom they are swallowed up. In times
past, they had wandering thoughts darted in; which yet fled away like
smoke. But now that smoke does not rise at all, but they continually see
Him which is invisible. They are freed from all darkness, having no fear, no
doubt, either as to their state in general, or as to any particular action: For,
their eye being single, their whole body is full of light. Whatsoever is
needful, they are taught of God, They have an unction from the Holy One
which abideth in them, and teacheth them every hour, what they shall do,
and what they shall speak. Nor have they therefore any need to reason
concerning it; for they see the way straight before them. The Lamb is their
light, and they simply follow him, whithersoever he goeth. Hence, also,
they are, in one sense, freed from temptations; for though numberless
temptations fly about them, yet they wound them not, they trouble them
not, they have no place in them. At all times their soul is even and calm;
their heart is steadfast and unmovable; their peace flowing as a river,
“passeth all understanding;” and they “rejoice with joy unspeakable and
full of glory,” For they are “sealed by the Spirit unto the day of
redemption;” having the witness in themselves, that “there is laid up for
them a crown of righteousness, which the Lord shall give them in that
day;” and being fully persuaded, through the Holy Ghost, that “neither
death nor life, nor things present, nor things to come, nor height, nor
depth, nor any other creature, shall be able to separate them from the love
of God, which is in Christ Jesus their Lord.”
8. Not that every one is a child of the devil, (as some have rashly asserted,
who know not what they speak, nor whereof they affirm,) till he is, in this
full sense, born of God. On the contrary, whosoever he be, who hath a
sure trust and confidence in God, that through the merits of Christ his sins
are forgiven, and he reconciled to the favor of God; he is a child of God,
and, if he abide in him, an heir of all the great and precious promises.
Neither ought he in any wise to cast away his confidence, or to deny the
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faith he hath received, because it is weak, because hitherto it is only “as a
grain of mustard-seed;” or because “it is tried with fire,” so that his soul is
“in heaviness through manifold temptations.” For though “the heir, as long
as he is a child, differeth nothing from a servant, yet is he Lord of all.” God
doth not “despise the day of small things;” the day of fears, and doubts,
and clouds, and darkness; but if there be first a willing mind, pressing
toward the mark of the prize of our high calling, “it is accepted” (for the
present) “according to what a man hath, and not according to what he hath
not.”
9. Neither, therefore, dare we affirm (as some have done) that this full
salvation is at once given to true believers. There is, indeed, an
instantaneous (as well as a gradual) work of God in the souls of his
children; and there wants not, we know, a cloud of witnesses, who have
received, in one moment, either a clear sense of the forgiveness of their
sins, or the abiding witness of the Holy Spirit. But we do not know a
single instance, in any place, of a person’s receiving, in one and the same
moment, remission of sins, the abiding witness of the Spirit, and a new, a
clean heart.
10. Indeed, how God may work, we cannot tell; but the general manner
wherein he does work, is this: Those who once trusted in themselves that
they were righteous, who were rich and had need of nothing, are, by the
Spirit of God, applying his word, convinced that they are poor and naked.
All the things that they have done are brought to their remembrance, and
set in array before them; so that they see the wrath of God hanging over
their heads, and feel they deserve the damnation of hell. In their trouble
they cry unto the Lord, and he shows he hath taken away their sins, and
opens the kingdom of heaven in their hearts, even “righteousness, and
peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost.” Fear, and sorrow, and pain are fled
away, and sin hath no more dominion over them. Knowing they are
justified freely through faith in his blood, they have peace with God
through Jesus Christ; they rejoice in hope of the glory of God; and the love
of God is shed abroad in their hearts.
11. In this peace they remain for days, or weeks, or months, and
commonly suppose they shall not know war any more, till some of their
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old enemies, their bosom-sins, or the sin which did most easily beset them,
(perhaps anger or desire,) assault them again, and thrust sore at them, that
they may fall. Then arises fear, that they shall not endure to the end; and
often doubt, whether God has not forgotten them, or whether they did not
deceive themselves, in thinking their sins were forgiven, and that they were
children of God. Under these clouds, especially if they reason with the
devil, or are received to doubtful disputations, they go mourning all the
day long, even as a father mourneth for his only son whom he loveth. But
it is seldom long before their Lord answers for himself, sending them the
Holy Ghost, to comfort them, to bear witness continually with their spirit,
that they are the children of God. And then they are indeed meek, and
gentle, and teachable, even as little children. Their stony heart was broken
in pieces, before they received remission of sins: Yet it continued hard; but
now it is melted down, it is soft, tender, and susceptible of any
impression. And now first do they see the ground of their heart; which
God would not before disclose unto them, lest the flesh should fail before
him, and the spirit which he had made. Now then see all the hidden
abominations there; the depths of pride, and self, and hell: Yet, having the
witness in themselves, — Thou art “an heir of God, a joint heir with
Christ;” thou shalt “inherit the new heavens and the new earth, wherein
dwelleth righteousness;” their spirit rejoiceth in God their Savior, even in
the midst of this fiery trial, which continually heightens both the strong
sense they then have of their inability to help themselves, and the
inexpressible hunger they feel after a full renewal in his image, in
righteousness, and all true holiness. Then God is mindful of the desire of
them that fear him: He remembers his holy covenant, and he giveth them a
single eye and a clean heart. He stamps upon them his own image and
superscription; he createth them anew in Christ Jesus; he cometh unto
them with his Son and his blessed Spirit, and, fixing his abode in their
souls, bringeth them into the “rest which remaineth for the people of
God.”

V.
Hymns and Sacred Poems. By J OHN WESLEY , M.A., Fellow of Lincoln
College, Oxford; and CHARLES WESLEY , M.A., Student of Christ Church,
Oxford. The Second Edition. 12mo., pp. 300. 1745.33
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THE PREFACE.
1. PERHAPS the general prejudice against Christian perfection (the subject
of many of the following verses) may chiefly arise from a misapprehension
of the nature of it. We willingly allow, and continually declare, there is no
such perfection in this life, as implies either a dispensation from doing
good, and attending all the ordinances of God; or a freedom from ignorance,
mistake, temptation, and a thousand infirmities necessarily connected with
flesh and blood.
2. First. We not only allow, but earnestly contend, (as “the faith once
delivered to the saints,”) that there is no perfection in this life which
implies any dispensation from attending all the ordinances of God, or from
doing good unto all men, while we have time, though especially unto the
household of faith. And whosoever they are that have taught otherwise,
we are convinced they are not taught of God. We dare not receive them,
neither bid them God speed, lest we be partakers of their evil deeds. We
believe that not only the babes in Christ, who have newly found
redemption in his blood, but those also who are grown up unto perfect
men, unto “the measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ,” are
indispensably obliged, (and that they are obliged thereto is their glory and
crown of rejoicing,) as oft as they have opportunity, to eat bread and drink
wine in remembrance of Him; to search the Scriptures; by fasting, as well
as temperance, to keep their bodies under, and bring them into subjection;
and, above all, to pour out their souls in prayer, both secretly, and in the
great congregation.
3. We, Secondly, believe, and therefore speak, and that unto all men, and
with much assurance, that there is no such perfection in this life as implies
an entire deliverance, either from ignorance or mistake, in things not
essential to salvation, or from manifold temptations, or from numberless
infirmities, wherewith the corruptible body, more or less, presses down
the soul. This is the same thing which we have spoken from the beginning.
If any teach otherwise, they are not of us. We cannot find any ground in
Scripture to suppose that any inhabitant of a house of clay is wholly
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exempt from either bodily infirmities, or from ignorance of many things; or
to imagine any is incapable of mistake, or of falling into divers
temptations. No; “the disciple is not above his Master, nor the servant
above his Lord.” It is enough, that “every one who is perfect shall be as his
Master.”
4. “But what, then,” it may be asked, “do you mean by one that is
perfect? or one that is as his Master?” We mean, one in whom is the mind
which was in Christ, and who so walketh as He walked; a man that hath
clean hands and a pure heart; or that is cleansed from all filthiness of flesh
and spirit; one in whom there is no occasion of stumbling; and who,
accordingly, doth not commit sin. To declare this a little more particularly:
We understand by that scriptural expression, “a perfect man,” one in
whom God hath fulfilled his faithful word, “From all your filthiness, and
from all your idols, will I cleanse you. I will also save you from all your
uncleannesses.” We understand hereby, one whom God hath sanctified
throughout, even in body, soul, and spirit; one who walketh in the light, as
He is in the light; in whom there is no darkness at all; the blood of Jesus
Christ his Son having cleansed him from all sin.
5. This man can now testify to all mankind, “I am crucified with Christ;
nevertheless I live; yet not I, but Christ liveth in me.” He is holy, as God
who called him is holy, both in life, and in all manner of conversation. He
loveth the Lord his God with all his heart, and serveth Him with all his
strength. He loveth his neighbor (every man) as himself; yea, as Christ
loved us; them in particular that despitefully use him and persecute him,
because they know not the Son, neither the Father. Indeed, his soul is all
love, filled with bowels of mercies, kindness, meekness, gentleness, long
suffering. And his life agreeth thereto; full of “the work of faith, the
patience of hope, the labor of love.” And whatsoever he doeth, either in
word or deed, he doeth it all in the name, in the love and power, of the
Lord Jesus. In a word, he doeth the will of God on earth, as it is done in
heaven.
6. This it is to be a perfect man, to be sanctified throughout, created anew
in Jesus Christ; even “to have a heart all flaming with the love of God,” (to
use Archbishop Usher’s words,) “so as continually to offer up every
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thought, word, and work, as a spiritual sacrifice, acceptable unto God
through Christ:” In every thought of our hearts, in every word of our
tongues, in every work of our hands, to show forth His praise who hath
called us out of darkness into his marvelous light. O that both we, and all
who seek the Lord Jesus in sincerity, may thus be made perfect in one!

VI.
Hymns on God’s Everlasting Love. To which is added, The Cry of a
Reprobate. 12mo., pp. 36. 1741.

VII.
A Collection of Moral and Sacred Poems from the most celebrated English
Authors. By JOHN WESLEY , M.A., Fellow of Lincoln College, Oxford. In
Three Volumes. 12mo. 1744.
To the Right Honorable the Countess of Huntingdon.
M ADAM ,

IT has been a common remark, for many years, that poetry, which might
answer the noblest purposes, has been prostituted to the vilest; even to
confound the distinctions between virtue and vice, good and evil: And that
to such a degree, that among the numerous poems now extant in our
language, there is an exceeding small proportion which does not, more or
less, fall under this heavy censure. So that a great difficulty lies on those
who are not willing, on the one hand, to be deprived of an elegant
amusement; nor, on the other, to purchase it at the hazard of innocence or
virtue.
Hence it is, that many have placed a chaste collection of English poems
among the chief desiderata of this age. Your mentioning this a year or two
ago, and expressing a desire to see such a collection, determined me not to
delay the design I had long had of attempting something in this kind. I
therefore revised all the English poems I knew, and selected what appeared
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most valuable in them. Only Spenser’s works I was constrained to omit,
because scarce intelligible to the generality of modern readers.
I shall rejoice if the want of which you complained be in some measure
supplied by the following collection; of which this, at least, may be
affirmed, — there is nothing therein contrary to virtue, nothing that can
any way offend the chastest ear, or give pain to the tenderest heart. And
perhaps whatever is really essential to the most sublime divinity, as well
as the purest and most refined morality, will be found therein. Nor is it a
small circumstance, that the most just and important sentiments are here
represented with the utmost advantage, with all the ornaments both of wit
and language, and in the clearest, fullest, strongest light.
I inscribe these poems to you, not only because you was the occasion of
their thus appearing in the world; but also because it may be an
inducement to many to read them. Your name, indeed, cannot excuse a bad
poem; but it may recommend good ones to those who would not otherwise
consider whether they were good or bad. And I am persuaded they will not
be unacceptable to you, were it only on this account, — that many of
them describe what a person of quality ought, and what I trust you desire,
to be.
My heart’s desire and prayer to God for you is, that you may never rest
short of this: That “whatsoever things are true, whatsoever things are
venerable, whatsoever things are just, whatsoever things are pure,
whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever things are honorable; if there be
any virtue, if there be any praise, you may think on these things: And my
God shall supply all your need, according to his riches in glory by Christ
Jesus.”
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I am Your Ladyship’s obliged and obedient servant for Christ’s sake,
JOHN WESLEY .
OXFORD ,
August, 1744.

VIII.
Hymns for the Watch-Night. 12mo., pp. 12.

IX.
An Elegy on the Death of Robert Jones, Esq., of Fonmon-Castle, in
Glamorganshire, South Wales. 12mo., pp. 22. 1744.

X.
Hymns on the Lord’s Supper. By JOHN WESLEY , M.A., Fellow of Lincoln
College, Oxford; and CHARLES WESLEY , M.A., Student of Christ Church,
Oxford. With a Preface, concerning the Christian Sacrament and Sacrifice,
extracted from Dr. Brevint. 12mo., pp. 141. 1745.

XI.
Hymns for the Nativity of our Lord. The Second Edition. 12mo., pp. 24.
1745.

XII.
Hymns for our Lord’s Resurrection. The Third Edition. 12mo., pp. 24.
1748.
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XIII.
Hymns for Ascension-Day. The Second Edition. 12mo., pp. 12. 1747.

XIV.
Hymns of Petition and Thanksgiving for the Promise of the Father. By the
Rev. Mr. JOHN and CHARLES WESLEY . The Second Edition. 12mo., pp.
36. 1747.

XV.
Gloria Patri, etc.; or, Hymns to the Trinity. The Sixth Edition. 12mo., pp.
11. 1746.

XVI.
Hymns for the Public Thanksgiving Day, October 9,1746. 12mo., pp. 12.
1746.

XVII.
A Collection of Psalms and Hymns. Published by JOHN WESLEY , M.A.,
Fellow of Lincoln College, Oxford; and CHARLES WESLEY , M.A., Student
of Christ Church, Oxford. The Fourth Edition, enlarged. 12mo., pp. 148.
1748.

XVIII.
Hymns and Sacred Poems. In Two Volumes. By CHARLES WESLEY , M.A.,
Student of Christ Church, Oxford. 12mo., pp. 335, 338. 1749.
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XIX.
An Epistle to the Rev. Mr. John Wesley. By CHARLES WESLEY , Presbyter
of the Church of England. 12mo., pp. 12. 1755.

XX.
Hymns occasioned by the Earthquake, March 8, 1750. To which is added,
an Hymn upon the pouring out of the Seventh Vial, Revelation 16, 17, etc.,
occasioned by the Destruction of Lisbon. Part 1. The Second Edition.
12mo., pp. 12. 1756.

XXI.
Hymns occasioned by the Earthquake, March 8, 1750. To which is added,
an Hymn for the English in America, and another for the Year 1756. Part 2.
The Second Edition. 12mo., pp. 24. 1756.

XXII.
Hymns for the year 1756. Particularly for the Fast-Day, February 6.
12mo., pp. 24.

XXIII.
Hymns for Times of Trouble and Persecution. By JOHN and CHARLES
WESLEY , Presbyters of the Church of England. The Third Edition,
enlarged. 12mo., pp. 83. 1756.

XXIV.
Hymns for Times of Trouble. 12mo., pp. 12.
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XXV.
Hymns of Intercession for all Mankind. 12mo., pp. 34. 1758.

XXVI.
Hymns for the Expected Invasion, 1759. 12mo., pp. 12.

XXVII.
Hymns for those to whom Christ is All in All. 12mo., pp. 144. 1761.

XXVIII.
Short Hymns on Select Passages of the Holy Scriptures. By CHARLES
WESLEY , M.A., and Presbyter of the Church of England. In Two Volumes.
12mo., pp. 392, 432. 1762.

PREFACE.
GOD having graciously laid his hand upon my body, and disabled me from
the principal work of the ministry, has thereby given me an unexpected
occasion of writing the following Hymns. Many of the thoughts are
borrowed from Mr. Henry’s Comment, Dr. Gell on the Pentateuch, and
Bengelius on the New Testament.
Several of the hymns are intended to prove, and several to guard, the
doctrine of Christian perfection. I durst not publish one without the other.
In the latter sort I use some severity; not against particular persons, but
against enthusiasts and Antinomians; who, by not living up to their
profession, give abundant occasion to them that seek it, and cause the truth
to be evil spoken of.
Such there have been, in every age, in every revival of religion. But this
does in nowise justify the men who put darkness for light, and light for
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darkness; who call the wisdom of God foolishness, and all real religion
enthusiasm.
When the wheat springs up, the tares also appear; and both grow together
until the harvest: Yet there is an essential difference between them. This
occasions a difference in my expressions; and as great a seeming
contradiction, as when I declare with St. Paul, “A man is justified by faith,
and not by works;” and with St. James, “A man is justified by works, and
not by faith only.”
My desire is, “rightly to divide the word of truth.” But “who is sufficient
for these things?” Who can check the self-confident, without discouraging
the self-diffident? I trust in God, that none of the latter will take to
themselves what belongs to the former only.
Reader, if God ministers grace to thy soul through any of these hymns,
give Him the glory, and offer up a prayer for the weak instrument, that,
whenever I finish my course, I may depart in peace, having seen in Jesus
Christ his great salvation.

XXIX.
Graces before and after Meat. 12mo., pp. 12.

XXX.
An Extract from Milton’s Paradise Lost. With Notes. 18mo., pp. 320.
1763.

TO THE READER.
OF all the poems which have hitherto appeared in the world, in whatever
age or nation, the preference has generally been given, by impartial judges,
to Milton’s “Paradise Lost.” But this inimitable work, amidst all its
beauties, is unintelligible to abundance of readers. The immense learning
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which he has everywhere crowded together, making it quite obscure to
persons of a common education.
This difficulty, almost insuperable as it appears, I have endeavored to
remove in the following Extract: First, By omitting those lines which I
despaired of explaining to the unlearned; and, Secondly, by adding short
and easy notes; such as, I trust, will make the main of this excellent poem
clear and intelligible to any uneducated person of a tolerable good
understanding.
To those passages which I apprehend to be peculiarly excellent, either
with regard to sentiment or expression, I have prefixed a star: And these, I
believe, it would be worth while to read over and over, or even to commit
to memory.
LONDON ,
January 1, 1763.

XXXI.
Select Hymns: With Tunes annexed: Designed chiefly for the use of the
People called Methodists. Second Edition, corrected and enlarged. 12 mo.,
pp. 159. 1765.

PREFACE.
1. SOME years ago, a Collection of Tunes was published, under the title of
Harmonia Sacra. I believe all unprejudiced persons who understand music
allow, that it exceeds, beyond all degrees of comparison, anything of the
kind which has appeared in England before; the tunes being admirably well
chosen, and accurately engraven, not only for the voice, but likewise for
the organ or harpsichord.
2. But this, though it is excellent in its kind, is not the thing which I want. I
want the people called Methodists to sing true the tunes which are in
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common use among them. At the same time, I want them to have in one
volume the best hymns which we have printed; and that in a small and
portable volume, and one of an easy price.
3. I have been endeavoring for more than twenty years to procure such a
book as this; but in vain. Masters of music were above following any
direction but their own. All I was determined, whoever compiled this,
should follow my direction; not mending our tunes, but setting them down,
neither better nor worse than they were. At length I have prevailed. The
following Collection contains all the tunes which are in common use among
us. They are pricked true, exactly as I desire all our congregations may sing
them; and here is prefixed to them a Collection of those Hymns which are,
I think, some of the best we have published. The volume likewise is small,
as well as the price. This therefore I recommend, preferable to all others.
JOHN WESLEY .

XXXII.
Hymns for New Year’s Day. 12mo., pp. 11. 1766.

XXXIII.
Hymns for the use of Families, and on Various Occasions. By CHARLES
WESLEY , M.A., late Student of Christ Church. 12mo., pp. 176. 1767.

XXXIV.
Hymns for Children, and others of riper Years. The Second Edition.
12mo., pp. 84. l768.

XXXV.
Hymns on the Trinity. 12mo., pp. 132. 1768.

XXXVI.
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Funeral Hymns. 12mo., pp. 70. 1769.

XXXVII.
Hymns for those that seek, and those that have, Redemption in the Blood
of Jesus Christ. The Eighth Edition. 12mo., pp. 68. 1769.

XXXVIII.
An Extract from Dr. Young’s Night Thoughts on Life, Death, and
Immortality. 12mo., pp. 241. 1770.

TO THE READER.
1. IT is the observation of a late ingenious writer, “What is usually called a
correct taste is very much offended with Dr. Young’s ‘Night Thoughts.’ It
is obvious that the poetry sometimes sinks into childish conceits, or
prosaic flatness; but oftener rises into the turgid, or false sublime; and that
it is often perplexed and obscure. Yet this work contains many strokes of
the most sublime poetry; and is full of those pathetic strokes of nature and
passion, which touch the heart in the most tender and affecting manner.
Besides, there are afflictions too deep to bear either reasoning or
amusement. They may be soothed, but cannot be diverted. The gloom of
the ‘Night Thoughts’ perfectly corresponds with this state of mind. It
indulges and flatters the present passion, and at the same time presents
those motives of consolation which alone can render certain grieves
supportable. We may here observe that secret and wonderful endearment
which nature has annexed to all our sympathetic feelings, whereby we
enter into the deepest scenes of distress and sorrow, with a melting
softness of heart far more delightful than all the joys which dissipating and
unthinking mirth can inspire.”
2. My design in the following extract is,
(1.) To leave out all the lines which seem to me, either to contain
childish conceits, to sink into prosaic flatness, to rise into the
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turgid, the false sublime, or to be incurably obscure to common
readers.
(2.) To explain the words which are obscure, not in themselves, but
only to unlearned readers.
(3.) To point out, especially to these, by a single or double mark, what
appear to me to be the sublimest strokes of poetry, and the most
pathetic strokes of nature and passion.
3. It may be objected by some, that I have left out too much; by others,
that I have left out too little. I answer,
(1.) I have left out no more than I apprehended to be either childish, or
flat, or turgid, or obscure: So obscure, as not to be explained
without more words than suited with my design.
(2.) I have left in no more of what I conceived liable to any of these
objections than was necessary to preserve some tolerable
connection between the preceding and following lines.
4. Perhaps a more plausible objection will be, that the explanations are too
short. But be pleased to observe, it was no part of my design to explain
anything at large; but barely to put, as often as I could, a plain more for a
hard one: And where one did not occur, to use two or three, or as few as
possible.
5. But I am sensible it may be objected farther, the word added to explain
the other does not always express the meaning of it; at least, not so exactly
and fully as might be. I answer,
(1.) I allow this. But it was the best I could find without spending
more time upon it than I could afford.
(2.) Where the word added does not express the common meaning of
the word, it often expresses the Doctor’s peculiar meaning; who
frequently takes words in a very uncommon, not to say improper,
sense.
(3.) I have made a little attempt, such as I could consistently with
abundance of other employment. Let one that has more leisure and
more abilities supply what is here wanting.

XXXIX.
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Preparation for Death, in several Hymns. 12 mo., pp. 46. 1772.

XL.
Select Parts of Mr. Herbert’s Sacred Poems. 12mo., pp. 32. 1773.

XLI.
Hymns and Spiritual Songs, intended for the Use of Christians of all
Denominations. Published by J OHN and CHARLES WESLEY . The
Twenty-first Edition. 12mo., pp. 136. 1777.

THE PREFACE.
1. THE invulnerable mischiefs which have arisen from bigotry, an
immoderate attachment to particular opinions or modes of worship, have
been observed and lamented, in all ages, by men of a calm and loving spirit.
O when will it be banished from the face of the earth! When will all who
sincerely love God employ their zeal, not upon ceremonies and notions,
but upon justice, mercy, and the love of God!
2. The ease and happiness that attend, the unspeakable advantages that
flow from, a truly catholic spirit, a spirit of universal love, (which is the
very reverse of bigotry,) one would imagine, might recommend this amiable
temper to every person of cool reflection. And who that has tasted of this
happiness can refrain from wishing it to all mankind? Who that has
experienced the real comfort, the solid satisfaction, of a heart enlarged in
love toward all men, and, in a peculiar manner, to all that love God and the
Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity, can avoid earnestly desiring that all men
may be partakers of the same comfort?
3. It is with unspeakable joy, that these observe the spirit of bigotry
greatly declining, (at least, in every Protestant nation of Europe,) and the
spirit of love proportionally increasing. Men of every opinion and
denomination now begin to bear with each other. They seem weary of
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tearing each other to pieces on account of small and unessential differences;
and rather desire to build up each other in the great point wherein they all
agree, — the faith which worketh by love, and produces in them the mind
which was in Christ Jesus.
4. It is hoped, the ensuing collection of Hymns may in some measure
contribute, through the blessing of God, to advance this glorious end, to
promote this spirit of love, not confined to any opinion or party. There is
not an hymn, not one verse, inserted here, but what relates to the common
salvation; and what every serious and unprejudiced Christian, of whatever
denomination, may join in. It is true, none but those who either already
experience the kingdom of God within them, or, at least, earnestly desire
so to do, will either relish or understand them. But all these may find either
such prayers as speak the language of their souls when they are in
heaviness; or such thanksgivings as express, in a low degree, what they
feel, when rejoicing with joy unspeakable. Come, then, all ye children of
the Most High, and let us magnify his name together; and let us with one
mind and one mouth glorify God, even the Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ!

XLII.
A Collection of Hymns, for the Use of the People called Methodists.
12mo., pp. 520. 1780.

PREFACE.
1. FOR many years I have been importuned to publish such a Hymn Book
as might be generally used in all our congregations throughout Great Britain
and Ireland. I have hitherto withstood the importunity, as I believed such a
publication was needless, considering the various Hymn Books which my
brother and I have published within these forty years last past; so that it
may be doubted whether any religious community in the world has a
greater variety of them.
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2. But it has been answered, “Such a publication is highly needful upon
this very account; for the greater part of the people, being poor, are not
able to purchase so many books. And those that have purchased them are,
as it were, bewildered in the immense variety. There is therefore still
wanting a proper Collection of Hymns for general use, carefully made out
of all these books, and one comprised in so moderate a compass as neither
to be cumbersome nor expensive.”
3. It has been replied, “You have such a Collection already, (entitled
Hymns and Spiritual Songs,) which I extracted several years ago from a
variety of Hymn Books.” But it is objected, “This is in the other extreme;
it is abundantly too small. It does not, it cannot, in so narrow a compass,
contain variety enough; not so much as we want, among whom singing
makes so considerable a part of the public service. What we want is, a
collection neither too large, that it may be cheap and portable; nor too
small, that it may contain a sufficient variety for all ordinary occasions.”
4. Such a Hymn Book you have now before you. It is not so large as to be
either cumbersome or expensive; and it is large enough to contain such a
variety of hymns as will not soon be worn threadbare. It is large enough to
contain all the important truths of our most holy religion, whether
speculative or practical; yea, to illustrate them all, and to prove them both
by Scripture and reason. And this is done in a regular order. The Hymns
are not carelessly jumbled together, but carefully ranged under proper
heads, according to the experience of real Christians. So that this book is,
in effect, a little body of experimental and practical divinity.
5. As but a small part of these Hymns is of my own composing,34 I do not
think it inconsistent with modesty to declare, that I am persuaded no such
Hymn Book as this has yet been published in the English language. In
what other publication of the kind have you so distinct and full an account
of scriptural Christianity? such a declaration of the heights and depths of
religion, speculative and practical? so strong cautions against the most
plausible errors; particularly those that are now most prevalent? and so
clear directions for making our calling and election sure; for perfecting
holiness in the fear of God?
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6. May I be permitted to add a few words with regard to the poetry? Then
I will speak to those who are judges thereof with all freedom and
unreserve. To these I may say, without offense,
(1.) In these Hymns there is no doggerel, no botches, nothing put in to
patch up the rhyme, no feeble expletives.
(2.) Here is nothing turgid or bombast on the one hand, or low and
creeping on the other.
(3.) Here are no cant expressions, no words without meaning. Those
who impute this to us know not what they say. We talk common
sense, whether they understand it or not, both in verse and prose,
and use no word but in a fixed and determinate sense.
(4.) Here are, allow me to say, both the purity, the strength, and the
elegance of the English language, and, at the same time, the utmost
simplicity and plainness, suited to every capacity. Lastly, I desire
men of taste to judge, (these are the only competent judges,)
whether there be not in some of the following Hymns the true
spirit of poetry, such as cannot be acquired by art and labor, but
must be the gift of nature. By labor a man may become a tolerable
imitator of Spenser, Shakespeare, or Milton, and may heap
together pretty compound epithets as pale-eyed, meek-eyed, and
the like; but unless he be born a poet, he will never attain the
genuine spirit of poetry.
7. And here I beg leave to mention a thought which has been long upon my
mind, and which I should long ago have inserted in the public papers, had I
not been unwilling to stir up a nest of hornets. Many gentlemen have done
my brother and me (though without naming us) the honor to reprint many
of our Hymns. Now they are perfectly welcome so to do, provided they
print them just as they are. But I desire they would not attempt to mend
them; for they really are not able. None of them is able to mend either the
sense or the verse. Therefore I must beg of them one of these two favors;
either to let them stand as they are, to take them for better for worse, or to
add the true reading in the margin, or at the bottom of the page; that we
may no longer be accountable either for the nonsense or for the doggerel of
other men.
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8. But to return: That which is of infinitely more moment than the spirit of
poetry, is the spirit of piety. And I trust, all persons of real judgment will
find this breathing through the whole collection. It is in this view chiefly
that I would recommend it to every truly pious reader as a means of raising
or quickening the spirit of devotion, of confirming his faith, of enlivening
his hope, and of kindling or increasing his love to God and man. When
poetry thus keeps its place, as the handmaid of piety, it shall attain, not a
poor perishable wreath, but a crown that fadeth not away.
JOHN WESLEY .
LONDON ,
October 20, 1779.

XLIII.
Hymns written in the Time of the Tumults, June, 1780. 12mo., pp. 19.
1780.

XLIV.
Hymns for the Fast-Day. The Fourth Edition. 12mo., pp. 24. 1780.

XLV.
The Protestant Association; written in the midst of the Tumults, June,
1780. 12mo., pp. 34.

XLVI.
Hymns for the Nation, in 1782. In Two Parts. 12mo., pp. 47.

XLVII.
Prayers for Condemned Malefactors. 12mo., pp. 12. 1785.
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XLVIII.
A Pocket Hymn Book, for the Use of Christians of all Denominations.
24mo., pp. 208. 1785.

TO THE READER.
1. IN the Hymn Book which I published about four years since, although it
was larger than I at first intended, there was no room for very many of our
Hymns which were no way inferior to those contained therein. A
collection of these, as I found many desired it, I have now published in a
smaller volume, including a very few of those which were published in the
other.
2. Several of these I omitted before, because I was afraid they would not be
understood by a common congregation. But if some do not understand
them, I make no doubt but that many others will, and, I trust, profit
thereby. And the deeper the meaning is, the more it will profit those that
do understand them.
JOHN WESLEY .
LONDON ,
October 1, 1784.

XLIX.
A Pocket Hymn Book, for the Use of Christians of all Denominations.
24mo., pp. 240. 1787.

THE PREFACE.
1. A FEW years ago I was desired by many of our Preachers to prepare
and publish a small Hymn Book, to be used in common in our societies.
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This I promised to do as soon as I had finished some other business which
was then on my hands. But before I could do this, a bookseller stepped in,
and, without my consent or knowledge, extracted such a Hymn Book,
chiefly from our works, and spread several editions of it throughout the
kingdom.
2. Two years ago I published a Pocket Hymn Book, according to my
promise: But most of our people were supplied already with the other
Hymns. And these are circulated still. To cut off all pretense from the
Methodists for buying them, our brethren in the late Conference, at
Bristol, advised me to print the same Hymn Book which had been printed
at York. This I have done in the present volume: Only with this difference:
—
3. First. Out of those two hundred and thirty-two hymns. I have omitted
seven-and-thirty. These I did not dare to palm upon the world, because
fourteen of them appeared to me very flat and dull; fourteen more, mere
prose, tagged with rhyme; and nine more to be grievous doggerel. But a
friend tells me, “Some of these, especially those two that are doggerel
double-distilled, namely, ‘The despised Nazarene,’ and that which begins,
—
‘A Christ I have; O what a Christ have I!’

are hugely admired, and continually echoed from Berwick-upon-Tweed to
London.” If they are, I am sorry for it: It will bring a deep reproach upon
the judgment of the Methodists. But I dare not increase that reproach by
countenancing, in any degree, such an insult both on religion and common
sense. And I earnestly intreat all our Preachers, not only never to give
them out; but to discountenance them by all prudent means, both in public
and private.
4. Secondly. I have added a considerable number of the best hymns which
we have ever published: Although I am sensible they will not suit the taste
of the admirers of doggerel. But I advise them to keep their own counsel,
and not betray their want of judgment.
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5. Thirdly. Whereas in the other Hymn Book the hymns are strangely
thrown out of their places, and all jumbled together; they are here carefully
methodized again, and ranged in their proper order.
6. “But did not you, in a late preface, give any one leave to print your
Hymns that pleased?” No, I never did; I never said, I never intended, any
such thing. My words are, page 6, “Many have reprinted our Hymns.
They are perfectly welcome so to do; provided they print them just as
they are.” They are welcome. Who? Why, Mr. Madan, Berridge, and those
that have done it already, for the use of their several congregations. But
could any one imagine I meant a bookseller? or that a Methodist bookseller
would undertake it? to take a whole book out of mine? only adding a few
shreds out of other books for form’s sake? And could I mean he was
welcome to publish this among Methodists, just at the time when I had
engaged to do it myself? Does not everyone, unless he shuts his eyes, see,
that every shilling he gains by it he takes out of my pocket? yet not so
properly out of mine, as out of the pockets of the poor Preachers? For I
lay up nothing: And I lay out no more upon myself than I did forty years
ago: (My carriage is no expense to me; that expense being born by a few
friends:) But what I receive is for the poor, especially the poor Preachers.
7. Upon the whole: Although there are some hymns in this book which I
should never have printed, but that I was desired to reprint the whole
book, printed at York; yet I am bold to recommend this small Hymn Book,
as the best of the size that has ever been published among the Methodists.
But it is still greatly inferior to the large Hymn Book; in which I believe
the judicious and candid reader may find a clear explication of every branch
both of speculative and practical divinity.
JOHN WESLEY .
HIGHBURY-PLACE ,
November 15, 1786.
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MUSICAL WORKS
PUBLISHED BY

THE REVEREND JOHN WESLEY, M.A.
———

I.
A COLLECTION of Tunes, set to Music, as they are sung at the Foundery.
12mo., pp. 36. 1742.

II.
The Grounds of Vocal Music. 12mo., pp. 12.

III.
Sacred Harmony; or, A Choice Collection of Psalms and Hymns, set to
Music, in Two and Three Parts, for the Voice, Harpsichord, and Organ.
12mo., pp. 354.

IV.
Sacred Harmony; or, A Choice Collection of Psalm and Hymn Tunes, in
Two or Three Parts, for the Voice, Harpsichord, and Organ. 12mo., pp.
157.

V.
Sacred Melody; or, A Choice Collection of Psalm and Hymn Tunes: With
a Short Introduction. 12mo., pp. 118.
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DIRECTIONS FOR CONGREGATIONAL SINGING.

THAT this part of divine worship may be more acceptable to God, as well
as more profitable to yourself and others, be careful to observe the
following directions: —
1. Sing all. See that you join with the congregation as frequently as you
can. Let not a slight degree of weakness or weariness hinder you. If it is a
cross to you, take it up, and you will find a blessing.
2. Sing lustily, and with a good courage. Beware of singing as if you were
half dead, or half asleep; but lift up your voice with strength. Be no more
afraid of your voice now, nor more ashamed of its being, heard, than when
you sung the songs of Satan.
3. Sing modestly. Do not bawl, so as to be heard above, or distinct from,
the rest of the congregation, that you may not destroy the harmony; but
strive to unite your voices together, so as to make one clear melodious
sound.
4. Sing in time. Whatever time is sung, be sure to keep with it. Do not run
before, nor stay behind it; but attend closely to the leading voices, and
move therewith as exactly as you can. And take care you sing not too
slow. This drawling way naturally steals on all who are lazy; and it is high
time to drive it out from among us, and sing all our tunes just as quick as
we did at first.
5. Above all, sing spiritually. Have an eye to God in every word you sing.
Aim at pleasing Him more than yourself, or any other creature. In order to
this, attend strictly to the sense of what you sing; and see that your heart
is not carried away with the sound, but offered to God continually; so
shall your singing be such as the Lord will approve of here, and reward
when he cometh in the clouds of heaven.
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A LETTER TO THE REV. DR. RUTHERFORTH. 35
March 28, 1768.
REV. SIR,

I.
1. YOUR charges, published five years ago, I did not see till yesterday. In
the fourth I am unconcerned. The three former I purpose now to consider;
and I do it the more cheerfully, because they are wrote with such
seriousness as becomes the importance of the subject, and with less
tartness than I am accustomed to expect from opponents of every kind.
2. But before I enter on the subject, suffer me to remove a stumbling-block
or two out of the way. You frequently charge me with evasion; and others
have brought the same charge. The plain case is this: I have wrote on
various heads, and always as clearly as I could. Yet many have
misunderstood my words, and raised abundance of objections. I answered
them, by explaining myself, showing what I did not mean, and what I did.
One and another of the objectors stretched his throat, and cried out,
“Evasion! Evasion!” And what does all this outcry amount to? Why,
exactly thus much: They imagined they had tied me so fast, that it was
impossible for me to escape. But presently the cobwebs were swept
away, and I was quite at liberty. And I bless God I can unravel truth and
falsehood, although artfully twisted together. Of such evasion I am not
ashamed. Let them be ashamed who constrain me to use it.
3. You charge me likewise, and that more than once or twice, with
maintaining contradictions. I answer,
(1.) If all my sentiments were compared together, from the year 1725
to 1768, there would be truth in the charge; for, during the latter
part of this period, I have relinquished several of my former
sentiments.
(2.) During these last thirty years, I may have varied in some of my
sentiments or expressions without observing it.
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(3.) I will not undertake to defend all the expressions which I have
occasionally used during this time, but must desire men of candor
to make allowance for those
Quas aut incuria fudit,
36
Aut humana parum cavit natura.

(4.) It is not strange if, among these inaccurate expressions, there are
some seeming contradictions, especially considering I was
answering so many different objectors, frequently attacking me at
once, and one pushing this way, another that, with all the violence
they were able. Nevertheless,
(5.) I believe there will be found few, if any, real contradictions in
what I have published for near thirty years.
4. I come now to your particular objections. I begin with the subject of
your third charge, — assurances; because what I have to say upon this
head will be comprised in few words. Some are fond of the expression: I
am not; I hardly ever use it. But I will simply declare (having neither
leisure nor inclination to draw the saw of controversy concerning it) what
are at present sentiments with regard to the thing which is usually meant
thereby.
I believe a few, but very few, Christians have an assurance from God of
everlasting salvation; and that is the thing which the Apostle terms the
plerophory or full assurance of hope.
I believe more have such an assurance of being now in the favor of God as
excludes all doubt and fear. And this, if I do not mistake, the Apostle
means by the plerophory or full assurance of faith.
I believe a consciousness of being in the favor of God (which I do not term
plerophory, or full assurance, since it is frequently weakened, nay,
perhaps interrupted, by returns of doubt or fear) is the common privilege
of Christians, fearing God and working righteousness.
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Yet I do not affirm there are no exceptions to this general rule. Possibly
some may be in the favor of God, and yet go mourning all the day long.
But I believe this is usually owing either to disorder of body, or ignorance
of the Gospel promises.
Therefore I have not for many years thought a consciousness of
acceptance to be essential to justifying faith.
And after I have thus explained myself once for all, I think without any
evasion or ambiguity, I am sure without any self-contradiction, I hope all
reasonable men will be satisfied. And whoever will still dispute with me on
this head must do it for disputing’s sake.

II.
1. In your first charge you undertake to prove that “Christianity does not
reject the aid of human learning.” (Page 1.)
Mr. B. thinks it does. But I am not accountable for him, from whom in this
I totally differ. Yet you certainly include me when you say, “These new
reformers maintain that every believer, who has the gift of utterance, is
qualified to preach the Gospel.” (Page 2.) I never maintained this. On
many occasions I have maintained quite the contrary. I never said, “Human
learning is an impediment to a Divine, which will keep him from the
knowledge of the truth.” (Page 3.) When, therefore, you say, “The
contempt with which these men treat human learning,” (ibid.,) you do me
much injustice; as likewise when you say, “They agree that human learning
is of no use at all to a Preacher of the Gospel.” I do not agree with any
who speak thus. Yet you cite my own writings to prove it: “Farther
Appeal,” Part 3, page 106.37 If I say any such thing, either there or any
where else, let me bear the blame for ever.
2. For my deliberate thoughts on human learning, I appeal to my “Serious
Address to the Clergy.” I there lay down ex professo the qualifications, the
learning in particular, which (as I apprehend) every Clergyman who can
have, ought to have. And if any who are educated at the University have it
not, they are inexcusable before God and man.
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To put this matter beyond dispute, I appeal to something more than
words. Can any man seriously think I despise learning who has ever heard
of the school at Kingswood? especially if he knows, with how much care,
and expense, and labor, I have kept it on foot for these twenty years? Let
him but read the rules of Kingswood school, and he will urge this objection
no more.
3. But you “employ illiterate Preachers.” I cannot answer this better than
by transcribing the very page to which you refer: —
“It will easily be observed that I do not depreciate learning of any kind.
The knowledge of the languages is a valuable talent; so is the knowledge of
the arts and sciences. Both the one and the other may be employed to the
glory of God, and the good of men. But yet I ask, Where hath God
declared in his word that he cannot, or will not, make use of men that have
it not? Has Moses or any of the Prophets affirmed this? or our Lord, or
any of his Apostles? You are sensible all these are against you. You know
the Apostles themselves, all except St. Paul, were andrev agrammatoi
kai idiwtai, common, unphilosophical, unlettered men.”
4. Suffer me to add that paragraph, from which you strangely infer that I
hold learning to be of “no use at all to a Preacher.”
“I am bold to affirm that these unlettered men have help from God for that
great work, the saving souls from death; seeing he hath enabled, and doth
enable them still, to turn many to righteousness. Thus hath he destroyed
the wisdom of the wise, and brought to nought the understanding of the
prudent. When they imagined they had effectually shut the door, and
blocked up every passage whereby any help could come to two or three
Preachers, weak in body as well as soul, who, they might reasonably
believe, would, humanly speaking, wear themselves out in a short time;
when they had gained their point by securing, as they supposed, all the
men of learning in the nation, He that sitteth in heaven laughed them to
scorn, and came upon them by a way they thought not of. Out of the
stones he raised up those who should beget children to Abraham. We had
no more foresight of this than you. Nay, we had the deepest prejudices
against it, until we could not but own that God gave wisdom from above to
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these unlearned and ignorant men; so that the work of the Lord prospered
in their hand, and sinners were daily converted to God.
“Indeed, in the one thing which they profess to know, they are not
ignorant men. I trust there is not one of them who is not able to go through
such an examination, in substantial, practical, experimental divinity, as few
of our candidates for holy orders, even in the University, (I speak it with
sorrow and shame, and in tender love,) are able to do. But O! what manner
of examination do most of those candidates go through! And what proof
are the testimonials commonly brought (as solemn as the form is wherein
they run) either of the piety or knowledge of those to whom are entrusted
those sheep which God hath purchased with his own blood?”
5. Yet you cite this very paragraph to prove that I “intimate, the help
which these illiterate men receive from God is such as will enable them to
preach Christ’s Gospel without reading the Scriptures;” (page 9;) adding,
“St. Paul’s command to Timothy is a sufficient confutation of this
groundless, or rather impious, pretense.” I cannot conceive how you could
imagine those words to intimate any such thing. Be this pretense whose it
will, it is none of mine; it never entered into my thoughts.
6. But “there are in the Scriptures ‘things hard to be understood.’ And is
every unlettered mechanic able to explain them?” (Page 11.) No, surely.
But may we not likewise ask: Is every Clergyman able to explain them?
You will not affirm it. However, “they are the safest guides who, from
their childhood, have known the holy Scriptures, and have diligently and
faithfully made use of all the helps to understand them which a liberal
education has put into their hands, who have given attendance to reading,
have meditated on those things, and have given themselves wholly to
them.” (Page 11.)
Certainly these are the safest guides. But how many, Sir, do you know of
these? Suppose there are thirty thousand Clergymen in England, can you
vouch this for ten thousand of them? I remember his late Grace of
Canterbury (I mean Archbishop Potter) was occasionally saying that, on
searching the records, he could find only three hundred of the Clergy who
stood out against Popery in Queen Mary’s reign. Do you think the other
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twenty-nine thousand seven hundred were “the safest guides?” I hope
indeed things are mended now. I see no reason to doubt, but there are
among the present Clergy a far greater number both of learned and pious
men. And yet I fear we cannot count many thousands now that answer
your strong description. May our good Lord increase their number, how
many soever they be!
7. Now I beg leave to ask a question in my turn. Which do you think is the
safest guide, a cursing, swearing, drinking Clergyman, (that such there are
you know,) or a tradesman, who has in fact “from his childhood known
the holy Scriptures,” and has for five years (to say no more) faithfully and
diligently made use of all the helps which the English tongue has put into
his hands, who has given attendance to reading, has meditated on these
things, and given himself wholly to them? Can any reasonable man doubt
one moment which of these is the safest guide?
Certainly “those who want these qualifications,” who do not give
attendance to reading, who do not meditate on those things, yea, and give
themselves wholly to them, are ignorant and unstable men, in a very bad
sense of the words. And let them understand philosophy ever so well, and
be ever such critics in Greek and Hebrew, “they will pervert the Scriptures
when they pretend to interpret them,” (page 12,) and that not only to their
own destruction.
8. But “many of these strolling Preachers are so ignorant as not to know
that the Scriptures were not written in their mother tongue.” (Page 8.)
Indeed they are not: Whoever gave you that information abused your
credulity. Most of the traveling Preachers in connection with me are not
ignorant men. As I observed before, they know all which they profess to
know. The languages they do not profess to know; yet some of them
understand them well. Philosophy they do not profess to know; yet some
of them tolerably understand this also. They understand both one and the
other better than great part of my pupils at the University did: And yet
these were not inferior to their fellow-collegians of the same standing;
(which I could not but know, having daily intercourse with all the
undergraduates, either as Greek Lecturer or Moderator;) nor were these
inferior to the under-graduates of other Colleges.
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9. You conclude this charge. For “those whose minds are not stored with
useful literature, the wisdom of the public has provided such guides as are
both able and willing to show them the right way.”(Page 13.) Would to
God it had! But is it really so? Is there such a guide in every parish in
England? Are then all the Rectors, Vicars, and Curates therein, “both able
and willing” to guide all their parishioners to heaven? Do not both you and
I, and all the world, know that this is not the case? Are there not many
who are utterly unable to guide others, having neither learning nor
understanding to guide themselves? Are there not more, who, if they are
able, are not willing, taking no care or thought about it? They eat, and
drink, and rise up to play,
“And leave to tatter’d crape the dradgery of prayer.”

Once more. Are there not too many of those guides “whom the wisdom of
the public has provided,” who are neither able nor willing to guide others in
the right way, being equally void of knowledge and piety? Is it them “the
duty of the people to continue in the things which they have learned” from
these guides? and “to hold fast the faithful word as they have been
taught?” Why; what have they been taught? Just nothing. From these
guides they have learned nothing, nor could learn anything, either from
their precept or example. And are they “then only in danger when they do
not follow these guides?” If they do follow them, they must follow them
to hell. O Sir, why will you constrain me to show the nakedness of the
land? I would far rather spread a veil over it. And I heartily wish I may
never more be laid under a necessity of touching on this unpleasing subject.
10. Upon the whole, what I believe concerning learning, as I have again and
again declared, is this: That it is highly expedient for a guide of souls, but
not absolutely necessary. What I believe to be absolutely necessary is, a
faith unfeigned, the love of God and our neighbor, a burning zeal for the
advancement of Christ’s kingdom, with a heart and life wholly devoted to
God. These I judge to be necessary in the highest degree; and next to these,
a competent knowledge of Scripture, a sound understanding, a tolerable
utterance, and a willingness to be as the filth and offscouring of the world.
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III.
1. You entitle your second charge, “An Examination of the Doctrine of the
Methodists concerning inward Feelings.”
I have explained myself so frequently and so largely upon this head
already, that I flattered myself I should scarce have occasion to do it any
more. But as I am still totally misunderstood and misrepresented, I am
under a necessity of doing it yet again.
You state the question thus: “Have we any reason to believe that the mind
has an inward feeling; which will enable it to perceive the ordinary
influences of God’s Spirit, so as to discern from whence they come?”
(Page 15.)
I answer,
(1.) The fruit of his ordinary influences are love, joy, peace,
long-suffering, gentleness, meekness.
(2.) Who ever has these, inwardly feels them; and if he understands his
Bible, he discerns from whence they come. Observe, what he
inwardly feels is these fruits themselves: Whence they come, he
learns from the Bible.
This is my doctrine concerning inward feelings, and has been for above
these forty years. And this is clear to any man of common sense: I appeal
to all the world if it is not. Only do not puzzle the cause by a cloud of
words, and then lay the blame on me.
2. You state the question again: (Page 17:) “What I mean to affirm is, that,
while the soul is united to such a body, the operations of external things”
(Say the operations of the Holy Spirit, for of these we are talking, and of
these alone) “upon some one or more of these organs excite no inward
feeling.” Nay, nor outward neither. He must be a bold man that will affirm
the contrary. If this be all that you mean to affirm, we agree to a hair’s
breadth.
3. You afterwards open yourself farther: “The mind, in its present
situation, has no inward sense, by which the influence of external causes,”
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(the influence of the Holy Spirit,) “or the causes themselves,” (this is quite
another question,) “may be felt or discerned. It then only perceives them
when they affect the organs of the body, so as to raise a sensation in it by
their means.” (Page 22.)
Did ever the most illiterate Methodist talk in such a manner as this? “The
mind then only perceives the influences of the Holy Spirit when they
affect the organs of the body!”
If you say, “I do not mean the Holy Spirit by external causes,” then you
mean and say what is nothing to the purpose. For your very title confines
you to the influences of the Holy Spirit, and you are, or should be,
speaking of nothing else.
4. You go on: “It is a fundamental principle in the Methodist school, that
all who come into it must renounce their reason.” Sir, are you awake?
Unless you are talking in your sleep, how can you utter so gross an
untruth? It is a fundamental principle with us, that to renounce reason is to
renounce religion; that religion and reason go hand in hand; and that all
irrational religion is false religion. I therefore speak quite “consistently
with my own doctrines” when I caution my followers against judging of
the spirit by which any one speaks, by their own inward feelings; because
these, being of a doubtful nature, may come from God, or may not. You
add, “What therefore shall we think of these inward feelings? They cannot
be clear perceptions of the cause from which these affections or sentiments
are derived.” Who says they are? I never did. You cite the lords wherein I
say just the contrary. Whom then doth your arguing reprove? Do you “not
fight as one that beateth the air?”
5. Mr. W. indeed “endeavors to explain away the doctrine of the
Methodists concerning inward feelings.” (Page 25.) That is, I plainly tell
what I mean by those expressions. My words run thus: “By feeling, I
mean being inwardly conscious of; by the operations of the Spirit, I do not
mean the manner in which he operates, but the graces which he operates in
a Christian.” And again: “We believe that love, joy, peace, are inwardly
felt, or they have no being; and that men are satisfied they have grace, first
by feeling these, and afterwards by their outward actions.”
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One might imagine the controversy was now at an end. No: I am not a jot
the nearer. For you go on: “If he and his brethren” (away with “his
brethren;” the point lies between you and me) “mean no more than this,
why do they speak of this matter in such language as makes their disciples
pretend to have an inward sense, by which they feel sometimes the power
of God, sometimes the Holy Ghost, sometimes Jesus Christ, and by which
they can as clearly discern each of these while he acts upon them, as they
can discern outward objects by their bodily senses?” (Page 26.) So now the
matter is out! But who are the men? What are their names? And where do
they live? If you know any who pretend to this, I do not; but I know they
are none of my disciples. They never learned it of me. I have three grains
of common sense, whether you believe it or not.
6. But you will pin it upon me, whether I will or no, and that by three
passages of my own writings.
(1.) “Lucy Godshall felt the love of God in an unusual manner.” She
did. I mean in an unusual degree. And what will you make of this?
(2.) “When he examined some of his disciples, and they related their
‘feeling the blood of Christ running upon their arms, or going
down their throats, or poured like water upon their breast and
heart,’ did he tell them that these circumstances were all the
dreams of a heated imagination?” I did; I told them that these three
circumstances, and several others of the same kind, were more
dreams, though some of those which they then related might be
otherwise. I will tell you more: I was so disgusted at them for
those dreams, that I expelled them out of the society.
The third passage is this: “We do speak of grace, (meaning
thereby the power of God, which worketh in us both to will and
to do of his good pleasure,) that it is as perceptible to the heart,
while it confirms, refreshes, purifies, and sheds the love of God
abroad therein, as sensible objects are to the senses.” (Page 27.) I
do speak thus; and I mean thereby that the comfort which God
administers, not his power distinct from it, the love and purity
which he works, not his act of working distinguished from it, are
as clearly discernible by the soul as outward objects by the
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senses. And I never so much as dreamed that any one could find
any other meaning in the words.
7. I cannot close this subject of inward feelings without securing to the
twentieth page of your tract. Here you attempt to prove that these
Preachers confine the influences of God’s Holy Spirit to themselves and
their followers; because, say you, “no one else feels its workings;” none
but they and their followers. Observe; it is not I affirm this, but you, that
“none but Methodists feel the workings of the Spirit.” But how will you
reconcile this assertion with the seventeenth Article of our Church, which
teaches, that all “godly persons feel in themselves the working of the Spirit
of Christ mortifying the works of the flesh, and drawing up their mind to
high and heavenly things?” It is in this sense only, that I did and do assert
all good men feel the working of the Holy Spirit. If any can prove they do
not, I stand condemned; if not, none can condemn me concerning inward
feelings.
8. You subjoin some reflections on another subject, — bodily emotions of
various kinds. Before we reason upon it, let us state the fact. These
outward symptoms are not at all times, nor in all places; for two or three
years they were not constant, but frequent in London, Bristol,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and in a few other places. They sometimes occur
still, but not often. And we do not regard whether they occur or not,
knowing that the essence of religion, righteousness, peace, and joy in the
Holy Ghost, is quite independent upon them.
Upon this you ask, “Are these the fruits of the Spirit?” (Page 31.) I
answer, No; who ever thought they were? You ask, 2. “Are these the
marks whereby we may be assured that they who are thus affected discern
its workings?” You answer for me, “They themselves do not believe it.
Nay, Mr. W. declares it is his opinion, ‘Some of these agonies are from the
devil;’ and makes no doubt but ‘it was Satan tearing them as they were
coming to Christ.”’ (Page 33.) But if I myself declare thus, what room was
there for the preceding questions? Now certainly you must he quite
satisfied. No; you are as far from it as ever! You gravely ask, “What
experienced physicians of the soul must these be, who are unable to
distinguish the influence of the Holy Ghost from the tearing of Satan?”
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Why, Sir, you this instant repeated the very words wherein I do
distinguish them. “But you ascribe the same symptoms sometimes to the
one, and sometimes to the other.” Indeed I do not: I always ascribe these
symptoms to Satan tearing them.
9. You add in a marginal note, “Mr. W. sometimes denies that he considers
these fits as signs of the new birth.” I always deny it, if you mean by signs
anything more than something which may accidentally attend it. Yet “in
some of his writings he calls these fallings and roarings by the name of
convictions. He says, ‘Many were wounded deeply; but none were
delivered from that painful conviction.’ ‘Monday 30th. Two more were in
strong pain, both their souls and bodies being well nigh torn asunder.”’
Very true; but in which of these passages do I “call fallings and roarings by
the name of convictions?” Excuse me; if I cannot distinguish God from the
devil, I can at least distinguish the soul from the body. For do I ever
confound bodily disorders with sorrow or pain of mind?
10. However, “Mr. W. speaks of these at least as outward signs,” that the
new birth “is working in those that have them.” (Page 23.) I speak of them
as “outward symptoms which have often accompanied the inward work of
God.” A peculiar instance of this I relate in the first Journal, which you are
at the pains to transcribe. And, as you observe, “there are many instances
in the same Journal, in which I express myself in the same manner.” But
what does all this prove? Just what I said before, and not one jot more; I
speak of them as “outward symptoms which have often accompanied the
inward work of God.” Often, say, not always, not necessarily: They may,
or they may not. This work may be without those symptoms, and those
symptoms may be without this work.
11. But you say, “The following account, which he writes to one of his
correspondents, will make the matter clear. ‘I have seen very many
persons changed in a moment from the spirit of fear, horror, despair, to the
spirit of love, joy, peace; and from sinful desires, till then reigning over
them, to a pure desire of doing the will of God. That such a change was
then wrought, appears not from their shedding tears only, or falling into
fits, or crying out, (these are not the fruits or signs whereby I judge,) but
from the whole tenor of their lives.”’ (Page 33.)
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Now I should really imagine this passage proves quite the contrary of
what you intend. Yea, that it is full and, decisive. “But,” say you, “though
he denies these to be the fruits by which he judges that this inward change
is wrought, yet he looks upon them as signs that it is working.” Yes, in the
sense above explained. While God was inwardly working, these outward
signs often appeared; nay, almost daily in Bristol, during the first summer
which I spent there.
12. Upon the whole, I declare once for all, (and I hope to be troubled no
more upon the subject,) I look upon some of those bodily symptoms to
have been preternatural or diabolical, and others to have been effects which
in some circumstances naturally followed from strong and sudden
emotions of mind. Those emotions of mind, whether of fear, sorrow, or
joy, I believe were chiefly supernatural, springing from the gracious
influences of the Spirit of God which accompanied his word.
13. I believe this is all the answer I need give to the severe accusation you
have brought against me; for which, I trust, men of candor will discern
there was not the least foundation. With respect to the first point,
despising learning, I am utterly clear. None can bring any proof, or shadow
of proof, that I do not highly esteem it. With regard to the assurance of
faith and hope, I have spoken as clearly as I can; and I trust serious men,
who have some experience in religion, will not find much to condemn
therein. And with respect to inward feelings, whoever denies them, in the
sense wherein alone I defend them, must deny all the life and power of
religion, and leave nothing but a dead, empty form. For take away the love
of God and our neighbor, the peace of God, and joy in the Holy Ghost, or,
which comes to the same, deny that they are felt, and what remains but a
poor, lifeless shadow?
14. This is what I do and must contend for. “I thought you had contended
for quite another thing.” If you had only thought so, or only said so in
private conversation, it had been of no great consequence. But it was of
consequence, when you not only brought a false accusation against your
brother before so venerable an assembly, but also published it to all the
world. Surely the first step was enough, and more than enough. Was there
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nothing more important wherewith to entertain the stewards of the
mysteries of God, than the mistakes, if they really had been such, of the
Methodists, so called had they no enemies more dangerous than these?
Were they not in more imminent danger, if of no outward sin, nothing in
their behavior or conversation unworthy of their calling, yet of neglect, of
remissness, of not laying out all their time, and care, and pains, in feeding
the sheep which Christ hath purchased with his own blood? Were none of
them in danger of levity, of pride, of passion, of discontent, of
covetousness? Were none of them seeking the praise of men more than the
praise of God? O Sir, if this was the case of any of them, I will not say
how trifling, how insignificant, but how mischievous to these, how fatal,
how destructive must a charge of this kind be! by which they were led, not
to examine themselves, to consider either their own hearts or ways, but to
criticise on others, on those with whom nine in ten had no manner of
concern! Surely so solemn an opportunity might be improved to far other
purposes! even to animate every one present to offer up himself a living
sacrifice to God, that so he may be ready to be offered upon the sacrifice
and service of his faith; to have one thing only in his eye, to desire to aim
at nothing, else, not honor, not ease, not money, not preferment, but to
save his own soul and them that hear him.
I am, Rev. Sir,
Your brother and servant for Christ’s sake.
———

DCCCCXXIV.
To the Editor of the Gentleman’s Magazine. 38
CITY-ROAD , December 24th, 1785.
M R. URBAN ,
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IF you will insert the following in your Magazine, you will oblige your
humble servant,
JOHN WESLEY .

THIS morning a friend sent me the Gentleman’s Magazine for last May,
wherein I find another letter concerning my eldest brother. I am obliged to
Mr. Badcock for the candid manner wherein he writes; and wish to follow
his pattern in considering the reasons which he urges in defence of what he
wrote before.
1. Mr. B. says, “His brother cannot be ignorant that he always bore the
character of a Jacobite; a title to which I really believe he had no dislike.”
Most of those who gave him this title did not distinguish between a
Jacobite and a Tory; whereby I mean, “one that believes God, not the
people, to be the origin of all civil power.” In this sense he was a Tory; so
was my father; so am I. But I am no more a Jacobite than I am a Turk;
neither was my brother. I have heard him over and over disclaim that
character.
2. “But his own daughter affirmed it.” Very likely she might; and doubtless
she thought him such. Nor is this any wonder, considering how young she
was when her father died; especially if she did not know the difference
between a Tory and a Jacobite; which may likewise have been the case
with Mr. Badcock’s friends, if not with Mr. Badcock himself.
3. Mr. W. says, “He never published anything political.” This is strictly
true. “He never wrote, much less published, one line against the King.” He
never published one. But I believe he did write those verses entitled “The
Regency,” and therein, “by obliquely exposing the Regents, exposed the
King himself.”
In this my brother and I differed in our judgments. I thought, exposing the
King’s Ministers was one way of exposing the King himself: My brother
thought otherwise; and, therefore, without scruple, exposed Sir Robert
Walpole, and all other evil Ministers. Of his writing to Sir Robert I never
heard before, and cannot easily believe it now.
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4. From the moment that my mother heard my brother and me answer for
ourselves, she was ashamed of having paid any regard to the vile
misrepresentations which had been made to her after our return from
Georgia. She then fully approved both our principles and practice, and
soon after removed to my house, and gladly attended all our ministrations,
till her spirit returned to God.
———

DCCCCXXV.
To Mr. John Cricket.
LONDON , February 10th, 1783.
M Y DEAR BROTHER ,

MANY years ago, the society at Barnard-Castle, as large as that at Derry,
was remarkably dead. When Samuel Meggot, now with God, came to
them, he advised them to keep a day of fasting, and prayer. A flame broke
out, and spread through all the Circuit; nor is it extinguished to this day.
I advise you to do the same at Derry. On Sunday evening reprove strongly
their unfaithfulness and unfruitfulness; and desire all that fear God to
humble themselves with fasting on the Friday following. I am much
inclined to hope, a flame will break out in Londonderry likewise.
But you must immediately resume the form at least of a Methodist
society. I positively forbid you or any Preacher to be a Leader: Rather put
the most insignificant person in each class to be the Leader of it. And try if
you cannot persuade three men, if no more, and three women, to meet in
band.
Hope to the end! You shall see better days!
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I am
Yours affectionately.
P.S. The plainer you speak the more good you will do. Derry will bear
plain dealing. I am just as well as I was forty years ago.
———

DCCCCXXVI.
To Mr. John Man, Missionary in Nova-Scotia.
LONDON , June 30th, 1788.
M Y DEAR BROTHER

I AM greatly concerned for the prosperity of the work of God in
Nova-Scotia. It seems some way to lie nearer my heart than even that in
the United States: Many of our brethren there are, we may hope, strong in
the Lord, and in the power of his might; but I look upon those in the
northern provinces to be younger, and tender children, and consequently to
stand in need of our most anxious care. I hope all of you that watch over
them are exactly of one mind, and of one judgment; that you take care
always to speak the same things, and to watch over one another in love.
Mr. Wrey is a workman that need not be ashamed. I am glad to hear of his
safe arrival. Although he has not much learning, he has, what is far better,
uprightness of heart, and devotedness to God. I doubt not but he and you
will be one, and go on your way hand in hand. Whatever opposers you
meet with Calvinists, Papists, Antinomians, or any other, have a particular
care that they do not take up too much either of your thoughts or time.
You have better work: Keep to your one point, Christ dying for us, and
living in us; so will you fulfill the joy of,
My dear brethren,
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Your affectionate friend and brother.
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TO

THE READER OF THE ARMINIAN MAGAZINE. 39
IT is usual, I am informed, for the compilers of Magazines to employ the
outside covers in acquainting the courteous reader with the beauties and
excellencies of what he will find within. I beg him to excuse me from this
trouble; from writing a panegyric upon myself. Neither can I desire my
friends to do it for me, in their recommendatory letters. I am content this
Magazine should stand or fall by its own intrinsic value. If it is a
compound of falsehood, ribaldry, and nonsense, let it sink into oblivion. If
it contains only the words of truth and soberness, then let it meet with a
favorable reception.
It is usual, likewise, with Magazine writers, to speak of themselves in the
plural number: “WE will do thus.” And indeed it is the general custom of
great men so to do. But I am a little one. Let me then be excused in this
also, and permitted to speak as I am accustomed to do.
JOHN WESLEY .
LEWISHAM,
November 24, 1777.
IT will easily be observed, that this Magazine contains fewer articles than
any other. This is not by accident, but design. I have frequently been
disgusted by the many bits and scraps of various kinds which make up a
great part of most publications of this nature. Before one has well entered
upon any subject, it is at an end, and referred to the next number: A mere
trick to decoy the reader to buy another and another number. On the
contrary, I shall endeavor to begin and conclude as many things as possible
in each number: And with regard to taking the numbers that follow, let
every reader use his own discretion.
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AN ANSWER
TO
SEVERAL OBJECTIONS AGAINST “THE
ARMINIAN MAGAZINE.”
IN A LETTER TO A FRIEND.

40

LONDONBERRY, June 5th, 1778.
DEAR SIR,

I HAVE a long letter from an anonymous correspondent respecting the
Arminian Magazine. It appears to be wrote with a friendly design and in
an excellent spirit. The objections mentioned therein seem to be partly his
own, partly repeated from others.
The first is, “It is too short. Some other Magazines are almost as long
again. It is true, there are as many pages as in others; but there are not so
many lines in a page; not so many by ten or twelve as in the Spiritual
Magazine.”
I answer, by confessing the charge. It is undeniably true, that it does not
contain so many lines, either in prose or verse, as the Spiritual Magazine.
And
Tonson, who is himself a wit,
Weighs writers’ merits by the sheet.

So do thousands besides; But I do not write for these. I write for those
who judge of books, not by the quantity, but by the quality, of them; who
do not ask how long, but how good, they are. I spare both the reader’s
time and my own by couching the sense in as few words as I can. Those
who prefer the dealers in many words may find them on every side: And
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from these they may have, not only as much more, but ten times as much,
for their money.
A second objection is, “Here is not variety enough.” I answer, Here is all
the variety I promised: I promised, the bulk of the Magazine (as the very
title implies) should treat of universal redemption. And hence you had
reason to expect that the greatest part of every number would turn on that
single point. Do you blame me for keeping close to my point? for not
rambling from my subject? It is not my manner. I do not aim at it. Whether
in speaking or writing, I endeavor to avoid this kind of variety, and to keep
one thing always in view.
“But there is not variety in the historical part.” But what do you mean?
Would you have me insert bits and scraps of history? or give in each
number part of the Life of one man, and part of that of another? I never
proposed this. I think it far better to select a few of the best Lives I know,
and to go entirely through one before I enter upon another.
In the letters there is certainly as much variety as any reasonable man can
expect. Indeed they are all serious; and they all relate to one thing, — the
work of God in the heart. But this also was what I promised at first; what
I proposed from the beginning.
“But would it not be advisable to procure and print letters from various
correspondents?” Yes; if I could hope for better than I have already: But I
have no hope of this. I believe, very many of those that now lie by me will
not easily be excelled, either in point of sentiment or expression, by any
other I can receive.
“But would not many of your correspondents propose objections, and
thereby occasion more variety?” They would: But that is a kind of variety
which I peculiarly dislike. I have studiously avoided it from the beginning,
and shall do to the end, of the work. I design going straight on in proving
my point, without turning aside to the right hand or the left.
“But you have no pictures or other decorations or embellishments, which
other Magazines have.” It is true. But I will tell you what I have, — if you
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cannot find it out without telling, — such paper as no Magazine in
England was ever printed upon before. Consider! this one single article
costs more than all their fine embellishments put together.
Permit me to say, once for all: To men of taste, men of sense, and men of
piety, I am in hopes this Magazine will recommend itself, without any but
its own intrinsic ornaments. But if any of these will inform me how it may
be improved, consistently with my first design, the favor will be
thankfully acknowledged by,
Dear Sir,
Your affectionate servant,
JOHN WESLEY .

———————————————
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NOTES
1. ‘st for est.
2. Tetuli, for tuli.
3. Dixti, for dixisti.
4. Induperator, for imperator.
5. Viden’ for videsne.
6. Claudier, for claudi.
7. GREEK pro ejus, ipsius, vel illius, indeclinabile, et significat ipsum,
ipsam, ipsos, ipsas.
8. Vol. V., of the present edition. — EDIT.
9. Vol. V., of the present edition. — EDIT.
10. This tract, which is deduced from by Toplady’s translation of a
treatise by Zanchius, was overlooked in the arrangement of Mr.
Wesley’s publications on the Calvinistic controversy. It should have
been inserted in Vol. 10. That it was written by Mr. Wesley, though it
has not been included in any previous collection of his Works, will
appear manifest, on comparing the paragraph with which it concludes,
with the argument of the tract entitled, “The Consequence Proved,”
Vol. 10. — EDIT. (1831.)
11. It is very probable that the following list will be found not to contain
all the tracts that Mr. Wesley abridged and adopted from different
writers. It is as complete as I have been able to make it; and will serve
to show, when viewed in connection with his own writings, the
astonishing mass of information which he placed within the reach of
general readers, and of comparatively poor people. — EDIT.
12. “Florentius, in a conversation with Thomas à Kempis, observed to him
three temptations to which beginners in a spiritual life are exposed.
The first was, when a person, recently converted, returns to associate
with his worldly friends on the pretense of endeavoring to convert
them. Of ten who yield to this temptation, scarcely one (Florentius
used to say) does not relapse into his former habits. The Second is,
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when a lowly layman wishes to enter into holy orders. This, according
to Florentius, proceeds too often from a secret pride, which makes the
layman wish for a higher occupation than that of his humble lot. The
Third temptation is, when a Priest, who is gifted with talents and
learning, seeks for the dignities of the Church only from a wish, as he
flatters himself, of being useful to his neighbors. This was often
described by Florentius as a most dangerous illusion. To seek for
dominion over others, he used to say, is a strong mark of reprobation.”
— EDIT.
13. In his Chronicle of M. Agnes, c. 26.
14. N.B. This word is preferable to “self-denial” on two accounts:
1. Because it is a more general term, including both “self-denial” and
“taking up the cross:”
2. Because it is a more literal translation of our Savior’s expression,
Aparnhsasqw eauton, Abrenuntiet sibi ipsi.
15. “It is the finest work,” says Fontenelle, “that hath proceeded from the
pen of man; the Gospel being of Divine original.”
16. Historia Ecclesiastica, lib. iii., c. 36.
17. Mr. Wesley’s explanation of the word Methodist, in this Dictionary,
is worthy of notice. It is, “One that lives according to the method laid
down in the Bible.” — EDIT.
18. From how great expectations am I fallen! — EDIT.
19. At no future time. — E DIT.
20. Preface, page 6.
21. What his method is, any one may see in the last edition of the
“Primitive Physic.”
22. This tract, and the nineteen which follow it, were inserted by Mr.
Wesley in a uniform edition of his own Works. — EDIT.
23. This quotation from Ovid may be thus tendered: — “Woe is me, that
no medicinal herbs are capable of curing love!” — EDIT.
24. ‘Aparnhsasqw eauton. Matthew 16:24.
25. Marquis de Renty.
26. Prior’s “Henry and Emma.” — EDIT.
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27. So it was in the first edition. Many of these are now taken into the
text.
28. The particle of breath divine. — EDIT.
29. This line from Ovid is thus translated by Dryden: —
“A creature of a more exalted kind
Was wanting yet, and then was man design’d:
Conscious of thought, of more capacious breast.”
— EDIT.
30. Except in a very few cases.
31. In the year 1743 this Hymn Book was reprinted with the second,
mentioned page 319, so as to form one volume with it. — EDIT.
32. This expression, and several others which follow, are far too strong, as
Mr. Wesley afterwards perceived and acknowledged. They are
corrected and qualified in Volume 11, pp. 379; 380, of this edition of
his Works, where a part of this preface is quoted. —EDIT.
33. These four Hymn Books have each the same title; but they are distinct
publications; and at present are very rarely to be met with. They
contain several of the hymns which have always been in general use
among the Methodists; not a few of which are stated to be translations
from the German. The late very intelligent daughter of Mr. Charles
Wesley informed me, that none of these translations were understood
to be made by her father; but by her uncle, Mr. John Wesley. — EDIT.
34. The greater part was composed by the Rev. Charles Wesley. — EDIT.
35. This Letter should have been inserted, Volume 9. page 173, but was
overlooked at the proper time. — EDIT.
36. This quotation from Horace is thus translated by Smart: — “Which
either inattention has dropped, or human nature has not sufficiently
provided against.” — EDIT.
37. Volume 8, of the present edition of Mr. Wesley’s Works. — EDIT
38. The following Letter should have been inserted, Volume 13. page 411.
— EDIT.
39. This short Address was inserted on the cover of the first number of the
Arminian magazine, published in January, 1778. — EDIT.
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40. This letter was printed in the form of a tract, and stitched up with the
first volume of the Arminian Magazine. — EDIT.
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